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Editors’ Foreword
The need to enhance the study of Jewish attitudes towards death in their
broadest aspects was recognized and discussed in 2007 by Simha Goldin
and Stefan Reif. They decided to organize a conference, and set up an
international steering committee composed of Andreas Lehnardt, Avriel
Bar-Levav and Uri Ehrlich, as well as themselves, chaired by Stefan Reif.

The conference was held at the Cymbalista Jewish Heritage Center and
the Lester and Sally Entin Faculty of Humanities of Tel Aviv University on
10–12 May 2010, with the aid of the Johannes Gutenberg University, Mainz,
and under the auspices of the Goldstein-Goren Diaspora Research Center
at Tel Aviv University. A total of twenty-two papers were delivered, in
English and in Hebrew, the latter in the context of a Workshop devoted to
‘Reading Gravestones as Texts’, directed by Avriel Bar-Levav. The present
volume represents the outcome of that conference, with some minor omis-
sions and significant additions.

Frederick Paxton, whose keynote address provided the necessary
background in the medieval Christian world for the whole topic of the
conference, was also kind enough to respond favourably to the editors’
request to append to his paper some comments on the texts of all the other
presentations that are included here. This was greatly appreciated.

The editors wish to thank all those individuals and institutions who
contributed to the success of the conference and the preparation of the
volume, especially Sara Appel, Ora Azta and other staff at the Goldstein-
Goren Diaspora Research Center. They are also grateful to Dvora Bregman
and Menahem Schmelzer for reviewing the manuscript and to the Johan-
nes Gutenberg University, Mainz, and to the Harry and Gertrude Landy
Charitable Trust for their support. They would also like to express their
thanks to Albrecht Döhnert for establishing the Rethinking Diaspora Sub-
Series at De Gruyter Publishing House, and to the editors of the Studia
Judaica Series – Charlotte Fonrobert, Alexander Samely, and Günther
Stemberger – for kindly accepting the volume as the first in the new Sub-
Series.
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Details of the Contributors, with Summaries of
their Essays
Avriel Bar-Levav is Senior Lecturer in Judaic Studies in the Department of His-
tory, Philosophy and Judaic Studies at the Open University of Israel, and editor
of Pe‘amim: Studies in Oriental Jewry, published by the Ben-Zvi Institute, Jeru-
salem, Israel.

Bar-Levav offers a framework for depicting and understanding the varied
Jewish attitudes towards death, particularly in the medieval period. The
author differentiates between death as an idea and death as a reality, and
between the presence and absence of death. He suggests that, by and
large, death is marginal in the framework of Jewish culture. Jewish attitudes
towards death can be anchored between time, space and texts. There is a time
of mourning and remembrance, there is a place for the dead (the cemetery),
and there are distinct texts that are used in the contexts of dying and mourn-
ing. The paper describes various axes along which ideas about death may
be perceived: death as punishment or desideratum; the amalgamation of the
personality during life and its disintegration in death; the relationship between
this world and the world to come; the connection of the soul and the body;
and the burial society as a social and religious organization. Death offers a
moral perspective on life, and this is also connected with the comprehension
of dying as a life passage, and with the construction of the idea of the proper
death.

Frederick S. Paxton is the Brigida Pacchiani Ardenghi Professor of History at
Connecticut College, in New London, Connecticut, U.S.A.

Paxton’s paper attempts to gather together the myriad social and religious
behaviours around death, dying and commemoration of the dead in the Latin
Christian Middle Ages within a common conceptual framework: the medieval
economy of salvation. He argues that the medieval economy of salvation grew
out of the patristic notion of the divine economy, whereby God’s gift of his
son’s life opened up a path to eternal salvation for humankind, to eventually
encompass the transfer of people, goods, lands and incomes from private
hands to religious communities in exchange for masses, psalms, prayers and
alms for the poor, which were then offered to God in return for the salvation
of the souls of the donors and their families. Paxton’s particular focus is on
the early growth of the economy of salvation, which culminated in the extraor-
dinary success of the Benedictine Abbey of Cluny in the eleventh century and
twelfth centuries.
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Stefan C. Reif is Emeritus Professor of Medieval Hebrew Studies and Fellow of
St John’s College at the University of Cambridge, U.K.

Reif began his response to Paxton’s keynote address by stressing the need
for Jewish scholars clinically to investigate the reasons, both theological and
more general, for the revolutionary developments in death liturgy, especially
among the Ashkenazi communities of the high Middle Ages. He stressed the
major contribution made by pre-medieval and medieval Jewish teachers to
liturgical development, how closely related Jewish trends were to their Chris-
tian counterparts, and the link made in the rabbinic sources, especially in
liturgical custom, between prayers for the dead and charitable gifts. Reif also
pointed to the tensions between halakhists and philosophers on one side of
the religious spectrum and mystics on the other with regard to customs apper-
taining to burial and cemeteries. His concluding remarks drew parallels
between Christian and Jewish periods of mourning, trends towards standardi-
zation and the composition of special benedictions for those who performed
special communal tasks.

Shmuel Shepkaru is Associate Professor of Judaic History at the University of
Oklahoma, U.S.A.

This article points out that the three Hebrew accounts pertaining to the
massacres of the Ashkenazi Jews during the First Crusade do not mention
resurrection when discussing the afterlife of the Jewish victims. Given the cen-
trality of the doctrine of resurrection in rabbinic Judaism and the high prob-
ability that the authors of these Ashkenazi accounts were rabbis themselves,
the absence of resurrection in these accounts is intriguing. As the references
to talmudic, midrashic, and biblical texts (Daniel 12) that do mention resurrec-
tion suggest, the Ashkenazi accounts intentionally avoided resurrection. This
article proposes several reasons for this absence. By ascribing to the victims
an immediate reward in heaven, the accounts vindicated God and the victims,
thus addressing the question of theodicy. Other factors were the role resurrec-
tion played in the attempts to impose forced conversion on the Jews, and in
the Christian propaganda of the First Crusade in general.

Andreas Lehnardt is Professor of Jewish Studies at the Faculty of Protestant
Theology, Johannes Gutenberg-University, Mainz, Germany.

This article deals with the late custom of reciting an additional qaddish to
commemorate the anniversary of a parent’s death. As often noted, Ya‘aqov
ben Moshe Moellin (‘Maharil’) was apparently the first to mention the custom.
The term yahrzeit already occurs in the responsa of the Austrian, Rabbi Shalom
of Wiener Neustadt, a teacher of the Maharil. Significantly, at the very time
when yahrzeit customs were being adopted by Ashkenazi Jews in the thirteenth-
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fourteenth centuries, comparable developments were occurring in Catholic
Christianity. The paper therefore goes on to deal with Christian sources that
provide insights into the development of similar liturgical usages relating to
the Paternoster or Lord’s Prayer in the fourteenth century. While there may not
exist a direct and demonstrable Christian influence on the Jewish liturgical
practice, the evolution of a similar custom in the same region and under simi-
lar circumstances may indicate how a dominant Christian environment could
have left its imprint on a smaller religious group operating within it.

Ruth Langer is Professor of Jewish Studies in the Theology Department at Bos-
ton College and Associate Director of its Center for Christian-Jewish Learning,
U.S.A.

Although the prayer’s origins remain unknown, European Jews, by the
time of the Rishonim, expected that recitation of the liturgical composition
known as Ṣidduq ha-Din would be a central element of burial rituals. Its con-
clusion with biblical verses provided the liturgical context for the recitation of
qaddish at the burial itself. After discussing the evidence for the prayer in early
and high medieval rabbinic literature, this paper presents critical studies of
the manuscript evidence for the prayer’s specific forms in the various high
medieval rites of Ashkenaz, France, and Spain. This data in turn allows identi-
fication of the core literary and ideational features of the text and an under-
standing of how various communities elaborated upon it and transformed its
meaning. The prayer moves from simply accepting God’s justice in the face of
death, to meditating on divine justice and mercy more broadly, and to petition-
ing for divine mercy for the living community.

Peter Sh. Lehnardt is Senior Lecturer in Medieval Hebrew Literature in the
Department of Hebrew Literature at Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Beer-
sheba, Israel.

This paper intends to illuminate the use in Ashkenaz of the poetic Ṣidduq
Ha-Din, namely, Ha-Ṣur Tamim Be-Khol Po‘al, in the context of its forming a
part of the composite burial ceremony in the rite of Rome. To that end, it
includes an annotated, critical edition of the textual part of the burial cere-
mony that goes back to Apulia in the eighth and ninth centuries and that
was used and transmitted in Italy throughout the Middle Ages and up to the
seventeenth century under the heading of Ṣidduq Ha-Din. The different textual
elements of this agenda mortuorum are then considered and evaluated accord-
ing to the relevant literary history of liturgical poetry and as parts of the burial
ceremony as a rite de passage for the dead and mutatis mutandis for the
mourning community.
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Joseph Isaac Lifshitz is Senior Fellow at the Shalem Center, Jerusalem, and a
Fellow at the Goldstein-Goren Diaspora Research Center, Tel Aviv University,
Israel.

The prayer, Av ha-raḥamim (‘Father of Mercy’), recited to this day in Ash-
kenazi communities during the Sabbath morning prayers, is mentioned in the
Worms community records as a prayer that was composed in memory of those
killed in the riots that took place during the First Crusade. This paper demon-
strates how Av ha-raḥamim, which may initially have been composed as a
memorial prayer, had much deeper theological meanings ascribed to it in later
periods. It was these theological meanings that gave Av ha-raḥamim the impor-
tance that it has carried into our own day. The first was the idea of revenge
as a proof of the existence of a just God. The second perceived the martyrs as
holy figures – not mere mortals who required mercy – and their memory
became a source of strength for the Jews, not only when facing their Christian
neighbours, but primarily when facing the Creator Himself.

Abraham Gross is Professor in the Department of Jewish History at Ben-Gurion
University of the Negev, Beersheba, Israel.

The massacres of the Jewish communities in Germany at the hands of the
Crusaders, and the collective suicides arising out of that persecution, during
the spring of 1096, have been recorded in Jewish and Christian sources,
mainly in the form of chronicles. This article deals with another type of litera-
ture composed in the wake of those tragic events, namely, Jewish liturgical
verse [piyyut]̣. The author highlights aspects of memory and memorialization
embedded in that essentially religious poetry. It is claimed that the significant
corpus of 1096 liturgy, which describes graphically the bloody events, and
hints at specific facts and individual martyrs, reflects the social and emotional
needs of the first and second generation of survivors for memorialization of
the events and of the victims. Those needs, it is claimed, are not so different
from those with which we are familiar in our own day, although the medieval
medium of expression discussed here is characteristically a more religious one.

Yechiel Y. Schur teaches at the University of Pennsylvania and is Klatt Family
Director for Public Programs at its Herbert D. Katz Center for Advanced Judaic
Studies, Philadelphia, U.S.A.

While Jews in medieval Ashkenaz clearly believed in the bodily resurrec-
tion of the dead in the days to come, certain Jews – like their Christian counter-
parts – also believed in revenants, that is, in dead bodies coming alive in the
immediate period after death. Moreover, like Christians, some Ashkenazi Jews,
including leading rabbis, believed that revenants are composed of actual cor-
poreal elements of the deceased and are not merely spiritual entities (like
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ghosts), lacking tangible, corporeal elements. Following a brief survey of the
topic in rabbinic texts, this paper considers references to revenants in exegetic
texts, halakhic works, and paradigmatic stories, primarily from the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries. The overall aim of the paper is to demonstrate the
novelty of these Ashkenazi views and the degree to which Jews and Christians
held common views on revenants.

Nati Barak lectures in the Overseas Students Program at Tel Aviv University,
Israel. He spent a year at the Hochschule fur Jüdische Studien in Heidelberg,
and is currently a high school principal.

The article discusses the burial of the deceased together with items of
spiritual value and covers the two centuries following the Black Death. Atten-
tion is centred on the changes in ritual and in the perception of death in
the Ashkenazi communities of Germany and northern France, as reported in
halakhic and historical sources deriving from Austria. While in generations
preceding the Black Death requests for the burial of items of special value
were fulfilled at the time of interment, a subsequent custom was also to permit
this at a later date by opening the grave and placing the item inside it, while
adhering to explicit rabbinical instructions. Through such an act, the surviving
family could remain in a form of physical contact with the deceased, as well
as striving for a spiritual connection with them by praying or giving charity
for their souls. The sealing of the grave was not then necessarily final.

Avraham (Rami) Reiner lectures in the Department of Jewish Thought at Ben-
Gurion University of the Negev, Beersheba, Israel.

This article begins by describing the major discovery of some 1,500 Jewish
tombstones from 1147–1346 in Würzburg, Germany, in 1988. In spite of the
size of this collection and the existence of lists of those killed in the Second
Crusade (1147) and in the pogroms of 1298, there are difficulties about draw-
ing conclusions, especially demographic, from this collection. Three women's
tombstones are then considered. Two are of daughters of noted rabbinic fami-
lies, one of whom, the grand-daughter of Rabbi Eli‘ezer ben Nathan (‘Raban’)
of Mainz, died during childbirth. Most surprising is that of a convert who
died in the mid-thirteenth century, and whose tombstone’s wording reflects
the cultural world of her earlier faith. The article concludes with details of
tombstones of Jews who died at the hands of Christians ‘in sanctifying the
Name’ (of God). Although other tombstones have the usual blessings or wishes
for the deceased as they enter into their eternal rest, these do not. The author
offers a possible explanation for this phenomenon.

Nathanja Hüttenmeister M.A. is a research assistant at the Salomon Ludwig
Steinheim-Institute for German-Jewish History at the University of Duisburg-
Essen, Germany.
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The Jewish cemetery of Mainz is one of the oldest Jewish cemeteries of
medieval Ashkenaz. When the Jews were expelled from Mainz in 1438, the
gravestones were spoilt and used for building purposes. In 1449, the premises
were partly returned to the Jewish community that had returned to Mainz, and
they served that community until 1880. Over 200 medieval Jewish gravestones
have been found in Mainz in the last two hundred years, dating from the years
1049 to 1421, among them a stone from the year 1049, which is the oldest
Jewish gravestone ever found in Germany. Most of the gravestones have been
returned to their places of origin and assembled in a field adjacent to the
Jewish cemetery, constituting a ‘memorial cemetery’. In 2008, additional
gravestones from the end of the eleventh to the middle of the thirteenth cen-
tury were discovered, together with some fragments. These stones are dis-
cussed in this paper.

David Malkiel is Professor in the Israel and Golda Koschitzky Department of
Jewish History at Bar-Ilan University, Ramat Gan, Israel, and has recently com-
pleted a study of the tombstones of Paduan Jewry, 1529–1862.

Hebrew epitaph poetry becomes the norm in sixteenth-century Italy and
remains popular for nearly three centuries. This study focuses on its appear-
ance in Padua in the mid-cinquecento, as the reception of the epitaph poem
reflects the acculturation to the Italian environment of the largely Ashkenazi
constituency. The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries are the heyday of the
epitaph poem in Padua, in quantity and quality, and this article surveys the
form and content of this body of literature in the various phases of its develop-
ment. This period is followed by one of stagnation and enervation in the eigh-
teenth century, when the epitaph poem is ubiquitous but no longer creative.
The epitaph is radically redesigned in the early nineteenth century, from approx-
imately 1820. Prose inscriptions replace the poems, and these are more person-
alized, underlining the new importance of the individual in the modern era.

Mauro Gabriele Perani is Professor of Hebrew at the University of Bologna,
Italy, and a former President of the European Association for Jewish Studies.

Perani introduces the Corpus Epitaphiorum Hebraicorum Italiae (CEHI), a
project founded by him to publish a complete corpus of the epitaphs preserved
in Italian Jewish cemeteries of the sixteenth–nineteenth centuries. In the Bar-
occo period and later, the art of writing Hebrew epitaphs, true or fictitious,
commissioned by relatives or written for himself as a personal after-death-
memory, became a discrete literary genre, formulated in rhyme and rhythm by
rabbis and learned scholars. This poetical feature is typically Italian, and the
epitaphs often constitute a true diwan of poetry, as well as an important source
for historical and genealogical study. Perani also illustrates the evolution, lan-
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guage and style of Italian Jewish epitaphs as well as their palaeographical
development and stylistic characteristics. This source, testifying to the concept
of the death in the Italian Jewish communities, may be integrated with other
manuscript evidence such as personal records or the statutes of charitable
fraternities charged with burying the dead.

Minna Rozen is Professor in the Department of Jewish History at the University
of Haifa, Israel, and specializes in the history of the early modern and modern
Mediterranean.

Rozen pursues several avenues of research arising from the systematic
study of large cemeteries, and combines her findings with knowledge derived
from other sources. The material used here was assembled and processed from
four cemeteries in Istanbul where Jews were buried during the Ottoman era:
Hasköy, Ortaköy, Kuzguncuk, and the Italian cemetery in Şişli, all in all some
40,000 tombstones. The case selected to demonstrate the research potential
concerns a specific group from the Jewish community of Istanbul, with the
surname of ‘Romano’, and one of its branches in particular, whose members
were buried in the Hasköy cemetery and were known by the name ‘Roman.’
The research reveals how this family, which apparently originated in the city
of Rome, weaved family connections with Romaniot and Sefardi Jews of its
own class. The varied material also exemplifies the intellectual and cultural
connections of family members with seventeenth-century Muslim and Chris-
tian cultures.





Section 1: On Death in Life





Avriel Bar-Levav
Jewish Attitudes towards Death:
A Society between Time, Space and Texts
The aim of this paper is to present a framework for depicting and understand-
ing the varied Jewish attitudes towards death, mainly (but not only) since the
medieval period; or, in other words, to suggest an initial map and coordinates
for this topic. The basic map for western attitudes towards death was supplied
by Philipes Ariès, who, as Frederick Paxton wrote in the Macmillian Encyclope-
dia of Death and Dying, almost single-handedly established attitude to death
as a field of historical study.1 Ariès proposed a model of four attitudes: ‘tamed
death’, in which death is perceived as a natural part of life; ‘death of the self’,
in which final judgement motifs emerge; ‘wild death’, in which death is seen
as terrifying; and the ‘forbidden death’, in which death is considered to be a
failure, with the dead removed from society.2 Ariès suggested that the interac-
tion between four factors causes the transitions between the different atti-
tudes: human awareness of the self, social defences against wild nature, belief
in an afterlife, and belief in the existence of evil. It is a wonderful story, said
Robert Darnton, but is it true? Darnton, along with other critics, called Ariès’s
system ‘historical impressionism’.3 In any case, it seems that, as beautiful as
this model is and as fruitful as it was for the historical study of attitudes to
death, it is of little if any relevance for the Jewish approaches to this topic.
Moreover, no attempt has yet been made to present an overview of the Jewish
attitudes to death, and I would now like to rectify this. I am not, however,
aiming at presenting here a comprehensive bibliography of the topic.4

What I am offering, as an initial proposal, are the coordinates for what,
some fifty years ago, Joseph Weiss termed ‘the evolutions of the death-sensa-

1 Frederick S. Paxton. Art. ‘Ariès, Philippe’. Macmillan Encyclopedia of Death and Dying (2003).
Encyclopedia.com. (June 1, 2011). http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1G2-3407200020.html. See
also John McManners, ‘Death and the French Historians’, in Mirrors of Mortality: Studies in the
Social History of Death, ed. by Joachim Whaley (London: Europa Publications, 1981), pp. 106–30.
2 The major works of Ariès in English are: Western Attitudes towards Death, Eng. trans. Patri-
cia M. Ranum (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1974); The Hour of Our Death, Eng.
trans. Helen Weaver (New York: A. A. Knopf, 1981); and Images of Man and Death, Eng. trans.
Janet Lloyd (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1985).
3 Robert Darnton, The Kiss of the Lamourtette: Reflections in Cultural History (New York: Nor-
ton, 1990), p. 279.
4 See the most useful and comprehensive bibliography of Falk Wiesemann, Sepulcra Judaica:
Jewish Cemeteries, Death, Burial and Mourning from the Period of Hellenism to the Present: a
Bibliography (Essen: Klartext, 2005).
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tion in the Jewish spirit and religion’.5 The imagery of coordinates is especially
apt for this topic, since it reflects a broad view of a map with different regions,
and not of rigid and one-dimensional focal points or definitions. The rich and
diverse Jewish culture, which has existed in some sort of continuity for many
centuries, contains a broad diversity of approaches to death.6 As I will show,
the coordinates that I will suggest function as axes at different points along
which the phenomena are to be examined. The conception of axes is necessary
because of the great diversity of sources, regions, and periods that this culture
encompasses, and because of its links with neighbouring cultures, primarily
the pagan, Christian, and Muslim. These ties are expressed in the conceptions
of death and accompanying customs. I will present several conceptions, some
theoretical, and others anchored in the historical context.

1 Death as a reality and as an idea
The main distinction that we should make is the one between death as an idea
and death as a reality. Needless to say, reading about death and related issues
such as the afterlife, is something totally different than experiencing the death
of someone near or dear. This distinction is relevant also for Jewish literature
about death. Death as an idea appears almost everywhere. The following are
the main types of sources in which shared or singular conceptions of death
can be characterized: the Bible, rabbinic literature (while noting the distinction
between the Land of Israel and Babylonia),7 geonic literature, ethical teaching
and homiletic literature (philosophical, rabbinical, kabbalistic, and that of the
Ashkenazi pietists), Jewish philosophy, kabbala,8 halakha, custom, piyyuṭ

5 Joseph Weiss, Studies in Braslav Hasidism, ed. by Mendel Piekarz (Hebrew; Jerusalem:
Mosad Bialik, 1975), p. 173.
6 See for example Simcha Paull Raphael, Jewish Views of the Afterlife (Northvale, NJ: Jason
Aronson, 1994); Chaim Z. Rozwasky, Jewish Meditations on the Meaning of Death (Northvale,
NJ: Jason Aronson, 1994); Michael Swirsky (ed.), At the Threshold: Jewish Meditations on Death
(Northvale, NJ: Jason Aronson, 1996); Shmuel Glick, Light and Consolation: The Development
of Jewish Consolation Practices, Eng. trans. Fern Seckbach (Jerusalem: Ori Foundation, 2004);
Maurice Lamm, The Jewish Way in Death and Mourning (Middle Village, NY: J. David Publish-
ers, 2000); Yechezkel Shraga Lichtenstein, Consecrating and Profane: Rituals Preformed and
Prayers Recited at Cemeteries and Burial Cites of the Pious Midrash (Hebrew; Tel Aviv: Hakibutz
Hameuhad, 2007); and the various citations in this paper.
7 Nissan Rubin, The End of Life: Rites of Mourning in the Talmud and Midrash, (Hebrew; Tel
Aviv: Hakibutz Hameuhad, 1977).
8 See Moshe Idel, ‘The Light of Life: Kabbalistic Eschatology’, Sanctity of Life and Martyrdom:
Studies in Memory of Amir Yekutiel, ed. by Isaiah Gafni and Aviezer Ravitzky (Hebrew; Jeru-
salem: Shazar Center, 1992), pp. 191–211; Yehuda Liebes, ‘Two Young Roes of a Doe: The Secret
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(liturgical hymns) and poetry,9 popular literature in Jewish languages,10 and
material culture.11 Wherever Jews lived we find texts on death, the most promi-
nent among these being the specific conceptions of death found in the Land
of Israel and Babylonia, Philo, Byzantium, Ashkenaz in the period of the Ash-
kenaz pietists, Spain, Italy, Poland, and the Islamic lands. Most of these belong
to the realm of death as an idea. Yet there are also texts that belong to the
realm of death as a reality, or combining both aspects. These are mainly the
genre that comprises books for the sick and the dying which I will discuss
below.

2 Presence and absence
There is an occupation with death in all the centres just listed, which include
almost all the spheres of Jewish culture and its literary corpus (possibly similar
to the standing of this topic in human culture as a whole). Notwithstanding
this, such an occupation co-exists with a significant Jewish cultural choice,
concerning the marginality of death. This marginality finds expression in the
fact that in almost every realm of Jewish creativity the occupation with death
is partial and generally brief. As well phrased by Meir Benayahu, in his impor-
tant study of death customs, ‘everyone is present in times of joy and no one
is present in times of sorrow or grief’.12 This is not necessarily true for some
of the public Jewish mourning customs, such as the shiv‘a, which is sometimes
crowded,13 but it is certainly true for the study of death in Judaism, which is
still in its initial stages, especially in comparison with the study of death in
other cultures, mainly western.

Sermon of Isaac Luria Before his Death’, Lurianic Kabbala, ed. by Rachel Elioar and Yehuda
Liebes (Hebrew: Jerusalem Studies in Jewish Thought X) 1992, pp. 113–69.
9 See Raymond P. Scheindlin, Wine Women and Death: Medieval Hebrew Poems on the Good
Life (New York et al.: Oxford University Press, 1999).
10 See Eli Yassif, Jewish Folklore: An Annotated Bibliography (New York: Gerland, 1986).
11 See Michael Brocke and Christiane E. Müller, Haus des Lebens: Jüdische Friedhöfe in
Deutschland (Leipzig: Reclam, 2001).
12 Meir Benayahu, Ma‘amadot u-Moshavot (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Yad Harav Nissim, 1985), p. 8.
13 See for example Samuel C. Heilman, When a Jew Dies: The Ethnography of a Bereaved Son
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001).
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3 A society between time, space and texts

Jewish attitudes towards death are delineated by four parameters: society,
time, space and texts. In Jewish culture (as well as in other cultures) death is
a social phenomenon.14 It is forbidden, for example, to leave a dying person
alone. Moreover, the ritual of saying the qaddish, which is central among the
Jewish mourning rituals, can be said only in a minyan, that is a group of ten
men. One needs to have a community in order to mourn properly or to mark
properly days of remembrance (by reciting the qaddish), such as the yearly
yahrzeit. Time is another factor – mourning rituals being timed for seven days
(shiv‘a), thirty days, a year and then the annual day of remembrance. The
dead are mentioned (by saying texts in synagogue) at certain times of the
year – Yom Kippur and the three festivals. Again this can be done, according
to the Jewish law, only when there is a minyan. The space of the dead is the
cemetery, which is the most minor factor of the four. The space of the mourners
is the home (during the shiv‘a) and then the synagogue, where the qaddish is
recited.

4 Marginality and centrality

Jewish culture’s basic position regarding death and the dead is in various
respects to accord them a marginal standing. The occupation with death is
marginal, and in some ways so are the dead themselves. Using the four param-
eters given above, death is marginal in time – mourning is structured and
restricted to certain times and therefore is not supposed to be expressed in
other times; regarding space – the dead are put in the cemetery which is
almost always isolated and marginal; and, in the matter of society, death is
also socially marginal, and has only a limited place in the Jewish community.
These are different categories, but they share this marginality.

In the Garden of Eden narrative, death is presented as a punishment for
the primordial sin. The central expression of this marginality is the impurity
of the corpse, which is the deepest form of impurity: the corpse is the progeni-
tor of impurity, from which all ritual impurity is derived. And (since the time
of the talmudic rabbis) cemeteries have been located on the outskirts of settle-

14 See Richard Huntington and Peter Metcalf, Celebrations of Death: The Anthropology of
Mortuary Ritual (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979).
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ments, as a marginal quarter whose inhabitants are marginal.15 The Bible men-
tions other burial possibilities, including family burial, in which the situation
is different, but beginning in the talmudic period, and especially since the
medieval period, Jewish cemeteries acquired a nature similar to what we now
know.

Jewish mourning practices restrict the possibility of expressing any con-
nection with the dead, and they are limited to fixed and delineated times and
modes. Nonetheless, there are periods and places in which death has a more
noticeable presence. The main (and almost sole) day in which the presence of
death is palpable is Yom Kippur (Day of Atonement), in the liturgical context
and ancillary philosophical conceptions of which much attention is paid to
death. This is because of its perception as a day of judgement, and because
the prayer includes the Yizkor ceremony of mentioning the dead. The Yom
Kippur prayer service is perceived as encompassing both the living and the
dead, in which the living pray and can be of avail to the dead, and the dead,
too, come to the synagogue. R. Moshe Isserles cites R. Ya‘aqov Weil: ‘Therefore
Yom Ha-Kippurim is in the plural – for the living and for the dead.’16

The High Holy Days, of which Yom Kippur is part, are also the period in
which the cemetery has a more central place than the rest of the year, and it
is customary to visit the cemetery and conduct various rites, such as that of
encompassing the cemetery with a string that is afterwards used as wicks for
the Sabbath candles. Elsewhere I have set forth eight cultural functions of the
Jewish cemetery: neighbourhood, gate or portal, communication centre, stage,
setting or backdrop, refuge, trap, and centre of identity17. Each of these roles
reflects a different aspect of the cemetery’s cultural significance.18 The ceme-
tery is what Michel Foucalt called ‘heterotopia’, that is, ‘another space’, one
that is beyond any place, but nevertheless possible, specifically because it is
one that encompasses all places. As such, the cemetery reflects social values
in a complex fashion.

15 On the cemetery in Jewish culture see Avriel Bar-Levav, ‘We Are Where We Are Not: The
Cemetery in Jewish Culture’, Jewish Studies, 41 (2002), pp. 15*–46*.
16 See Avriel Bar-Levav, ‘The Concept of Death in Sefer ha-Ḥayyim (The Book of Life) by Rabbi
Shimon Frankfurt’, doctoral dissertation (Hebrew; The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 1997),
p. 180.
17 See Bar-Levav, ‘The Cemetery’.
18 See Elliot S. Horowitz, ‘Speaking to the Dead: Cemetery Prayer in Medieval and Early
Modern Jewry’, Journal of Jewish Thought & Philosophy, 8 (1999), pp. 303–17.
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5 Punishment or desideratum
Most Jewish conceptions view death as something daunting and disheartening,
which is to be avoided or delayed, if possible. Thus, it is related that Moses
and King David sought to defer their deaths, to the extent that the Angel of
Death, who executes the divine sentence, had to outwit them in order to fulfill
his mission. At the other end of this scale is the notion that death (to be
precise, mystical death) can be the culmination of a theurgic or unio-mystical
process. Such, for example, was the death of R. Simeon bar Yoḥai, as related
in the Zohar. The death of Moses, too, at least according to some conceptions,
possessed such a dimension, but more prominent in his case is the legitimiza-
tion – rare in the Jewish sources – of expressing fear of one’s own death.

A phenomenon of another sort, namely, choosing death, also exists in
instances of Qiddush ha-Shem (martyrdom), both in practice – for example,
during the time of the Crusades, as we learn from the important book by
Shmuel Shepkaru19 – and as a matter of principle, as in the spiritual aspiration
to die a martyr’s death for the ‘Sanctification of the Name of God’ that appears
in the mystical diary of R. Joseph Caro, Maggid Mesharim.20

6 Disintegration and combination
Death is perceived as the disintegration of an integral wholeness: ‘And the
dust returns to the ground as it was, and the lifebreath returns to God who
bestowed it’ (Eccl 12:7). This dismantling is not total, and according to most
understandings, a certain connection remains between the material part that
is consumed after death and interred in the grave, and the spirit or soul, and
this bond turns the grave into the address of the deceased’s personality. When
people desire to address a deceased person, they usually go to his or her grave.
For example, the book Ma‘ane Lashon, that was printed in scores of editions
and with textual variations in Central Europe beginning in the middle of the
sixteenth century, includes personal prayers to be recited at the grave of rela-

19 See Shmuel Shepkaru, Jewish Martyrs in the Pagan and Christian World (Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 2006).
20 See R. J. Z. Werblowsky, Joseph Karo: Lawyer and Mystic (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication
Society of America, 1977); Joseph R. Hacker, ‘Was the Sanctification of the Name Transformed
in the Early Modern Period Towards Spirituality?’, Sanctity of Life and Martyrdom: Studies in
Memory of Amir Yekutiel, ed. by Isaiah Gafni and Aviezer Ravitzky (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Shazar
Center, 1992), pp. 221–32.
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tives, teachers, rabbis, and the like. This is a point of connection between the
dead and a certain space, their space, which becomes also a partial space for
the people who come to visit them.

This disintegration is not only between the body and the soul, but also
between the different parts of the soul. Thus, for example, Sefer Ḥasidim
explains what enables the deceased to appear in a dream:

324. If two good people took an oath or pledged together during their lifetime, that if one
were to die he would tell his fellow how it is in that world, whether in a dream or awake –
if in a dream, the spirit will come and whisper in the ear of the living, or in his mind, as
the angel of dreams does. And if they took an oath to speak with the other while awake,
the dead will ask of the appointed angel to represent him as a garbed figure, and the
dissipated spirit will come together, until he speaks with his fellow whom he promised
to inform. How can he check that what appears to him is not a demon and a destructive
agent? He is to adjure him, which would not be a case of uttering the name of Heaven
in vain. Furthermore, the dead cannot mention [the name of God] Yah, because by it this
world and the world to come were created, for he [the deceased] is beyond these worlds.
And it is written [Ps 115:17]: ‘The dead cannot praise the Lord’ but rather [Ps 150:6]: ‘Let
all that breathes praise the Lord.’

A situation is depicted in which there is an obligation to communicate between
the dead and the living. The friends took an oath to give each other informa-
tion regarding ‘that world’ – the world to come, where one goes after death.
The oath taken by the living person obligates him when dead, as well. Since,
however, death is the dissolution of the components of the individual’s iden-
tity, he must, in order to appear before the living and fulfil his obligation, ask
the angel responsible for the dead (according to some conceptions this is the
angel Duma, to whom the biblical phrase [Ps 115:17] ‘who go down into silence
[dumah]’ refers) to represent him as a garbed figure, that is, an astral figure
visible to the living, and bring together the dispersed parts of the soul that
separated upon death. The dead of this type who return to the world of the
living are similar in appearance to demons, hence the need to confirm that
this emissary is indeed that deceased, and not a demon imposter. Sefer Ḥasi-
dim suggests a technique for examining the origin of the astral entity with
whom the living meets and who delivers this information.

The conception of disintegration and combination is one instance in which
the Jewish conceptions resemble those in other cultures, as demonstrated by
Metcalf and Huntington.
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7 Vestibule and banquet hall: this world and the
world to come

‘R. Ya‘aqov says: This world is like a vestibule before the world to come. Pre-
pare yourself in the vestibule, that you may enter into the banquet hall’ (mAvot
4.16). R. Ya‘aqov’s dictum distinguishes between this world, in which we live,
and the world to come, where we will go after death. It is claimed that the
next world is the more important, and therefore one should make efforts in
this world to attain a suitable standing there. This world is one of action and
building, while the next is the world in which recompense is given for the
actions done in this world. According to some conceptions, the world to come
is divided into Paradise, the region of reward, and Gehinnom, the zone of pun-
ishment. According to another understanding, the souls come to the Throne
of Glory, and as Rami Reiner shows in a brilliant article, this conception is re-
flected on tombstones in Ashkenaz.21

R. Naḥman wrote of this world and the world to come in his book Liqquṭei
Maharan:

He spoke with us several times concerning the tribulations of this world, in which all are
replete with sufferings; there is not a single person who possesses this world. And even
the great wealthy ones, and even the mighty ones, do not possess this world at all, for
all their days are anger and pains. All are filled with cares and sadness, woe and anguish
always. Each one has his own tribulations, nor are there any among the worthies and
the princes for whom everything is in order as he wishes always, but every single one is
filled with suffering and cares, always […] there is no advice and stratagem to save one
from this toil and woe, save to flee to the Lord, may He be blessed, and to be occupied
with the Torah […]

Our master, may his memory be for a blessing, answered:
Behold, all say that there is both this world and the world to come. Concerning the

world to come – all believe that there is a world to come. It is also possible that there is
this world, too, as some sort of world, for here it seems to be Gehinnom, since all are
filled with great sufferings, always. And he said, ‘this world’ does not seem to exist at
all.
(Liqqutei Maharan 2.119, http://breslev.eip.co.il/?key=296)

In his typical way, R. Naḥman presents a paradox, according to which the
poles of human existence are Gehinnom in the here and now, while Paradise
comes only after death.

21 See Abraham (Rami) Reiner, ‘Blessings for the Dead in Ashkenzi Tombstones in the Medie-
val Period’, Zion, 76 (Hebrew; 2011), pp. 5–28.
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8 The souls are within the appearance of the
bodies

Sefer Ḥasidim, which is an important source for conceptions and notions relat-
ing to death, contains the idea that the state of the corpse in the grave, the
condition of the grave itself, its location relative to other graves and those
interred, and the maintenance of the cemetery, all influence the souls of the
dead. This principle is formulated thus: ‘The souls are within the appearance
of the bodies.’ The state of the corpse impacts on that of the soul, and the
condition of the soul influences the process undergone by the buried body.
‘Appearance’ here denotes the reflection of the soul in the body, and the
reverse.22

331. A person washing a corpse must be careful not to leave any dirt on its flesh, and
similarly, one who places the corpse in the grave and lays him down must take care that
there not be dirt on his face, for this is shameful for him, because the souls are within
the appearance of the bodies.

The principle ‘the souls are within the appearance of the bodies’ is reciprocal,
and in certain matters the bodies, too, are within the appearance of the souls.
The bodies of people at a high level of sanctity do not deteriorate and decom-
pose. ‘There were seven over whom the worms had no dominion’ (bB. Bat. 17a).

The passage concerned with the attire of the righteous and of the wicked
in the world to come refers to an examination of the corpse in the grave as
confirming the words of the deceased in a dream. When the body is stripped
of its shrouds, the soul, too, remains ‘naked’.

335. Two disagreed: One said that the garments of the wicked, who are adorned with the
choicest ornaments, are removed, and they are placed on the righteous, who do not wear
fine shrouds because of their poverty. And his fellow said: Many righteous who were
stripped of their clothing came in a dream to the people of the city where they were
naked, and they asked to be dressed; and they checked, and found that they had been
stripped. R. Yannai gave orders not to dress them – meaning that one should not be
undressed and another dressed with the same garments.

According to one opinion, if the garments of the righteous are not fine enough
according to his standing, then in the world of truth a wicked one must be
stripped in order to clothe him. This undressing fulfills the goal of depriving
the wicked of a standing of which he is undeserving, that of a dead person

22 See Avriel Bar-Levav, ‘Death and the (Blurred) Boundaries of Magic: Strategies of Coexis-
tence’, Kabbalah, 7 (2002), pp. 51–64.
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dressed ‘with the choicest ornaments’. The garments of the dead here are
seemingly limited in number, and they can be interchanged among them-
selves, but no new ones can be produced. Diametrically opposed to this are
positions such as those held by Maimonides and other Jewish philosophers,
that the immortality of the soul means adherence to the Active Intellect, with
no trace of the preservation of the personal identity.

9 The burial society and the importance of burial
In Jewish society the main, and almost only, method of treatment of the corpse
is burial. The Bible also mentions other possibilities (without directives for
burial), such as embalming and cremation. In the time of the early talmudic
rabbis the predominant practice consisted of the collection of the bones after
the flesh had been consumed and their reinterment in secondary burial, while
beginning in the early medieval period burials were conducted in a manner
similar to the present practice. Burial in a Jewish cemetery is perceived as
valuable and meritorious (related to the conception that the souls are ‘within
the appearance of the bodies’).

Burial societies are mentioned in general terms in the Palestinian Talmud,
but the first substantial testimonies to their existence are known to us from
Spain. Until the sixteenth century Jewish burials were conducted, in an unor-
ganized fashion, by members of the community. The sixteenth to the eigh-
teenth centuries witnessed the development of the ḥevra qaddisha, the burial
society, that attended to the burial of the dead, and became a central society
among the many societies in this period.23 Initially there were three classes
within the burial society: (1) leaders or officers; (2) an interim class; (3)
‘mlatch’ – apprentices. The burial society had verbal and practical tasks. Its
verbal roles included prayers, the conducting of ceremonies, and the like. Its
practical functions including bearing the corpse, the technical aspects of puri-
fication, the digging of the grave and the actual burial. The status of the practi-
cal roles was relatively low, and these were assigned to members of low stand-
ing, and at times to hired individuals who were not members of the society. It
should be stressed that the process of the ritual fashioning of death in the
early modern period paralleled the development of the burial society and its
standing. The first books to appear in Italy of the type of Sifrei Ḥolim u-Metim
(‘Books for the Sick and Dying’), Ṣari la-Nefesh u-Marpe la-Eṣem (‘Balm for the

23 See Sylvie-Anne Goldberg, Crossing the Jabbok: Illness and Death in Ashkenazi Judaism in
Sixteenth- through Nineteenth-Century Prague (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996).
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Soul and a Cure for the Bone’) by R. Leone (Yehuda Aryeh) Modena, and
Ma‘avar Yabboq by R. Aharon Berekhia of Modena, were written at the request
of burial society members, who were desirous of infusing their task with reli-
gious and spiritual content.24

10 The importance of rites of passage: a proper
death and books for the sick and the dying

The rise in the importance of the burial society led to the spread among the
public at large of the idea, previously current among the circles of the elite,
of the ‘proper’ or ‘good’ death – a ceremonial death, one accompanied by rites
of passage conducted by those around the deceased and by the recitation of
texts. In a broader sense, the significance of a proper death is that life is
perceived as a preparation for death. The ceremonies conducted before death
appeared in dozens of ‘books for the sick and the dying’, that were printed in
hundreds of editions. When first fashioned, the conception of a proper death
contained two components, one relating to the individual who passed away,
and the other to those around him. The anchoring of the proper death in a
social context is so strong that there could hardly be a proper death without
the presence of additional people, and the books for the sick and the dying
even prefer a minyan (quorum of ten) when the soul expires. The social partici-
pation in a proper death seemingly lessens, if only to some degree, a part of
the dying person’s loneliness, since he is not alone, but is the focal point of
the group’s attention. The group acts in an effective, defined, and structured
manner, taking an active part in the process. By its actions it demonstrates
the concern it feels for the sick one. It should be noted, however, that the
group keeps the dying person’s family at arm’s length. The degree to which
this distancing harms the individual and his family depends on the way in
which the family functions during this event, and on the possibility of their
taking their leave of the dying person in a meaningful manner.

24 See Avriel Bar-Levav, ‘Leon Modena and the Invention of the Jewish Death Tradition’, The
Lion Shall Roar: Leon Modena and his World, ed. by David Malkiel (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Magnes
Press and Ben-Zvi Inistiute, 2003), pp. 85–101; Bar-Levav, ‘Games of Death in Jewish Books
for the Sick and the Dying’, Kabbalah, 5 (2000), pp. 11–33; Elliot S. Horowitz, ‘The Jews of
Europe and the Moment of Death in Medieval and Modern Times’, Judaism, 44 (1995), pp. 271–
281.
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11 Death affording a moral perspective
Death affords an absolute point of reference for life and its accomplishments,
with an inherent moral perspective. A prime example of this thought appears
in mAvot (2.10), that advises: ‘Repent one day before your death.’ The Babylo-
nian Talmud (bŠab. 123a) presents the lack of knowledge of the time of one’s
death as a motive for a perpetual state of repentance:

R. Eli‘ezer says: Repent one day before your death. His students asked R. Eli‘ezer: But does
a person know on which day he will die? He answered: All the more so – let him repent
today lest he die tomorrow, hence throughout his life he will be in a state of repentance.

The concept that the time of death is the time of truth, a notion that is close
to that of the moral perspective afforded by death, also influenced the laws of
acquisition, for example, as in the cases of gifts given by one mortally ill, the
last wills of those contemplating death. The moral perspective may also be
understood in the sense that an improper life is like a living death. Thus, we
find in the following poem, Elegy, by Pinḥas Sadeh:25

There, at the edge of the vale, lies a dead lad.
How beautiful is his face in its cold paleness.
Only at moments does it quiver
When the memory of his first love touches him.
Sleep, precious lad. How good it is to sleep in the vale.
How deep is the silence, how quiet the grass.
I am that lad. Don’t see that I am alive.
Only for moments when I awaken will I know how dead I am.

The poem contrasts awareness (wakefulness) with death. Only by awakening
can man sense the existence of death in his life.

I would like to conclude with a re-examination of the question of the cen-
trality or marginality of death in Jewish life. A midrash in Yalquṭ Shim‘oni
portrays the journey in the wilderness of the Ark of the Covenant, alongside
which is the coffin in which, at his request, the bones of Joseph are taken to
the Land of Israel:

Joseph’s coffin [aron] went alongside the ark [aron] of the Eternal. The nations would
say: What is the nature of these two chests [aronot]? They [the Israelites] would reply:
This one is the coffin of a corpse, and that one is the ark of the Eternal. The nations
would ask them: Why is this dead person important enough to accompany the ark of the
Eternal? They replied: The one lying in this coffin fulfilled what is written in the other
(Yalquṭ Shim‘oni, Exodus 227).

25 Pinḥas Sadeh, Collected Poems (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Schocken), 2005, p. 206.
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This passage contains an echo of the parallelism between Scripture and the
body of a holy man, with the act linking them: ‘The one lying in this coffin
fulfilled what is written on that.’26 The Torah is a Torah of life, and the Talmud
states that the lips of a (deceased) Torah scholar in whose name a teaching is
reported move gently in the grave. But there is also a sense in which the time
when the teachings of previous generations are read and studied is also the
time of the dead. I wish to suggest that this study, that is mainly of texts whose
authors are deceased, and the rest, of texts by authors who will die in the
future, also contains another dimension, namely, allotting places to the dead
and their teachings. Thus, the question of the marginality and centrality of
death becomes extremely complicated. The two arguments about the place of
death are complementary and not contradictory, and together paint a complex
picture. The cemetery is not only a heterotopia, but also the place of Jewish
texts. If we view study, that is so central in Jewish culture, as a type of connec-
tion with the dead, then it may be possible to say that there is a deep structure
in which death is not only not marginal, but that a certain aspect of it – the
creative product of the dead – is at the centre of the Jewish experience.

26 On this topic see Adiel Kadari, ‘This one fulfilled what is written in that one’: On an Early
Burial Practice in its Literary and Artistic Contexts’, Journal for the Study of Judaism in the
Persian, Hellenistic and Roman Period, 41.2 (2010), pp. 191–213.





Frederick S. Paxton
The Early Growth of the Medieval
Economy of Salvation in Latin Christianity
The last thirty years have seen a wealth of research on death, dying and the
dead in Latin Christianity. Some scholars have focused on liturgy, ritual and
the cult of the saints. Others have studied cemeteries, graves and epitaphs;
relics and relic translations; visions of the afterlife; grants to religious commu-
nities for the care of the dead; or the records created to ensure that such care
would be delivered, ideally in perpetuity. While research on this body of mate-
rial has opened up rich and fascinating fields in the cultural history of Europe,
it has not been brought together within a unifying framework. That is the
object of this essay, which argues that all this varied human activity was
bound together through a system of exchanges among the living, the dead,
and the court of the living God – a ‘medieval economy of salvation’. The multi-
plicity of connections within this system, the complexity of the exchanges
involved, and the fact that the currency included tangible assets, like labour,
land, and treasure, add up to something like an economy as we understand it
today. But it was also very different, especially in the early and central Middle
Ages, before the mercantile culture of Europe took off. Whatever practitioners
of the economics of religion might think, the early medieval Church bears
only a superficial resemblance to a modern multinational corporation.1 The
medieval economy of salvation deserves to be understood on its own terms as
a peculiarly distinctive and dynamic product of the religious and social practi-
ces of people who adopted Latin Christianity as their religion but also adapted
it to the needs of their families and communities.

Three historical watersheds will frame our discussion. The first, on either
side of the year 400, defines the border between Late Antiquity and the early
Middle Ages. The second watershed more traditionally divides the early from
the later Middle Ages, before and after the year 1100. The third is the late
medieval/early modern watershed defined by the reformations of the sixteenth
century. While working within the historical parameters established by these
three models, we will focus on the period between the first and second water-

1 See Robert B. Ekelund, Robert D. Tollison, Gary Anderson, Robert F. Hébert, and Audrey B.
Davidson, Sacred Trust: The Medieval Church as an Economic Firm (New York: Oxford Univer-
sity Press, 1996); and Ekelund, Hébert, and Tollison, The Marketplace of Christianity (Cam-
bridge: MIT Press, 2006); see also Laurence R. Iannaccone, ‘Introduction to the Economics of
Religion’, Journal of Economic Literature, 36 (1998), pp. 1465–96.
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Three Watersheds in Latin Christianity
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sheds, that is, the early and central Middle Ages, from the fifth century to the
twelfth.

We will begin by defining the medieval economy of salvation more closely
and briefly sketching its overall history. We will then turn to some recent
findings in the history of late antique and early medieval Christianity that shed
light on two important questions. First, when did the Latin Church begin to
involve itself systematically in death, dying and the care of the dead? And
second, when it came to such things, how different was the Church of, say,
Alcuin of York from that of Ambrose of Milan? That should give some idea of
the growth of the economy of salvation between the fourth and the ninth
centuries. Finally, we will present the Benedictine Abbey of Cluny, at its height
in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, as the culminating expression of the
early medieval economy of salvation, even as changing social, theological and
economic conditions were beginning to call into question some of the system’s
most characteristic features.

1 The medieval economy of salvation
The early Church Fathers called God’s management of his creation an ‘econ-
omy’. The defining act of the ‘divine economy’ was the sacrifice of Jesus, an
exchange of suffering and death for reconciliation between the creator and his
human creations.2 Ever since, Christians have been replaying, and extending
the benefits of that primal act of exchange through the mass and the other
sacraments. The Catholic Church still refers to such secondary manifestations
of God’s plan of salvation as the ‘sacramental economy’.3 By ‘the medieval
economy of salvation’, I mean an elaboration of such notions and behaviours,
peculiar to the Latin Middle Ages, which encompassed the transfer of large
numbers of people and large amounts of goods, lands and incomes to religious

2 M. R. E. Masterman, ‘Economy, Divine’, New Catholic Encyclopedia 2nd ed., 15 vols (Farming-
ton Hills, MI: Gale, 2002), V, p. 58.
3 See paragraph 1076 of the official Catechism of the Catholic Church, on-line at http://
www.vatican.va/archive/catechism/p2s1.htm. Accessed October 9, 2010.
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communities in exchange for masses, psalms, prayers and alms for the poor.
Those goods were then offered to God for the salvation of souls in the afterlife,
the souls of the donor and his family in particular. In the early Middle Ages,
these exchanges operated within a predominantly gift-based economy, which
was less directed toward the accumulation of wealth than the creation of social
bonds and thus helped knit individuals and families into larger communities
with mutual responsibilities to one another. The medieval economy of salva-
tion was a subset of the larger gift economy. Within a Christian framework,
such habits of exchange were increasingly put to the service of acquiring the
most important commodity of all, the eternal salvation of one’s family, which
the gift to mankind from God of his own son made possible.

The growth of the economy of salvation in the early Middle Ages was
fuelled by ambiguity in Christian teaching about the state and place of the
soul between death and the final resurrection. Scripture was clear about the
Last Judgement, but vague about what happened after death. This fostered
belief in an interim state, of punishment to be sure, but also of purgation and
preparation for paradise. At the same time, Church leaders expressed only
minor opposition to the notion that the living could affect the state of souls
in the afterlife. To the contrary, they offered ever-more elaborate services for
the dead and dying, advertising them through popular accounts of dreams
and visions that highlighted the positive effects of post-mortem intercession.
Given all this, it should not be surprising that the small-scale agricultural
societies of the early Middle Ages, who tended to view their dead as just
‘another age group’, would be interested in caring for souls after death.4

Indeed, their demand for services was at least as important a factor in the
early growth of the medieval economy of salvation as the supply provided by
the clergy. Nevertheless, the economy of salvation remained more or less a
clerical phenomenon until the Carolingian Reforms of the eighth and ninth
centuries. The three centuries that followed the reigns of Charlemagne and his
son, Louis the Pious, however, saw continuous growth in both the number of
dead being memorialized by the living and the number of the living whose job
it was to see to the welfare of the dead. Among these, the practitioners of
reformed Benedictine monasticism were considered the best, and the monks
of Cluny the best of all. Founded in 910, the Abbey of Cluny was heir to all of
the impulses of the Carolingian reforms. And the early medieval economy of

4 Bruce Gordon and Peter Marshall identify Natalie Zemon Davis as the ultimate source of
this insight in recent scholarship; see The Place of the Dead: Death and Remembrance in
Late Medieval and Early Modern Europe ed. by Bruce Gordon and Peter Marshall (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2000), p. 6.
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salvation was the engine of Cluny’s phenomenal growth, which peaked right
at the watershed between the early and the later Middle Ages.

It is worth pausing to take a close look at that watershed. On the early
medieval side, the economy of salvation was characterized by the circulation
of wealth in the form of gifts made to rural monasteries. In the later Middle
Ages, the increase in the number and size of towns and cities, and in trade
and cash transactions, led to the disappearance of many features of the early
medieval economy of salvation and the introduction of new ones. Grants of
land and children to rural monasteries more or less disappeared, for example,
as did the pre-eminence of monks in the exchange of spiritual goods. New
agents, like the friars, brought the goods of the sacramental economy, includ-
ing the new currency of indulgences, to the growing urban masses. Not every-
one went along, though. Beginning around the year 1000, dissident voices
questioned and even opposed some of the key features of the economy of
salvation. In spite of being declared heretical, such complaints were regularly
reiterated right up until the sixteenth century, when Protestants rejected
almost every one of the essential features of the economy of salvation, from
the miraculous nature of the Eucharist to the very notion that the living could
do anything to affect the condition of souls in the afterlife.

2 Death, dying and the dead in late antiquity
and the early Middle Ages

Turning back from the last of the three watersheds to the first, we can begin
to investigate the early growth of the medieval economy in more detail. In a
provocative study of Christian responses to death in Late Antiquity, published
in 1994, Éric Rebillard argued that a strongly optimistic attitude toward death,
which prevailed in the fourth century, was replaced in the fifth century by a
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profound pessimism.5 Representative bishops of the earlier period, like
Ambrose of Milan, urged their congregations to regard life as a kind of death
and death as birth into real life. ‘Death is not a terrible thing’, Ambrose
preached, ‘only one’s attitude toward death’.6 Baptized Christians in good
standing need have no fear of death, for their salvation was assured. According
to Ambrose, only souls in despair would fear death. To Augustine, however,
only the arrogant would fail to do so. Donatists, Manichees and Pelagians all
believed that their purity or rigour guaranteed their salvation. So as not to fall
into their errors, it was necessary to remember man’s basic sinfulness and
absolute dependence on God’s inscrutable judgement and mercy, especially at
death. According to Rebillard, clerical interest in the pastoral needs of the
dying and the dead was a response to this fundamental shift in attitudes.7

Rebillard’s work supports a growing consensus among scholars of Late
Antiquity that the generations immediately before and after the year 400 mark
a watershed in the history of Latin Christianity, which separates a religion
centred on baptism and assured salvation from one centred on penance, sin
and the uncertainty of heavenly grace.8 Their conclusions are in accord with
those of medievalists who have traced the surprisingly slow growth of Chris-
tian responses to death, dying and the dead over the course of the early Middle

5 Éric Rebillard, ‘In hora mortis’: Évolution de la pastorale chrétienne de la mort au IVe et Ve

siècles, Bibliothèque des Écoles Français de Athènes et Rome, 283 (Rome: École française de
Rome, 1994).
6 Ambrose, De bono mortis: PL 14.555A: Non mors ipsa terribilis est, sed opinio de morte.
Although Rebillard does not look back beyond Ambrose, the last great representative of this
strain, Cyprian’s words to the persecuted in the third century certainly laid the groundwork
for Ambrose’s imperial triumphalism in the fourth. See, for example, Cyprian’s Liber de laude
martyrii (PL 4.788–804).
7 Rebillard, ‘In hora mortis’, pp. 169–224.
8 Robert Markus, The End of Ancient Christianity (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1990) is the touchstone, but see also the works of Ramsay McMullen, Peter Brown, Philip
Rousseau, Kate Cooper, and others.
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Ages.9 They remain, however, at odds with two long-standing assumptions
about ancient Christianity: that the Church had its own cemeteries as early as
the end of the second century and that the systematic burial of the poor was
the motivating factor behind their creation.

3 Catacombs and cemeteries
Since the groundbreaking work of the Catholic archaeologist Giovanni-Battista
De Rossi in the nineteenth century, the Roman Church has believed that the
so-called Catacomb of Callixtus was an exclusively Christian cemetery and that
the Roman catacombs in general were the graveyards of Roman Christians.
Recent philological research by Éric Rebillard, however, has shown that nei-
ther the Greek word koimeterion nor its Latin equivalent coemeterium denoted
a communal burial ground. To the contrary, they referred to individual tombs,
and at most their immediate surroundings.10 There was, in fact, no ancient
term at all for a cemetery in the modern sense of the word. Nor were there any
‘cities of the dead’. The only ancient occurrence of the Greek word necropolis
is a reference in Strabo’s Geography to a suburb of Alexandria, a place with
‘many gardens and graves and halting-places fitted out for the embalming of
corpses’, whose tombs and gardens were no doubt, like those everywhere else
in the Roman Empire, privately owned.11 Under this reading, the famous text
assigning the future pope Callixtus ‘to the cemetery’, the locus classicus for
the argument that the Church had its own cemeteries by the end of the second
century, must have meant simply that he was to oversee the initial outfitting

9 See, for example, Frederick S. Paxton, Christianizing Death: The Creation of a Ritual Process
in Early Medieval Europe (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1990) and Bonnie
Effros, Caring for Body and Soul: Burial and the Afterlife in the Merovingian World (University
Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2002).
10 Éric Rebillard, ‘Koimeterion et coemeterium: Tombe, tombe sainte, nécropole’, Mélanges de
l’École française de Rome, Antiquité, 105 (1993), pp. 975–1001; ‘Les areae carthaginoises (Ter-
tullian, Ad Scapulam 3,1): cimetières communautaires ou enclos funéraires de chrétiens?’, in
Mélanges de l’École française de Rome, Antiquité, 108 (1996), pp. 175–89; ‘L’Église de Rome et
le développement des catacombes: à propos de l’origine des cimetières chrétiens’, in Mélanges
de l’École française de Rome, Antiquité, 109 (1997), pp. 741–63.
11 The Geography of Strabo, Eng. trans. by Horace Leonard Jones, 8 vols (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1917–32), 17. 1. 10. On private ownership of graves in ancient Rome, see J. M.
C. Toynbee, Death and Burial in the Roman World (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1971),
pp. 73–100.
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of the so-called ‘Crypt of the Popes’, a single room owned by the Church in a
rapidly growing catacomb on the Appian Way.12

This conclusion is supported by recent research on pre- and non-Christian
burials in Rome by the archaeologist John Bodel, who argues that catacombs
evolved out of late Republican and early Imperial columbaria and, like colum-
baria, served the whole population of the city. As inhumation replaced crema-
tion as the dominant means of disposing of of dead bodies over the course of
the second century, the characteristic niches of the columbaria, which had
received the ashes of the dead, were enlarged to hold whole bodies, and the
columbaria themselves, built both above and below ground, and sometimes
both at once, were replaced by underground galleries carved directly into the
easily-worked volcanic tufa around the city. Bodel’s argument is based not just
on archaeology, but also on demographics. If the catacombs were exclusively
Christian, he asked, then where were non-Christians buried in the third and
fourth centuries, when the catacombs were in regular use? There is no avoid-
ing the conclusion. Since the catacombs comprise the largest repository of
burial evidence for the period, they must have served the whole population of
the city.13 Except for ‘the crypt of the popes’, there were no places reserved
exclusively for the burial of Christians overseen by the Roman Church. That is
why we find Christians and pagans, and perhaps even Jews, sharing the same
small catacomb on the Via Latina as late as the second half of the fourth
century.14 Families purchased individual rooms and had artists, no doubt sup-
plied by the owner of the catacomb, decorate them with images from the
appropriate religious tradition.

4 The poor and the dead
As mentioned above, the persistence of the assumptions that the early Church
had its own cemeteries and that the catacombs were exclusively Christian has

12 Rebillard, ‘Koimeterion et coemeterium’, and idem, The Care of the Dead in Late Antiquity,
Eng. trans. Elizabeth Trapnell Rawlings and Jeanine Routier-Pucci, (Ithaca and London: Cor-
nell University Press, 2009), pp. 2–7.
13 John Bodel, ‘From Columbaria to Catacombs: Collective Burial in Pagan and Christian
Rome’, in Commemorating the Dead: Texts and Artifacts in Context: Studies of Roman, Jewish
and Christian Burials, ed. by Laurie Brink, O. P. and Deborah Green (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2008),
pp. 177–242.
14 On the Via Latina catacomb, see Fabrizio Mancinelli, The Catacombs of Rome and the
Origins of Christianity (Florence: Scala, c. 1981), pp. 33–38; and J. Stevenson, The Catacombs:
Rediscovered Monuments of Early Christianity (London: Thames and Hudson, 1978).
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depended in part on the belief that the Church developed a commitment to
burying the poor early on in its history. Once again, however, Rebillard has
convincingly argued that, while churchmen encouraged individual Christians
and even Christian congregations to bury and pray for indigents and strangers,
it was not because of a general commitment to burying the poor, but because
strangers and the indigent did not have families who could see to those duties
themselves.15 This distinction is clear even in the works of St. Augustine.
Behind the pronouncements in his letters and his seminal treatise On the Care
to be Given to the Dead lies the unstated assumption that individual families
would see to the burial and commemoration of their dead, just as they saw to
other intimate matters, like birth, marriage, illness and death itself, none of
which were overseen by priests.16 Augustine prohibited Christians from eating
and drinking at the tombs of the martyrs, for example, but allowed them to
do so at their ancestral tombs, as long as they did not get drunk and engage
in immoral behaviour, although he famously recommended that the money
spent on such commemorative feasts be redirected to the poor as a way of
bringing solace to the dead.17

Augustine’s adult life spanned the watershed between late antique and
early medieval Christianity, however, and, while he may not have urged the
general burial of the poor, he took up their cause, even if primarily as a stra-
tegic move in a struggle over who would direct the cultural forces of the later
empire, as Peter Brown has argued.18 In Brown’s argument, championing the
cause of the poor in a world of ever increasing distance between the humble
and the mighty gave bishops of the later fourth and early fifth centuries both
a populist base and an excuse for their own rapidly accumulating wealth.
Augustine’s suggestion, in a letter written around the year 392, that Christians
give the food and drink traditionally offered to the dead as alms was thus

15 Éric Rebillard, ‘Église et sépulture dans l’Antiquité tardive’, Annales HSS, 54 (1999), pp.
1027–46; ‘Les formes de l’assistance funéraire dans l’Empire romain et leur évolution dans
l’Antiquité tardive’, Antiquité Tardive, 7 (1999), pp. 269–82.
16 Frederick S. Paxton, ‘Birth and Death’, in The Cambridge History of Christianity vol. 3,
600–1100, ed. by Thomas F. X. Noble and Julia M. H. Smith (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2008), pp. 386–87, 390.
17 S. Aureli Augustini Hipponiensis episcopi Epistulae, ed. by Alois Goldbacher, 5 vols (Vienna:
F. Temsky, 1895–1923), I, pp. 58–59; see also Rebillard, ‘Nec deserere memorias suorum: Augus-
tine and the Family-based Commemoration of the Dead’, Augustinian Studies, 36 (2005), pp.
99–111; and idem, ‘The Cult of the Dead in Late Antiquity: Towards a New Definition of the
Relation between the Living and the Dead’, in Acta ad Archaeologicum et Artium Historiam
Perintentia, 17 (2003), pp. 47–55.
18 Peter Brown, Power and Persuasion in Late Antiquity: Towards a Christian Empire, (Mad-
ison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1992).
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easily assimilated to the notion that the Church was the natural broker for
such charitable acts.

My own research has shown how, fifty years later, the connection between
the poor and the Church had tightened to the point that a church council at
Vaison, in southeastern Gaul, presided over by Bishop Hilary of Arles, excom-
municated anyone refusing to turn over deathbed offerings to the church ‘as
if they were murderers of the poor’.19 The canon of Vaison gives evidence of
two important developments. On the one hand, the dying were regularly mak-
ing offerings to the Church to distribute to the poor. On the other hand, survi-
vors were not always making good on their dead relative’s vows. Even bishops
could be at fault. Hilary praised his predecessor Honoratus, who succeeded a
bishop who clung too tightly to the offerings of the dead (oblationes defuncto-
rum), for assigning ‘at last to worthy uses that which had been for so long
piled up uselessly’, so that ‘they once again experienced the refreshments of
the offerings that they had given’.20

These texts reveal the initial construction of one of the core networks of
the medieval economy of salvation. Links were forged between offerings made
in the name of the dead and the ecclesiastical authorities who would see to it
that they brought refreshment to the poor, and, by extension, to the dead
themselves. A bad bishop could impede the flow of offerings and the solace
they brought and a good one could restore the system to its proper function-
ing. But something else was going on as well. By the early sixth century,
Bishop Caesarius of Arles was equating gifts to the church with alms to the
poor by urging his congregations to direct their charity as much to monks and
nuns as to their impoverished neighbours. Although the poverty of monks was
voluntary, they could still claim need. Moreover, because they were ‘dead to the
world’, they could receive both alms for the poor and offerings for the dead.

Together, these new findings on burial, cemeteries and the relationship
between the poor and the dead sweep away the last vestiges of the notion that
Christian leaders were quick to translate the Gospel into new responses to
death, burial and commemoration. They also allow us to add two more lines
to the chart on the watershed of the year 400.

In spite of the rhetoric of the imperial Church, there was no concerted
push in Late Antiquity to bring all forms of social behaviour within a thor-

19 Frederick S. Paxton, ‘Oblationes defunctorum: The Poor and the Dead in Late Antiquity
and the Early Medieval West’, in Proceedings of the Tenth International Conference of Medieval
Canon Law, ed. by Kenneth Pennington, Stanley Chodorow and Keith H. Kendall (Città del
Vaticano: Bioblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 2001), pp. 245–67.
20 Sermo de uita s. Honorati, PL 50:1265.
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oughly Christian framework. That was the goal of the medieval, not the ancient
Church, as medievalists have long suspected. And scholars of Late Antiquity
have done a real service in revealing why it took so long. That said, the divi-
sions on the above chart may not be as clear-cut as they appear. In particular,
if we extend the investigation beyond the centuries immediately before and
after the watershed, and direct our attention to the top three pairs on the
chart, the picture becomes more complicated. This is best seen by considering
the issue of Christian attitudes toward death itself.

5 Triumphant death and timor mortis
Anyone coming to the history of death and dying in medieval Europe through
the work of Philippe Ariès would expect to see little difference in Christian
attitudes toward death between the years 200 and 1100. The attitude toward
death among early medieval people was, in fact, as old as humanity itself.
Death was ‘tame’ or ‘familiar’.21 People did not fear death, but accepted it as
a natural part of life. The death of any particular person was subsumed into
the larger contexts of family, community, even species, and death and dying
were met with simple rituals and emotional restraint. Change came only in
the twelfth century when clerics started to highlight the significance of each
individual’s death. Fear and tension grew around the deathbed only in the
later Middle Ages, as God’s judgement came to seem more personal and more
immediate.

Subsequent research has shown how oversimplified this picture is. There
was no primordial attitude toward death as familiar and tame in the early

21 Philippe Ariès, Western Attitudes toward Death from the Middle Ages to the Present, Eng.
trans. by Patricia M. Ranum (Baltimore and London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1974);
idem, The Hour of our Death, Eng. trans. by Helen Weaver (New York: Knopf, 1981), pp. 5–92.
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Middle Ages. This was implicit in my work on early medieval death rituals,
but it is worth making more explicit when even as sensitive a scholar as Caro-
line Walker Bynum could write that ‘As the great historian Philippe Ariès has
taught us, the medieval stress on personal death, ‘my death’, developed within
an attitude that was far older, even pre-Christian: a sense that death is familiar
and near, an expected part of life, an experience of which persons are often
forewarned.’22 Ariès’ literary exemplars of ‘tame’ death, like the hero of The
Song of Roland, died as they did not because their authors were in touch with
age-old rhythms of pre-Christian culture, but because they had inherited a
complex of ritualized gestures and utterances assembled over the preceding
thousand years by Christian clerics, monks and nuns. That is supported by
the research on late ancient Christianity reviewed above. One question
remains, though. Did a brooding sense of sin and fear of death dominate Latin
Christianity from the fifth century onwards? Peter Brown has explicitly taken
up where Rebillard left off. Comparing early medieval views on sin with those
held by the ancient Church and by Greek Christianity and Islam, he found
that, by the seventh century, the Latin West had gone its own way, towards
what he has called a ‘peccatization of the world’, defined by ‘the reduction of
all experience, of history, politics and the social order quite as much as the
destiny of individual souls, to two universal explanatory principles, sin and
repentance’.23 Such conclusions might lead us to think that early medieval
Christians were doomed to ‘a longue durée of terror’ in the face of death and
the afterlife.24 Were they?

In part, the answer lies in directions already noted by both Rebillard and
Brown. That is, for every turn toward fear and the awareness of sin, there was
a corresponding turn toward their amelioration. As the hour of death became
more frightening, the Church offered more rituals to reassure and comfort the
dying. As recognition of sin and the need for penance grew, so did the avail-
ability, variety, and precision of forms of confession and satisfaction, both in
this life and the next. In fact, one could regard the early growth of the medie-
val economy of salvation as a sustained reaction to the new attitudes intro-
duced by Augustine in the early fifth century. But something else happened

22 ‘Death and Resurrection in the Middle Ages: Some Modern Implications’, Proceedings of
the American Philosophical Society, 142 (1998), pp. 589–96, at p. 590.
23 Peter Brown, ‘Vers la naissance du purgatoire. Amnistie et pénitence dans le christianisme
occidental de l’Antiquité tardive au haut Moyen Âge’, Annales HSS, 52 (1997), pp. 1247–61, p.
1260. But cf. Brown’s, The Rise of Western Christendom 1st edition (Oxford: Blackwell, 1996),
148–66; and 2nd edition (Oxford: Blackwell, 2003), pp. 248–66.
24 Caroline Walker Bynum, The Resurrection of the Body in Western Christendom, 200–1336
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1995), p. 12.
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as well. Remnants of ancient attitudes remained scattered about the textual
and mental landscape. They had never really disappeared, and could be rein-
troduced into the discourse around death and dying when conditions changed.
This occurred in two important ways in the ninth century.

The first was through the introduction of a death ritual known as the
Roman ordo in agenda defunctorum into the growing body of rituals around
death and burial in the Carolingian world. I have previously discussed the
details of how this occurred, so will not go into them here, but I do want to
make one argument.25 I followed Damien Sicard in dating the Roman death
ritual to the fifth century, if not earlier, but Rebillard rejected its antiquity on
the grounds that any ritual with deathbed communion must postdate the
changes he identified on the latter side of the late antique/early medieval
watershed.26 In so far as he meant communion as viaticum, the argument is
strong. Rites of deathbed penance did become more regular and widespread
between 500 and 700, as public penance diminished in use and private confes-
sion began to spread. Since the viaticum was always embedded in deathbed
penance rituals, its use spread along with them. Such rituals may have
emerged and spread because bishops saw it as their pastoral duty to extend
aid to dying sinners, but ordinary Christians may have been equally responsi-
ble by demanding something to mitigate the fears that resulted from the new
attitudes towards death being demonstrated by the clergy. Whatever the case,
Rebillard is right that this sort of deathbed communion became more common
in the early Middle Ages.

If we go along with him completely, however, we are faced with a dilemma.
As Sicard first revealed, the Roman ordo is permeated with themes of optimism
and confidence in salvation. It is a ritual of triumph over death and entry into
the heavenly Jerusalem that is in perfect accord with Rebillard’s description
of the dominant attitude toward death before the fifth century. That is particu-
larly true of its reference to deathbed communion, which is not referred to as
a ‘viaticum’ but as an agent in the resurrection of the dead and an ‘advocate
and helper’ at the court of the last judgement.27

Even if Rebillard is right – if the Roman ordo was written after the fifth
century, at Rome or elsewhere – it would then attest to a counter-current to

25 Paxton, Christianizing Death, pp. 37–44.
26 Cf. Damien Sicard, La liturgie de la mort dans l’église latine des origines à la réforme
carolingienne, Liturgiewissenschaftliche Quellen und Forschungen, 63 (Münster: Aschendorff,
1978), pp. 1–257; and Rebillard, In hora mortis, pp. 226–27.
27 I myself confused the issue by referring to the deathbed communion in the Roman ordo
as ‘viaticum’ (Christianizing Death, pp. 38–46) and remain grateful to Rebillard for making me
aware of my mistake.
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the one that is supposed to distinguish the spirituality of the early-medieval
Latin Church from its late-ancient predecessor. In either case, the frame seems
too stiff. Whether or not it is an authentic product of the period before the
watershed (and given the well-known conservatism of the Roman Church, it
is possible that the ordo was preserved, even if not practised, from the fourth
to the eighth century), once it arrived in Francia, it was positioned to contrib-
ute a triumphant strain to the fully articulated ritual process that became the
medieval Latin Christian death ritual by the later ninth century.

This happened because the Carolingian Church, however much it focused
on sin and the need for penance, had a place for optimism in the face of death.
While Rebillard did not make the claim, I would be willing to argue that the
tone of those late fourth-century sermons on death and dying arose in part
from the triumphant mood of a Church that had gone from a persecuted sect
to one of the central institutions of the Roman Empire in just three generations.
The Carolingians were in a similar position. The Franks were a ‘New Israel’
and Charles was a new King David. The Frankish Church marched from victory
to victory along with the Frankish empire. It should not surprise us that the
return of imperial ideologies brought with it the return of triumphant attitudes
towards death.

The other way such attitudes entered the discourse around death and
dying under the Carolingians is through the same sort of literature that Rebill-
ard used so compellingly in his analysis of the late antique/early medieval
watershed: scriptural commentary and exegetical sermons. The Epistle of Paul
to the Hebrews was not accepted as canonical in the West until the fifth cen-
tury, so there are no Latin patristic commentaries on it. John Chrysostom, how-
ever, wrote a series of 34 Greek homilies on Hebrews, which were translated
into Latin in the sixth century.28 Because of its Greek origin and the late date
of its translation, Rebillard did not discuss this text, but it represents the same
attitude toward death apparent in the sermons of Chrysostom’s north Italian
contemporaries such as Ambrose of Milan.

No one seems to have done much with the Latin translation of Chrysos-
tom’s homilies until Alcuin of York (d. 804) used them as the basis for his
own commentary on Paul’s letter to the Hebrews.29 Commenting on chapter 2,
verses 14 and 15, where Paul discusses Jesus’s deliverance of those whom the
devil kept in bondage through fear of death, Chrysostom had asked his audi-

28 The original text of the 34 Homilies and its Latin translations is in the Patrologia Graeca
63.9–456; there is an English translation in A Select Library of the Nicene and Post-Nicene
Fathers (New York, 1899; repr. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1983), pp. XIV, 365–522.
29 Vita Alcuini, PL 100.103C; the commentary is in PL 100.1031–84.
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ence: ‘Why are you afraid when that which you fear has been already destroyed?
Death is no longer terrible, but trodden underfoot …’ Alcuin departed from his
model at just this point, writing instead:

Death is no longer terrible, but desirable, like the end of labour and the beginning of
rest. Why does Paul talk of ‘those who through fear of death were subject to lifelong
bondage’? Because they had been servants of death; because they feared death. They
had not yet been released from fear of death, by whose laws they were held. Now, how-
ever, the saints, who have passed through the struggle and conquered death, laugh at
it, as they pass into the kingdom.30

Alcuin’s treatment goes well beyond Chrysostom’s in its triumphant acclama-
tion of Christ’s salvation. He does not pretend that death itself is easy, it is
still an agon, a struggle, but he assures his readers that death’s power is laugh-
able to those who have passed beyond it. When Alcuin’s pupil, Hrabanus
Maurus, made his own commentary on Hebrews, he retained more of Chrysos-
tom’s original text, at least in some places, but followed Alcuin exactly here.31

Hrabanus’ student Walafrid Strabo did not write a commentary on Hebrews,
but there may be an echo of Alcuin in his gloss to the end of verse 3 of Psalm
131, ‘I will not enter my house or get into my bed’ when he notes that ‘to the
right of the Father, where the bed is, there is rest and the end of labours’.32

Alcuin also addressed the question raised by Christ’s agony in the Garden,
which had been so important to patristic discussions of the fear of death.33 In
his commentary on Hebrews 5, verse 7, ‘In the days of his flesh, Jesus offered
up prayers and supplications, with loud cries and tears, to him who was able
to save him from death’, Alcuin asserted that Paul did not mean that Christ
feared death. His prayers and supplications were poured out not from fear of
death but for our salvation.34 Hrabanus once again followed Alcuin exactly,
as did Sedulius Scottus, a little later in the ninth century.35

30 PL 100.1042BC (Alcuin’s additions are in boldface): Quare tremitis, quare timetis eam quae
jam condemnata est? Jam terribilis non est, sed optabilis, quasi laborum finis et requiei ini-
tium. Cur ait: Timore mortis per totam vitam obnoxii erant servituti? Servi quidem omnes fuer-
ant mortis, quia mortem timebant; necdum erant soluti a timore mortis, cujus legibus teneban-
tur. Nunc itaque sancti derident eam, qui agone transacto et morte devicta ad regnum transi-
turi sunt; cf. PG 63.265–66.
31 PL 112.711–752.
32 PL 113.1050D: ascendero etc., ad dexterum Patris, ubi lectus, id est requies et finis laborum.
In the tenth century, Atto of Vercelli once again copied Alcuin: PL 134.727–834.
33 Rebillard, In hora mortis, pp. 70–78.
34 PL 100.1054D: Beatus Paulus hic dicit preces eum et supplicationes fundere, non timore
mortis, sed nostrae causa salutis.
35 Cf. PL 112.743D–744A; and PL 103.258B: Et lacrymis. Pro nostra salute, non timore mortis
profusis.
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While Latin Christians may have emphasized sin or salvation at particular
times and places, over the long term they avoided too much emphasis on the
one, because it could lead to despair, or the other, because it could lessen the
importance of divine judgement and individual responsibility. To argue that
death was not feared for the first 400 or so years of Christian history is, in the
end, as misleading as to the argument that fear of death dominated the medie-
val mind. On the one hand, the ancient Church hardly ignored sin or fear of
judgement. The penitential system that emerged in the second and third centu-
ries was so strict that it had to be scrapped once the majority of the population
converted. On the other hand, while fifth-century clerics may have put the
accent on sin in a way earlier Christians had not, they nevertheless joined in
a chorus whose themes had already been laid down. The triumphant optimism
of the imperial Church may indeed have been followed by a period where the
stress shifted to pessimism. During the Carolingian period, however, a new
balance was struck, which fostered the continued growth of the medieval
economy of salvation.

6 The community of the living and the dead
The reception and spread of triumphant attitudes toward death is not the only
example of a countervailing response to the heightened sense of sin and uncer-
tainty identified by historians of the watershed between the late antique and
early medieval Church in the Latin West. The most important was the rise of
the cult of the saints, who acted as powerful, and powerfully present, patrons
of individuals and families, both natural and monastic. The resistance of
saints’ relics to decomposition and their power to cure the sick acted both as
proof of the resurrection and as a powerful antidote to the deeply human fear
of disintegration in the face of death.36 The cult of the saints was also responsi-
ble for the dissolution of the strict boundaries that had always divided the
living and the dead in Mediterranean antiquity, and their eventual coming
together as one community of the faithful both in heaven and on earth. In the
ancient Mediterranean world, burials were prohibited within city walls, which
led to a characteristic feature of the landscape, where graves and catacombs
lined the roads to and from the city, a situation that persisted right to the end
of the imperial period. In the newly Christianized and predominantly rural
lands of the north, relics of saints and the desire for their patronage attracted

36 Peter Brown, The Cult of the Saints: Its Rise and Function in Latin Christianity (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1982); Bynum, Resurrection of the Body, pp. 59–114.
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the bodies of the dead to the churches and churchyard cemeteries of the
emerging parish system. First in the form of saints’ relics, and then later in
the form of the bodies of those who wished to be buried near them, the dead
slowly but surely came to rest in the midst of villages, towns and cities. Essen-
tially complete by the year 1100, this process caused a clean break with antiq-
uity and reconfigured the landscape of Christendom. From that time on, the
dead resided at the heart of even the most urban of communities.

The space of Christian society, however, only encompassed those who
lived and died in good standing. Burials were organized according to a moral
scale, with the holiest of the dead at the centre and others around them in
proportion to their own claims to holiness: saints, bishops, abbots, monks,
and pious (and wealthy) lay men and women.37 Those not in good standing,
like suicides, murderers, the excommunicated, and heretics, were relegated to
unconsecrated ground away from both living and dead Christians. Research on
Anglo-Saxon cemeteries, for example, has revealed the widespread presence
of execution sites along parish boundaries, often in conjunction with ancient
barrows.38

Once the dead were buried, attention turned to commemorative practices
that were designed to usher their souls into the community of the blessed in
paradise. From the seventh century onwards, under the influence of Gregory
the Great’s Dialogues, whose fourth book detailed the benefits of the mass to
souls in the afterlife, monk-priests and clerics began to participate directly in
the economy of salvation by offering private masses for the dead. They also
developed more commemorative rituals for members of their religious familiae,
lasting for seven and thirty days after a death, and yearly on anniversaries,
which became characteristic features of medieval monastic commemora-
tions.39 Then, around 761, a group of Carolingian churchmen officially commit-
ted themselves to mutual commemoration after death, creating the first formal
confraternity of prayer. Not long afterwards, monastic congregations began to
make similar arrangements with other houses, and in 805, a Bavarian council
included alms for the poor among their contractual obligations, a move that

37 Megan McLaughlin, Consorting with Saints: Prayer for the Dead in Early Medieval France
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1994), pp. 113–32.
38 Andrew Reynolds, ‘The Definition and Ideology of Anglo-Saxon Execution Sites and Ceme-
teries’, in Death and Burial in Medieval Europe: Papers of the ‘Medieval Europe Brugge 1997’
Conference, vol. 2, ed. by Guy de Boe and Frans Verhaege, IAP rapporten, 2 (Brugge: Zellik,
1997), pp. 33–41.
39 E. Freistedt, Altchristliche Totengedächtnistage und ihre Beziehung zum Jenseitsglauben und
Totenkultus der Antike, Liturgiewissenschaftliche Quellen und Forschungen, 24 (Münster:
Aschendorff, 1928). pp. 4–35; McLaughlin, Consorting, pp. 50–54.
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brought the poor into the centre of the early medieval economy of salvation.40

Over the course of the following three centuries, Benedictine houses of men
and women made the commemoration of the dead, and the care of the poor
in their name, central aspects of their communal lives. The poor remained as
anonymous, ubiquitous, and oppressed as they had ever been, of course. They
were unlikely to be remembered as individuals or prayed for after their own
deaths, except in the most general way. But they were not entirely forgotten.
And their inclusion in the economy of salvation had real results. Ulrich of
Cluny reported that in the late eleventh century as many as 17,000 paupers
received meals each year at the great Burgundian abbey in the name of the
dead.41 There is also good evidence that the standard of living of the men and
women who worked the estates of the Cluniacs in the eleventh century was as
high as that of the monks themselves.42

Carolingian monks also introduced the regular performance of the office
of the dead and began to allow laymen and women to take vows at the end
of life, so as to die in the monastic infirmary, be buried in the community’s
cemetery, and benefit from proximity to those who spent their days and night
praying for the faithful departed. Finally, they set down the names of those
for whom they owed masses, prayers and alms in new sorts of books, known
as libri vitae or libri memoriales, some of which grew to include as many as
40,000 entries by the twelfth century.43 They may have acted as much out of
anxiety as out of confidence in the face of death, but, whatever their motiva-
tions, their actions, like the actions of the saints, bound together the commu-
nity of the living and the dead in an increasingly complex exchange of material
and spiritual goods.

7 Cluny and the early medieval economy of
salvation

The Benedictine monastery of Cluny was the most perfect expression of the
early medieval economy of salvation. This is apparent even in its foundation
charter. Duke William I of Aquitaine (875–918), Cluny’s founder, was the

40 MGH LL 3 Concilia 2.233.
41 PL 149.753.
42 Joachim Wollasch, Cluny ‘Licht der Welt’: Aufstieg und Niedergang der klösterlichen Gemein-
schaft (Düsseldorf: Artemis & Winkler, 1996), pp. 113–19.
43 Nicholas Huyghebaert and Jean-Loup Lemaître, Les documents nécrologiques, Typologie
des sources du Moyen Âge occidental, 4 (Turnhout: Brepols, 1972).
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grandson of the extraordinary Dhuoda, whose famous manual for her eldest
son (William’s uncle) testifies to the importance of prayer for the dead among
the Carolingian aristocracy in the mid-ninth century.44 William may never have
seen Dhuoda’s book, but he certainly shared its central conceptions, the most
important of which was the obligation to pray for those who gave life and land.
William must also have shared in the conceptions behind the many visions of
the afterlife that circulated in his lifetime. Not long before he founded Cluny,
for example, the Carolingian emperor Charles the Fat was reported to have
had a dream vision of the afterlife, where he met his father, Louis the German,
standing in a boiling cask up to his thighs. Louis said to him, ‘If you, and my
faithful bishops and abbots, and the whole ecclesiastical order will quickly
assist me with Masses, prayers and psalms, and alms and vigils, I will shortly
be released from the punishment of the boiling water’.45 William of Aquitaine’s
charter for Cluny was a hedge against a similar fate.46

As the charter tells us, after considering the biblical proverb that ‘the
riches of a man are the redemption of his soul’, William decided both that he
should ‘reserve’ some of his wealth for that purpose and that there was no
better use for it than by ‘making friends with God’s poor’ – by whom he meant
reformed monks. Although the property being granted represented only ‘a bit’
(aliquantulum) of the duke’s vast resources, it was enough to provide the new
community with a solid foundation in the region’s agricultural economy. With
the means of life so provided, the monks were to fill the church at Cluny with
‘prayers, petitions and exhortations’ to help William obtain ‘the reward of the
righteous’. They were also directed to pray for William’s king, parents, wife,
family, faithful servants, and all right-believing Christians; and to engage daily
in ‘works of mercy toward the poor, the needy, strangers and pilgrims’.

The transactional character of the foundation charter of Cluny is no acci-
dent. The transfer of property and power in return for spiritual services it

44 Dhuoda, Handbook for William: A Carolingian Woman’s Counsel for Her Son, translated
and with an introduction by Carol Neel (Lincoln, Nebraska: The University of Nebraska Press,
1991); reprinted with an Afterword by Carol Neel (Washington: Catholic University of America
Press, 1999).
45 Eileen Gardiner, Medieval Visions of Heaven and Hell (New York: Garland, 1993), pp. 131–
32; cf. Paul Edward Dutton, The Politics of Dreaming in the Carolingian Empire (Lincoln: Univer-
sity of Nebraska Press, 1994), pp. 233–37.
46 The charter is in A. Bruel, Recueil des chartes de l’abbaye de Cluny (Paris, 1876; repr. Impr.
Nationale, 1974), pp. 124–28 (no. 112); and H. Atsma and J. Vezin, with the collaboration of S.
Barret, Les plus anciens documents originaux de l’abbaye de Cluny, vol. 1 (Turnhout: Brepols,
1997), pp. 33–42 (no. 4). There is an English translation in Patrick Geary, Readings in Medieval
History, 2nd ed. (Peterborough: Broadview Press, 1997), pp. 304–6. Its dating clause is ambigu-
ous, but it was signed on September 11 in either 909 or 910.
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records derives from the combined dynamics of the early medieval gift econ-
omy and the economy of salvation. The first assured that most exchanges
involved reciprocal obligations of a personal nature, and the second insisted
that the transfer of wealth to the poor in this world (both monks, who chose
their poverty, and the involuntary poor, to whom the monks were to provide
food and other forms of care) was the primary means of bringing aid to souls
in the afterlife.

For all its clarity over the importance of prayer and almsgiving for the
dead at Cluny, the foundation charter makes no mention of rituals around
death itself or when and how often the monks were to perform the intercessory
activities they owed to William. Moreover, since no liturgical sources survive
from the first century of Cluny’s existence, there is no way to know. It is safe
to assume, however, that members of the community were prepared for death
through anointing with oil, deathbed confession and communion as viaticum,
since those were standard features of later ninth- and tenth-century monastic
death rituals in the Carolingian realms.47 It is also likely that the early Cluniacs
commemorated their dead brothers and lay benefactors with alms, prayers and
psalms on the anniversary of their deaths and, in a more general way, at
regular masses for the dead and at the offices of vespers, matins and lauds of
the dead.48

The earliest specific information on death rituals at Cluny comes from the
mid-eleventh-century Liber tramitis, an Italian version of the customs of Cluny
under Abbot Odilo (994–1049). Comparison of the Liber tramitis with the later
customaries of Ulrich and Bernard of Cluny suggests that, around the year
1000, the Cluniacs began a concentrated and long-term intensification of their
commitment to the care of the dying and the dead, which produced their own
highly distinctive death rituals and brought them to the height of their fame
as intercessors for suffering souls.49 Sometime in the 1020s, Odilo reconfirmed

47 Paxton, Christianizing Death, pp. 169–200.
48 For a continental example of a tenth-century monastic death ritual, see Julian Montgomery
Hendrix, ‘Liturgy for the Dead and the Confraternity of Reichenau and St. Gall, 800–950’,
doctoral dissertation, King’s College Cambridge, 2007; for the British Isles, see Regularis con-
cordia Anglicae nationis, ed. by Thomas Symons and Sigrid Spath, CCM 7.3 (Siegburg: Schmitt,
1984), pp. 69–14; and Aelfric’s Letter to the Monks of Eynsham, ed. and trans. Christopher A.
Jones, Cambridge Studies in Anglo-Saxon England, 24 (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1998).
49 Liber tramitis aevi Odilonis abbatis, ed. Peter Dinter (Siegburg: Schmitt, 1980); Frederick
S. Paxton, ‘Death by Customary at Eleventh-Century Cluny’, in From Dead of Night to End of
Day: The Medieval Customs of Cluny/Du cœur de la nuit à la fin du jour: Les coutumes clunisi-
ennes au Moyen Âge, ed. by Susan Boynton & Isabelle Cochelin, Disciplina monastica, 3 (Turn-
hout: Brepols, 2005), pp. 297–318; and Paxton, The Death Ritual at Cluny in the Central Middle
Ages, Disciplina monastica, 9 (Turnhout: Brepols, 2013).
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and extended Cluny’s responsibility for the salvation of all Christians when he
established the Feast of All Souls (November 2). After his death, hagiographi-
cal accounts advertised his responsibility for initiating the feast and the suc-
cess of his monks in aiding suffering souls with their prayers, masses, and
care of the poor.50 A monastic chronicler of the period wrote how masses for
the dead at Cluny could literally snatch souls from the jaws of the demons
below.51 Under Odilo and his three successors, the abbey of Cluny received the
greatest number of gifts, and buried and commemorated the most monks and
laity, of any church in Christendom.52

When the early growth of the medieval economy of salvation peaked, like
Cluny itself, in the later eleventh and twelfth centuries, the social, institutional
and cultural changes that mark the watershed between the early and later
Middle Ages were already calling into question some of its essential features.
Around the year 1000, just as the Cluniac movement was hitting its stride,
voices began to be raised in the Latin West against the power of priests and
the cult of the saints.53 By the later eleventh and early twelfth century, critics
had begun to reject the whole notion that the living could bring succour to
the dead. Henry of Le Mans allegedly taught that ‘No good work helps the
dead, for as soon as men die they either are utterly damned or are saved,’ and
Peter of Bruys scorned ‘the sacrificial offerings, prayers, charities, and the rest
of the good works done by the faithful who live, on behalf of the faithful who
are dead.’54 The tide was even turning within the Benedictine tradition itself.
The Cluniac abbot Peter the Venerable (1122–56) had to respond not just to the
relentless internal logic of the medieval economy of salvation by limiting its
growth, but also to Cistercian criticisms of the use of gold and other luxury
objects around the deathbed. He also vigorously defended the importance of
commemoration of the dead, both from the Cistercians, who thought it took

50 Iotsald von Saint-Claude, Vita des Abtes Odilo von Cluny, ed. Johannes Staub, MGH SRG 68
(Hannover: Hansche, 1999), pp. 218–20, 293–94.
51 Radulfus Glaber/Raoul Glaber, Rudolfi Glabri historiarum libri quinque/ Rodulfus Glaber,
The Five Books of the Histories, V.13, ed. and trans. by John France (Oxford: Clarendon, 1989),
pp. 234–37.
52 Dominique Iogna-Prat, ‘Des morts très spéciaux aux morts ordinaires: la pastorale funé-
raire clunisienne (XIe–XIIe siècles)’, Médiévales, 31 (1996), pp. 79–91; ‘Les morts dans la comp-
tabilité des Clunisiens de l’an Mil’, in Religion et culture autour de l’an mil: Royaume capétien
et Lotharingie, ed. by Dominique Iogna-Prat and Jean-Charles Picard (Paris: Picard, 1990), pp.
55–69; Dietrich Poeck, ‘Laienbegräbnisse in Cluny’, Frühmittelalterliche Studien, 14 (1980), pp.
68–179.
53 Walter L. Wakefield and Austin P. Evans, Heresies of the High Middle Ages (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1969), pp. 76, 85.
54 Wakefield and Evans, Heresies, pp. 117, 121.
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up to much time away from private prayer and contemplation, and from more
radical critics like Peter of Bruys and Henry of Le Mans. Unfortunately, his
defensive posture put Cluny at odds not just with Cistercians and heretics, but
also with Muslims and Jews, who were being increasingly viewed as threats
to the very existence of the Latin Church.55 Moreover, as the gift economy of
the early Middle Ages gave way to a growing profit economy, new ways to
contract for care of the dead emerged, subtly but irrevocably changing the
system at whose heart Cluny lay.56 One of the most important, the granting of
indulgences, helped spark the dismantling of the medieval economy of salva-
tion in the Protestant Reformation. In spite of all this, the products of the early
growth of the medieval economy of salvation were significant and lasting. By
the twelfth century, Latin Christian death rituals had become standardized and
most ordinary Christians sought confession and other sacraments before
death, burial in consecrated ground, and liturgical commemoration by reli-
gious specialists afterwards. The Christian dead everywhere shared the same
space as the living and the living believed that their dead family members
expected and deserved their help in the afterlife. In spite of critics, changing
economic realities and the fact that the Cluniacs had seen their day, the medie-
val economy of salvation was there to stay.

8 Later reflections on the conference papers
(26 May 2011)

When Stefan Reif invited me to this conference I expected to learn more about
medieval Ashkenazi responses to death than anyone would from my thoughts
on the overall development of such things in Latin Christendom. I was not
disappointed. Scholars of medieval Christianity have made impressive advan-
ces in this field, but in almost total ignorance of corresponding work in Jewish
Studies. As the wide-ranging papers showed, closing that gap will be well
worth the trouble.

55 Dominique Iogna-Prat, Ordonner et exclure: Cluny et la société chrétienne face à l’hérésie,
au judaïsme et à l’islam (Paris: Aubier, 2000), pp. 103–52; Eng. trans. by Graham R. Edwards,
Order and Exclusion. Cluny and Christendom Face Heresy, Judaism, and Islam (1000–1150)
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2002).
56 Jean-Claude Schmitt, Ghosts in the Middle Ages: The Living and the Dead in Medieval Soci-
ety, Eng. trans. by Teresa Lavender Fagan, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998), pp.
123–38; Lester K. Little, Religious Poverty and the Profit Economy in Medieval Europe (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1978).
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While the development of Christian death rituals was a slow process,
barely under way as late as the fourth and fifth centuries CE, the correspond-
ing development in Judaism was even slower, in large part because of the
continuing power of the notion that death brought ritual impurity, a notion
whose banishment was itself a major marker of Christianity’s divergence from
its Judaic roots. That said, the common stock of biblical texts that Christians
and Jews shared, along with belief in the resurrection of the dead and doctrinal
ambiguity about the state and location of the soul between death and final
judgement, provided ample openings for cultural interchange over the long
run. Once Ashkenazi communities had established themselves in north-west-
ern Europe in the central Middle Ages, these and other factors, such as the
tension between popular religion and orthodoxy that is endemic in monothe-
ism, and the common experience of the Black Death, led to a surprising
amount of convergence. Thus, by the later Middle Ages, similarities may have
come to outweigh differences, at least with regard to the importance of graves
and cemeteries as markers of communal and individual identity, memorial
practices and belief in ghosts. Not surprisingly, the cultural drift was toward
Christian practice, but not at the expense of elements that marked Ashkenazi
beliefs and practices as distinctively Jewish. They could always claim, if they
thought about it at all, that whatever they appropriated from the dominant
culture had been theirs to begin with, and their responses to death were too
deeply marked by the memories of those murdered or forced into suicide by
Christians to be mistaken as anything else.

In the first presentation of the day, Yitzhak Lifshitz argued that Av ha-
raḥamim, a ‘memory poem’ about the Crusader massacres of 1096, became a
lasting feature of Jewish death rituals, right down to the present, in part
through the loss of memory of its original context, namely, remembering the
names of the dead. Abraham Gross then situated Av ha-raḥamim within the
genre of poems (piyyuṭim) commemorating the Tatnu, as the massacres came
to be called, arguing that the piyyuṭim were themselves part of a larger ‘mem-
ory system’ that was ‘unique to the event and to those killed’. In so doing, he
helped explain the phenomenon observed by Dr Lifshitz. A poem or prayer
could not become part of a liturgical ritual if it mentioned specific people, for
that would obstruct the ‘ritualization of emotion’ that is at the heart of commu-
nal liturgies. Many piyyuṭim named names, for that was in part their point –
to memorialize the martyrs of 1096. Av ha-raḥamim, which did not name
names, was thus perfectly suited for general use.

The papers by Shmuel Shepkaru and Lucia Raspe were similarly revealing.
Professor Shepkaru showed that another response to the Tatnu was a shift in
notions of the afterlife. The belief that the martyrs of 1096 were already enjoy-
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ing the fruits of resurrection in heaven may or may not have been influenced
by the Christian cult of the saints, which originated in devotion to Christians
martyred by the Roman state, but the emergence of a cult of martyrs among
Ashkenazi Jews seems to have opened up space for ritual elaboration and
cultural convergence that had not previously been possible. The long-term
consequences are apparent in Raspe’s work [not published in this volume],
which reveals that reverence for the dead, as marked by visits to the graves of
righteous men, both evoked controversy and bound together Jewish communi-
ties in Bavaria and the Rhineland in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Her
observation that the Jewish cemetery in Regensburg contained not only a mass
grave for victims of the Tatnu, but also the grave of one Amran, whom the
community believed to be Emmeran, the patron saint of the city, suggests
either a bid for a place in a common culture or a kind of thumbing of the nose
to the Christian community.

Avriel Bar-Levav’s survey of changing attitudes towards death in medieval
Ashkenaz highlighted the Jewish notion that, since death is a punishment for
sin, the dead were seen as impure and marginal, to be kept separate from the
living. Nevertheless, over time, the belief in a connection between physical
remains and individual souls led to the practice of visiting graves and their
placement in cemeteries according to the reputation for piety or learning of
the person buried there. Dr Bar-Levav’s own research suggests that the emer-
gence of ‘burial societies’ in Spain in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,
and the ritual books that they generated, reflects the influence of Christian
confraternities and deathbed rituals. Andreas Lehnardt took the discussion
further by focusing on the recitation of the qaddish on the anniversary (yahr-
zeit) of the death of one’s parents. The development of the practice, from its
origin in the rabbinic yahrzeit fast to its medieval development as part of the
general reaction to the Tatnu, and to the burgeoning practice of memorial
masses for the dead among Christians in the thirteenth and fourteenth centu-
ries, shows how the later medieval economy of salvation appealed to urban
populations of both faiths before and after the Black Death. Yechiel Schur
returned to that theme in his survey of learned discussions of the resurrection
of the dead in the thirteenth century, which reflects exactly the kinds of con-
cerns about disintegration and ghosts that Caroline Walker Bynum and Jean
Claude-Schmitt have uncovered in the works of contemporary Christian writers
and theologians.

While these results display the convergence of practice across the religious
divide, Jeffrey Woolf looked at a striking example of how they diverged. Woolf
reported that, while ritual impurity of the dead was a minor concern among
medieval Ashkenazim, they transferred the notion of impurity from the dead
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to the Christian land that surrounded their cemeteries, the sacred space they
had carved out for the graves of the righteous. Similarly, Peter Lehnardt and
Ruth Langer showed how one particular poem, the ṣidduq ha-din, a song of
praise and faith in God’s mercy and in the resurrection of the dead, spread
from the Land of Israel to medieval Ashkenaz, where it was assimilated to
emerging death rituals in different ways all over Europe. Chana Friedman
argued that the mourning rite of ‘turning the bed’ developed out of a talmudic
resistance to popular and persistent cultural practices; Adiel Kadari reported
on the practice of placing Torah scrolls on the biers of the dead; and Nati
Barak presented evidence of a growing tendency after the Black Death to ask
for personal items to be included in one’s grave.

The essays on epitaphs and tombstones, which I read during the prepara-
tion of this volume, deepened my sense of the similarities and differences of
the two communities in a number of important ways. The matter-of-fact tone
of Natanja Hüttenmeister, Andreas Lehnhardt and Avraham Reiner in their
reports on the discovery of new gravestones from the medieval cemeteries of
Mainz and Würzburg heightened, if anything, the emotional impact of the
crimes perpetrated upon the Jewish communities of those cities from the elev-
enth through the fourteenth centuries that they record, especially the almost
total obliteration of the Jews of Würzburg in the so-called Rindfleisch Massa-
cres of 1298. The state of the evidence is in fact directly related to those disas-
ters, for most of the gravestones had either been buried or reused in buildings
erected after the destruction of the communal cemeteries. Epitaphs on tomb-
stones from Mainz provide poignant testimonies of otherwise unrecorded
pogroms. Others from Würzburg show how a convert could bring the biblical
image of ‘the bosom of Abraham’ from a Christian back into a Jewish cultural
context, how tombstones located the dead in relation to Jewish sages, and
how the living struggled to remember properly those killed or driven to suicide
by their Christian neighbours.

Epitaphs from the cemeteries of more fortunate communities in central
and northern Italy and Istanbul during the early modern period (sixteenth–
nineteenth centuries), on the other hand, reveal the depth of artistry that could
be brought to bear on the ordinary facts of human mortality by drawing on
the rich cultural heritage of Torah, Mishna, Kabbala and medieval Ashkenazi
and Sefardi poetry. David Malkiel traces the literary history of the rhymed and
metered epitaph from its introduction in the early sixteenth century, flowering
between 1550 and 1650, decadence and decline between 1750 and 1830 and
replacement thereafter by totally new forms that signaled the assimilation of
the Jews of Padua into the emergent nation-state of Italy. Mauro Perani intro-
duces the corpus of Italian Jewish epitaphs as a historical source base and
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makes an impassioned plea for its preservation. Minna Rozen, then, shows
how the presence of a similar corpus, not just of epitaphs but of tombstones
and their location, can be used to zero in on subsets of a wider population.
Her detailed investigation of the tombstones of a group of seventeenth-century
Istanbul Jews with the common surname ‘Roman’ reveals not only tombstone
designs that drew on the model of Muslim prayer rugs, but also the Hebrew
rhymed and metered epitaph at its height. In the hands of the Romani, who
were as often as not poets themselves and composed the epitaphs on the
tombs of their loved ones, the representation of grief at the loss of an only
daughter, not yet married, or of a wife who died in childbirth, achieves, at
times, in a ‘truly original’ Hebrew, a truly original expression of human loss.

The cumulative effect of all of these fascinating papers is to challenge the
notion that there is any point in studying medieval and early modern Chris-
tians or Jews (or Muslims for that matter, as Minna Rozen’s contribution
shows) in isolation from one another. Investigating phenomena like death,
dying and the presence of the dead is always a good subject for comparative
history, but there is more at stake here. In this case, the objects of comparison
are different religious communities that lived in the same cities for centuries.
However troubled their relations, their shared descent from Abraham made
cultural transmission and some measure of a common, trans-communal cul-
ture possible. Studying their responses to death and dying and their relations
with the dead makes strikingly clear how much understanding the one more
deeply can enhance our understanding of the other. Shedding light on the
common culture that they shared from all sides will provide a richer sense of
life and death, not just in Jewish, Christian and Muslim communities, but in
medieval and early modern Europe and the Dar al-Islam as a whole.





Stefan C. Reif
A Response to Professor Paxton’s Paper

1 Introduction
Tel Aviv may justifiably be proud not only, of course, of arranging this impor-
tant international congress but also of staging, at the Tel Aviv Opera House
this week, Sergei Prokoviev’s rarely seen opera Betrothal in a Monastery. In
this opera there is a scene in which the monks, as well as praising wine and
pretty women (perhaps a nod in the direction of Soviet Russian ideology by
the composer Prokoviev in the 1940s), welcome the death of the half-blind
gravedigger who has left them 100 ducats to pray for his soul. They agree to
do so, or at least to pray for him to be happy in hell! I mention this so that
there can be no accusation that our efforts at this congress are not relevant to
the wider world outside. In this case, it may confidently be stated that they
even relate directly to the local world of musical culture.1

2 Thirty years of research in Latin Christianity
As has so often been the case with aspects of modern Jewish scholarship from
its earliest manifestations, wie es christelt sich, so es yudelt sich. What modern
Christian scholars choose to research also ultimately receives the attention of
Jewish academics. I say ultimately because the problem is that it usually takes
some little time for the influence to be felt. While what may be called the
plastic aspects of such study, ie cemeteries, graves and epitaphs, have received
considerable attention, the liturgical aspect has for unclear reasons lagged
somewhat behind. I believe that in this case it may have an apotropaic element
to it. I recall in my youth having a regular Talmud shi‘ur (or seminar) in the
home of a rabbi who was not only traditionally learned but also took a delight
in demonstrating his adherence to at least some notions of Wissenschaft des
Judentums ( לארשיתמכח ). His wife was seriously ill with cancer at the time
and was bedridden in the next room. When we reached the beginning of the
third chapter of the tractate Berakhot which begins וינפללטומותמשימ and

1 Each of my headings relates to a consecutive section of Paxton’s paper and introduces my
thoughts on some of the comments that he makes in that section.
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deals with the laws applicable to those who have lost a close relative but have
not yet conducted the burial, he requested that we skip over that chapter and
move on to the next one. Similarly, I am sure that many Jewish scholars,
however wissenschaftlich their approach, have not cheerfuly relished the
prospect of devoting their attention to such deathly topics. Whatever the
rationale behind such hesitations, I have from time to time commented in the
course of the past fifteen years or so that it was time that we Jewish scholars
clinically investigated the reasons for the revolutionary developments in death
liturgy, especially among the Ashkenazi communities of the high Middle Ages.
And now I am delighted to say that we are doing so here at Tel Aviv University
and that we shall, as a result, perhaps catch up with Christian scholarship.

3 Medieval economy of salvation
Here again the tendency of recent decades has been to pursue in many areas
of Jewish studies Weberian notions of historical development and to neglect
the theological, literary and cultural significance of revolutionary changes in
favour of their social and economic motivations. I therefore welcome Professor
Paxton’s caution in this respect and hope that we can find the religious notions
that underlie the creation of novel liturgy in the period under discussion at
this congress, without of course in any way denying that there are always, as
I have myself often argued, all manner of non-religious or a-religious inspira-
tions for some of the developments.

4 Watersheds of the fifth and twelfth centuries
So often in Jewish literary and religious history, the assumption is made that
the source of much evolution of thought, custom and practice is to be found
in the talmudic period and that the innovative aspect is then subsequently
lost until about the twelfth century. In the field of liturgy, Ismar Elbogen, who
dictated the scholarly agenda for virtually a century was particularly guilty of
this foible.2 Whatever his protestations, the truth is that the geonic period and

2 See Elbogen’s comments on the medieval period in I. Elbogen, German edition (= G), Der
jüdische Gottesdienst in seiner geschichtlichen Entwicklung (Frankfurt am Main: Kaufmann,
1931; reprint, Hildesheim: Olms, 1962), pp. 271–72; Hebrew edition (= H), לארשיבהליפתה

תירוטסיהההתוחתפתהב (eds. J. Heinemann, I. Adler, A. Negev, J. Petuchowski and H. Schir-
mann, Tel Aviv: Dvir, 1972), pp. 203–4; English edition (= E), Jewish Liturgy: A Comprehensive
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the century or two afterwards were highly productive periods. The difficulty
facing the researcher is that many rabbinic authorities presenting fresh ideas
and suggesting radical changes during those centuries did so under the guise
of interpreting, summarizing and codifying the talmudic traditions, preferring
to conceal the novel nature of much of what they were proposing, presumably
in order to forestall any criticism from more strictly traditional circles. What
we are therefore required to do is to uncover precisely what was genuinely
talmudic and what amounted to a progression beyond the talmudic position.

5 Christian liturgical developments at Cluny
If I may be permitted to cite a sentence that I penned in a volume that I
published in 1993: ‘whether such prayers [linked with death] had their origins
in earlier Jewish tradition or, as may be suspected, constituted a Jewish version
of mourning practices performed in the more general Christian environment,
as Petuchowski has briefly suggested, remains to be researched in a satisfac-
tory way’.3 This issue does indeed remain to be satisfactorily resolved – and I
hope the required resolution will at least partly be achieved in this week’s
round of presentations – but it seems to me highly unlikely that the intense
and important liturgical development in such a major Christian centre as Cluny
in Burgundy and the novel, and indeed contemporary, Jewish concern with
introducing liturgies of various sorts for the dead, sometimes accompanied by
acts of charity, are to be viewed as unrelated. After all, we know of Jewish-
Christian cultural contacts in France at that period and such contacts may well
have inspired in Jewish worshippers the notion that their Christian counter-
parts had effected a system for, as Professor Paxton puts it, ‘snatching souls
from the jaws of the demons below’. In that case, would they not have felt
themselves duty-bound to accord similar liturgical favours to their own
deceased sisters and brothers?

6 Theology, economy and salvation
The Christian doctrinal definition of theology, economy and salvation, noted
by Paxton, is somewhat reminiscent, mutatis mutandis, of the rabbinic division

History (ed. and trans. by Raymond P. Scheindlin, Philadelphia, Jerusalem and New York:
Jewish Publication Society of America, 1993), p. 213.
3 S. C. Reif, Judaism and Hebrew Prayer: New Perspectives on Jewish Liturgical History (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), p. 220.
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of Judaism into Torah, ‘Avoda and Gemillut Ḥasadim (that is, ‘Study and Prac-
tice, Worship and Ethics’, if you like). Part of this third-listed rabbinic notion
undoubtedly includes charitable donations to Torah institutions, as was much
practised in the geonic period. What is particularly interesting is the link also
made in the rabbinic sources, especially in liturgical custom, between prayers
for the dead and charitable gifts. These latter are identified as the matnat yad
that is pentateuchally ordained on the three pilgrim festivals (eg Deut 16:16–
17), and those festivals became the occasions on which special memorial
prayers were recited for close relatives who had gone to their heavenly repose.4

7 Memorialization of the dead for three
centuries after Charlemagne

This was precisely the period – the ninth to the twelfth centuries – during
which the Ashkenazi Jews developed their liturgies for memorializing the
dead, especially by way of the hazkarat neshamot or yizkor prayers and of
course the qaddish yatom (the orphan’s qaddish), as well as by the recitation
of such memorials to martyrs as Av ha-raḥamim.5

8 Criticism of the living acting for the dead
In the Jewish arena, the ongoing tension between halakhic purists and enthu-
siasts of more mystical indulgences was often expressed in divergent attitudes
to the liturgical treatment of the dead. The halakhists (including such major
figures as the Ge’onim Sherira, Hai and Nissim) and, no less, the philosophers,
were not of a mind to approve the notion that one’s prayers could have any

4 See Elbogen G, pp. 201–4, H, pp. 150–51 and E, pp. 162–63; B. S. Jacobson, Netiv Bina (5
vols; Tel Aviv: Sinai, 1968–83), 2.230–40; S. B. Freehof, ‘Hazkarath Neshamoth’, Hebrew Union
College Annual, 36 (1965), pp. 179–89; A. Yaari, ‘Miy Sheberakh Prayers: History and Texts’,
Kiryat Sefer, 33 (1957–58), pp. 118–30 and 233–50, and 36 (1960), pp. 103–18; D. de Sola Pool,
The Kaddish (Leipzig: Haupt, 1909); J. J. Petuchowski, ‘The History of the Synagogue. History,
Structure and Contents’, in Approaches to Ancient Judaism, vol. 4, ed. by W. S. Green (Chico:
Scholars Press, 1983); I. Ta-Shma, ‘Some Notes on the Origins of the “Kaddish Yathom”’,
Tarbiz, 53 (1984), pp. 559–68, and reprinted in his Early Franco-German Ritual and Custom
(Hebrew; Jerusalem: Magnes, 1992), pp. 299–310; and Reif, Hebrew Prayer, p. 386, nn. 26–28.
5 Such prayers received the attention of Gross, A. Lehnardt, Lifshitz and Bar-Levav at the
conference and their papers are published in this volume.
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direct effect on the dead while those anxious to express more mystical or more
popular forms of religiosity were not averse to making such a close connection
between prayers or pious deeds and the fate of one’s departed relatives.6

9 Exclusive plots for the burial of Christians
It is generally assumed that Jewish interment in the Land of Israel during the
early Christian centuries was a private matter and that the physical disposal
of the remains was done in a family plot or in a cave, sometimes to be followed
by the collection of the bones ( תומצעטוקיל ) at a later date, and their storage
in an ossuary. The place of a burial was marked so that those (such as priests)
seeking to avoid ritual contamination by the dead could be made aware of
areas to be avoided. The situation appears to have changed in the talmudic
period, especially in Babylonia, when the communal aspect came to be more
central. The location, status and maintenance of the communal cemetery was
of concern to the rabbinic teachers and there were many superstitions attached
to one’s presence in such an area, especially in the hours of darkness. It would
therefore seem that during the late talmudic and early geonic periods, the
institution of the communal cemetery saw some significant developments.7

10 Augustine’s prohibition of eating and
drinking at martyrs’ tombs

Taking his lead from the Yerushalmi (Palestinian Talmud) and not the Bavli
(Babylonian Talmud), Maimonides (d. 1204) argues that the recitation of
prayers in a cemetery is inappropriate because it is a place of ritual impurity,

6 Oṣar Ha-Geonim, ed. B. M. Lewin, vol. 4, Ḥagiga (Jerusalem: Hebrew University Press Associ-
ation, 1931), p. 27; Aharon Ha-Kohen of Lunel, Orḥot Ḥayyim (Florence: de Pass, 1750), p. 107a;
Avraham bar Ḥiyya, Sefer Hegjon Ha-Nefesch oder Sitten-Buch, ed. by E. Freimann (Leipzig:
Vollrath, 1860), p. 32 (Eng. trans. by G. Wigoder, The Meditation of the Sad Soul, London:
Schocken, 1969, p. 120).
7 For brief and general surveys of the history of Jewish burial, see Encyclopaedia Judaica 4,
cols. 1515–23; ‘Cemeteries: Antiquity’ by Matthew Goff and ‘Cemeteries: Medieval and Modern’
by Alisa Gayle Mayor in Reader’s Guide to Judaism, ed. by Michael Terry (Chicago: Fitzroy
Dearborn, 200), pp. 102–4; and Nolan Menachemson, A Practical Guide to Jewish Cemeteries
(Bergenfield, NJ: Avotaynu, 2007), pp. 1–7. See also the contributions of Barak, Huttenmeister
and A. Lehnardt, Langer, P. Lehnardt, Perani, Reiner and Rozen to this volume.
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not because of any effect it might have on the dead who are interred there.
Worries about such an effect are tantamount to an indulgence in magical
beliefs and practices, and consequently forbidden. Given that the best memori-
als to the departed are the good deeds they have performed in this world,
there is no justification for buildings to be erected at their tombs. Visits to
cemeteries should not be made for such religiously dubious purposes or in
order to pray; if those are the motivations, the time would better be spent
on Torah study. They should rather be an encouragement to contrition and
humility.8

11 The control of social behaviour within a
thoroughly Christian framework

The early geonic age saw much creativity and expansion in the liturgical
arena, no less than in other spheres of rabbinic learning. The basic elements
of prayer and lectionary having been designed earlier, every opportunity was
taken to expand on these. There was of course a constant tension within the
liturgy between spontaneity and rigidity, synagogue and home, law and mysti-
cism, Hebrew and vernacular, and brevity and protraction, to name only a
few. At times, a relaxed attitude to variation gave way to a strong stand about
what represents the preferable textual or ritual alternative in each case. Many
such developments appear to have occurred in the latter part of the geonic
period and to have reached their peak in the century or two immediately after-
wards. The theme then became one of standardization and conformity and all
the authority of Jewish religious law (halakha) was employed to ensure that
variation from the established norm was kept to a minimum. Behind so many
of these trends lay emerging attitudes to the synagogue and the academy;
the influences of Karaism, Christianity and Islam; the tightening of rabbinic
authority, and the broad intellectual stimulation of the day. But no less signifi-
cant was the impact made by the adoption of the codex for the recording
of rabbinic traditions that had previously been generally transmitted in oral
format.9

8 See Y. S. Lichtenstein, ‘The Rambam’s Approach regarding Prayer, Holy Objects and Visiting
the Cemetery’, Hebrew Union College Annual, 72 (2001), Hebrew section, pp. 1–34 and Reif,
‘Maimonides on the Prayers’ in Traditions of Maimonideanism, ed. C. Fraenkel (Leiden and
Boston: Brill, 2009), pp. 73–100.
9 See Reif, Hebrew Prayer, pp. 122–52.
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12 Ninth-century Christian standardization
In Jewish liturgical history too, what was thought to enjoy talmudic authority
was in fact often the creation of rabbinic leaders and communities in the
geonic and early medieval periods. I suspect that some of the papers being
delivered during this congress will illuminate the matter of how far this is true
in matters of death and burial. Should they fail to do so, researchers should
make this a priority for future attention.

13 Christian rituals for seven and thirty days
after a death, and annually thereafter

The periods one, three, seven and thirty days, and one year, appear in the
Palestinian and Babylonian Talmudim and it is therefore unlikely that they
are later than about the fifth or sixth centuries. The strictest degree of mourn-
ing applies to the first day, which the talmudic rabbis regard as of biblical
origin and stringency, and this reduces progressively from time period to time
period. The detailed rules of mourning that apply to each of these time periods
developed from the talmudic through the geonic and early medieval period
with close attention being given to the topic in the talmudic tractate Mo‘ed
Qaṭan, the post-talmudic tractate Semaḥot and the earliest codes, especially
that of Maimonides in the twelfth century.10 Unless there is evidence of such
periods of time in the earliest Christian sources, it would seem that the Chris-
tian monastic tradition owes its origin in this respect to Jewish precedent. The
matter would no doubt benefit from further investigation.

14 Obligation to pray for those who gave life
and land

From about the twelfth century there is evidence, in Jewish prayer collections
and in the halakhic discussion of liturgical topics, of special blessings, often
beginning with the words ךריבשימ (‘May he who blessed our forefathers …’),
for particular groups and individuals. These benedictions are invoked on those

10 Encyclopedia Talmudica, vol. 1 (Hebrew: Jerusalem: Mosad Harav Kook, 1948), pp. 26–36;
Eng. trans. (Jerusalem: Yad Harav Herzog, 1969), pp. 75–103.
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who behave in an appropriately religious fashion, who devote themselves to
the needs of the synagogue, or who perform generous acts of charity. It is
fascinating that the community also offered its prayers for those who under-
took communal tasks, especially with regard to burial, congregants who did
not disturb the services with idle chatter, women who donated their handiwork
for religious purposes, and those who abstained from drinking non-Jewish
wine. Also documented from the eleventh and twelfth centuries are prayers
on behalf of local non-Jewish rulers, sometimes justified on biblical or tal-
mudic grounds but more probably innovative in many respects.11

11 See Genizah text, Cambridge University Library, T-S 110.26 published by P. B. Fenton,
‘Tefilla be-‘ad Ha-Rashut U-Reshut be‘ad Ha-Tefilla’, Mi-Mizraḥ Umi-Ma‘arav 4 (1984), pp. 7–21;
Yaari, Kiryat Sefer, 33, p. 247, and 36, p. 115; B. Schwartz, ‘Hanoten Teshu‘a: The Origin of the
Traditional Jewish Prayer for the Government’, Hebrew Union College Annual, 57 (1986), pp.
113–20; and Reif, Hebrew Prayer, p. 218.



Shmuel Shepkaru
From Here to the Hereafter:
The Ashkenazi Concept of the Afterlife
in a Crusading Milieu
A comparison of early rabbinic views on the afterlife with those presented in
the three Hebrew narratives that pertain to the Crusader massacres of Ashken-
azi Jews during the First Crusade reveals several significant changes in the
views of the latter. The purpose of this article is to identify and explain these
shifts in Ashkenazi thinking.1

Basing itself on several biblical verses and their elaborated commentary,
rabbinic Judaism canonized the doctrine of the resurrection of the dead, or, in
its own terminology, as teḥiyyat ha-metim. Teḥiyyat ha-metim is a stage in the
eschatological drama that will usher in the new post-historical age of ‘olam
ha-ba (‘the world to come’). ‘Olam ha-ba has both spatial and temporal mean-
ings. At the end of the messianic era, God will raise the physical bodies of the
dead from the grave so that they can receive their punishment or reward in a
restored physical world.

The Mishna in Sanhedrin 10.1 makes this point in an explicit fashion.
Except for those who do not believe in resurrection, and that resurrection is
from the Torah, and those who are ‘Epicureans’, all Israel have a share in the
age to come, and ‘they shall inherit the land (areṣ) forever’ (emphasis mine).2

Also telling is the association made (yBer. 5.2; Genesis Rabba 13.6) between
rain or dew and resurrection. The dead will rise from the grave as the rain
revives nature. The dead will break through the soil and rise up in their own
clothes in Jerusalem ‘like grass of the earth’ (bKetub. 111b). The physical nature
of resurrection in a terrestrial world is further demonstrated by the claim that
those who die outside the Land of Israel will not live again, or by the counter
claim (Pesikta Rabbati 1.6, bKetub. 111a–b) that God will create tunnels for the
righteous, so that their bodies can roll all the way up to the Land of Israel from

1 The Hebrew narratives are in Eva Haverkamp, Hebräische Berichte über die Judenverfolgun-
gen während des Ersten Kreuzzugs. Monumenta Germaniae Historica 1 (Hannover: Hahnsche
Buchhandlung, 2005).
2 Attempts to support the rabbinic claim that resurrection is from the Torah can be found in
bSanh. 90b–92a. See also Lieberman’s article, ‘Some Aspects of After Life in Rabbinic Litera-
ture’, in Harry Austryn Wolfson and Saul Lieberman, Harry Austryn Wolfson Jubilee Volume:
On the Occasion of His Seventy-Fifth Birthday: English Section (Jerusalem: American Academy
for Jewish Research, 1965), 2:495–532.
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wherever their graves are found, in order to be resurrected. These are recurrent
motifs in numerous discussions, some of which will be discussed below.

Of course, rabbinic views must be approached with great caution. Contra-
dicting opinions and concepts are common. But even when the neoplatonic
concept of an existing dichotomy between the transitory body and the eternal
soul does emerge in rabbinic texts, the physical resurrection of the dead in a
terrestrial world stands its ground. Indeed, similarly to the neoplatonic notion
of the ‘world-soul’ (ψυχή κόσμου; anima mundi) that is reunited with the νους
or the ‘One’,3 rabbinic texts maintain that the soul returns to the treasury of
all souls after death.4 But this is a temporary location for the soul.5 In the time
to come, God will restore the soul to the body because the two are not mutually
exclusive. The body will rise from the earth, while the soul will descend from
heaven in order to face divine judgement. Rabbi Yehuda Ha-Nasi is said to
have explained this principle to Antoninus in the parable of the king and the
watchman over his orchard: the body and soul are to face judgement before
the King as one entity (bSanh. 91a–b).

Another attempt to explain this synthesis may be found in the teachings
of R. Yehoshu‘a b. Levi:

At every word which went forth from the mouth of the Holy One, blessed be He, the souls
of Israel departed, for it is said, My soul went forth when he spake [Cant 5:6]. But since
their souls departed at the first word, how could they receive the second word? – He
brought down the dew with which He will resurrect the dead and revived them, as it
is said, ‘Thou, O God, didst send a plentiful rain, Thou didst confirm thine inheritance,
when it was weary’ [Ps 68:10]’ [bŠabb. 88b, according to the Soncino translation].

A conflation of the two views, with the emphasis on bodily resurrection, has
lasted to this day in Orthodox and traditional texts. The early morning bene-
diction praises God ‘who restores souls to the dead’. The gevurot, the second
blessing of the ‘amida, reads ‘O Lord, You revive the dead’ …, ‘cause salvation
to sprout’ … and ‘restore life to the dead’, thus mentioning God’s ability to
restore life three times. These prayers further demonstrate the centrality in
rabbinic teaching of physical resurrection taking place in a terrestrial environ-
ment.

This, however, does not seem to be the case in the Hebrew accounts of
the First Crusade. Employing the language of the Bible, Talmud, and various

3 Enneads, III.4.2; IV.1.21; IV.7.2; IV.8.6 in the Loeb edition of Plotinus translated by A. H.
Armstrong (Cambridge, Harvard University Press; London, Heinemann, 1966–1988).
4 On other signs of pagan influence see again Lieberman, ‘Some Aspects of After Life in
Rabbinic Literature’, especially pp. 509, 512–13.
5 For example bHag. 12b; further discussion below.
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midrashim, these narratives present a unique and rather systematic theology
of a celestial afterlife. The characteristics of this system are: 1) a clear shift of
the afterlife from a terrestrial to a heavenly location; 2) the transportation of
the dead from here to the hereafter in an instant, not in the distance future
with the ‘world-to-come’ referring to a heavenly realm rather than a temporal
event; 3) a clear depiction of the nature and structure of heaven; 4) all the dead
forming a living community in heaven; and 5) the activities of the dwellers in
heaven, both as individuals and as a group, being made transparent.6

The references to heaven are numerous and the imagery is rich. Heaven
is where the martyrs who sanctified God’s Name receive their rewards. The
transition from the terrestrial to the celestial world takes place ‘in a brief
moment’. In such a moment, a world of darkness is exchanged for a world of
light, a world of sorrow for one of joy, a transitory world for an eternal one.
The enemy’s sword may strike at anytime. But it cannot kill because the indis-
soluble soul continues to exist eternally in the luminous speculum of the Gar-
den of Eden.7

When reading medieval Hebrew texts, one must pay attention to the ety-
mological use of words and how the authors play on these words. In a brief
moment, the ‘Supreme God’ (El ‘Elyon) turned those victims on earth into ‘the
pious on high’ (ḥasidei ‘elyon). The phrase ḥasidei ‘elyon functions on two
levels. It describes the members of the Ashkenazi communities as most pious.
At the same time, the phrase shows that the entire community ascended to
heaven. El ‘Elyon and ḥasidei ‘elyon are taken literally to mean the dwellers in
heaven. Calling the martyrs ‘burnt offerings’, qorban ‘ola, is another indication
of the belief that they ascended to heaven. Those who sanctified the ‘Name of
El ‘Elyon’ are in ‘olam ha-ba; their souls are in Gan ‘Eden, bound up in the
‘bond of life’.8

An explicit desire to ascend to God is ascribed to Asher ben Yosef, the
gabbai. Asher declared: ‘Let anyone among you of the people of the Lord –
may God be with him – go up [we-ya‘al] (2 Chr 36:23; Ezra 1:3). Let anyone
who wishes to receive the countenance of the Divine Presence [go up]. Behold,
a world full of bounty in a brief moment.’ Upon hearing this, R. Meir ben
Shemuel responded: ‘Wait for me! I wish to come with you, into a world that
is entirely light.’9

6 On the concept of the afterlife in these accounts see Shmuel Shepkaru, ‘From After Death
to Afterlife: Martyrdom and Its Recompense’, Association for Jewish Studies Review, 24/1 (1999),
pp. 1–44; ‘To Die for God: Martyrs’ Heaven in the Hebrew and Latin Crusade Narratives’,
Speculum, 77 (2002), pp. 311–41.
7 Haverkamp, Hebräische Berichte, pp. 325–27, 363, 431, 477.
8 Haverkamp, Hebräische Berichte, pp. 289, 317, 389.
9 Haverkamp, Hebräische Berichte, p. 477.
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R. Eli‘ezer bar Nathan concluded his account of the events in the Rhineland
with the view that ‘it was all at one time, from the month of Sivan till the
month of Tammuz, that they [all the Jewish communities] ascended to God
(la‘alot el ha-Elohim) in sanctity and purity … Their souls are bound in the
bond of life in the King’s sanctuary.’10

An emphasis on the existence and survival of the eternal soul did not
prevent the narratives from ascribing to the heavenly dwellers material
rewards. These material rewards imply that the dwellers of heaven have
assumed a physical form. The devastation in the Rhineland, lamented the
sources, turned the Jews naked, dressed only in horror. Their great golden
crowns, a metaphor for their greatness, had fallen from their heads. Heaven
represented a reversal of this troubled reality. In heaven, the dead entered the
divine palace and ran to enjoy individual rewards. Each head was adorned by
a golden crown, or even by two. Everyone received precious stones, golden
necklaces, and golden thrones. Upon their entrance into the palace, they were
dressed in the eight vestments from the clouds of glory.11 In addition to the
bestowal on them of individual rewards, they are described as a community
in heaven. Such descriptions revolve around the ‘meeting-again’ motif. The
entire community of Mainz, for instance, is said to have ascended to God
(la‘alot el ha-Elohim), all the members together, young and old, the learned
and the lay folk, men and women, children, converts and slaves. The commu-
nity of Speyer, lamented R. Eli‘ezer bar Nathan, became beautiful on high (ba-
‘elyonim), as it had been on earth.12

In addition to the martyrs of 1096 and the relatives who will join them in
the future, the community of heaven consists of past heroes. Abraham, Daniel,
Hananiah, Azariah, and Mishael represent the biblical heroes in heaven. Tal-
mudic and midrashic heroes are represented by R. Akiva and his companion,
namely, the ten martyrs of the midrashic tradition, and more specifically R.
Teradyon. The martyrs of 1096 could now join the martyrs of old in the heav-
enly palaces.13

Yet, the greatest reward in heaven was to be with God and have a vision
of Him. A speech attributed to a certain Moshe in the town of Xanten contains
the celestial motifs I have mentioned. Moshe urged the assembly to ‘rise up
and ascend to the house of the Lord’ (Gen 35:3), a reference to both martyrdom

10 Haverkamp, Hebräische Berichte, pp. 467–69 (emphasis mine).
11 Haverkamp, Hebräische, p. 469. This description evokes several midrashim (see Haver-
kamp’s notes there). The description opens with the ascension of all the Jewish martyrs to
God.
12 Haverkamp, Hebräische, in Mainz, p. 313; in Speyer, p. 265.
13 Haverkamp, Hebräische, p. 325 and pp. 387–89, for example.
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and reward. In return for their martyrdoms, Moshe promised his group, they
would reside in the heavenly Gan ‘Eden. There they would ‘see him [God] eye
to eye (we-nirehu ‘ayin be-‘ayin), in his actual glory and greatness … Each one
will point at God with his finger and say: Behold this is our God Whom we
hoped for. Let us rejoice and be glad in His salvation.’ [Isa 25:9; bTa‘an. 31a].14

The account then confirms that the martyrs’ wish has been granted. They come
before God. And what do they do in the innermost heavenly chamber? They
gaze at God. Pertaining to these martyrs, continues the account, the prophet
prophesied: ‘No eye has seen God except you who act for him who wait for
him’ (Isa 64:3).15

This medieval account draws on a discussion in bBer. 34b about the nature
of the messianic era, and what will take place in the Garden of Eden.16 At the
same time, it reveals an essential departure from the Talmud. The text in bBer.
34b, as several other talmudic discussions, employs Isa 64:3 to stress that the
world to come is known only to God. Second, the medieval passage ascribes
heavenly rewards specifically to martyrs. Finally, ‘We shall see Him eye to eye’
is another alteration by the twelfth-century Jewish author.17 The biblical verse
intended to show that no human being, but only God, has seen God’s terrifying
wonders that humans dare not hope for. In the medieval syntax this verse is
read as, ‘No eye has seen God, except you …’, i.e., the martyrs.

What this reading suggests is that heaven is a hierarchical structure. Per-
sonal merit determines one’s position in this hierarchy. Martyrs who stood the
test like Abraham

shall be of that section (kat), preferred by Him more than any other. They are destined
to stand and sit in the shadow of the Holy One, standing on His right. Regarding them, the
verse states: In Your presence is bounteous (sova‘) joy, delights are ever in Your right
[hand] (Ps 16:11). Read not ‘bounteous’ (sova‘) but ‘seven’ (sheva‘). These are the seven
sections of the saintly ones, each [section] ranking above the other …18

High in the hierarchy of heaven are the martyrs. But as the last two quotations
suggest, not all martyrs receive equal recompense. Only the martyrs that stood

14 Haverkamp, Hebräische, p. 437. On the events on Xanten see Eva Haverkamp, ‘Martyrs in
Rivalry: the 1096 Jewish martyrs and the Thebean Legion’, Jewish History, 23.4 (2009), pp.
323–27.
15 Haverkamp, Hebräische, pp. 439–41.
16 bTa‘an. 31a does not refer to the dead; it is a description of the end of days.
17 In contrast, bBer. 10a: ‘As the Holy One, blessed be He, sees but cannot be seen’. Also
Midrash Tehillim to Ps 103:1; p. 217a: ‘The Holy One, blessed be He, sees the works of His
hands but they cannot see Him’. This is, of course, one of the talmudic opinions.
18 Haverkamp, Hebräische, p. 459. See Leviticus Rabba, 30.2. See also Numbers Rabba 15.11
for ‘seven’ and sova‘ in the context of the messianic era.
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the test, like Abraham, enter God’s preferred section. In our texts, Abraham’s
test, the ‘aqeda, is the one that applies to those who have sacrificed loved
ones. In this section dwell those who chose active martyrdom for themselves
and those who agreed to be sacrificed. Unlike in the other active sections,
existence in the preferred section is marked by inactivity. In contrast to the
situation in other sections, these dwellers do not appear to be aware of each
other. The interaction here appears to be mainly between the individuals and
God.

Missing in these medieval accounts is the older rabbinic views of physical
resurrection. The phrase teḥiyyat ha-metim and its variants are missing. Nor
are there attempts to conflate the two rabbinic visions of the terrestrial resur-
rection and the celestial afterlife. Moreover, the medieval accounts make use
of rabbinic texts, which do mention resurrection, but omit the rabbinic referen-
ces to teḥiyyat ha-metim.

Take, for example, the aforementioned martyrs of Xanten. Before undergo-
ing martyrdom, they are reported to have recited the Grace after Meals. The
Grace after Meals mentions the ‘olam ha-ba of the messianic era and alludes to
resurrection, based on a talmudic exposition of the patriarchs’ blessing ‘with
everything in everything’. In bB. Bat. 16b–17a, the phrase indicates that even
the patriarchs were granted only an inkling of the world to come, and that the
denial of bodily resurrection is a cardinal transgression. As everyone else, the
patriarchs had to wait for their resurrection in the world to come. The speech
of the medieval rabbi ignores such references and speaks only of the heavenly
realms.

Let us now deal with other celestial images in our texts, such as the seven
heavens, the seven sects, God’s treasure, and the treasures of life. Several
talmudic and midrashic discussions could have inspired our medieval texts.
In several places (as on Lev 30:2 and Num 15:11) Midrash Rabba refers to God’s
creating the groups ( תותכ ) of the those who sing before Him in heaven.
Equally important in these discussions is the promise that God will resurrect
the dead. 

According to R. Yehuda, ‘There are two firmaments, for it is said: Behold,
unto the Lord thy God belongeth heaven, and the heaven of heavens’ (bḤag.
12b–13a). Resh Laqish added that there are seven heavens. God did not create
these heavens for humans. In the heaven called ma‘on (‘a dwelling place’),
dwell the sections ( תותכ ) of the ministering angels who praise God night and
day. Additionally, the discussion distinguishes between celestial and terrestrial
treasures. The first are reserved entirely for God, the second ‘are to be found
on earth’. Those who study Torah in this world will receive in the next world
ḥesed (‘loving-kindness’), a term associated with resurrection or life in the
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gevurot prayer. God’s resurrection of the dead is His greatest act of ḥesed. The
tractate affirms the biblical view that Heaven is God’s exclusive dwelling place.
The treasury of life in heaven (‘aravot) is where ‘the souls of the righteous and
the spirits and the souls that are yet to be born’ are located. The treasury of
life is designated as ‘the fountain of life’. More significant is the promise that
God ‘will hereafter revive the dead’, like the dew revives the earth, because
the souls of the righteous originate in Him (bḤag. 12b). The medieval texts
have left out such references to resurrection.

Tractate bŠab. 152b also states in the name of R. Eli‘ezer, ‘The souls of the
righteous are hidden under the Throne of Glory … they shall be bound up in
the bond of life’ (1 Sam 25:29). The discussion, however, concludes with R.
Mari’s view that [even] the righteous are fated to be dust and return to the
earth from which they originated. But eventually God will ‘open your graves’
and one hour before the resurrection of the dead the body will reappear intact
to be resurrected. That passage in bŠab. gave the medieval authors another
possible reason to link the notion of ‘the bond of life’ with bodily resurrection.
They chose not to do so.

Two questions now occur: 1. How can this sudden and unique booming of
heavenly imagery be explained? 2. Why did the medieval accounts disregard
resurrection, even though the rabbinic texts they appear to have incorporated
do mention resurrection?

A comparison between the Hebrew accounts of the First Crusade and the
Latin Crusade narratives reveal a great deal of resemblance.19 As in the Hebrew
accounts, the Christian accounts promised the Crusaders personal rewards
should they die in their holy war against the Muslims. It was believed that,
upon death, Crusaders would ascend to heaven, also called ‘the celestial para-
dise’, or the luminous speculum, immediately to obtain everlasting life. Regard-
less of how or why they died, all were considered martyrs and holy living
sacrifices for God. In his call for the First Crusade, Pope Urban the Second
labeled potential casualties the proper sacrifice (recta quidem oblatio).20 And,
therefore, those who ‘gave up their souls to God with joy and gladness’
deserved celestial recompense.21

The Latin accounts note the same kind of material rewards as found in
the Hebrew accounts. The bodies of the Christian martyrs were preserved in

19 See again, Shepkaru, ‘To Die for God’.
20 In his letter to the Monks of the Congregation of Vallombrosa. Robert Somerville, The
Councils of Urban II, i: Decreta Claromontensia (Amsterdam: Hakkert, 1972), p. 74.
21 Gesta Francorum et aliorum Hierosolymytanorum, ed. and trans. by Rosalind Hill (London:
Nelson, 1962), p. 17.
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heaven. In body, they are reported to have descended to help their comrades
fight the Muslims. The ‘meeting-again’ motif is at play. Crusaders were believed
to re-unite in heaven with their fallen comrades and with their heroes of the
past. Biblical heroes, such as the patriarchs, especially Abraham, as well as
Daniel, are among the shared icons. As in the Hebrew accounts, fallen Crusad-
ers could find their bliss in the ‘companion of the saintly’. The supreme heav-
enly reward took place in the presence of God. As with the Jewish martyrs,
the Christian martyrs received their seats at the right hand of God. They could
see him face to face and enjoy the Viso Dei.22

Such celestial rewards were received according to merit. This meant that
the Jewish and Christian heavens shared a similar hierarchy. Those who died
together on earth sat together in heaven; those who sacrificed the most, sitting
with God. The highest level in heaven, thus, is marked by contemplation and
inactivity.

To be sure, the correspondence between the Jewish and the Christian
images was not accidental. Already the gospel of Luke (Luke 16:22) made it
clear that the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, was the God of the living
patriarchs. They are alive with God. When the poor man Lazarus died, he was
carried by the angels into the bosom of Abraham. Medieval Christian accounts
applied similar stories to Crusaders and placed the martyrs in the bosom of
Abraham (in sinu Abrahe).23 The Hebrew accounts also placed Jewish martyrs
in the bosom of Abraham (be-ḥeqo shel Avraham avinu).24 This is in contrast
to some talmudic sayings, and especially to the saying of the Palestinian
amora, R. Pinḥas ben Ḥama. According the R. Pinḥas, ‘If the patriarchs had
wished that their resting place should be in the above realm, they could have
had it there: but it was here below, when they died and the rock closed on
their tombs, that they deserved to be called saints’ (Midrash Tehillim 16.2).
While R. Pinḥas wished to refute a contemporaneous Christian view of the
patriarchs in heaven, the medieval Jewish author recognized the value of this
view for his own purposes.

Another parallel is the presentation of martyrdom as weddings or celebra-
tions. Martyrdom was not a tragedy. After the battle of Antioch in June 1098,
Emperor Alexius wrote to the Abbot of Monte Cassino that the dead continued
living in their celestial ‘Eternal Tabernacle’ and, therefore, ‘we ought not at
all to consider them as dead, but as living and transported to eternal and

22 Shepkaru, ‘To Die for God’, pp. 315, 320, 322.
23 Peter Tudebode, Historia de Hierosolymitano Itinere, publié par John Hugh Hill et Laurita
Hill (Paris: Geuthner, 1977), pp. 79–81. Shepkaru, ‘To Die for God’, p. 321.
24 Haverkamp, Hebräische, pp. 285, 431.
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incorruptible life’ (sed ut uiuos et in uitam aeternam atque incorruptibilem
transmigratos).25 A contemporary Hebrew liturgical poem by a certain R. Avra-
ham admonished: ‘We ought not question [the destiny of] the dead (redumim,
literally, ‘the sleeping’), for they have been set [placed?] and bonded in ever-
lasting life.’26 Avrhaham’s designation of the dead as redumim appears to coin-
cide with Peter Tudebode’s use of the term. In his account of the First Crusade,
Peter reported that Adhemar, Bishop of Le Puy,

by God’s will fell mortally ill and by God’s nod, resting in peace, fell asleep in the Lord
(obdormivit in Domino), namely, in the bosom of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, on the Feast
of Saint Peter in Chains (in Abrahe videlicet sinu et Isaac et Iacob, in sancti Petri a Vinculis
Sollempnitate). His most happy soul rejoiced with the angels.27

These illustrations, among others, reveal the influence that the crusading
milieu had on the writing style and theological thinking in Ashkenaz. The
notion of celestial recompense helped both Jews and Christians rationalize
their many losses. They had to reassure their co-religionists that friends and
loved ones did not die in vain. Better yet, Jews and Christians reassured their
co-religionists that their heroes did not die at all. Heavenly recompense would
vindicate both God and the dead.

Polemical exchanges between Jews and Christians made this question of
theodicy even more acute. The issues of salvation and damnation stood at
the core of such theological conflict. Christian doctrine offered postmortem
salvation only to Christians. A Crusader slogan maintained that those who
died in Christ’s service never died.28 Damnation was the fate of those who died
unbaptized. The bodies of Christians might have been destroyed, but not their
souls. Non-believers, however, died in body and soul. When the Crusaders,
therefore, gave Jews the ultimatum of death or conversion, they did not offer
them just life, but also eternal life. From the Christians’ point of view, Jewish
martyrdom, not to mention self-inflicted martyrdom and the taking of others’
lives, resulted in damnation rather than salvation.

25 ‘Epistula II Alexii I Komneni ad Oderisim I de Marsis abbatem Casinensem’, in Heinrich
Hagenmeyer, Epistulae et Chartae ad Historiam Primi Belli Sacri Spectantes. Die Kreuzzugsbriefe
aus den Jahren 1088–1100 (Innsbruck: Wagner, 1901, repr. Hildesheim: G. Olms, 1973), p. 153.
26 Abraham Meir Habermann and Yitzhak Baer, Sefer Gezerot Ashkenaz We-Ṣarefat: divre
zikhronot mi-benei ha-dorot shebi-tequfat masa‘e ha-ṣelav u-mivḥar piyyuṭehem (Jerusalem:
Sifre Tarshish and Mossad Harav Kook, 1945), p. 62.
27 Tudebode, Historia de Hierosolymitano Itinere, p. 116.
28 ‘Equidem non moriuntur illi, qui in Christi servicio vitam finiunt.’ Raymond of Aguilers,
Historia Francorum Qui Ceperunt Iherusalem in Le Liber De Raymond D’Aguilers, pubilié par
John Hugh Hill et Laurita Hill (Paris: Geuthner, 1969), p. 109.
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Bishop Egilbert urged the Jews of Trier to convert, but: ‘if you persist in
this faithlessness, you will lose your body as well as your soul.’29 Bernard of
Clairvaux, who laboured to protect the Jews during the Second Crusade,
restated this point. Those who died for the Lord are joined to the Lord. In
contrast, ‘he who dies without sacrificing his life to God, remains in death
(manet in morte)’. Bernard believed that Israel would be saved when the time
was ripe, because they would then acknowledge Christ. Those who die unbap-
tized before that time will remain in death.30 Ashkenazi Jews were familiar
with such Christian arguments and obviously could not accept them. Paradoxi-
cally, then, Jews adopted and adapted the very same Christian imagery of
heaven to dispute the Christian anti-Jewish message that intended to keep
them out of heaven.

The urgency to vindicate God and the dead, as well as the need to refute
Christian arguments, made resurrection an unattractive proposition. The suf-
fering and the potential doubts, triggered by the massacres, required an imme-
diate solution for the Jewish victims, not a reward that might take place in an
uncertain future and be determined by a tentative judgement.

Additionally, the Hebrew narratives often mention the attackers’ system-
atic practice of mutilating Jewish bodies, and leaving them unburied. The Latin
documents confirm this claim.31 Such mutilation and lack of burial might have
complicated the mechanics of resurrection in the minds of the Jews. Early
Christian martyrologies struggled with similar questions.32 Some suggested
Abraham’s bosom as an interim place for the martyrs. Others preferred heaven
as the best alternative solution to resurrection.33

Moreover, many of the Jewish replies to the offers of conversion empha-
size, in unflattering terms, Jesus’s mortality and the destruction of his body.

29 Gesta Treverorum, MGH S. 8:190–91 and Patrologiae Cursus Completus Latina, ed. by Jac-
ques-Paul Migne and Georg Heinrich (Paris: Garnier, 1881), p. 154: 1207a–b.
30 Bernard of Clairvaux, ‘De Laude Novae Militiae Templi Liber’, Sancti Bernardi Opera
(Rome: Ed. Cisterciensis, 1963), 3:215 and Letter 363, 8:316.
31 Haverkamp, Hebräische, pp. 275–77, 283–85, 361, 369, 389, 433. Regarding the Jewish mar-
tyrs in Xanten, Eva Haverkamp has suggested that the same burial motif is followed in Sige-
bert’s Passio about the Christian martyrs there. ‘Martyrs in Rivalry: the 1096 Jewish martyrs
and the Thebean Legion’, Jewish History 23.4 (2009), 323–7. A poem by R. Abraham depicts
similar episodes of men and women being dragged naked in Mainz, Habermann, Sefer Gezerot,
p. 62. This is also confirmed by the Annalista Saxo, MGH S. 37:491. ‘… eratque miseria spectare
multos et magnos occisorum acervos efferri in plaustris de civitate Mogontia.’
32 See for example, the story of the Christian martyrs of Lyon by Eusebius, History of the
Church, 5:1.
33 Jerome Baschet, ‘Medieval Abraham: Between Fleshly Patriarch and Divine Father’, Mod-
ern Language Notes, 108 (1993), pp. 738–58.
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David, the gabbai, for instance, rejected his attackers’ proposal to believe in
the ‘crucified one’ and proclaimed his belief in a God who lives forever and
resides in the highest heavens.34 Such replies conveyed not only a refusal to
convert, but also a refutation of the attackers’ belief in Jesus’s sacrifice and
resurrection. Apparently, the Crusaders demanded of the potential converts
that they proclaim their belief in the living Jesus. At al-Barah, for example,
the Crusaders offered captured Muslims their lives, if they would agree to be
baptized and acknowledge the living Christ as the saviour.35 Another reason
for the absence of resurrection in the Hebrew accounts may be found in its
theological function in Christianity, during the Crusade in particular. Pope
Urban II compared the First Crusade to Jesus’s passion and resurrection.36 The
Holy Land in the hands of Muslims was in a state of death. The recapture of
Jerusalem equalled Jesus’s resurrection. One Crusader joined the campaign to
‘seek that sepulchre from which our redemption, having overcome death,
wished to arise’.37 A sermon on Christ’s ascension and resurrection motivated
the Crusaders during their march to the Mount of Olives.38 When Jesus, in a
vision, asked the priest Stephen ‘What do these Christians believe?’, the latter
replied: ‘They believe that Christ was born of the Virgin Mary and endured
agony on the Cross, died, was buried, rose from the grave on the third day (et
resurrexisse tercia die) and ascended to heaven’.39 Even when Jesus himself
reportedly promised the Crusaders a seat with him on God’s right, the Latin
text still maintained that Jesus’s resurrection occurred first (post resurrectio-
nem).40

A Latin account describes the capture of Jerusalem in the following terms:
‘A new day, new gladness, new and everlasting happiness … This day …
changed our grief and struggles into gladness and rejoicing … This is the day
which the Lord has made; we shall rejoice and be glad in it (Isa 25:9; Ps
118:24) … because on this day God shone upon us and blessed us (Ex. 32:29).
At this time we also chanted the Office of the Resurrection (officium de resur-

34 Haverkamp, Hebräische, p. 371.
35 Robert the Monk, ‘Historia Iherosolimitana’, RHC Oc. 3:840.
36 Guibert of Nogent, RHC Oc., 4:137–39. In a letter, Urban complained about the Muslims’
control of those Christian sites that were glorified by Jesus’s passion and resurrection. Urban
urged the Crusaders to re-establish Christianity in the Holy City. Hagenmeyer, Epistulae, p. 136.
37 Abbaye de Saint-Vincent du Mans, Robert Charles, and Samuel Georges Jean Maurice Men-
jot d’Elbenne. Cartulaire de l’abbaye de Saint-Vincent du Mans (ordre de Saint Benoît) (Mamers:
Imprimerie Fleury, 1886), 1:69.
38 ‘in locum unde Dominus post resurectionem ascendit in celum …’. Raymond D’Aguilers,
Historia Francorum, p. 145.
39 Raymond D’Aguilers, Historia Francorum, p. 73.
40 Raymond D’Aguilers, Historia Francorum, p. 114.
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rectione), since on this day he, who by his might, arose from the dead (mortuis
resurrexit), restored us through his kindness.’41 The restoration of Jerusalem
was believed to have been made possible because of Jesus’s resurrection.
Through the Crusades, God’s kingdom in Jerusalem was resurrected.

The Hebrew accounts also used the very same verses from Ps 118: ‘This is
the day …’ and from Ex. 32:29: ‘the Lord this day … bestow a blessing upon us
this day’ (we-latet ‘alenu ha-yom berakha).42 Unlike the function of these verses
in the Latin account, their use in the Hebrew account demonstrated the martyrs’
jubilation with their sacrificial act and their transportation to the new heavenly
Jerusalem. The centrality of resurrection in proving Jesus’s divinity, the Christian
theological fusion of martyrdom and resurrection, and the association of resur-
rection with the revival of Christianity in the Holy Land, I suspect, gave the
Hebrew accounts additional reasons to omit the topic of resurrection.

The choice of the Jewish author to use the same verses to shift the location
and nature of victory was probably not accidental. In the war of words, it was
crucial for each side not only to ratify its own beliefs, but also to refute those
of others. On several occasions, the Jewish martyrs are said to have ridiculed
the ideas of Jesus’s immaculate conception, his death, the destruction of his
body, his resurrection and his ascension.43 They proclaimed that Jesus had
descended to hell and scorned the absurdity of the belief in a doomed dead
man. The Jewish texts made these assertions without actually mentioning the
word resurrection, in a Christian or a Jewish context. For the same reason, the
Hebrew texts refused to acknowledge the Crusaders’ victory in Jerusalem, or
the ‘resurrection’ of Christianity in the Holy City, as the Christians saw it.
The Jewish denial was a response to the Christian theological argument that
compared the Crusaders’ victory to Christ’s resurrection in order to prove that
God was on their side. The need to reward the Ashkenazi victims instantly on
the one hand, and to deprive the Crusaders’ victory of any theological meaning
on the other, prompted the Hebrew chronicles to favour the ethereal, but
instant, heaven over the corporeal, but distant, resurrection as the place of
bliss for their martyrs.

41 Raymond D’Aguilers, Historia Francorum, p. 151.
42 Haverkamp, Hebräische, 437.
43 Haverkamp, Hebräische, pp. 253, 333, 353. See also Anna Sapir Abulafia, ‘Invectives against
Christianity in the Hebrew Chronicles of the First Crusade’, in Crusade and Settlement: Papers
Read at the First Conference of the Society for the Study of Crusades and the Latin East and
Presented to R. C. Smail, ed. by R. C. Smail and P. W. Edbury (Cardiff: University College Cardiff
Press, 1985), pp. 66–72.
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Andreas Lehnardt
Christian Influences on the Yahrzeit
Qaddish

1 Introduction
It is well known that the qaddish prayer serves in the Ashkenazi rite primarily
as a conclusion of the entire service, and as a closing element of its main
sections. Additionally, it marks the ending of a Torah reading and is also
recited after the study of religious texts. As reflected in early rabbinic litera-
ture, it may have developed from a prayer of so-called bet midrash origin.1

Today, however, it is mainly known as a prayer recited by mourners or one
mourner during or at the end of the service, or after a burial. Since this usage
is not attested in early rabbinic sources, it is certainly a later medieval develop-
ment.2 Obviously, the text of the qaddish, which is known in at least four main
versions – ḥaṣi qaddish, qaddish shalem, qaddish de-rabbanan and qaddish le-
(it)ḥaddeta – has undergone considerable changes, has been used from time
to time in changing contexts, and could have fulfilled different purposes.

This article aims to shed light on the existence of the yahrzeit qaddish –
the latest development in these uses of the qaddish – as a custom for commem-
orating the anniversary of a parent’s death, which seems to have emerged
only in thirteenth-century Ashkenaz. To my knowledge the liturgical custom
of saying qaddish on a yahrzeit, which should not be confused with the older
and related custom of saying qaddish yatom (the orphan’s qaddish), or the

1 On the early development of the qaddish as reflected in rabbinic literature, see: David de
Sola Pool, The Old Jewish Aramaic Prayer: The Kaddish (Leipzig 1909, repr. New York: Sivan
Press, 1964); Jacob Hübscher, Das Kaddisch-Gebet, dessen Sinn, Bedeutung und Tendenz erklärt
und commentiert (Berlin: Cernauti, 1912); Joseph Heinemann, Prayer in the Talmud. Forms and
Patterns, Studia Judaica 9 (Berlin: de Gruyter, New York, 1977), pp. 251–75; Andreas Lehnardt,
Qaddish. Untersuchungen zur Entstehung und Rezeption eines rabbinischen Gebetes, Texts and
Studies in Ancient Judaism 87 (Tübingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 2002).
2 Cf. Israel M. Ta-Shma, ‘Some Notes on the Origins of Kaddish Yatom’ in idem, Early Franco-
German Ritual and Custom (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1994), pp. 299–310; Shmuel
Glick, Or Le-Avel. Le-hitpatḥutam shel iqqare minhagei avelut be-mesorot Yisrael me-le-aḥar ha-
qevura ad tom ha-shiv‘a (Efrat: Keren Ori, 1991), pp. 147–58; see also Lehnardt, Qaddish, pp.
278–95. On the recitation of the qaddish after burial, see also idem, ‘Tzidduq Ha-Din und
Kaddish. Beobachtungen zur Entwicklung der jüdischen Begräbnisliturgie im Mittelalter’, Tru-
mah. Zeitschrift der Hochschule für Jüdische Studien Heidelberg, 12 (2002), pp. 1–33.
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qaddish said after burial,3 has never been the subject of rigorous investigation.
What can be found in articles and books on Jewish liturgy concerning the
yahrzeit qaddish is marginal.4 This is rather surprising, since the custom is
widely practised in all the Jewish liturgical rites, and the Middle-High German
‘iar-zit’ or the Yiddish ‘Yohrzayt’5 is undoubtedly one of the most famous Ger-
man words in the Jewish world. Furthermore, the lack of interest is surprising
because in the early nineteenth century Christian and Jewish scholars such as
Gustav Dalman (1855–1941),6 Israel Abrahams (1858–1924),7 Moritz Güdemann
(1835–1918),8 and Jacob Obermeyer (1845–1935)9 were already hinting in arti-
cles and notes that some yahrzeit customs, like kindling a light, were inspired
by, or adopted from Christian, or more precisely Catholic, mourning rites.

Remarkably, in publications that emerged from a more traditionally obser-
vant perspective, as in a Hebrew article by Avraham Hoffer,10 a certain interest

3 See on this also Andreas Lehnardt, ‘Die Qaddish yitkele harba-Versionen und ihr Verhältnis
zu biblischen Texten’ in Orient als Grenzbereich? Rabbinisches und außerrabbinisches Juden-
tum, ed. by Annelies Kuyt and Gerold Necker (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2007), pp. 51–64.
4 See, e.g., Eliezer (L.) Landshut, Vollständiges Gebet- und Andachtsbuch zum Gebrauch bei
Kranken, Sterbenden und Leichenbestattungen sowie beim Besuchen der Gräber von Verwandten
und Lieben (Hebrew; Berlin, Adolf 1867), p. LXVI; Adolf Kurrein, Das Neschamoth-(Seelen)-
Licht. Eine Abhandlung (Frankfurt a. M.: J. Kauffmann, 1898), pp. 27 ff.; Kaufmann Kohler,
‘Kaddisch-Gebet, Jahrzeit und Seelen-Gedächtnißfeier’, Jewish Reformer, V,1 No. 11 (1886), pp.
11–12; Y. L. Avida (Zlotnik), ‘Perakim Be-‘Inyane Ha-Azkara (Jahrzeit)’, Sinai, 25 (1949), pp. 59–
68; 330–48; Maurice Lamm, The Jewish Way in Death and Mourning (New York: Jonathan
David Publishers, 1969), pp. 201–06; J. S. Sperka, Hayye Nesah. Eternal Life. A Digest of all
Jewish Laws of Mourning. Complete Funeral, Burial and Unveiling Services, Kaddish, Yizkor, and
El Mohle in Hebrew, Translation and Transliteration (New York: Bloch, 1961), pp. 91–94; Isaac
Klein, A Guide to Jewish Religious Practice, Moreshet 6 (New York: Ktav, 1979), pp. 294ff; Judith
Hauptman, ‘Death and Mourning: A Time for Weeping, a Time for Healing’, in Celebration and
Renewal, ed. by R. M. Geffen (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 1993), pp. 226–51, esp.
p. 247.
5 Cf. M. Lexer, Mittelhochdeutsches Handwörterbuch (Leipzig 1872, repr. Stuttgart: Hirzel,
1974), p. 1476 s.v.; see also Uriel Weinreich, Modern English–Yiddish Yiddish–English Dictionary
(New York: Schocken, 1977), p. 589 s.v.
6 Gustav Dalman, ‘Jüdische Seelenmesse und Totenanrufung’, Saat auf Hoffnung, 27 (1890),
pp. 69–190.
7 Israel Abrahams, Jewish Life in the Middle Ages (Philadelphia 1896, repr. Philadelphia, Jeru-
salem: Jewish Publication Society, 1993), p. 140 n. 2.
8 Moritz Güdemann, Geschichte des Erziehungswesens und der Cultur der Juden in Deutschland
während des XIV. und XV. Jahrhunderts, Vol. 3 (Vienna, 1888, repr. Amsterdam: Philo Press,
1966), p. 132.
9 Jacob Obermeyer, Modernes Judentum im Morgen- und Abendland, Vienna (Leipzig: C.
Fromme, 1907), pp. 126–28.
10 Avraham Hoffer, ‘Yesodo u-meqoro shel yom mitat ha-av we-ha-ben mi-de shana be-
shana’, Ha-Zofe le-Hokhmat Yisrael, 10 (1926), pp. 116–21.
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prevails in explaining all Jewish anniversary customs on the basis of earlier
Jewish sources. For example, Hoffer stresses fasting on the anniversary of a
death as a custom that was described in earlier rabbinic writings,11 and therefore
understands all other related practices as having developed from this older rite.
In studies written by more liberal authors, however, at least the term yahrzeit
and some of the related minhagim are explained as the result of influences
from the Christian environment in Ashkenaz in which they evolved.12

With an awareness that any inquiry in this field may be used polemically
or apologetically, the current study aims to present suggestions regarding the
possible historical development of the yahrzeit qaddish. The author intention-
ally limits his focus here to the prayer minhag of reciting qaddish, without
tackling the questions of whether and how similar yahrzeit customs, like the
kindling of lights, may be explained.13

2 Where and when did this custom emerge?

The information available for answering this question is scanty indeed. Ency-
clopaedia entries and academic articles yield different responses, and even
the topic of who first used the term ‘yahrzeit’ has not yet been thoroughly
researched.14 From the outset, one must distinguish between two related ques-
tions: who first mentioned the custom of reciting an additional qaddish at the
end of the service on the anniversary of the death of a loved one; and who
first used the name ‘yahrzeit’ to describe this practice.

11 Cf. bNed. 12a; 14a; bŠebu. 20a; Hoffer also refers to the older custom of fasting on the
anniversary of the death of Gedalya (Ṣom Gedalya), cf. Jer. 40; 2 Kings 25.
12 For a review article that is remarkable in this regard, see P. Rieger on I. Elbogen, Der
jüdische Gottesdienst in seiner geschichtlichen Entwicklung (Frankfurt a. M.: Kauffmann, 1913),
Allgemeine Zeitung des Judentums, 78 (1914), p. 468.
13 On this, see Abrahams, Jewish Life, p. 140 n. 2; Steven Oppenheimer, ‘The Yahrzeit Light’,
Journal of Halacha and Contemporary Society, 37 (1999), pp. 101–16; S. L. Silver, An Investigation
into the Origins of Jahrzeit Practices, Rabbinic Thesis, Hebrew Union College 1984 (n.v.).
14 Cf. Jehuda D. Eisenstein, Art. ‘Jahrzeit’, Jewish Encyclopaedia 7 (1904), pp. 63–65; idem,
Ozar Dinim u-Minhagim. A Digest of Jewish Laws and Customs in Alphabetic Order (Hebrew;
Tel Aviv: Shilo, 1938), pp. 154 ff.; D. Flattau, Art. ‘Jahrzeit’, Encyclopedia Judaica (Deutsch) 8
(1931), pp. 779–81; L. I. Rabinowitz, Art. ‘Yahrzeit’, Encyclopaedia Judaica 16 (1971), pp. 702–3;
see also: ‘Yortsayt’, The Oxford Dictionary of Jewish Religion, ed. R. J. Z. Werblowsky et al.
(Oxford: University Press, 1997), p. 753; Abraham E. Millgram, Jewish Worship (Philadelphia:
Jewish Publication Society, 1971), pp. 448 ff.; Catherine Hezser, Art. ‘Jahrzeit’, Religion in Ge-
schichte und Gegenwart 4 (2001), pp. 351 f.
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It has often been noted that Ya‘aqov ben Moshe Moellin (c. 1360–1427),
better known by his acronym ‘Maharil’, the leading rabbinic authority of cen-
tral Europe in the fourteenth century, seems to have been the first to mention
the custom of saying qaddish on the anniversary of the death of a father or a
mother.15 One should, however, recall that his Sefer Maharil was compiled
only later by one of his students, Rabbi Zalman of St. Goar, and printed even
later, in Italy in 1556. Furthermore, the term yahrzeit does not appear in his
book. The only portion that refers to the commemoration of the anniversary
of a death leaves open the question of whether the qaddish said on a yahrzeit
should be differentiated at all from the ‘usual’ qaddish yatom.

The passage in Sefer Maharil that is of interest for this study alludes only
to the problem of who would be the appropriate person to say qaddish during
a Sabbath service when there are visitors from another community who are
present and may also wish to say qaddish. Sefer Maharil does not discuss
whether this additional qaddish by a mourner after an eleven- or twelve-month
period could be interpreted as a sign of disrespect. Neither does it mention
the effect of this qaddish on the souls of the dead. Its sole focus is on the
dilemma concerning the synagogal presence of more than one mourner obli-
gated to honour the yahrzeit of a parent.16

Additionally, there is evidence from the responsa of the ‘Maharil’17 that
some people would recite this form of qaddish – which is today called the
yahrzeit qaddish – twice in a leap year, if the anniversary of the parent’s death
fell during Adar I.18 But in a short comment in a responsum by the ‘Maharil’,
which has been attributed to Rabbi Yehuda he-Ḥasid and resembles a similar
remark in Sefer Ḥasidim,19 the term yahrzeit is not mentioned. It therefore
seems that R. Ya‛aqov Moellin knew the custom of an additional recitation of

15 Cf. The Book of Maharil. Customs by Rabbi Ya’aqov b. Moshe Moellin. Published According
to the First Edition with Additions and Variants from Various Manuscripts with References, Notes,
and Indices, ed. by Shlomo Y. Spitzer (Jerusalem: Makhon Yerushalayim, 1991), p. 608, where
it is mentioned that one is obligated to say qaddish on an anniversary only once; the term
‘yahrzeit’, however, is not used. See also pp. 446 ff.
16 On the custom of saying qaddish for only eleven instead of twelve months, the estimated
time of being judged in Gehenna (cf. m‘Ed. 2.10), which was inspired by the Zohar, cf. Ober-
meyer, Judentum, p. 123; Ismar Elbogen, Jewish Liturgy. A Comprehensive History (New York,
Jerusalem: The Jewish Publication Society, 1993), p. 408 n. 9; Lehnardt, Qaddish, p. 279 n. 6.
17 See Responsa of Rabbi Ya’aqov Moellin-Maharil. Revised and Corrected with Additions
According to Previous Editions and Various Manuscripts with Introduction, References, Notes,
and Commentaries, ed. by Y. Satz (Jerusalem: Makhon Yerushalayim, 1979), p. 29 (§ 39).
18 On this problem, see eg, Hübscher, Kaddisch-Gebet, p. 42.
19 Cf. Sefer Ḥasidim she-Ḥibber Rabbenu Yehuda he-Ḥasid, ed. by Reuven Margaliot (Jeru-
salem: Mossad Harav Kook, 1957), p. 440 (§ 712).
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qaddish yatom by a mourner on anniversary of a death, but he did not call it
‘yahrzeit’, nor did he ascribe to it any new religious intent, as in subsequent
kabbalistic writings.

Caution is, however, essential lest the conclusions drawn from this obser-
vation be too far-reaching. The term yahrzeit can already be found in the writ-
ings of a teacher of the ‘Maharil’, namely in the responsa of the Austrian,
Rabbi Shalom of Wiener Neustadt20 who died in 1415/16. According to Shlomo
Spitzer in his edition of the responsa of Shalom of Neustadt, it is here that one
finds the first mention of yahrzeit, and not, as is often claimed, in a responsum
by Moshe Mintz (fifteenth century), nor in a statement erroneously ascribed to
Meir of Rothenburg.21 Yet in the responsum of Shalom of Neustadt, yahrzeit
refers only to fasting on the anniversary of a dead relative, but not to the
yahrzeit qaddish. And the same holds true for the occurrences of the word
yahrzeit in the minhag book written later by Yiṣḥaq of Tyrnau (who died no
earlier than 1408).22 This famous Austrian rabbi also mentions yahrzeit in rela-
tion to fasting, but without connecting this with the recitation of qaddish on
that specific day.23 It may therefore only be surmised that he, like his teacher
Shalom, knew the custom only from oral tradition, probably assuming that
the yahrzeit qaddish should be recited only as an additional qaddish yatom.

The next scholar to use the term yahrzeit in connection with mourning
customs seems to have been the great Eastern European talmudist and kabba-
list, Mordekhai ben Avraham Jaffe (c. 1535–1612) in his Levush Tekhelet on the
Arba‘a Ṭurim (Berdiczew, 1821, § 133). It should, however, be noted that already
in his teacher’s main work, Darkhei Moshe (printed in Fürth in 1766), a com-
mentary on Ya‘aqov ben Asher’s Ṭurim written by Moshe Isserles (c. 1525–72,
acronym: ‘Rema’), it is explained that ‘in the case of a yahrzeit, qaddish may

20 Cf. Decisions and Customs of Shalom of Neustadt, ed. by Sh. Spitzer (Jerusalem: Makhon
Yerushalayim, 1977) (Hebrew), § 457.
21 See on this Abraham Berliner, ‘Die mittelhochdeutsche Sprache bei den Juden’, Jahrbuch
für jüdische Geschichte und Literatur, 1 (1898), pp. 162–82, esp. p. 164: ‘Seit den Zeiten des R.
Meir aus Rothenburg wird das Wort ‚Jahrzeit‘ in jüdischen Quellen bekannt, das dann sich so
sehr eingebürgert, daß man es nur als eine specielle jüdische Bezeichnung erkennen mag.’
Cf. on this, however, Avida, Sinai, 25 (1949), p. 56. On Mintz (sometimes spelled: Münz), cf.
also Jakob Zimmels, Studies in Jewish History and Booklore (New York: JTS New York, 1944),
pp. 119–27.
22 Cf. Sefer Ha-Minhagim (Rulings and Customs) of Rabbi Eisik Tirna Published according to
the First Edition with Additions and Variants of Various Manuscripts with Introduction, Referen-
ces, Notes, and Commentaries, ed. by S. J. Spitzer (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Makhon Yerushalayim,
1979). See also Eisenstein, Art. ‘Yahrzeit’, p. 64, who suggests that Yiṣḥaq Tyrnau was the first
who used the term ‘yahrzeit’.
23 Cf. his Sefer Ha-Minhagim, ed. by Spitzer, p. 119 n. 1 on § 183.
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be recited even when the anniversary falls on a Sabbath’.24 This is an opinion
that the Rema, like earlier authorities, connects with the legend about a dead
man’s son who was ordered by Rabbi Akiva to say qaddish, the well known
founding legend for reciting the orphan’s qaddish.25

Evidently, all these early sources for the recitation of qaddish by a relative
on the anniversary of a death reflect the close linkage between qaddish yatom
and the older custom of fasting on a yahrzeit. Furthermore, all these references
are found in Ashkenazi writings, namely, in texts that originated in southern
Germany or in Austria and were written at the beginning of the fourteenth
century.

An important witness to this change in attitude towards qaddish in Ash-
kenaz is Binyamin Ze’ev ben Matitya of Arta, the early 16th century Greek
halakhic scholar, who writes in his Shu”t Ḥinukh bet Yehuda.26

It is correct with regard to fasting (on yahrzeit) that it is an important thing … but saying
qaddish (on yahrzeit) is only a local custom in those lands (i.e. Ashkenaz), and it is not
(a custom) in other places, (which means) in the land of Yishma‘el.

A similar reference to the Ashkenazi origin of the yahrzeit qaddish is found in
a famous passage in Menashe ben Yisrael’s (1604–57) Nishmat Ḥayyim.27 This
celebrated Sefardi writer and resident of Amsterdam makes abundantly clear
that yahrzeit qaddish was not only a disputed Ashkenazi custom but also a
minhag that found many opponents. Being Sefardi and a kabbalist, he seems
to have been reluctant to adopt this custom. Nonetheless, he is probably the
first writer who tries to have this practice adopted among non-Ashkenazi con-
gregations. Underlying his position, he cites Yedidya Gottlieb ben Avraham’s
Lewiat Ha-Derekh, printed in Cracow in 1644, providing a completely new
explanation of this liturgical usage of the qaddish that was originally ascribed
to Yiṣḥaq ben Shelomo Luria Ashkenazi (c. 1510–74), the famous kabbalist
from Safed. Gottlieb ben Avraham writes:

24 Cf. D. Telsner, The Kaddish. Its History and Significance (Jerusalem: Tal Orot Institute,
1995), p. 229.
25 Cf. the version of this ma‘ase in: Sefer Or Zarua‘, ḥibbero ga’on tif’eret ḥakhmei Yisrael R.
Yiṣḥaq ben Moshe mi-Wina, ed. by Abraham Lehrn, Vol. 2 (Zhitomir 1862, repr. Benei Braq:
Hekhal Ha-Sefer, 1958), pp. 11c–d; the dating and origin of this story are disputed, cf. Myron
B. Lerner, ‘Ma‘ase Ha-Tanna We-Ha-Met. Gilgulaw ha-sifrutiim we-ha-hilkhatiim’, Asufot, 2
(1988/89), pp. 29–70; Rela Kushelewsky, ‘Ha-Tanna We-Ha-Met ha-Noded: ha-omnam aggada
lo yehudit?’, Criticism and Interpretation, 30 (1994), pp. 41–63.
26 Amsterdam 1708, § 83.
27 Menashe ben Yisrael, Sefer Nishmat Ḥayyim (Leipzig 1862, repr. Tel Aviv, 1968), p. 55a (II
27) = Idem, Sefer Nishmat Ḥayyim Ha-Menuqqad (Jerusalem: Yedid Ha-Sefarim, 1995), p. 150.
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The sages of Eretz Yisrael complain about the minhag that exists in our lands (ie Ash-
kenaz), that we say qaddish on the anniversary of the death of a father and a mother,
what we call in German ‘yahrzeit’, from year to year (ie every year). And [this custom]
appears to mock [the dead], because the Sages ordained saying qaddish for a period of
only eleven months and not more, so that one’s father should not look like a wicked
person, [given that] the judgement in Gehenna lasts twelve months. And if this would be
a (correct use of the qaddish) when one’s father or mother has died, how can one hold
(his father) to be a wicked man for several years, saying qaddish (all that time) for him,
to release him from the punishment in Gehenna. Would this not shame his father? And
according to our ways it is correct, for the intention (of saying qaddish on the anniversary
is) to elevate the (souls of the) righteous from one level to the next.

The ‘new’ idea referred to in this statement is that a qaddish said on a yahrzeit
not only atones for the sins of the deceased relatives in Gehenna but also
elevates the souls to higher spheres in Gan ‘Eden. This understanding of the
yahrzeit-qaddish, nowhere mentioned in the legend about Rabbi Akiva and the
dead man’s son, must be understood against the background of Lurianic Kab-
bala and its mythic messianism of tiqqun. According to Sefer Ha-Kawwanot,
written by a disciple of Luria, prayers like the qaddish not only save one’s soul
from Gehenna but they are also effective in raising souls from the lower levels
of Gan ‘Eden to the upper ones.28

The Lurianic explanation referred to by Gottlieb ben Avraham and Mena-
she ben Yisrael reflects, then, how in later times (ie a significant period after
Ya‘aqov Moellin’s writings) kabbalistic narratives offered to balance the con-
flicting traditions of limiting the recitation of qaddish yatom to the first eleven
months after the death of a relative and of saying an additional qaddish on
the anniversary of the death each year. This kabbalistic interpretation seems
to have been one of the main reasons for the ultimate acceptance of the yahr-
zeit qaddish among Oriental, Italian and Sefardi Jews.29 This stance was also
later strengthened because the yahrzeit qaddish was introduced in a gloss by
Moshe Isserles to Shulḥan ‘Arukh, Yore De‘a (376,4).30 Opinions that remained

28 Cf. Yiṣḥaq ben Shelomo [Ashkenazi] Luria, Sefer Ha-Kawwanot le-ha-Rav ha-Elohi qadosh
yomar lo Yiṣḥaq Luria (Korzec: Silberman, 1784), pp. 22b–23a. On the mystical interpretation
of the qaddish by Luria, cf. also Siddur me-ha-AR’’Y ha-Nikra be-Shem Kol Ya‛aqov (Slavuta:
Pavloitsch, 1804), pp. 51a–54b. On the importance of these interpretations of the qaddish, cf.
D. Assaf, Sefer Ha-Qaddish (Haifa: Maimonides Research Institute, 1966), pp. 202 ff.
29 For the Italian rite, cf. A. Berliner, Gesammelte Schriften, Vol. 1: Italien (Frankfurt a. M.:
Kauffmann, 1913, repr. Hildesheim, Zürich, New York: Olms, 1988), pp. 179 ff.; for the Sefardi
communities, cf. Pool, Kaddish, p. 106 and H. J. Zimmels, Ashkenazim and Sephardim. Their
Relations, Differences, and Problems as Reflected in the Rabbinical Responsa (London 1958,
repr. Farnborough: Gregg, 1969), pp. 186 ff.
30 See Shulḥan ‘Arukh, Yore De‘a, 376,4 [Hilkhot Avelut] (299b). On the reception of the word
‘Yahrzeit’ in oriental congregations, cf. also J. Press, ‘Schebua Ha-Ben’, Monatsschrift für Ge-
schichte und Wissenschaft des Judentums, 76 (1932), pp. 572–77, esp. p. 576. See also Yiṣḥaq
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critical of the introduction of this custom may also be found in sources written
long after this rather official statement of support in the Shulḥan ‘Arukh.31

3 Christian ‘influences’?
What does Christianity have to do with these motivations for saying qaddish
on a yahrzeit? Is it not somewhat odd to ask if the additional use of qaddish
on the anniversary of a dead relative was influenced by Christianity? The ques-
tion arises especially in the light of the previous analysis, which indicates that
this custom is obviously connected with the development of qaddish yatom, a
similar use of the qaddish usually assumed to have emerged in the Rhineland
during the persecutions by the Crusaders in the eleventh century, with their
lasting effects on liturgy and prayer?

It is significant that at the very time when various yahrzeit customs were
being adopted by Ashkenazi Jews in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,
comparable developments were also occurring in Catholic Christianity. Those
changes seem to have been motivated on the one hand by the spread of dis-
eases, such as the plague, and on the other hand by social conditions. Addi-
tionally, the commemoration of the deaths of relatives was a major field of
concern in Christian churches from antiquity onwards.32 From the time of the
early Church fathers, such as Polycarp, Tertullian and Cyprian,33 until the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, the death of a relative or a saint would
always have been commemorated and celebrated by special masses and

ben Shmuel Lampronti, Paḥad Yiṣḥaq. Real-Wörterbuch zum Talmud und den Dezisoren (Pose-
kim), Vol. 10 (Hebrew; Lyck 1874), pp. 158a–b.
31 On this, cf., e.g. Y. Galis, Minhagei Ereṣ Yisrael (Jerusalem: Mosad Harav Kook, 1968), p. 63
(§ 25) on conflicts over the right to say qaddish in the qehillot of Amsterdam and London,
where the yahrzeit qaddish was said only by a sheliaḥ ṣibbur (see Rabbi Shem Tov Gaguin,
Keter Shem Tov [Kidan 1934]); see also p. 312, on drawing lots to determine who has the right
to say qaddish. On similar problems, see also W. S. Jacobson, Über das Qaddish-Gebet (Frank-
furt a. M.: Verlag des Israelit; Hermon, 1932, repr. Basel: Goldschmidt, 1974), p. 52. For further
material on discussions regarding who has the right to say yahrzeit qaddish, cf. Louis Jacobs,
Theology in the Responsa (London, Boston: Routledge, Kegan, 1975), p. 273, on a responsum
by Joseph Ḥayyim from Baghdad (1835–1909) which addresses the question of whether the
yahrzeit qaddish is effective even twenty years after the death of a parent.
32 Cf. Reiner Kaczynski, Art. ‘Gedenken der Toten’, Lexikon für Theologie und Kirche3 4 (1995),
p. 339; H.-J. Ignatzi, Art. ‘Jahrgedächtnis’, Lexikon für Theologie und Kirche 5 (1996), pp. 711 ff.
33 Cf. Peter Karpinski, Annua dies dormitionis. Untersuchungen zum christlichen Jahrgedächt-
nis der Toten auf dem Hintergrund antiken Brauchtums, Europäische Hochschulschriften XXIII
300 (Frankfurt a. M., Bern, New York: Lang, 1987).
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prayers. The commemoration rites of fasting, praying or celebrating a mass on
the seventh or the thirtieth day following death, and on the anniversary, were
rooted deeply in the belief that the deeds of the living could have a direct
effect on the fate of the dead in their place – be it in hell, in a state of limbus,
or in heaven.

In Christianity, however, these mourning customs were a pagan heritage,
especially originating in Roman rites. Some Christian theologians succeeded
in retroactively basing these practices on biblical examples and laws: for
instance, with regard to the commemoration on the seventh, they relied on
the law demarcating seven days of impurity after contact with a corpse; and
in the case of the thirtieth day, they pointed to the bereavement period of
thirty days for both Aaron and Moses – meaning the period of time the commu-
nity spent mourning each of their deaths. Given the early stages of develop-
ment of mourning customs, Christianity was clearly influenced by two spheres
of belief: a Gentile and a Jewish one.34 After a long period of relative stability,
with only slight changes in mourning rituals, we find in Christian sources,
especially from the thirteenth century onwards, a new and strengthened inter-
est in special prayers and masses for the dead.35 This renewed interest in
masses for the dead parallels the invention of further customs of mourning
like memorial donations, which gained a prominent place in the social, politi-
cal and theological culture of the Catholic Church during the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries.36 As has been well researched in recent decades, these

34 Cf. on this Emil Freistedt, Altchristliche Totengedächtnistage und ihre Beziehung zum Jen-
seitsglauben und Totenkultus der Antike, Liturgiegeschichtliche Quellen und Forschungen 24
(Münster i. W.: Aschendorf, 21971), pp. 53 ff.
35 On this disputed question, cf. P.-M. Gy, ‘Der Tod des Christen’ in Handbuch der Liturgiewis-
senschaft, vol. 2, Die übrigen Sakramente und die Sakramentalien. Die Heiligung der Zeit, ed.
by A.-G. Martimort et al. (Freiburg, Basel, Vienna: Herder, 1965), pp. 164 ff.; on the other hand,
see Franz-Joseph Dölger, Ichtys. Der Heilige Fisch in den antiken Religionen und im Christentum.
Textband II (Münster i. W.: Aschendorf, 1922), p. 565: ‘Es gewinnt also den Anschein, als ob
die Lehre von der Erbsünde mitbestimmend gewesen wäre, um den Geburtstag der antiken
Totenliturgie zu verdrängen und ihn durch das Jahresgedächtnis des Todes zu ersetzen. Im
Hintergrund steht aber das jüdische Jahrgedächtnis, das die stärkste Unterlage bot.’ See also,
however, the rejoinder to this statement, by Karpinski, Annnua dies dormitionis, p. 191 n. 1,
who denies Old Testament examples of any of the anniversary rites in Christianity.
36 Cf. Karl J. Merk, Die messliturgische Totenehrung in der römischen Kirche. Zugleich ein Bei-
trag zum Mittelalterlichen Opferwesen, I. Teil (Stuttgart: Schloz, 1926), pp. 87–108; Ludwig
Ruland, Die Geschichte der kirchlichen Leichenfeier (Regensburg: Manz, 1901), pp. 146 ff. For
different rites and their intentions, cf. also Arnold Angenendt, ‘Theologie und Liturgie der
mittelalterlichen Toten-Memoria’, in Memoria. Der geschichtliche Zeugniswert des liturgischen
Gedenkens im Mittelalter, ed. by K. Schmid and J. Wollasch (Munich: Fink, 1984), pp. 79–199,
esp. pp. 179 ff.
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innovations changed the character and status of the Catholic Church in medie-
val society, especially in southern Germany and Austria37.

Berthold of Regensburg, a famous ascetic, itinerant preacher and member
of the Ordo Fratres Minores who died in 1272,38 provides an exemplar for this
change. He seems to have paved the way, especially in southern Germany,
the Danubian region, Bohemia, and Austria, for a new theology of ‘do, ut des’
(I give, that you might give), that strongly emphasized the effects of prayers
for the dead, specifically those recited in an anniversary mass, such as the
Paternoster (‘Our Father’), the Ave Maria (‘Hail Mary’) and the Credo (The
Apostles’ Creed). His German sermons, which are an important source for any
reconstruction of the Volksfrömmigkeit – the piety of the common people – at
that time, reflect a remarkable concern about death, and a growing interest in
the whereabouts of souls in hell.

In one of his German sermons, that was edited posthumously by his adher-
ents, we find that Berthold recommended praying three additional Paternos-
ters silently, after the celebration of the mass.39

Three Paternosters in silence after the Paternoster [of the mass]: And he should say the
first one to praise and honour almighty God and to praise and honour the Holy Mother,
my Holy St. Mary, and all the heavenly armies; and the second Paternoster you should
recite to honour almighty God, a blessing for all Christian people on earth; and a third
Paternoster you should recite to comfort all souls and as a help for them in purgatory.

37 Cf. O. G. Oexle, ‘Die Gegenwart der Toten’, in – Death in the Middle Ages, ed. by H. Braet/
W. Verbke, Mediaevalia Lovaniensia I Studia IX (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1983),
pp. 19–77; Norbert Ohler, Sterben und Tod im Mittelalter (Munich, Zürich: Artemis, 1990), p.
37 and p. 129. G. Hölzle, ‘damit och unser gedechtnus […] nit mit dem glocken ton zergang’.
‘Totengedenken in Bruderschaften Bayerisch Schwabens und Altbaierns anhand literarischer
und liturgischer Quellen’, in Totengedenken und Trauerkultur. Geschichte und Zukunft des
Umgangs mit Verstorbenen, ed. by M. Herzog (Stuttgart, Berlin, Cologne: Kohlhammer, 2001),
pp. 87–110; Karl Müller, ‘Die Esslinger Pfarrkirche im Mittelalter’, Württembergische Viertel-
jahrshefte für Landesgeschichte, Neue Folge, 16 (1907), pp. 237–326, esp. pp. 313–23; H. Lentze,
‘Begräbnis und Jahrtag im mittelalterlichen Wien’, Zeitschrift der Savigny-Stiftung für Rechts-
geschichte 67 Kanonistische Abteilung, 36 (1950), pp. 328–64.
38 On him, cf. F. G. Banta, Art. ‘Berthold von Regensburg’, in Die deutsche Literatur des
Mittelalters. Verfasserlexikon, ed. by Kurt Ruh, vol. 1, Berlin, New York 1978, pp. 817–23.
39 Cf. Berthold von Regensburg. Ausgewählte Predigten. Mit einer Einleitung by H. Hering
(Leipzig: Richter, 1893), p. 128 [on the mass]; Berthold von Regensburg. Vollständige Ausgabe
seiner deutschen Predigten mit Anmerkungen und Wörterbuch by F. Pfeiffer, Vol. 1 (Vienna 1862,
repr. Berlin: de Gruyter, 1862, pp. 501 f. On the literary difficulties of these sermons and their
historical value, cf. also Werner Röcke, Berthold von Regensburg. Vier Predigten (Stuttgart:
Reclam, 1983), pp. 235–64.
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The third Paternoster mentioned in this sermon is not known to older prayer
orders, such as the commonly accepted Missale Romanum40. The slightly dif-
ferent Regensburger Missale41, notes that it should be said to comfort the souls
of the believers and to save the souls of the departed in purgatory.

Similar additions to the standard prayer recitations may be found in many
other Christian documents from that time.42 For example, in a Franciscan Mis-
sale from Southern Germany we find prescriptions for the seven Gregorian
masses that stress the importance of fifteen sets of ‘Pater noster cum totidem
Ave Maria et Credo’ for the dead.43 Of interest in this regard is also that at the
end of the fourteenth century, the sheer quantity of masses said for the dead
dramatically increased. This is confirmed not only by the large number of
donations usually connected with the reading of masses for the dead but also
by the many last wills whose primary concern focuses on making reliable
arrangements for reading such anniversary masses.44 This case in point is also
affirmed in several documents from Wiener Neustadt, a place that is, as noted
above, closely connected with the development of the reception of the term
yahrzeit. Remarkably, in this small town, that might serve for many reasons
as a typical model of a Catholic environment, the ‘Jahrtag’-masses were held
in high esteem by the public.45

40 Vgl. Missale Romanum cum lectionibus III. Tempus per Annum Hebdomadae VI–XXI, (Vati-
can: Libr. Ed. Vaticana, 1977), pp. 1854 ff.; Die Feier der Heiligen Messe [Messbuch] für die
Bistümer des deutschen Sprachgebietes. Authentische Ausgabe für den liturgischen Gebrauch,
Teil II: Das Messbuch deutsch für alle Tage des Jahres außer der Karwoche (Linz: Herder, 1975),
pp. 1129–34; Enchiridion Liturgicum Compectens Theologiae Sacramentalis et dogmata et leges
iuxta novum codicem rubricarum, concinnavit P. Rado, Tomus Primus (Rom, Freiburg, Bar-
cione: Herder, 1961), pp. 372 ff. For the older rites see M. Fearotin, Le Liber Ordinum. En Usage
dans l’Église wisigothique et mozarabe d’Espagne du cinquième au onzième siècle, Bilbiotheca
‘Ephemerides Liturgicae’ Subsidia 83, Istrumenta Liturgica Quarreriensia 6 (Rom: Ed. Liturgi-
che, 1996), pp. 447 ff. [6.–8. cent.]; Judith Frei, Das Ambrosianische Sakramentar D 3-3 aus
dem Mailändischen Metropolitankapitel. Eine textkritische und redaktionsgeschichtliche Untersu-
chung, Corpus Ambrosiano-Liturgicum 3 (Münster: Aschendorf, 1974), pp. 419 ff. [10. cent.];
Odilo Heiming, Corpus Ambrosiano Liturgicum I. Das Sacramentarium Triplex. Die Handschrift
C 43 der Zentralbibliothek Zürich (Münster: Aschendorf, 1969), pp. 349–51.
41 Cf. Anton Beck, Kirchliche Studien und Quellen (Amberg: Bös, 1903), esp. pp. 246–54.
42 Cf., for example, Rieger in his review article on Elbogen, Gottesdienst, where he hints at a
Nekrologium Monasterii S. Crucis Ratisbonensis. There we find written in Middle High German
on fol. 229: ‘Hie sint angeschriben die tôten, den wir gebunden sin, daz wir iarcit mit vigilien
und mit messen alle iar begên.’
43 Cf. Adolf Franz, Die Messe im Deutschen Mittelalter. Beiträge zur Geschichte der Liturgie
und des Religiösen Volkslebens (Freiburg i. B.: Herder, 1902), p. 257.
44 See Merk, Messliturgische Totenehrung, pp. 102–4.
45 Cf. Helga Skvarics, Volksfrömmigkeit und Alltagskultur. Zum Stiftungsgeschehen Wiener
Neustädter Bürger im Spätmittelalter und in der frühen Neuzeit (14.–16. Jh.), Beiträge zur neu-
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The assumption that Jews who lived in a town like Wiener Neustadt would
not have noticed any of the aforementioned changes and developments in
their Christian environment in late thirteenth century seems not only to be
naive, but arises out of an extremely uncritical picture of how Jews lived in a
Christian environment. In a town like Wiener Neustadt, that housed a consid-
erable Jewish population from the late thirteenth century until the expulsion
in the mid-fourteenth century, Jews lived not in a ghetto, but in close proximity
to their Christian neighbours. According to numerous documents from this
location, Jews shared strong economic ties with their fellow residents and,
despite all limitations, it is attested that the Jews also adopted local behaviours
and customs.46

Is it therefore too far-fetched to assume that the inclusion of the qaddish
at the anniversary of a death, as attested in Sefer Maharil (not yet kabbalisti-
cally re-interpreted), might have been influenced by its Christian environment?

Admittedly, it is impossible to prove whether Jews from Wiener Neustadt,
or from similar places in Southern Germany and Austria, were directly influ-
enced by their neighbours’ mourning customs. Furthermore, it must, of course,
be taken into consideration that at the end of the thirteenth century, the
boundaries between the Christian and the Jewish hemisphere were not easily
permeable. But even if we take into account the strong barriers between the
Jewish and the Christian worlds at that time, one cannot totally deny the possi-
bility of influences that sometimes left behind only slight traces, like, in our
case, the remarkable adoption of the German word yahrzeit itself.

4 Conclusion
This study is best summed up with both cautions and evidence. With regard
to the trace developments in Volksfrömmigkeit, research in this area necessarily
remains shaky. For methodological reasons, it must be emphasized that inquir-
ing into direct influences on local minhagim should always be considered a

eren Geschichte Österreichs 15 (Frankfurt a. M., Berlin, Bern, Brussels, New York, Oxford,
Vienna: Lang, 2000).
46 On the close relationship between Jews and Christians in Wiener Neustadt during thir-
teenth century, cf. Martha Keil, ‘Juden in Grenzgemeinden: Wiener Neustadt und Ödenburg im
Spätmittelalter’, in idem and E. Lappin (eds.), Studien zur Geschichte der Juden in Österreich,
Handbuch zur Geschichte der Juden in Österreich, Reihe B, Vol. 3 (Bodenheim: Philo-Verlag,
1997), pp. 9–33, esp. pp. 15 ff. See also Germania Judaica, Vol. 3: 1350–1519, 2. Ortschaftsartikel
Mährisch-Budwitz – Zwolle, ed. by A. Maimon/M. Breuer/Y. Guggenheim (Tübingen: Mohr,
1995), p. 1621.
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very problematic task.47 The use of the word ‘influence’ itself may be misun-
derstood in so far as it seems to involve directionality. Of course, one cannot
speak of a Christian intention to change Jewish mourning practices. Rather,
the use of that term here points to the fact that any environment leaves its
imprint on culture, and, in this case, a majority of Christians may have had
such an impact on a smaller group of Jews.48

In the case of the yahrzeit qaddish, the current sources are still so meagre
that any definite answer of who adopted it, why they made that choice, or
whether they were influenced by certain local customs remains guesswork.
The development of a custom, such as the yahrzeit qaddish, cannot, however,
be explained by intrinsic developments within the Jewish culture alone, partic-
ularly since these yahrzeit customs developed in Christian lands but not in the
Islamic world.

As this paper aims to demonstrate, the custom of reciting qaddish on the
anniversary developed from an older custom, the minhag of saying qaddish
yatom.49 This disputed and often criticized custom of yahrzeit qaddish50 can-
not, however, be fully understood on the basis of known explanations of this
qaddish. Obviously the use of the qaddish as an annual prayer for mourners
was widely accepted only after it was re-interpreted on the basis of kabbalistic
thinking. But these concepts certainly do not reflect the original intention of
saying qaddish on an anniversary; there is an evident gap in the chain of inter-
pretation for saying the qaddish on the yahrzeit, that can best be explained
by a lack of knowledge about the real motivations for this liturgical develop-
ment. Thus, if we deal with this apparently ‘very’ Jewish custom, we can and
must take into account that its development may also have been stimulated
by a spiritual atmosphere and culture then dominated by the Catholic Christi-
anity and by Volksfrömmigkeit, with its own cryptic ways of transmitting cus-

47 On a similar problem, which refers to the reconstruction of Christian ‘influence’ on an
apparent Jewish motif, cf. Peter Schäfer, ‘Daughter, Sister, Bride, and Mother: Images of the
Femininity of God in the Early Kabbala’, Journal of the American Academy of Religion, 68
(2000), pp. 221–42. See on this question also Peter Schäfer, Die Geburt des Judentums aus
dem Geist des Christentums (Tübingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 2010), p. 178.
48 As already mentioned above, the use of candlelights for the commemoration of the dead
also seems to have been a custom developed in a cultural environment where the use of candles
was common. See on this very custom an overview cited by Katrin Seidel, Die Kerze. Motivge-
schichte und Ikonologie (Hildesheim, Zürich, New York: Olms, 1996), pp. 67–73. For an uncritical
study of the Jewish use of lights, see the article by Oppenheimer, mentioned above, n. 12.
49 Cf. already Moshe Isserles on Shulḥan ‘Arukh, Yore De‘a, 376.4 [Hilkhot Avelut] (299b).
50 See on this, e.g., Jakob J. Petuchowski, Prayerbook Reform in Europe. The Liturgy of Euro-
pean Liberal and Reform Judaism (New York: World Union for Progressive Judaism, 1968),
pp. 324 ff.
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toms and religious practices. People during the time focused on in this study
were very concerned about the afterlife and the well-being of the dead. This
intense preoccupation, so typical of Christian belief during that period, seems
to have left its mark by introducing an additional qaddish among its neigh-
bours, the Jews.



Ruth Langer
Investigation into the Early European
Forms of the Ṣidduq ha-Din

1 History
The concept of justifying God’s judgement at the time of death by the recitation
of appropriate biblical verses appears in tannaitic literature, apparently as a
novum. Sifre, in its commentary on Deut 32:4, records the following teaching
regarding the Hadrianic persecutions in the early second century:

ךילעהרזגנ:ולורמא.ורפסםעףרשילהריזגוילעהרזגנןוידרתןבהנינחיברתאוספתשכ
ךלעבלעהרזגנ:ותשאלורמא.ולעפםימתרוצה:הזהארקמהארק.ךרפסםעףרשילהריזג
הריזגהרזגנותבלורמא.לועןיאוהנומאלא:הזהארקמההארק.גרהילךילעוףרשילהרזג
ברוהצעהלודג:הזהארקמההארק.הכאלמתושעלךילעוגרהילךמאלעוףרשילךיבאלע
ונימזהםתרצתעשבש,ולאםיקידצםילודגהמכ:יבררמא.תוחוקפךיניערשאהילילעה
וקדיצוםבלתאםתשלשונוויכ.םיבותכהלכבןכןיאשהמ,ןידהקודיצלשםיקוספהשלש
…ןידהתאםהילע

When they arrested Rabbi Ḥanina ben Teradion, … they told him that it had been decreed
that he should be burned with his book [Torah scroll]. He recited this verse: ‘The Rock –
His deeds are perfect!’ [Deut 32:4a] They informed his wife that it had been decreed that
her husband should be burned and that she should be killed. She recited the verse: ‘A
faithful God, never false, true and upright is He.’ [Deut 32:4b]. They told his daughter
that it had been decreed that her father should be burned and that her mother should
be killed and that she should be enslaved. She recited this verse: ‘Wondrous in purpose
and mighty in deed, whose eyes observe all the ways of men, to repay every man accord-
ing to his ways and with the proper fruit of his deeds.’ [Jer 32:19] Rabbi reflected: How
great were these righteous people that in their hour of trouble, they were able to summon
these three verses of ‘ṣidduq ha-din’ (justifying the judgement), unlike any others in the
Scriptures. The three of them justified the judgement with full intentionality …
(Sifre Devarim 307; b‘Avod. Zar. 17b)

The term ṣidduq ha-din carries several overlapping valences in ongoing Jewish
practice. Here, it obviously speaks to martyrs’ own verbal acceptance before
their deaths of their personal fate. The model for Jewish martyrdom, however,
came to be another victim of these persecutions, Rabbi Akiva, who recited
shema‘ (Deut 6:4) rather than the verses discussed here. In rabbinic tradition,
ṣidduq ha-din also refers to the ritual recitation upon receiving bad news of
the blessing תמאהןיידךורב (‘Blessed [is/are You, Eternal our God, Ruler of
the universe,] the true Judge’). The Mishna (Ber. 9.2) dictates the recitation of
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this blessing and the Babylonian Talmud explicitly connects it with receiving
news of one’s father’s death (bBer. 59b), but without this specific title.1 This
blessing later becomes associated with the ritual of tearing one’s clothing as
a gesture of mourning, and a preference for this application apparently under-
lies the restriction on expressing ṣidduq ha-din before a person has actually
died.2 Finally, ṣidduq ha-din becomes the name of a liturgical text (or a cluster
of such texts) that have at their core precisely the verses mentioned in this
baraita. This prayer is our focus here. Although the evidence is scanty, there
are signs that the prayer underwent not insignificant transformations as it took
on the forms found in medieval liturgical manuscripts.

By the time of the Rishonim, this prayer is presumed as one of the few
fixed elements of European funeral liturgies, recited in conjunction with burial
itself and preceding the burial qaddish. Evidence does, however, suggest that
this may have been a fairly new custom, even at the time of Rashi. When we
look at geonic sources, we see that the prayer’s appearance in the Seder Rav
Amram Gaon is a later addition, appearing in two different versions in two
manuscripts.3 Sa‘adya similarly does not mention the ṣidduq ha-din in his
prayer-book and is dismissive of the recitation even of qaddish at a burial.4

Robert Brody notes that the Babylonian Geonim knew of the prayer only from
the questions that they received about it;5 their answers, therefore, do not really
relate to the text of the prayer itself and sometimes show uncertainty about its
precise liturgical context. This applies to Rav Naṭronai’s more detailed respon-
sum about the mode of its performance on a minor holiday that looks only to
mishnaic precedents and permits the prayer on those days only if it is recited
in unison, rather than as a call and response (whether of the same words or of
a refrain is not clear).6 Similarly, an anonymous geonic responsum suggests that

1 David Kraemer, The Meanings of Death in Rabbinic Judaism (London, New York: Routledge,
2000), p. 46, p. 135, suggests that the concept existed in the tannaitic period but cannot be
precisely documented. t.Ber. 6.3 describes the bad news as a judgement of retribution.
2 Evel Rabbati 3.1.
3 Seder Rav Amram Gaon, ed. by Daniel Goldschmidt (Jerusalem: Mossad Harav Kook, 1971),
# 156, p. 186.
4 Siddur Rav Sa‘adya Gaon, ed. by I. Davidson, S. Assaf, and B. I. Joel (Jerusalem: Mekize
Nirdamim, Reuven Maas, 1985), p. 359.
5 Teshuvot Rav Naṭronai bar Hilai Gaon (Jerusalem; Cleveland: Ofeq Institute, 5754), p. 237 n. 5
(to Responsum 118), p. 425 n. 2 (to Responsum 284). For a fuller discussion of this issue,
though one less definite in its conclusions, see Andreas Lehnardt, ‘Tzidduq ha-Din und Kad-
disch. Beobachtungen zur Entwicklung der jüdischen Begräbnisliturgie im Mittelalter’, Trumah:
Zeitschrift der Hochschule für Jüdische Studien Heidelberg [Studien zum jüdischen Mittelalter],
12 (2002), pp. 6–14.
6 Responsum 118. This was widely cited. See, for example, the Meiri to b.Mo‘ed Qat. 27b.
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this is a prayer recited after returning from the cemetery and that each ḥazzan
recites it however he wishes. The text suggests that this is somehow connected
to the birkat avelim or perhaps to the additions to the birkat ha-mazon recited
in the house of mourning, or perhaps to the Mishna’s prescription of a liturgy
that requires standing and sitting.7 Support for Brody’s assertion is Rav Haya
Gaon’s claim not to know the custom of reciting this prayer at all, and his
presumption that any earlier geonic discussions of it were referring to the
custom of their questioners, somewhere outside of Babylonia.8

Genizah sources support this picture. While there are numerous fragments
with the header ‘ṣidduq ha-din’, most of these are piyyuṭim on the general
theme of our prayer that could function as eulogy texts as well, with little or
no connection to our more fixed liturgical text.9 Andreas Lehnardt perhaps
overreads the evidence when he points to these piyyuṭim, some composed in
Babylonia, as proof that the ṣidduq ha-din was recited there (as a fixed liturgi-
cal element) by the end of the geonic period.10 I think it is also questionable,
without specific evidence, to presume as he does that the prayer had its origins
in the Land of Israel just because it seems not to have originated in Babylo-
nia.11 As we shall see, the style of the prayer and the variations in its actual
text and performance suggest a late and not particularly authoritative origin.
See Peter Lehnardt’s article in this volume for the history of this prayer in Italy,
a point of possible origin for it in this form, although, especially because of

7 Newly Discovered Geonic Responsa and the Writings of Early Provencal Sages, ed. by Simcha
Emanuel (Jerusalem; Cleveland: Ofeq Institute, 5755), p. 78, #68.
8 Oṣar Ha-Genim, ed. by Lewin, Mashq. pp. 40–41, #115, and p. 55, #156, citing from Naḥma-
nides, Torat Ha-Adam and Hilkhot Rabbi Yiṣḥaq Ghiyyat, Hilkhot Evel (Jerusalem: Chatam Sofer
Institute, 1998), p. 218.
9 A query posed to Maimonides suggests that this conflation of ṣidduq ha-din and dirges
(qinot) was customary before the burial in the courtyard of the synagogue in Alexandria.
(Shu”t Ha-Rambam #161) According to searches in 2010 of the catalogues of the Friedberg
Genizah Project and the Institute for Microfilmed Hebrew Manuscripts (and a check of all the
fragments listed), one fragment, MS Philadelphia University of Pennsylvania HB Genizah NS12,
begins with the opening line of our prayer, …לעופלכבםימתרוצה , but the rest of the text
appears to differ significantly and offers a refrain ךליבוטםשבשונאירמא . Another version
of this text may appear in the badly preserved fragment, MS Paris – Collection Jacques Mosse-
ri II, 268.2. Another fragment, MS Paris Collection Jacques Mosseri IV, 157/1 contains a text
beginning ולוכםימחרודסחםנמא that has the literary structure that seems to underlie our
text (see below). It does not, however, contain any parallel language. A text that consists
primarily of a collection of verses contains significant parallels in language, but essentially
because its verses appear also in our text. See MS Cambridge University Library Or. 1080.9.2
and MS Manchester, John Rylands University Library MS A 53.
10 Lehnardt, ‘Tzidduq ha-Din und Kaddisch’, p. 28.
11 Lehnardt, ‘Tzidduq ha-Din und Kaddisch’, pp. 16 ff.
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the poetic additions it attracted there, that version subsequently became much
more elaborate there than anything known elsewhere in Europe.

Discussions among the Rishonim frequently address whether this prayer
may be recited on semi-festive occasions, like at burials during the intermedi-
ate days of festivals and on minor holidays when public mourning is forbidden
as inconsistent with the joyfulness of the day. One of the most widely cited
traditions surrounding this prayer recalls that when at an actual funeral during
the intermediate days of a festival, someone protested that the prayer should
not be said, Rashi himself recited the ṣidduq ha-din as well as the qaddish
following it, giving the explanation that the ṣidduq ha-din is neither an act of
eulogizing nor otherwise something destructive of the festive nature of the
day; it is fundamentally no more than praise of God and acceptance of the
heavenly judgement.12 Recitation of qaddish, even in its special funeral form,
was at best a secondary issue in these halakhic discussions; the rabbis under-
stood it to function as a response to the recitation of verses in this prayer and
not to be an independent act of mourning.13 In other words, in Rashi’s late
eleventh-century France, people knew a ṣidduq ha-din preceding burial whose
essential element was its biblical verses, but they were unsure whether to
consider its recitation an act of mourning. Other texts, unfortunately not asso-
ciated with any datable figure, indicate that the Jews of Mainz did not follow
Rashi’s precedent, or perhaps, that Rashi was acting counter to their prece-
dent.14 While we could simply attribute this to the typical, local nature of Ash-
kenazi minhag, the very fact that Rashi had to determine the French minhag
suggests that recitation of this liturgy was itself a fairly new custom.15

12 One wonders whether Rashi’s move was pastorally motivated, to avoid distress in the midst
of a funeral itself. It was not, however, treated as such in subsequent halakhic discussions.
13 Shu”t Rashi 189:2; Sefer Ha-Orah II, p. 146; Mordekhai, Mo‘ed Qaṭ. 838, and numerous
parallels.
14 Rosh, Mo‘ed Qaṭ. 3.87 documents the various different customs about how this prayer was
or was not recited on minor holidays. He notes a difference between Mainz and Worms that
appears also in Sefer Ma‘ase Ha-Geonim, ed. by Avraham Epstein, Schriften des Vereins Mekize
Nirdamim 3. Folge, Nr. 3 (Berlin: Mekize Nirdamim, 1909) p. 49, #58.
15 There was, similarly, some attempt to allow the recitation of the prayer only for important
people on these minor holy days. See Sefer Ha-Roqeaḥ, Hilkhot Avelut, #316. R. Yiṣḥaq Ghiyyat
indicates that the custom in Spain was not to recite it at all, for drawing the line between
different sorts of people (simple people and Moshe Rabbenu) is not legitimate in this situation
(Hilkhot R. Yiṣḥaq Ghiyyat, Hilkhot Evel, p. 241). His real concern here is, however, that on these
minor holidays, when taḥanun is not recited, one also does not recite, at the Sabbath afternoon
service, the verses of ṣidduq ha-din recited in memory of the Sabbath afternoon death of Moses.
This becomes his precedent for establishing the Spanish custom. Naḥmanides rejects this and
rules according to Rashi (Torat Ha-Adam, Sha‘ar Ha-Sof, ‘Inyan Hoṣa’a, ed. I. Melzer, Zikhron
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How was this text performed? Medieval manuscripts are typically very
sparing in their instructions for the performance of the texts they record. All
versions of the prayer open with the verse, Deut 32:4, that which Rabbi Ḥana-
nia and his wife divided between them. All but the latest French manuscripts
indicate that this verse is to function as a congregational response between
the other lines. That this instruction is lacking elsewhere may mean only that
the scribal tradition omitted it, not that the community performed the prayer
differently. One unique Sefardi manuscript (S2) divides the prayer over differ-
ent stages of the burial process. Two sections of it are recited in the home of
the deceased as a liturgical accompaniment surrounding the mourners’ tearing
of their clothes before leaving for the cemetery, that is, in a context that all
acknowledge requires a ṣidduq ha-din. The remainder is recited at the cemetery
before the burial itself. Qaddish follows the burial. Because the liturgy in this man-
uscript also contains a different content and organization of the lines, we cannot
presume that the other two Sefardi exemplars represent the same practice.

There is evidence for significant variation as to where, and hence when,
our text is recited. The Tosafist, R. Shimshon of Sens, locates the ṣidduq ha-
din in the Mishna’s sede bokhim, a field where the funeral procession custom-
arily halts before the burial at some distance from the grave for people to say
farewell to the deceased and to recite this prayer. As the Mishna did not know
of the ṣidduq ha-din, we have to assume that this reflects R. Shimshon’s own
French reality of the twelfth-thirteenth century.16 This is confirmed in the
responsum of a R. Meshullam, presumably of the Rhineland Kalonymide fam-
ily, and several generations earlier, who presumes that reciting the ṣidduq ha-
din requires setting the bier down in the street (that is, in an open place),
something forbidden on minor holidays. On these days, therefore, one may
recite the prayer only for a very prominent person.17 Apparently in response
to this ruling, the Worms community recited the prayer on minor festivals
while walking to the cemetery, that is, without setting down the bier, allowing
them to recite qaddish at the cemetery itself.18

In contrast, the Rosh and R. Yeruḥam report that Ashkenazi and French
Jews recite ṣidduq ha-din and qaddish after forming lines following the burial,

Ḥinukh Torani, 1994. Thus, the Sefardi custom was no more firmly established even two centu-
ries later.
16 See his commentary to Tractate Ohalot, ch. 18. The Ritva, Mo‘ed Qat. 5b, cites this with
approval.
17 He adds that if one does not recite the ṣidduq ha-din, one also may not recite qaddish,
because it may be recited only after words of Torah like the recitation of verses in this prayer.
Sefer Ma‘ase Geonim, ed. by Epstein, p. 49; Sefer Ha-Roqeaḥ, Hilkhot Avelut #316.
18 Sefer Ha-Roqeaḥ, Hilkhot Avelut #316, Ravi”ah, part III, Hilkhot Evel 841.
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a point at which others (Sefardi Jews?) only recite qaddish (presumably having
recited the ṣidduq ha-din before the burial, but they are not explicit on this
point).19 This is not confirmed, though, by the ruling of their near contempo-
rary, an exemplar of the French rites, R. Ya ‘aqov ben Yehuda Ḥazzan of Lon-
don, who instructs ‘that before they bury the deceased, they stand around him
and the Ḥazzan recites …’. He proceeds to indicate the text, complete with
congregational responses of Deut 32:4. The burial follows immediately, sug-
gesting that the locus of this ritual is the graveside.20 The Ramban’s discussion
in his Torat Ha-Adam is not particularly helpful on this point, as he is trying
to integrate all his received sources into what is probably a new instruction
for his community rather than reflecting on actual custom.21 In his Orḥot Ḥay-
yim, Aharon Ha-Kohen of Lunel, born in Narbonne but exiled to Spain after
1306, describes our prayer as one that the community recites to the mourner
in his home immediately after the death, as well as one that is recited during
the procession to the grave within the cemetery. Apparently this was the cus-
tom of Narbonne.22 It is plausible that some version of this custom is that
reflected in S2. This mélange explains why the Ṭur begins his discussion of
this question saying, ‘All these things are dependent on minhag (custom), and
therefore each and every place should follow its own custom.’23

1 The text
The liturgical composition beginning with Deut 32:4 and entitled ‘ṣidduq ha-
din’ appears in relatively stable and mature forms by the time we can docu-

19 Rosh, Mo‘ed Qat. 3:86; Rabbenu Yeruḥam, Sefer Toldot Adam we-Ḥavah, Netiv 28,
part 2, p. 221d.
20 ‘Eṣ Ḥayyim, ed. by Israel Brodie (Jerusalem: Mossad Harav Kook, 1962), Hilkhot Evel, ch. 6,
p. 394.
21 Sha‘ar Ha-Evel, ‘Inyan Ha-Hatḥala #46. He suggests the following order for all the customs
(without geographical or chronological distinction) that he has listed: after the burial, they go
to a place near the cemetery called ‘the place where the family stands’ where the community
arranges itself in lines of ten opposite the mourners, petitions for mercy for the deceased, and
recites qaddish; then they move to the place where they do the ‘standing and sitting’ and
recite brief words of ṣidduq ha-din during its seven iterations; then they go to a place nearby
designated for eulogies and dirges; then to the city square (or the synagogue if a village lacks
a square, or to the mourner’s home) where they recite the birkat avelim over a cup; and finally
to the home of the mourner to comfort him.
22 Hilkhot Evel 5. 11. See also the Kol Bo #114 which presents the recitation while walking to
the grave as a regional custom; others recite qinot or hashkavot.
23 Yore De‘a § 376.
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ment the medieval European rites. Peter Lehnardt’s article in this volume
presents the Italian materials, and I will not enter into them here. Given the
focus of this volume, the centre of this discussion will be the rites of medieval
Greater Ashkenaz, which I identify as Western Ashkenaz, that is, the Rhine-
land, Northern France,24 and Eastern Ashkenaz, that is, the ‘Canaanite’ rites,
initially of Bohemia and eventually of Poland. These cannot be understood
properly, though, without comparison with other rites. Our primary point of
comparison will be Spain, although I found only three manuscripts from there,
all from the fifteenth century, that contained the prayer. No manuscripts
including this prayer of identifiable provenance appear to have been preserved
from the medieval Romaniote or non-European rites.25

There is no consistency in any rite as to whether this prayer appears in
the siddur or maḥzor, or where it appears, if it does, although it frequently
appears along with other lifecycle rituals and/or the prayers in response to a
bad dream ( םולחתבטה ) and birkat kohanim. Two possible reasons suggest
themselves: the total omission of the prayer perhaps reflects a hesitancy to
include death-related rituals in siddurim; the inconsistency in its location
likely comes because death rituals were introduced into the European siddur
after its basic organization had become standardized.26

Clearly, the texts represented in these various rites are related. The west-
ern, Rhineland Ashkenazi text, like the rite itself, is extremely stable. The
earlier manuscripts already present the prayer as it appears in later prayer-
books.27 The only significant variation in the order of its lines is recorded in a
comment in a manuscript from Worms that notes the variants in nearby
Cologne. We, however, lack any manuscript directly reflecting this custom. In

24 I do not include French manuscripts dated after the fourteenth century because of the
final expulsion of that community by the end of that century.
25 A text essentially identical to our Sefardi base text appears in the 1527 Venice printing of
the Aleppo siddur (facsimile edition: Siddur Tefillot Kefi Minhag Q”Q Aram Ṣova [Jerusalem:
Yad Ha-Rav Nissim, 2007]), pp. 771b–72a. However, this prayer does not appear in either of
the surviving manuscripts of this rite. MS Cincinnati Hebrew Union College 407, NLI f 18689
(1410) does include death-related rituals on a folio that may be a later addition at the end,
but these begin with a prayer titled birkat ha-shurah directed to the mourners (and followed
by the burial qaddish) but not a ṣidduq ha-din. It is possible that the inclusion of this prayer
in the 1537 Venice printing results from Sefardi influence.
26 This organization generally follows that of the Seder Rav Amram Gaon. Ṣidduq ha-din does
appear in manuscripts of this text, but in varying forms that are recognizably those of later
European rites. See the edition of Daniel Goldschmidt (Jerusalem: Mossad Harav Kook, 1971),
II:#156, pp. 186–7.
27 See for instance, Seligman Baer’s Seder ‘Avodat Yisrael (Roedelheim, 1868 and many
reprints), p. 586.
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Worms itself, line five precedes line four, but these two lines have the same
opening word, making this a less significant variant than many. Moving first
westwards, we see that all the exemplars of the Northern French rites have a
totally different text for line four, a line beginning with the address to God as
ha-ṣur (‘the Rock’) in continuation of the theme of the opening lines. Like the
Sefardi rites, this rite in most exemplars uniquely clusters toward the end
those lines that explicitly echo the Mishna’s blessing of ṣidduq ha-din (but
with a different order and an additional line: 7, 9, 6) and concludes only with a
single verse. Jer 32:19 (line 11) usually appears earlier in the composition, and
the two Ashkenazi verses (lines 12 and 1328), not mentioned in the baraita, do
not appear at all. That this organizational logic appears in Spain, but nowhere
else in Ashkenaz, is consistent with the development of local customs in Europe
and their tendencies, like linguistic dialects, to blend at the boundaries.29

This also suggests that the precedent for this prayer that shaped all the
European rites was received as a model, more than as a fixed composition.
While many individual lines appear in essentially identical form from one
European rite to another, their order, and which of them are included, varies.
Indeed, when we look to the eastern Ashkenazi rite, we see a wide variation,
particularly in the second half of the prayer, from a list of verses identical to
that of the Rhineland, to lists with significant re-orderings and omissions
(though no additions). The Sefardi rites do contain a number of lines identical
to the Ashkenazi text, but also include lines that do not at all appear in Ash-
kenaz, and variants of parallel lines. They also omit altogether the verse
recited by Rabbi Ḥanina’s daughter! Nevertheless, even the lines that do not
appear in Ashkenaz fit the literary pattern of this prayer. This variation in the
order of the lines means that the meanings communicated by the composition
as a whole are not fully consistent from one rite or even sub-rite to another.

What is more consistent are the literary characteristics of the prayer. Fol-
lowing their opening verse, all continue with a poetic rephrasing of it, appear-
ing in France and Ashkenaz as: .לעפתהמולרמאיימ.לעופלכבםימתרוצה

28 This is particularly surprising because line 13, Job 1:21b, is itself a justification of the
Divine judgement, although it may also be noted that this verse’s language does not inform
the rest of the prayer in any way in any of the versions.
29 Although we frequently lack sufficient information to establish the provenance of a manu-
script, this conclusion is also supported implicitly by the data gathered and presented in my
articles, ‘Sinai, Zion, and God in the Synagogue: Celebrating Torah in Ashkenaz’, in Liturgy in
the Life of the Synagogue: Studies in the History of Jewish Prayer, ed. by Ruth Langer and
Steven Fine, Duke Judaic Studies 2 (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 2005), pp. 121–59; in
the appendices of my Cursing the Christians?: A History of the Birkat HaMinim (Oxford; Oxford
University Press, 2012); and in a forthcoming article on mapping medieval rites.
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:לעיולואשדירומהיחמותיממ.לעמבוהטמבטילשה (‘The Rock is just in all
action; who can say to Him, “What will you do?”; He rules below and above;
He causes death and [renews] life, lowers to Sheol and raises up.’) This line
models the literary characteristics of much of this composition. The lines, with
the exception of two in Ashkenaz (3, 5) and one in Sefarad (8), consist of four
rhymed stichs, with the rhyme frequently being more a word play emphasizing
the theme than anything more complex. Some lines – all those unique to either
Ashkenaz or Sefarad, including line 4 where France and Ashkenaz differ –
have proper rhymes rather than repetition or plays on the same word (Ash-
kenaz 4, 7; France 4; Sefarad 6, 9 11), and two lines lack any rhyme (Sefarad
5, 10). That these lines are those not shared by various rites only underlines
the degree to which they do not represent the prayer’s native pattern and may
suggest that they are later additions. The list of lines not shared does not, how-
ever, include others where the characteristic rhyming pattern is present. Beyond
issues of rhyme, there is no metre of any sort. Our exemplar line, like many but
not all others, ends with a biblical citation, and many also incorporate earlier
in the lines biblical language directly or barely altered, but interspersed liber-
ally with non-biblical phrases. In general, this composition does not approach
or even try to imitate the literary standards of a top-flight payyeṭan.

The different traditions, in their own ways, apparently elaborated on a
core group of lines, each of which they treated independently. Several lines
appear in both places in virtually identical language: היהיהנשןבםאםדא
(‘Whether a person lives a year …’) appears as line 6 in Ashkenaz and 12 in
Sefarad and is the line on which the Italian poet, Amittai elaborated;30 ןייד

תמא (‘True Judge …’) appears as line 9 in Ashkenaz and 13 in Sefarad; לכשפנ
ךדיביח (‘The soul of all the living is in Your hand …’) appears as line 10 in

Ashkenaz and 7 in Sefarad. Line 8 in Ashkenaz ( ךיטפשמקדציכ'הונעדי , ‘We
know, Eternal, that Your judgements are just …’) appears in Italy and in one
Sefardi manuscript (S2). Line 3 in Sefarad, beginning לעפרוצה is a clear cog-
nate to Ashkenazi line 2, beginning לעופלכבםימתרוצה . These lines also all
fit the basic poetic model described above. Thus, just over half of the Ashken-
azi poetic text is identical to just under half of the Sefardi one.31 Yet, the
degree of difference in what is identifiably the same prayer also indicates the
freedom that accompanied the basic model.

30 See Peter Lehnardt’s essay in this volume.
31 5/9 vs. 5/12 of the lines that are not fully biblical verses.
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2 Meanings
When we turn to the content of this prayer, we need to ask how it functions
as ṣidduq ha-din. While some of its themes obviously fit this context, others
do not. The opening verse describes God as a God of judgement, and variations
on this language of mishpaṭ echo throughout Ashkenazi lines 8 and 9 and
Sefardi line 6. A more common theme expresses that God is absolutely in
charge of the world, including the action of decreeing life and death. This
appears in Ashkenaz, lines 2, 3, 5, 7, and 10, in Sefardi line 4 and 9 (plus
Ashkenazi cognates 3 and 7), as well as in several of the biblical verses. The
opening verse also describes God as ṣaddiq, righteous, that is, decreeing judge-
ment justly, and this specific language echoes in the introductory words of
Ashkenazi lines 4 and 5 as well as in lines 8, 9, and 10. In the Sefardi text,
this language begins lines 4, 5, and 6 (as well as in Ashkenazi cognates 7, 7a,
and 13). The connection between declaring God a ṣaddiq and God’s deeds as
ṣedeq on the one hand and the human action of ṣidduq on the other lies in
the human recognition of God’s qualities of justice. The explicit language of
din (judgement) echoes less frequently here, appearing primarily in variations
on the language of the rabbinic blessing barukh dayyan ha-emet (‘blessed is
the true Judge’) in Ashkenazi lines 6, 7, and 9 and Sefardi cognate lines 12 and
13. That this ends the prayer, in Sefarad and France, emphasizes the impor-
tance of the allusion in this particular setting. That the Ashkenazi texts scatter
the language throughout (except in E3) is more surprising.

What becomes more interesting are the moves beyond a simple acceptance
of divine judgement in the prayer. A death has occurred, and it must be accept-
ed. But is this the end of the story? These texts in the forms here examined were
all functioning in a wider medieval Christian context with its deep concerns
about the fate of a person after death. We know that later funeral prayers, most
notably the El male raḥamim, also pray most explicitly for a good afterlife for
the deceased. Does any of that occur here?

Resurrection of the dead is of course an ancient theme in rabbinic theology
and liturgy, and it is here alluded to in the ends of Ashkenazi lines 2 and 6
(= Sefardi 3 and 12) and the beginning of Ashkenazi line 5.

Of more immediate implication, though, is the emphasis throughout this
prayer on God’s mercy and willingness to forgive. This theme operates on four
levels. First, it operates simply as part of the ṣidduq ha-din, declaring human
assurance that God has already acted with justice regarding the deceased; in
this sense, it is still simply a praise of God’s qualities, that which various sages
found acceptable even on minor holidays. Second, this same language may
also operate as a prayer for the deceased, asking God to be merciful and forgiv-
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ing in the ultimate divine judgement about this person’s fate. There is an
ambiguity in the grammar of this prayer that allows many of its phrases to be
read as petitions rather than as statements of praise. Third, the prayer embeds
within it overt petitions that God turn this mercy also to the still-living commu-
nity, a theme that has nothing directly to do with the deceased. Finally, the
Sefardi text turns to members of the living community, reminding them how
to access this justice and mercy for themselves.

The first two levels are self-evident, implicit in almost every element of
the prayer, especially the shared ones, and need no discussion. The third and
fourth, however, provide an important key to the history of the text. The peti-
tion on behalf of the living community is particularly evident in Ashkenaz in:
– the second half of line 3: הבישקההשכדקענהתוכזבו,השעתונלםנחדסח

השעו (‘act out of gracious lovingkindness for us, and through the merit of
the one who was bound like a ram’ [i.e., Isaac], listen and act’);

– line 4: םימחרהותוחילסהןודאךליכ,םינבותובאלעאנסוחואנלומח
(‘please have pity and mercy on parents and children, for Yours is the
mastery of forgiveness and mercy’);

– the French version of this line: יכםימעיטועמעישותוםימורממאנטבה
םימחרהוהקדצה'הךל (‘peer down from the heavenly heights and save the

least of the peoples, for with You, Eternal, are righteousness and mercy’);
– the second half of line 5: ונילעךיניעאנויהיו,תוחמלוננורכזךלהלילח

תוחילסהוםימחרהןודאךליכ,תוחוקפ (‘God forbid that You erase our
memory; may Your eyes be looking over us, for Yours is the mastery of
mercy and forgiveness’);

– line 10’s petition: ךדיףרהךאלמלרמאתוךדיןאצתטלפלעםחר (‘have
mercy on the remnant of the flock of Your hand, and say to the angel [of
destruction], let your hand be weak!’).

Only the last of these examples has a direct parallel in Sefarad line 7, but that
rite contributes its own list in:
– the second half of line 6: וידיהשעמונלכיכ.וימחרומהיונילע (‘His mercy

will yearn for us, for we are all the work of His hands’)
– line 8: .םימחרמםינבלעתובאכ.םימחרבהשעו.םימורממלומחםימתרוצ

התאיכ.םימעיטבאנטבה.םימדימותחמו'ימימתיללועמךזגוררוצע
םימוחינןתםילבאלו.םימחראלמ (‘Perfect Rock, have mercy from on high

and act in mercy, like parents have mercy on children. Withdraw Your wrath
from the innocent nurslings and those sealed with blood [martyrs]; look
please to the least of the peoples, for You are full of mercy; and give comfort
to the mourners’).
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Finally, we find only in Sefarad a set of themes that takes this one step further,
giving direction to the living community on how to live their lives to encourage
divine mercy for themselves after their deaths. Line 9 encourages the living to
perform acts of ḥesed, lovingkindness, and line 10, similarly, to pursue ṣedaqa
(justice, particularly economic justice) because ṣedaqa taṣil mi-mawet (acts of
economic justice, ie, charity, save one from death).

The preponderance of lines expressing the petition for the living commu-
nity, without parallels between the rites, strongly suggests that these are addi-
tions to the original and hypothetical Vorlage. We can argue that they may
well reflect the theological needs of the Jewish communities of the High Middle
Ages living in Europe. Their introduction reflects an interest in gaining some
control over the individual’s fate after death, an area of theological competi-
tion with Christians.

This reconstruction also helps explain the halakhic move to restrict the
recitation of this prayer on minor festivals.32 Where the original prayer was
solely a praise of God’s justice in the face of the current experience of death,
appropriate for recitation even on minor festivals, with these additions it
becomes instead a voice of worried concern over the fate, both of the immedi-
ately deceased and of the living. The prayer thus ceases to be one of praise,
and becomes, as the Shibbolei Ha-Leqeṭ declares in his Italian context, ‘full of
words that sorrow a person’s heart’ with the purpose of ‘breaking a person’s
heart and reminding him of his own day of death, in order to humble his inclina-
tion.’33 Such a proactive, petitionary prayer is no longer a simple praise of God
that may be recited on days when public acts of mourning are prohibited.

3 Appendix

3.1 Critical presentation of Medieval European texts from
Ashkenaz and Sefarad

These critical tables use two base texts, the earliest western Ashkenazi text
and the Sefardi text that gives the clearest basis of comparison with the other
two of similar dates. I do not note differences in spelling, abbreviations, or
errors in the transcription of verses, where the intended word is obviously the

32 As discussed by Lehnardt, ‘Tzidduq ha-Din und Kaddisch’, p. 29.
33 ‘Inyan Ḥanukka, #192, ‘Rules of Eulogy, Ṣidduq Ha-Din and Sustaining the Mourners on
Hanukkah; Hilkhot Semaḥot #13’, ‘Rules of the Ṣidduq Ha-Din that is Recited over the Deceased
and the Days on which is is Appropriate to Recite It.’
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same. Because of the variation in which lines individual manuscripts include,
I indicate the order of the lines and which lines are included separately after
the list of manuscripts for each rite. Each manuscript is indicated by its cata-
loging in its home library as well as by its film number in the Institute for
Microfilmed Hebrew Manuscripts at The National Library of Israel (NLI). While
there are numerous variants for the text of each line, these are almost entirely
those characteristic of orally transmitted or scribal texts and do not change
the meaning of the lines or their form except in error. The variations in the
order of the lines is much more significant. For ease of comparison, I have
divided the critical notes themselves between the three main Ashkenazi sub-
rites and have designated the texts accordingly.

3.1.1 Ashkenazi rites (Western, Northern France, and Eastern)

43:אוהרשיוקידצלועןיאוהנומאלאטפשמויכרדלכיכולעפםימתרוצה 1
תיממ.לעמבוהטמבטילשה.לעפתהמולרמאיימ.לעופלכבםימתרוצה 2
:לעיולואשדירומהיחמו
םנחדסח.השועורמואה.השעתהמולרמאיימ.השעמלכבםימתרוצה 3
:השעוהבישקההשכדקענהתוכזבו.השעתונל
אנסוחואנלומח.םימחראלמוםיפאךראםימתרוצהויכרדלכבקידצ 4
:םימחרהותוחילסהןודאךליכ.םינבלעותובאלע
יטועמעישותוםימורממאנטבהםימחראלמםימתרוצה:תפרצגהנמ 4)
)םימחרהוהקדצה'הךליכםימע
ךלהלילח.תוחורלכןודקפךדיברשא.תויחהלותימהל'ההתאקידצ 5
ןודאךליכ.תוחוקפונילעםימחרבךיניעאנויהיו.תוחמלוננורכז
:תוחילסהוםימחרה
.היהיהיהאלכולןורתיהמ.היחיםינשףלאוא.היחיהנשןבםאםדא 6
:היחמותיממתמאהןיידךורב
לכהו.ונובשחםדאלםלשמו.וניעבלכהטטושמו.ונידתמאיכאוהךורב 7
:וניהידוהומשל
ןיאו.ךטפובהכזתו.ךרבדבקדצת.ךטפשמקדציכ'הונעדי 8
:ךיטפשמרשיו'ההתאקידצ.ךטפתדמרחארהרהל
:תמאוקדצויטפשמלכיכ.תמאהןיידךורב.תמאוקדצטפוש.תמאןייד 9
.ךדיןאצתטילפלעםחר.ךדיוךנימיהלקדצ.ךדיביחלכשפנ 10
:ךדיףךאלמלרמאתו
םדאהינביכרדלכלעתוחופךיניערשא.הילילעהברוהציעהלודג 11

34 Deut 32:4.
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53:ויללעמירפכוויכרדכשיאלתתל

63.ובהתלועאלוירוצ'הרשייכדיגהל 12
73.ךרמ'הםשיהיחקל'הוןתנ'ה 13
83:ותמחלכריעיאלוופאבישהלהרהותיחשיאלוןוערפכיםוחראוהו 14
]שידק[:'מואתמהתרובקרחאלתמהתאןירבוקו

3.1.1.1 Western Ashkenaz

Except in the Worms and Cologne rites (W6), all the manuscripts include all
the lines, in the order listed in the base text.

ןודא.םינבו4W,5W,6W,7W,8W]םינבלעו.אלמ5W]אלמו 4
תוחילסה3W,5W]תוחילסה
.ונירכז8W]וננורכז.תוחורה.8W]תוחור.לכל6W]לכ.רסח5W,6W]'ה 5
]ונילעםימחרבךיניע.רסח6W]תוחוקפ…ויהיו.תוחמלמ7W]תוחמל
3W4.ךיניעםימחרבW,5W,7Wםימחרהןודא.ונילעךיניעםימחרב[
6W,8Wםימחרה.
.המו7W]המ.םאוא7W]וא.היהי…םדא4W,6W]היחי…םדא 6
.ופוסול5W]ול
.ונובשחיפכ5W.ונובשחיפל3W,6W]ונובשח.וניעלכב5W]וניעבלכה 7
.ןיא4W,5W,7W]ןיאו.הכזת4W]הכזתו.ונעדי6W]'הונעדי 8

דסחויטפשמ6W]תמאוקדצויטפשמ.קדצקדצטפשו6W]קדצטפוש 9
.תמאויטפשמ8W.תמאו

W1. MS Vatican – Biblioteca Apostolica ebr. 329, NLI f 11636 (13c., Western
Ashkenazi rite, calendar begins with maḥzor 264, year 995 = 1235 CE), ff.
172b–75b = base text with the exception of the French version of line 4.

W2. MS Paris – Bibliothèque Nationale héb. 644, NLI f 11540 (calendar begins
with 1264), beginning missing, f. 166a begins in middle of line 7; no sig-
nificant variants beyond spelling.

W3. MS London – British Library Add. 27556, NLI f 6091 (13–14c.), f. 85a–b,
with a few errors in the original manuscript corrected in the margins per-
haps by the original scribe and not included in the variants here.

W4. MS Vatican – Biblioteca Apostolica ebr. 326, NLI f 373 (14c., Western Ash-
kenazi), ff. 40b–41a.

35 Jer 32:19.
36 Ps 92:16.
37 Job 1:21b.
38 Ps 78:38.
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W5. MS Parma – Biblioteca Palatina Cod. Parm. 1904 (605), NLI f 13061 (14c,
Western Ashkenazi), ff. 144b–45a.

W6. MS Paris – Musée Cluny 12290, NLI f 14772 (early 14c, Western Ashkenazi,
Worms), ff. 65b–66b. Line 5 precedes 4. The introduction to the text lists
the order of the lines in Worms ( ונעדיךורבםדאלגןדיבא.קידצ'ב.רוצה'ג

דיגהללודגשפנןייד ) followed by a note about the variants in Cologne. In
Cologne the order is 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 11, 9, 8, 10, 5, 4 ( לודגךורבםדארוצה'ג

לכבקידצהתאקידצשפנונעדיןייד ), which is not represented in any
manuscripts I located.

W7. MS Jerusalem – The National Library of Israel MS Heb. 4°681–2, microfilm
B 398 (14c.), ff. 43a–44b.

W8. MS Oxford – Bodleian Library MS Can. Or. 86 (Neubauer 1103), NLI f 17709
(14c. Western Ashkenazi), folios unnumbered, text follows fast day liturgy
and then haṭavat ḥalom.

3.1.1.2 France

All the lines of this sub-rite appear in the Western Ashkenazi sub-rite and vice
versa, with one exception. Instead of the Ashkenazi line 4 ( ויכרדלכבקידצ ) this
rite’s fourth line continues to echo the opening verse and reads: אלמםימתרוצה

)םימחרהוהקדצה'הךליכ(םימעיטועמעישותוםימורממאנטבהםימחר . One
manuscript also lacks line 8 entirely, and none include lines 12–13, both bibli-
cal verses. The order of the lines in the second half of the prayer is also differ-
ent, with two of the earlier witnesses showing more variety, especially in the
placement of line 11 (a verse of ṣidduq ha-din), which in this rite tends to be
clustered with line 10 instead of presented as a biblical verse concluding the
prayer. Lines 9 and 6, with which this sub-rite concludes in five of six exem-
plars, are those that contain the most specific language of ṣidduq ha-din. F1,
F2, F3, and F4 call for the recitation of this prayer in an open space outside
the cemetery, with the assembled gathered around the deceased, while F5
explicitly places the prayer when the casket has reached the grave but before
the burial.

קידצ2F.טילש1F,4F,5F]טילשה.השעמ5F.לעפ4F.לעפמ3F]לעופ 2
.היחמותיממלא5F.'ח4F]היחמותיממ.קידצ3F.התא
.רמוא3F,4F,5F.)ס"טהארנכ(רמואהשכדקענהתוכזבו1F]רמואה 3
1F,3F,4F,5F]השעת.ונילעםנח4F.ונמעםנח3F,5F.ונמע2F]ונלםנח
.הבישקה'ה3F,5F]הבישקה.השע
,1F,2F,3F]םימחרהוהקדצה'הךליכ.יטעמ3F]יטועמ 4
4Fח'.
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]ךל.תוחור3F.תוחורה2F,4F]תוחורלכ.'ח1F,2F,3F,4F,5F]'ה 5
3F2]ונינורכז.'חF,4F1]תוחמל.ונירכ)י(זF,2F,3F5.תוחמהלF
2F.ונילעךיניעםימחרב1F,4F]ונילעםימחרבךיניע.תוחמהלמ
.ונילעםימחרב5F.ךיניעונילעםימחרב3F.ךילאוניניעםימחרב
.'ה5F.'ח1F,2F,3F,4F]ןודא
רבקלותירחא,היחיםינשףלאםאםדא3F]היחיםינשףלא…םדא 6
ול3F]ול.םאוא1F]וא.היהיהנש1F]היחיהנש.'ח2F]םא.היהי
.היהיאלכ4F.היהיאלכהיח2F.היהיאליכ1F]היהיהיהאלכ.ופוס
5Fהיחיהיחאלכ.
2F,3F,4F,5F]וניעבלכה.תמאקידצ1F]תמא.ךורב2F]אוהךורב 7
1F]ומשללכהו.שיאל2F]םדאל.לכהםלשמו1F]םלשמו.וניעלכב
]ונתיהיידוה.ונשירשאלכו5F.ונשילכהו2F,3F,4F.ונתילכהו
1F,2F,4F,5F3.ונתיהיידוהוFומשלהיידוהו.
.ןיא2F,3F]ןיאו.הכזת1F,2F,3F,5F]הכזתו.ונעדי3F]'הונעדי 8
.רשויו1F]רשיו'ה.ךיטפשתומ2F.יכךיתודימ1F]ךטפשתדמ
2F3.רשויב'הF5.רשיוFרשיולא.

4F.תמאךיטפשמ2F]תמאוקדצויטפשמ.טפוש3F]קדצטפוש 9
.תמאויטפשמ
.לעםחר4F.םחרו1F]לעםחרו.ך)י(נימי2F,3F,4F,5F]ךדיוךנימי 10

F1. MS Oxford – Corpus Christi 133, NLI f 39535 (12c.), ff. 328b–30a. This text
calls for the assembled to repeat line 1 (Dt. 32:4) as a refrain after each
line.

F2. MS Sassoon 535, NLI f 9278 (12c.), ff. 145a–146a, Maḥzor Vitry. This text
calls for the assembled to repeat line 1 (Deut 32:4) as a refrain after each
line.

F3. MS Leipzig – Universitätsbibliothek B.H. 14. 40, NLI f 20965 (13c.) as pub-
lished by Israel Brodie, Ets Hayyim of Rabbi Jacob Hazan of London (Jeru-
salem: Mosad Harav Kook, 1962), p. 394. This text calls for the assembled
to repeat line 1 (Deut 32:4) as a refrain after each line.

F4. MS Paris – Bibliothèque Nationale 632, NLI f 31298 (13c.), ff. 71b–72b. This
text calls for the recitation of this prayer in the square outside of the
cemetery itself by a community that gathers around the deceased. The
assembled repeat line 1 (Deut 32:4) as a refrain after each line.

F5. MS Oxford – Bodleian MS Opp. 759, NLI 17724 (13–14c.), ff. 60b–61a. The
text calls for a communal response after the first line, but it is not clear
what they respond.

F6. MS Moscow – Russian State Library, MS Günzburg 728, NLI f 48037
(14–15c.), ff. 130b–131a. This text is an addition to the original prayer-book
and is not well preserved. Too many words are illegible to identify precise
textual variants.
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Orders of the lines
F1: 1, 2, 3, 4 (French text), 5, 6, 8, 7, 9, 10, 11, 14
F2: 1, 2, 3, 4 (French text), 5, 8, 10, 11, 7, 9, 6, 14
F3: 1, 2, 3, 4 (French text), 5, 8, 10, 7, 9, 6, 11, 14
F4: 1, 2, 3, 4 (French text), 5, 10, 11, 7, 9, 6, 14 (no line 8)
F5: 1, 2, 3, 4 (French text), 5, 8, 10, 11, 7, 9, 6, 14
F6: 1, 2, 3, 4 (French text), 5, 8, 10, 11, 7, 9, 6

3.1.1.3 Eastern Ashkenaz

This sub-rite adds no content to that found in the Western Ashkenazi texts.
There is, however, significant variation from one manuscript to another in the
order of the lines and sometimes also in what is included. Only one (E6) is
fully identical to the western model.

.טילש2E]טילשה.ימו4E]ימ 2
ונלםנח2E]ונלםנחדסח.'ח6E.השועורזוגה2E]השועורמואה 3
.תוכזב1E,2E,4E,5E]תוכזבו.דסח
.םינבו2E,4E,5E,6E.םימילשו1E]םינבלעו.סוחו1E,6E]אנסוחו 4
2E]תוחמל…הלילחתוחור…ךדיברשא.'ח1E,2E,3E,4E,6E]'ה 5
.תוחמלמ4E.תוחמו1E]תוחמל.תוחור…ךדיביכתוחמל…הלילח
ךיניעםימחרב3E,6E.ךיניעונילעםימחרב1E]ונילעםימחרבךיניע
.'ח3E]ןודא.ונילע
]היהיהיה.וא4E]םאוא.היהיהנש1E,2E,4E,5E,6E]היחיהנש 6

1E3.היהיוהיהE1]היחמו…ךורב.היחיהיחEח'.
.וניעלכב4E]וניעבלכה.טישמו1E]טטושמו.ךורב1E]אוהךורב 7
.ונובשחיפל6E.ונידוונובשח1E]ונובשח
קדצתו1E]ךטפושבהכזתוךרבודבקדצת.ךינידקדצ4E]ךיטפשמקדצ 8
.קדצתו6E]קדצת.ךרבודבהכזתוךטפושב
.ויטפשמויכרב3E]ויטפשמ 9
.רמאת4E]רמאתו.לומח6E.םחרו1E]םחר.ךנימי3E]ךדיוךנימי 10

E1. MS Vatican – Biblioteca Apostolica ebr. 323, NLI 372 (13–14c., calendar
begins with 1295), ff. 110b–112a

E2. MS Jerusalem – Schocken Institute for Jewish Research 13160, NLI 74219
(1306), no folio numbers, but follows the Purim blessings.

E3. MS St. Petersburg – Russian National Library Evr. I 143, NLI f 51934 (Reel
15), (14–15c., middle Ashkenazi), 2b–3b. This manuscript consists of five
folios from the additions made to the end of a siddur.
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E4. MS St. Petersburg – Russian National Library Evr. IV 1, NLI f 69479 (1480),
ff. 55a–56a, following the wedding blessings

E5. MS Hannover – Kestner-Museum MS 3953, NLI f 69252 (15c.), partial text
on recto of folio apparently added at the very end of the prayer-book,
verso is blank.

E6. Ms Oxford – Bodleian Library MS Opp. 646 (Neubauer 1123), NLI f 17729
(15c.), ff. 77b–78b.

Order of the lines
E1: 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 5, 4, 11, 12, 13, 14
E2: 1, 3, 2, 6, 10, 7, 8, 4, 5, 11, 12, 13, 14 (no line 9!)
E3: 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 11, 7, 9, 6, 12, 13, 14 (no lines 4 or 8)
E4: 1, 2, 3, 5, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14
E5: 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 6
E6: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14

3.1.2 Sefarad

ןידהקודצ
אוהרשיוקידצלועןיאוהנומאלאטפשמויכרדלכיכולעפםימתרוצה 1
אוהרשיוקידצלועןיאוהנומאלאטפשמויכרדלכיכולעפםימתרוצה 2
ונידבקידצםוחרוןונח.וילעפמבדיחיוךזודבל
לואשדירומאוהיכ.לעפונעמללכה.לעפתהמולרמאיימלעפרוצה 3
לעיו
.השועוצפחלכבטילש.השעירשאלכבדיסחוהשעמלכרצויקידצ 4
השעתהמולרמאיימ
.ולעפךז.םימתקידצארקנהאוהיכ.לועויכרדבןיארשיוקידצ 5
.לכלעופינפמרתסהלןיאויתרקדצ
ונילע.וינפלןיאםינפאשׂמ.ויתוחראתמאו.ויכרדלכטפשמוקדצ 6
וידיהשעמונליכ.וימחרומהי
ךאלמלרמאתו.ךדיןאצתטלפםחר.ךנימיהאלמקדצ.ךדיביחלכשפנ 7
ךדיףרה
.םימחרמםינבלעתובאכ.םימחרבהשעו.םימורממלומחםימתרוצה 8
.םימעיטבאנטבה.םימדימותחמו'ימימתיללועמךזגוררוצע
םימוחינןתםילבאלו.םימחראלמהתאיכ
םלענלאמרבדןיאיכםלדסחושעוופסםלועהלכךרדאיהוז 9
םלועייחלותמשנ
.הקדצףדורםדאירשא.םינפאושמוינפלןיאיכ.לגלוןקלאיהוז 10
תוממליצתהקדצו
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.םילכוםיפסםהםנמא.םילודגלוםינטקל.םילדוםירישעלאיהוז 11
.םילבהלבלהיכ
היהאלכופוסולןורתיהמ.היחיםינשףלאוא.היהיהנשןבםאםדא 12
היחמותיממתמאהןידךורב.היהי
.תמאוקדצויטפשמלכיכ.תמאהןיידךורבתמאוקדצטפושתמאןייד 13
ותמחלכריעיאלוופאבישהלהברהותיחשיאלוןוערפכיםוחראוהו 14

.ולעפמב3S]וילעפמב 2
.'ח2S]אוהיכ 3
.ימו3S]ימ.קידצ3S]טילש 4
.רוצהארקנ3S]קידצארקנה 5
.ונילעו2S]ונילע.תמאודסח2S,3S]תמאו 6
.תיחשמהךאלמלרומאו2S]ךאלמלרמאתו 7
.יטעמל2S]יטעמב.'ח3S]םימדימותחמו.'ח2S]'ימימת…רוצע 8
ופס…2]םלענ…ןיאיכםלSםלכ…ופסאהםלענ…ןיאיכ. 9
.הזלשותמשנ2S]ותמשנ
אושמוינפל.לודגוןוטקלךרד3S.לודגוןוטקךרד2S]לדגלוןטקל 10
.וינפלםינפאושמ3S]םינפ
.'ח3S]םה.םילדלוםירישעלךרדאיהוז3S]םילדוםירישעלאיהוז 11

.היחיהיח2S,3S]היהיהיה.ופוסו3S]ופוס.היחיהנש3S]היהיהנש 12
.'דצב2S]קדצ 13

S1. MS Nimes 13, NLI f 04418 (14c. siddur), ff. 184b–186a, = base text. The
prayer here precedes an extensive and elaborate series of additional bur-
ial prayers, including an additional prose ṣidduq ha-din.

S2. MS Montreal – Elberg 24, formerly MS Sassoon College 24 (299), NLI f
9293 (14c.), ff. 179–82. This text divides the prayer over various stages of
the pre-burial process as follows:
Lines 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, followed by the instructions: עורקלםיבייחהלכןיערוקו

יולגבודמועמו
Lines 6, 14, 8, followed by the instructions: תיבבותמהתיבב'מואןאכדע

ןיפיסומתורבקה
Lines 7, 7a ( רחארהרהלןיאךיטבש'וּנּהנומאוךיטפשמקדציכייונעדי

ךיטפשמרשיוייהתאקידצךיטפש ), 12, 10, 9, followed by the instruc-
tions: תמהתאןירבוקו .
(Lines 5 and 11 do not appear; a line not found in the other manuscripts
follows line 7)

S3. MS Oxford – Bodleian MS Opp. Add. Oct. 18 (Neubauer 1133), NLI 16594
(14c., Catalonia), ff. 251a (2–3), 251b (3), 251a (4). The prayer appears here
in a larger context of burial liturgies, preceding the hashkava.
Order of the lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13
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Ha-Ṣur Tamim be-khol Po‘al:
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Dedicated to Shlomo Simonsohn and
Cesare Colafemmina, two pioneers in

uncovering new sources
for our understanding of Jewish culture

in Italy

1

Ashkenazi literary tradition is connected by its navel to the beginnings of the
Hebrew culture of medieval Europe in southern Italy. This unique area of
encounter between Byzantine, Romano-Germanic and, later on, even Arabic
culture, was not only the cradle of Middle-Latin as officialese but also saw
the emergence of Hebrew as the language of Jewish literacy in the western
hemisphere of the Mediterranean.1 The Latin part of this southern Italian ren-
aissance was based on the collection and reproduction of manuscripts from
Antiquity and Late Antiquity while its Hebrew part depended on the acquisi-
tion and copying of written material from the two creative literary centres in
the Orient, the Land of Israel and Babylonia. This nexus between the older
and newer Hebrew worlds was revealed for the first time in one of the earliest
historico-critical studies by the nestor of the Wissenschaft des Judentums, She-
lomo Yehuda Leib Rapoport (1790–1867). It was Rapoport who traced back
Ashkenazi knowledge about Ele‘azar Bi-Rebbi Qillir, the major contributor to

1 For the cultural importance of the transition from the use of Hebrew as icon in Antiquity
and Late Antiquity into Hebrew literacy, see Shlomo Simonsohn, ‘The Hebrew revival among
early medieval European Jews’ in Salo Wittmayer Baron Jubilee volume ed. by Saul Lieberman
(Jerusalem: American Academy for Jewish Research, 1974), II, pp. 831–858 and for much of
the new epigraphic evidence attesting this process in Southern Italy see the bibliography (up
to the year 2000) of Cesare Colafemmina: http://www.humnet.unipi.it/medievistica/aisg/
AISG_Colafemmina/Colafemmina.html (01. 08. 10) and up to the year 2005: ‘Bibliografia di
Cesare Colafemmina’, in Hebraica Hereditas: studi in onore di Cesare Colafemmina, ed. by
Giancarlo Lacerenza, Series Minor, 70, (Napoli: Istituto universitario orientale, Dipartimento
di studi asiatici, 2005), pp. [xi]–xxv.
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the earliest stratum of the liturgical poetry in the Ashkenazi rite, to its earliest
European origins.2

Even after more than 150 years of research, this general picture of the
transmission and tradition of synagogue literature having taken place in the
east and travelled via southern Italy to central Europe requires only little
refinement.

This article has two purposes. Firstly, it deals with the flow of Jewish litur-
gical traditions into Italy, and deeper into Christian Europe, and traces how
the ṣidduq ha-din ceremony in the early Italian rite may have influenced later
Ashkenazi developments. Secondly, it presents a critical edition of the complex
textual element of the burial ceremony in the rite of Rome, thereby offering
an analysis not only of textual, but also of ceremonial, evolution. This will draw
attention to the scientific need to examine the ongoing relationship between
words and rituals and their mutual impact. It will also set an example that
can then followed in the close study of texts and ceremonies in other rites.

As already indicated, the early stratum of Ashkenazi liturgical poetry came
from its classic predecessor in the Land of Israel during the late Byzantine
period, and was augmented with an important layer of creative response in
ninth- and tenth-century Italy. Thus, Ashkenazi Judaism learned from the Ital-
ian tradition not only how to embellish public prayers with the liturgical
poetry of old but also how piyyuṭ could provide an arena in which to perform
a living tradition of replacement and local creativity. Although the main route
of tradition was from Apulia through Lucca – traditionally associated with the
famous Qalonymos family – to Ashkenaz, we should also consider, especially
for the second half of the tenth century, the existence of an additional path
by which Babylonian poetical traditions made their way from the East not via
Italy but via Byzantium, or most probably via France. This may be exemplified
by the prooemia for the groom, a genre that evolved in Babylonia3 and was
embraced by the early Ashkenazi poets but is completely absent from the Ital-
ian tradition.4

2 S. Y. L. Rapoport, ‘Zeman u-Meqom R. Ele‘azar Ha-Kallir we-‘Inyyanei Piyyuṭaw u-Fiyyutei
Zulato, u-Qeṣat ‘Inyyanei Ha-Tefillot’, Bikkure Ha-Ittim, 10 (1830), pp. 95–123, 11 (1831), pp. 92–
102 [repr. as, ‘Toldot R. Ele‘azar Ha-Kallir’, in Rapoport, Toldot Gedolei Yisrael, Warsaw 1913,
pp. 125–95].
3 See Tova Beeri, ‘Reshit Ha-Yeṣira Ha-Payṭanit Be-Bavel: Piyyuṭei R. Ḥayyim Al-Baradani’,
HUCA, 68 (1997), [1]–[33] (Hebrew part), esp. p. [30].
4 Menahem Schmelzer, ‘Wedding Piyyuṭim by the Early Sages of Ashkenaz’, in Studies in
Hebrew Poetry and Jewish Heritage In Memory of Aharon Mirsky, ed. by Ephraim Hazan and
Joseph Yahalom (Hebrew; Ramat Gan: Bar-Ilan University, 2006), 173–85 [reprinted in Schmel-
zer, Studies in Jewish Bibliography and Medieval Hebrew Poetry: Collected Essays (New York,
Jerusalem: The Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 2006), 190–208 (Hebrew part).
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Even bearing in mind his French origin, the poetical œuvre of the head of
the yeshiva of Magenza, Rabbenu Gershom Meor Ha-Gola (c. 960–c. 1028/1040),
may nevertheless be wholly explained against the background of the Italian
tradition, especially that of Shelomo Ha-Bavli, the transmitter of Apulian tradi-
tion to the northern parts of Italy.5 For its part, however, the corpus of piyyuṭim
written at least a generation earlier by Shim‘on Bar Yiṣḥaq (Magenza, late
tenth century) already attests to a perfect and creative blend of the sources
mentioned above, namely, the Land of Israel, Italy and Babylonia.6 This
occurred two or three generations before Ashkenazi culture began its creative
phase of writing in other genres, and developed its literary identity, at the
beginning of the eleventh century.7 Liturgical poetry was in Ashkenaz, like in
Italy, one of the earliest components of Hebrew literary response. Such a
response involved the absorption of corpora of texts from the Mishna, Talmu-
dim and midrashim, as well as from liturgical poetry and constituted an aston-
ishing approach, given liturgical poetry’s complexity of expression and its
intertextuality with these books. It went far beyond the first steps of acquiring
a library of canonical texts through copying, commenting or rearranging them.

The process of outlining the genres of liturgical poetry in each rite has two
different aspects to it. The first concerns which genres are existent in a rite
and for which specific liturgical locus, for example, the questions as to
whether there is a proem for the reading of a hafṭara on the Passover festival,
and whether there are zemirot for the Sabbath? The other aspect concerns
which genres are ‘imported’ from other rites, which are not, and which are
reflected in local creative response and which are local developments, eg the
bikkurim supplements for the ma‘ariv compositions.

Another important criterion concerns the hierarchies of the different litur-
gical loci. One such hierarchy may be detected in the cycle of the year, eg Yom
Kippur vs. an ordinary weekday; another in the different services of a day, eg
shaḥarit vs. minḥa; and a third in the place during the service eg the congrega-

5 See Ezra Fleischer (ed.), The Poems of Shelomo Ha-Bavli: Critical Edition with Introduction
and Commentary (Hebrew; Jerusalem: The Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, 1973),
and The Yozer: Its Emergence and Development (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1984),
esp. pp. 615–23, 647–53, 686–701; Preces Poenitentiales quae Selichoth vocantur, ed. Avraham
Fraenkel (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Mekize Nirdamim, 1993), pp. 598–608, 814–24.
6 See Elisabeth Hollender, Synagogale Hymnen: Qedushta’ot des Simon b. Isaak im Amsterdam
Mahsor, Judentum und Umwelt, 55 (Frankfurt a. M.: Lang, 1994), pp. 19–24.
7 Cf. Israel Moses Ta-Shma, Ritual, Custom and Reality in Franco-Germany, 1000–1350
(Hebrew; Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1996), pp. 13–16, and ‘Rabbinic literature in the Middle
Ages, 1000–1492’, in The Oxford Handbook of Jewish Studies, ed. Martin Goodman (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2002), pp. 221–24.
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tional qedusha vs. private preparations leading up to the service. But there is
one more distinction that challenges Ezra Fleischer’s clear-cut definition of
piyyuṭ as the poetry used for the embellishment of public prayer in the synago-
gue as distinct from the secular poetry with religious themes that was never
intended to be included in the agenda of such synagogal rites.8 There are in
fact other sequences of texts in liturgical settings that are not connected to
the statutory synagogal prayers promoted by Rabbinic Judaism. They include
the Grace after Meals, and other ceremonies such as those of a circumcision
and a wedding, that are nevertheless public and may be performed by the
same persons as those who lead the the synagogal liturgy. The Jewish commu-
nities of the Middle Ages also applied the idea of a clear hierarchy to such
services and ceremonies, as is reflected again and again in the poetic embel-
lishments. It is not only the sheer length that clearly distinguishes between a
qedushta for the morning service of the Day of Atonement and a zemer for a
meal after a wedding; it is also the composition’s complexity of structure, the
number and complexity of the literary events in terms of prosody, figurae and
tropoi per line, and the levels of density, sophistication and horizon concern-
ing the intertextuality employed that confirmed for those whose literacy
extended to medieval Hebrew poetry where to locate the centre and the mar-
gins of the synagogal literature.9 Moreover this synchronic hierarchy was made
even more manifest in the diachronic tradition and creative response repre-
sented in the acts of choice made for maintaining established custom or creat-
ing new poems.

Against the background of such considerations, we have to evaluate the
fact that the Ashkenazi rite demonstrates no creativity in liturgical poetry used
for the rubric of the burial ceremony but restricted its tradition to one famous
poem ‘Ha-Ṣur Tamim Be-Khol Po‘al’ which it inherited, apparently in earliest
times, from outside. The following discussion is intended to explore the histor-
ical, literary and cultural background of this piyyuṭ in the early Apulian tradi-
tion and to promote a better understanding of the possible functions of the
ṣidduq ha-din as public ceremony, such as is reflected in the texts that occur

8 Ezra Fleischer, Hebrew Liturgical Poetry in the Middle Ages (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Magnes
Press, 20072), pp. 7–8.
9 This awareness, as manifest in thousands of text throughout generations of tradition and
creation, is the reason why a distinction between liturgical poetry used for the embellishment
of the public prayer texts in the synagogue service, and the para-liturgical poetry employed for
the embellishment of religious ceremonies beyond the institutional frame of the synagogue,
is valid for Hebrew liturgical poetry. The problem of the enforcement of centralistic authority
in world liturgy is not an intrinsic problem of Jewish liturgy but arises under the ecclesiastical
influences of Catholicism and Orthodoxy.
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as standard elements in the literary sources of the Italian rite. Beginning with
a review of the literary sources available to us for our reconstruction, the arti-
cle will then include a critical edition of the textual elements of the burial
ceremony based on liturgical manuscripts from Italy from the thirteenth to the
sixteenth centuries CE. The edition will serve as the basis for a literary analysis
of the poetical texts, against the background of the historical development of
Hebrew liturgical poetry, and especially as a test case for a new way of reading
Hebrew liturgical poetry in the context of ceremony.10

2
The burial ceremony may be seen as an act of religion, using the word ‘reli-
gion’ in its basic etymological sense, as developed from the Latin religio mean-
ing ‘obligation’, ‘reverence’, ‘bond’: describing something that has to be done,
according to what has traditionally been done, and thereby meeting one’s
obligation to the deceased. The pious need to act according to the will of
the deceased, within the basic concept of gemilut ḥasadim,11 imposes on this
ceremony the kind of fundamentally conservative attitude that might explain
the slow and limited developments at this liturgical locus within all the liturgi-
cal rites. Consideration should also, however, be given to another tendency
that might encourage literary creativity within the traditional framework of the
ceremony in order to stress the unique personality of the deceased, or the
special circumstances of their death.12

10 For the methodological considerations see Peter Sh. Lehnardt, ‘Studies in the Emergence
of the Tradition of Hebrew Liturgical Poetry in Italy’ (Hebrew; doctoral dissertation, Ben-
Gurion University of the Negev, Beer-Sheva, 2006), pp. 19–30.
11 For an overview of concepts associated with gemilut ḥasadim, see Jack D. Spiro, ‘An Explo-
ration of Gemilut Ḥasadim’, Judaism, 33 (1984), pp. 448–57, esp. p. 450. For the beginnings of
the ṣidduq ha-din as attested in rabbinical literature, see Ruth Langer’s contribution to this
volume.
12 In the matter of the dialectics of unique dirges ad personam and generic laments for
different kinds of people, compare the classical study of Emanuel Feldman, ‘The Rabbinic
Lament’, JQR, 63 (1972–73), pp. 51–75 with the Aramaic corpus of texts published by Michael
Sokoloff and Joseph Yahalom (eds.), Jewish Palestinian Aramaic Poetry from Late Antiquity:
Critical Edition with Introduction and Commentary (Jerusalem: The Israel Academy of Sciences
and Humanities, 1999), pp. 282–329. (For an introduction see Joseph Yahalom, ‘“Syriac for
Dirges, Hebrew for Speech”: Ancient Jewish Poetry in Aramaic and Hebrew’, in The Literature
of the Sages: Second Part: Midrash and Targum, Liturgy, Poetry, Mysticism, Contracts, Inscrip-
tions, Ancient Science and the Languages of Rabbinic Literature, ed. Shmuel Safrai, Assen;
Philadelphia: Van Gorcum, 2006, pp. 375–91, esp. pp. 375–80.) See also Harry Sysling,
‘Laments at the Departure of a Sage: funeral songs for great scholars as recorded in rabbinic
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What may serve as a starting point for our ‘literary excavation’ of the
antiquities of the Italian rite is the rubric of the ṣidduq ha-din in the editio
princeps of the Maḥzor Roma, Soncino–Casal-Maggiore, 1486.13 Most of the
later editions seem to be reprints, in full or in part, or adaptations of this form
to match the multi-rite reality of the Italian Ghetto with its mutual influences.14

What is interesting, however, is that a review of some 600 manuscripts has
clarified that this edition represents, by way of this rubric, the final stage of
canonization of the rite of Rome as known in the second half of the thirteenth
century and as attested in the earliest existing manuscripts.15 To date I know
of no form of text to be habitually recited after a death, and during the burial
ceremony, other than the one attested in one of the earliest dated liturgical
manuscript of the Jews in Italy, Ms Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale héb. 599,
from the year 1265.16 This includes what appear to be the latest prints from
the end of the seventeenth century.17 This redaction was obviously based on

literature’, in Studies in Hebrew Literature and Jewish Culture: Presented to Albert van der Heide
on the Occasion of His Sixty-Fifth Birthday, ed. by Martin F. J. Baasten and Reinier Munk
(Dordrecht: Springer, 2007), pp. 81–102.
13 See the description of J. Joseph Cohen, ‘Bibliyografya shel Maḥzorim we-Siddure Tefilla le-fi
Minhag Benei Roma’, in Samuel David Luzatto, Introduzione al Formulario delle Orazioni di rito
italiano pubblicata in ebraico, a Livorno nel 1856, ed. by Daniel Goldschmidt (Tel Aviv: Dvir,
1966), p. 111 (# 1) and, for bibliography and reference of copies, see Gesamtkatalog der Wiegen-
drucke M19921 (http://gesamtkatalogderwiegendrucke.de/docs/M19921.htm, last change 2010-
08-10). See the facsimile: Mahzor Ke-Minhag Roma Soncino – Casalmaggione, 1485–1486, Jeru-
salem: Magnes, 2012.
14 This is at least the first and foremost impression although the general prevalence of a
uniform rite of Rome through northern Italy in the age of printing might be misleading. See,
however, the print from Bologna 1540–1541 with the commentary Qimḥa De-Avishuna attri-
buted to Yoḥanan b. Yosef Trèves (see: J. Joseph Cohen, Bibliyografiya, pp. 113–114 [#7]) which
seems to reflect an independent manuscript source.
15 See Peter Sh. Lehnardt, ‘Redactions of the Prayer Book according to the Italian Rite: First
Reconsiderations on the Basis of the Different Outlines of the Liturgical Poetry’, Italia, 20 (2010),
pp. 31–66.
16 For a palaeographic description, see Malachi Beit-Arié and Colette Sirat, Manuscrits
Médiévaux en Caractères Hébraïques portant des indications de date jusqu'à 1540, II. Biblio-
thèques de France et d'Israël, Manuscrits de petit format jusqu'à 1470 (Jerusalem; Paris: Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique; Académie Nationale des Sciences et des Lettres
d’Israel, 1979), # II, 10.
17 The Siddur Mi-Berakha Ke-Minhag Italiyani (Ferrara: [Girolamo] Filoni, 1693), deserves a
brief mention. Another octavo print without page numbering is partly preserved in a copy in
the Library of the Jewish Theological Seminary in New York (SHF 1907:26 / RB 5802) and
bound with another siddorello with a colophon mentioning Mantova ינא'ם'כ'ת'איכתנש =

א"סת (with an apparently more complete copy to be found in the Valmadonna Trust Library,
London). I have found no bibliographic reference to this print, but the minor prints of prayer-
books in Italy are still worthy of study, even after the bibliographic work of Jacob J. Cohen.
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earlier material emanating from the circles of the Min Ha-‘Anawim/Piattelli
family at the yeshiva in Rome which arranged prayer forms and halakhic tra-
ditions for the book now known as Maḥzor Benei Roma, the maḥzor of the
rite of Rome. The revision of prayer texts and liturgical poetry in mid-thir-
teenth-century Rome and the arrangement of the halakhic traditions are both
to be seen as a reaction to halakhic material, or even a form of siddur/maḥzor,
from the school of Rashi (eg Siddur Rashi18 or Maḥzor Vitry19) introduced into
Italy through the authority of Yesh‘aya di Trani ben Mali (the Elder) (c. 1180–
c. 1250)20 that evolved an intensive literary activity out of formulating the
regulations for the ceremony of the ṣidduq ha-din:
– Seder Ḥibbur Berakhot (Rome, late 12th/early 13th cent.), MS Torino, Biblio-

teca Nazionale Universitaria A. III. 2, [first part of a] maḥzor, Italian rite
(thirteenth century – lost, partly copied by and for Solomon Schechter in
MS New York – JTS Library Ms. 8401) – [presumably in the missing second
part];

– Yeḥiel b. Yequtiel (Rome, mid thirteenth century), Halakhot (written soon
after 1240 and no later than 1260), [not part of the subjects in the unique,
remnant source MS Munich, Bayrische Staatsbibliothek hebr. 232, Collecta-
nea (Italy, thirteenth-fourteenth centuries), ff. 97a–142b];21

All that may confidently be stated about the copy is that it seems to be one of the local reprints
of the Siddur Mi-Berakha of (Venice: Pietro e Lorenzo Bragadin, 1618). The latest partial reprint
of this form should also be considered in the context of its research; see Leser M. Landshuth,
Vollständiges Gebet- und Andachtsbuch zum Gebrauche bei Kranken, Sterbenden und Leichen-
bestattungen, sowie beim Besuchen der Gräber von Verwandten und Lieben (Berlin: Adolf Cohn,
1867), pp. LVIII–LIX.
18 See Siddur Raschi: Ritualwerk Salomo ben Isaak zugeschrieben, ed. by Salomon Buber,
Schriften des Vereins Mekize Nirdamim, 3,11 (Berlin: Mekize Nirdamim, 1911) and Andreas
Lehnardt, ‘“Siddur Rashi” und die Halacha-Kompendien aus der Schule Raschis’, in Raschi
und sein Erbe; internationale Tagung der Hochschule für Jüdische Studien mit der Stadt Worms,
ed. by Daniel Krochmalnik, Hanna Liss, Ronen Reichman (Heidelberg: Universitäts-Verlag
Winter, 2007), pp. 65–99.
19 See, for a late augmented version of this work, Machsor Vitry: nach der Handschrift im
British Museum (Cod. Add. No. 27200 u. 27201) zum ersten Male hrsg. und mit Anm. vers., ed.
Simon H. Hurwitz (Hebrew; Berlin: Mekize Nirdamim, 1888–1897; repr. Nürnberg: Bulka, 1923).
20 For the major shift in talmudic scholarship after the establishment of the yeshiva in Rome
in the eleventh century promoted by Yesh‘aya di Trani, see Israel Moses Ta-Shma, ‘Rabbinic
literature in the Middle Ages, 1000–1492’, in Martin Goodman (ed.), The Oxford Handbook of
Jewish Studies (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), p. 229.
21 Edited by Israel M. Ta-Shma, ‘Sefer Halakhot Iṭalqi Qadmon le-Rav Yeḥiel b"r Yequtiel’,
Kobez al Yad, n.s. 15 (25) (2000), pp. 143–206 [repr. in Ta-Shma, Studies in Medieval Rabbinic
Literature, 3. Italy & Byzantium (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Bialik Institute, 2005), pp. 76–148].
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– Ṣedaqia b. Avraham Anaw (Rome, c. 1210–1275), Shibbolei Ha-Leqeṭ Ha-
Qaṣar (c. 1250) [not part of the printed edition of this version of the book,
Venice 1546];

– Yeḥiel b. Yequtiel, Tanya Rabbati, [a redaction of the former to be copied
on the margins of forms of prayer]: ‘Inyan Ṣidduq Ha-Din;22

– Ṣedaqia b. Avraham Anaw, Shibbolei Ha-Leqeṭ Ha-Shalem, [the final edi-
tion of this work by its author from c. 1260]: Din Ṣidduq Ha-Din She-Omrim
‘Al Ha-Met We-Yamim Ha-Reuyim Le-Omro;23

– Anonymus, Hilkhot Avel (before 1265) in the maḥzor MSS;24

– Moshe b. Yequtiel (Rome, fourteenth century), Sefer Ha-Tadir, chap. 34,
Dinei Ha-Avelut.25

The most important characteristic of all these texts is that they are written to
report traditional halakhic rulings and to facilitate future ones concerning the
ṣidduq ha-din and do not reproduce the actual texts to be recited. Despite the
impression that the text of the ṣidduq ha-din is to be found in the maḥzor
manuscripts and prints of the Roman rite in a section of rulings for rites de
passage, it has to be stressed that even here the Italian literary tradition is
clearly manifest. The basis for the halakhic decision and the format of the
textual element of the ceremony are to be found in two distinct literary genres.
Additionally, the texts are in different genres but are not intended for different
readers, since we find on the one hand no historical evidence of any profes-
sional distinction in the world of prayer in medieval Italy between a rabbi and
a precentor and, on the other hand, we see an effort to arrange both kinds of
texts side by side in maḥzor manuscripts with the Tanya Rabbati.26 But even

22 See Tanya Rabbati, ed. Shim‘on Horovitz (Warsaw: I. Goldmann, 1879), ff. 70c–71a. And see
now Tanya Rabbati, le-Rabbi Yeḥiel B"R Yequtiel Ha-Rofe mi-Mishpaḥat Ha-‘Anawim, ed. Yis-
rael Braun, (Jerusalem: Mossad Harav Kook, 2011), pp. 267–69.
23 Shibbolei Ha-Leqeṭ Ha-Shalem, ed. S. Buber (Vilna: Witwe und Brüder Romm 1887), ff.
172b–173a.
24 Among the more comprehensive manuscripts and prints, see editio princeps Soncino –
Casal-Maggiore: Benei Soncino, 1486, II, f. 149a–150b or ed. Bologna: Menahem ben Avraham
Mi-Modena; Yeḥiel Ben Shelomo; Dan Ariye Ben Shelomo Ḥayyim MiMonticelli, 1541, f. 387a.
25 Moshe J. Blau, Shiṭat Ha-Qadmonim (New York: author’s edition, 1992), pp. 237–38. The
chronological arrangement and the attribution to the authors of the sources listed here is
based on Israel M. Ta-Shma, ‘Sefer Shibbolei Ha-Leqeṭ u-Khfilaw’, Italia, 11 (1994), pp. 39–51
[reprinted in Ta-Shma, Studies in Medieval Rabbinic Literature, 3. Italy & Byzantium, (Hebrew;
Jerusalem: Bialik Institute, 2005), 63–75].
26 For a basic survey of the sources of the Tanya see Israel Z. Feintuch, ‘Tanya Rabbati’,
Sinai, 90 (1977), pp. 14–25 [reprinted in his Mesorot we-Nusḥaot Ba-Talmud: Meḥqarim, ed. by
Daniel Sperber (Hebrew; Ramat-Gan: Bar-Ilan University, 1985), pp. 65–76, 77–88].
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if both categories of information are to be found on the same page, a clear
and graphical distinction is maintained between the layout of the text to be
performed in the ceremony, with its minimal interspersed instructions, and
the comments being offered with regard to the halakhic aspects; and, even if
the halakhic texts are transmitted in a separate bibliographic unit, they do not
reproduce the liturgical text to which they refer. Therefore, we too have to pay
particular attention, if we want to learn something about the textual part of
the ṣidduq ha-din in the rite of Rome, to the copies of the maḥzor.

For the purposes of our investigation of the different (and habitual) textual
elements of the ṣidduq ha-din and their interrelations, the texts are given here
in a critical edition according to the earliest, and almost complete, manuscript
of the Roman rite that is available to us and that has already been mentioned
above.27

27 This is an appropriate place for a caveat for the reader: the version of MS Paris is, on the
one hand, the earliest that is available but, on the other hand, it does not represent the
popular version that should serve as the basis of any critical edition of the Roman rite. The
purpose of using this version here is not because it is the ‘original’ text; its importance lies
rather in the fact that it may represent an early (thirteenth century!) redaction that shows
by its almost unique interconnection (Verschränkung) of the various elements their relative
independence, as well as the intention of arranging them in such a way as to blur the borders,
especially between the first two textual elements. The text has been transcribed from the
manuscripts but obviously with the addition of modern, critical apparatus and method of
presentation. For an edition of the first text ‘Ha-Ṣur Tamim be-khol Po‘al’, not only according
to sources from the Italian rite but from all medieval European rites, see the contribution of
Ruth Langer to this volume.
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Even at first glimpse it becomes clear that we have before us even with
these habitual texts – not to mention occasional dirges or funeral orations
which are not mentioned in the form at all – a composite agenda mortuorum:
[A] Ha-Ṣur Tamim Be-Khol Po ‘al – a Bible verse opens a long row of quatrains,

sometimes in rhyme, and with many variations of a few basic sayings;
[B] Amittai, Adam Im Yiḥye Elef Shanim – a poem with a clear-cut opening,

signed on every second line with the letters of the name of his author AMi-
TaY’. What seems to be the plain continuation, with the strophic acrostic
blessing ḤaZaQ (‘be strong’), shows already indicates a digression in con-
tent and form in the direction of the persecutions by the Crusaders in the
Rhine valley in the summer of 1096 and towards a quatrain with an acrostic
using the last four letters of the Hebrew alphabet at the head of each line;

[C] Avot Olam Yeshenei Ḥevron – another poem with a complex structure but
united in its elaboration of one situation by way of a dialogic lyric;

[D] Qaddish Le-Itḥaddeta – a variation of the most important Aramaic prose
prayer in the synagogal liturgy.28

And so the question arises whether this is a mere accumulation of texts or
whether we assume a kind of composition, but, in the case of the latter, we
must also ask how the assumption of a composition can tolerate such a blatant
doublet as:

[A] [B]Man whether one year (old) (A) Man, if you could live a thousand years
Or living a thousand years exercising your reign forward and back,
What real value has he, when he (Mi) bereft of your fortune you will go down

ceases to exit? to darkness
30 and stand in trial before God who shows noBlessed be the true judge!

kindness.

Duplicate passages are not uncommon in Hebrew liturgy. The high esteem
accorded to tradition even in the case of parallel, or ‘rival’, formulations is
demonstrated by the tendency to coalesce such variations, or as Rav Papa, the
mid-fourth-century Babylonian Amora put it: hilekakh nimrenhu le-trawehu.
But there was also a system of constantly replacing such passages by reformu-
lating them either in artificial prose or in poetic form and the doubling was
the result of retaining the former text together with its later substitute. This
amounted to a rejection of the basic concept of Hebrew liturgical poetry, which

28 For versions, sources and development of this form of the qaddish, see Andreas Lehnardt,
Qaddish: Untersuchungen zur Entstehung und Rezeption eines rabbinischen Gebetes, Texts and
Studies in Ancient Judaism, 87 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2002), pp. 39–42, 235–43.
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came into being, and continued to be a creative force in synagogal literature,
for the following four basic reasons:
a. replacing prose sentences in benediction(s) of the long form within a com-

position of benedictions like the qeriyat shema‘ and its surrounding bless-
ings, the ‘amida etc;29

b. replacing prose ‘bridges’ to fixed biblical verses in statutory prayers;
c. adding proems before statutory text units;
d. replacing piyyuṭ.

Bearing in mind that these four considerations define the framework for the
creation of some ten thousand pieces of liturgical poetry in medieval Hebrew
literature, we may assume that there was also a text at the end of the ninth
century in southern Italy that was routinely used in the burial ceremony and
that could be replaced with a poetical alternative.

3

Adam Im Yiḥye Elef Shanim – the piyyuṭ of Amittai as attesting
to Ha-Ṣur Tamim Be-Khol Po ‘al
A poem for the burial ceremony was apparently composed by a poet named
Amittai who is seems to be known to us from other poems but mainly through
the Chronicle of Aḥima‘aṣ, even if it remains uncertain whether he was Amittai
the Elder (Oria, mid ninth century) or his grandson, Amittai birebbi Shefaṭya
(Oria around 900 CE) mentioned there.30 As already shown, this poem resembles
parts of Ha-Ṣur Tamim Be-Khol Po‘al, especially the central part, lines 27–42:
– a rebuke (tokheḥa) that leads to the acknowledgment that God is the eter-

nal judge ([A] lines 27–30 / [B] lines 1–8);

29 For the criteria used in the analysis of the different forms of benedictions in order to
distinguish between the statutory and the private in rabbinic prayer, see Joseph Heinemann,
Prayer in the Talmud: Forms and Patterns, Studia Judaica, 9, (Berlin, New York, DeGruyter,
1977), pp. 158–92.
30 The source of the discussion concerning this identification is in Robert Bonfil, History and
Folklore in a Medieval Jewish Chronicle: The Family Chronicle of Aḥima‘az ben Paltiel, Studies
in Jewish History and Culture, 22 (Leiden, Boston, Brill, 2009), p. 384. I prefer to regard the
grandson as the author, mainly because of the author’s prosodic sophistication in signing his
name at the head and in the middle of the strophes and thus dividing the quatrains into
hemistichs. For the patterns of strophic acrostics by the ninth-century Apulian payyeṭanim
Silano or Shefaṭya BiRebbi Amittai, see Peter Sh. Lehnardt, ‘Studies’ (n. 10 above), pp. 36–38
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– a section with the rhetoric of a penitential poem (seliḥa) that articulates a plea
for forgiveness in the forthcoming trial of the deceased, while recalling the
merits of the fathers ([A] lines 31–38 / [B] lines 9–12 and the part marked by**;

– an invitation to earn merit by taking part in the burial and by escorting
the dead body to its resting place ([A] lines 39–42 / [B] lines 13–16).

In spite of these common topoi, the two compositions later develop in different
directions. While Ha-Ṣur Tamim turns into a reprise designed to bring the escort-
ing congregation and the mourning relatives to an acceptance of the death as
a deed of divine righteousness ([A] lines 43–74), the continuation of Amittai’s
poem focuses on the place of the deceased in his grave but not without broaden-
ing the horizon into a quest for redemption and peace for the whole congrega-
tion.

Such a variation of focus might reflect the different settings of the two
compositions, one a confrontation with death while escorting the dead to the
cemetery, the other an attendance at the interment and a recital of the first
words of consolation. If the two texts had even slightly different settings within
the ceremony the recurrence of topics in the cumulative line-up would be less
disturbing. A similar argument might be used in connection with the iterative
character of Ha-Ṣur Tamim, especially if the congregation was not standing
listening but, rather, making progress toward the cemetery, at a more expedi-
tious rate than the rhetoric of the poem.

Turning once more to the rhetoric of the poem written by Amittai, we can
(as already noted) discern between, on the one hand, the two quatrains
divided into two hemistichs by the four-letter acrostic yielding the name of its
author, and, on the other, the three quatrains yielding in their opening letters
the word ḥazaq. The copyist-redactor of MS Paris inserted at the point of transi-
tion a quatrain that serves in the popular tradition as a final concord of Ha-Ṣur
Tamim and thus becomes at this point a response constituting a congregational
consent to the rebuke about the condition humain issued by Amittai.

After the first subsequent quatrain (to the letter ḥ, lines 9–12) – a plea
formulated in the first person plural for the forgiveness of sins as befitting the
final section of any penitential poem – we find in all Italian testimonies the
relic of a half quatrain and then a complete quatrain of a seliḥa-like poem that
recalls, among the ‘merits of the fathers’, not only the binding of Isaac but
also the martyrdom of the congregations in Ashkenaz in the summer of 1096:

[B**] For the sake of the blood shed in the year 856 (= 1096 CE)
Who gave their life and their goods to make Your Holy Name one.
The merit of the only son, bound at the age of thirty seven
And according Your command handed over for slaughter

and in the end a ram was singled out instead of him
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5 You promised (that he would be) kept (in mind) for generations to come
for the sake of those who worship You with love and fear

Just like our teachers who were in the year KaLU (= [48]56 = 1096 CE)
extinguished all together

These lines are characteristic of the penitential poems written in and around
the Rhine valley after the persecutions of 1096 during the twelfth century, even
if the precise poem has not yet been identified in any of the Ashkenazi sour-
ces.31 What we may assume is that these lines, together with a number of
liturgical compositions, either originated in the first centre of Ashkenazi Juda-
ism that was established in Italy as early as the eleventh and twelfth centu-
ries32 or were brought by one of the Italian scholars studying in thirteenth-
century Ashkenaz, such as Yesh‘aya di Trani or, more likely by members of
the Anaw family of Rome, given the crucial influence they had on the final
redaction of the Roman rite.

The copyist-redactor of MS Paris transcribed, after this martyrological pas-
sage, one of the last ‘quatrains’33 of Ha-Ṣur Tamim. He seems to have been
guided by an association of ideas. After mentioning allufenu (‘our teachers’,
‘our masters’), he turns in direct speech to the ḥakhamim (‘the skilled’, ‘the
learned’) of the (broader) congregation:

*** See, wise man, and prepare in the heart34

Because there is no test at the day of death
Like the blood35 of a honest and righteous man:
'The Lord has given, and the Lord has taken away,

blessed be the name of the Lord' (Job 1:21).

31 Cf. Leopold Zunz, Literaturgeschichte der synagogalen Poesie (Berlin: Louis Gerschel Ver-
lagsbuchhandlung, 1865), p. 167–68, Abraham David, ‘Historical Records of the Persecutions
during the First Crusade in Hebrew Printed Works and Hebrew Manuscripts’, in Yom Tov Assis
[et. al.] (eds.), Facing the Cross: The Persecutions of 1096 in History and Historiography
(Hebrew; Jerusalem: Magnes, 2000), pp. 199–200.
32 See the fragment of an Italian maḥzor with Ashkenazi elements in the eleventh-century
MS Cambridge, CUL T-S H12.23, but the most important document for this phenomenon of
Ashkenazi ‘feedback’ to Italy is the Seder Ḥibbur Berakhot, mentioned above on p. 7.
33 This four-liner is structured not with a rhyme but according to a four-unit rhythm (Ha-
Miqṣav Ha-Merubba‘), a basic feature in the Hebrew poetry of Late Antiquity, in which the
biblical clausula is here stressed by adding, as in many silluq endings, an extra third unit.
34 The strange expression we-hakhinu ‘al lev seems to derive from a combination of the more
idiomatic phrase בללעומיש (‘take to heart’) with the wording of a verse like: הערהעומשמ

'הבחטבובלןוכנארייאל (Ps 112:7) according to an interpretation influenced by the use of
the phrase הערהעומש in mBer. 9. 2.
35 Taking into account that all other manuscripts read dibber (‘he said’), the phrasing dam
is an interesting interweaving of ideas by the redactor, or a slip of the pen caused by dragging
the subject of the former strophe into this line.
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The original continuation of the ḥ strophe (lines 9–12) with its penitential rhet-
oric was far more focused on the situation of the burial ceremony. The z stro-
phe (lines 13–16) parallels the two courses, that of man towards death and
that of the congregation escorting the dead to their final rest. It appeals to the
public to earn merits in a last act of solidarity since such an act, like the fate
of the one to be buried and to be hidden from the eyes of the living, is known
before God.

This combination of the concrete and the universal is continued in the
final q strophe (lines 17–22) taking the Vorlage in Ha-Ṣur Tamim into new direc-
tions. The word ‘peace’ serves as a bridge between the wish expressed over the
last resting-place of the dead in the grave and the hoped-for announcement
of the redemption. And all this would fit well with the image of Amittai of Oria
as a skilled author of liturgical poetry if we had not before us a ninth-century
epitaph for Rabbi Barukh from nearby Brindisi:

Epitaph of Rebbi Barukh ben Rebbi Yona Final section of the poem of Amittai

]ה[נוייברןבךורביברבכש]מ[ ]ב[
]יב[רשפנעוגרמבעיגרההפ
שפנחונהנוייברןבךורב ]…[
םינשהנומשוםישישןבמ םוֹלרעלוֹק
ותחונמלעםולשיהי ןוֹציוֹעויה5םוֹל
ןוצרםולשרשבמעמשנלוק וּערםוֹל
ועמשםולשהשועויארי וּנׁוֹשוֹבםוֹל. 20
ובכשמושפנחוניםולשרבד בםוֹל/יןםוֹל
םולשב דאוֹבםיםוֹל.

It seems to me that Amittai took the well-known ending, as attested by the
epitaph, of an older and anonymous alphabetical poem – which had a differ-
ent prosodic allocation of the acrostic, in the form of one letter per line36 but
basically the same four unit rhythm scheme – and used it, in a typically medie-
val process of thought and craftsmanship, as a literary spolia for the rhetori-
cally elaborated cap-stone of his poem. If this, or any subsequent, precentor
was the sole speaker who was addressing his rebuke to the public (lines 1–8),
his use of a familiar element of tradition by way of conclusion turned his voice

36 Compare the archaic styled dirges in Aramaic as in Jewish Palestinian Aramaic Poetry from
Late Antiquity ed. by Michael Sokoloff and Joseph Yahalom (Aramaic and Hebrew; Jerusalem:
The Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, 1999), pp. 282–323, and see, for an example
in Hebrew based on this pattern, Iggeret Ḥatuma Ha-Yom Niftaḥat, as in Israel Davidson,
Genizah Studies in Memory of Doctor Solomon Schechter, III: Liturgical and Secular Poetry, Texts
and Studies of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 9 (New York: The Jewish Theologi-
cal Seminary of America, 1928), pp. 263–64.
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into one of public consent, similar to the use of the first person plural at the
end of the Ha-Ṣur Tamim (lines 71–74) in the popular version of the Roman
rite.37

Of central significance for our understanding of the literary aspect of the
burial ceremony in southern Italy is the fact that in the days of Amittai there
was a living tradition of poetic embellishment within a given frame and there
is even an eleventh-century source concerning this period that appears to sup-
port such a suggestion:

Once, he (= Amittai b. Shefaṭya) went out to his vineyard and to his estate (= outside
Oria), and on that day a stranger (akhsenai) died, a wise and God-fearing man, and the
elders of the community sent word to him, to join them in attending the dead who had
nobody else to attend him, to proceed to bury him, to mourn, eulogize and honour him,
as is commanded by the Law. He sent word to them: ‘You go out of the city and I will
await your arrival and will come with you to the cemetery and recite well-ordered lamen-
tations.’

All the community came out to bury him, R. Amittai prepared a eulogy to mourn
him, and all the community cried and mourned for him. R. Amittai eulogized him with a
dirge that he composed for him, and this is the beginning of the dirge that he began to
recite:

יא,יתוּל
יאיהֵּמתוּללֵוֹה
תוֹליןוֹקייוּ

O (temporary) lodging, O exile
He who does not know you may speak superficially of you,
But he who knows you will mourn with moaning.38

The discrepancy between the religious duty to escort the bier of a Torah
scholar (ḥakham) and the fact that the man is nameless and defined only as
stranger is a challenge for the Jewish community of Oria and for Amittai. How
could the latter bring the congregation from a mere act of human solidarity to
an honest mourning of the fate of a stranger. Amittai accepted the challenge,
as he had promised, and makes a connection by means of the word akhsan-
iya – a lodging facility for the wayfarer – the situation of the stranger, the
akhsenai – both words based on the Greek word ξένος – with the existential
situation of the Jews in Italy. They for their part were living as strangers in
exile from Ereṣ Israel under Byzantine rule and Amittai is therefore able, in
the absence of family ties, to encourage the congregation to weep by appealing

37 Compare the far less skilled use of the Italian tradition in a Genizah fragment of the Seder
Rav Amram, MS Oxford, Bodleian Library Heb. c. 20, f. 16; see Seder Rav Amram Gaon, ed. by
Daniel Goldschmidt (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Mossad Harav Kook, 1972), p. 187.
38 Robert Bonfil, History and Folklore (see n. 30 above), pp. 308–11 (§ 41).
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to an existential common denominator. While we may assume in the case of
the poem Adam Im Yiḥye Elef Shanim that the private and public ties to the
deceased are a given fact and that Amittai therefore opens with a universal
tokheḥa based on the condition humain, such a universal appeal could not work
in this case where the stranger has no family or other social ties. The use of a
foreign word, even if well established in Hebrew and Aramaic from talmudic
times onwards, in a Hebrew ceremony that demonstrates by the use of Hebrew
poetry the new Jewish cultural group identity as a Hebrew literate people among
a Greek speaking majority, may serve as a trigger for the release of feelings of
estrangement39 and may arouse a longing for the peace referred to in the final
stanza (lines 17–22) as well as an agreement to ‘mourn with moaning’.

This scene might also shed some light on the agenda of the ceremony and
permit a possible reconstruction: (a) the community (‘eda) brought the deceased
to the cemetery outside the town; (b) here Amittai joins the funeral and takes
the lead with a new composed dirge; and (c) from here on the ceremony con-
tinues with the interment. If we parallel this agenda with the order in the
Roman rite, we may be justified in seeing in the long formula of [A] Ha-Ṣur
Tamim a kind of litany that routinely accompanied the escorting of the bier to
the cemetery. There, as the subject changed from a justification of the deeds
of God towards the fate of man, a precentor like Amittai could insert [B] a
dirge that was specific to the deceased, from a stock of dirges for a man,
woman, child, kohen or levi etc40 or was written ad hoc,41 and then the cere-
mony would continue with texts like [C] Avot ‘Olam and [D] a final qaddish.

The analysis of Adam Im Yiḥye Elef Shanim by Amittai leads to our first
important conclusions for the understanding of the history of Ha-Ṣur Tamim
Be-Khol Po‘al. There was a version used as a matter of routine at burial ceremo-
nies in Southern Italy in the ninth century. This version was obviously under-
stood as having two parts, with an opening focusing on God as performing

39 The background to this is recorded in the Chronicle of Aḥima‘aṣ which reports that the
Jews have lived for generations in Oria and have, as reported about Amittai, houses in the
town and land or agricultural estates in the countryside.
40 Compare the collection of dirges mentioned above in n. 36, and see also, for rich collec-
tions of Hebrew misped poems, examples in the Yemenite rite: Sefer Ha-Tikhlal: Siddur Tefilla
Qadmon ke-Minhag Yehudei Teyman (Tikhlal Qadmonim) (Jerusalem: Joosef S. Habareh, 1964),
ff. 81a–84b.
41 This may mean that on the one hand only the strophes signed AMiTaY ([B] lines 1–8) are
undoubtedly his, the ḤaZaQ strophes ([B] lines 9–22) constituting an already traditional poetic
bridge to the following texts, as seems in any case very likely for the final stanza. On the
other hand, Amittai is the first known payyeṭan in Italy to use the letters of the term ḥazaq,
which is already known from acrostics of the classical period in Byzantine Ereṣ Yisrael, as the
opening letters of three subsequent strophes.
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just deeds in creation and judgement and a second section reflecting the condi-
tion humain and leading into the ceremonial frame and the texts that accompa-
nied the act of committing the deceased to his final rest. Thus, we may take
the year 900 as a terminus ante quem for the institutionalized use – and exis-
tence – of a version of Ha-Ṣur Tamim Be-Khol Po‘al. The tempting question that
therefore arises is whether there are any hints that might help to determine
the original date of a first version of this poem.

4
For most, if not all, Hebrew poetry we have virtually no autographs before
the eleventh century and this latter date is possible mainly because of the
extraordinary existence of the fragments from the Cairo Genizah.42 If we
acknowledge that Amittai wrote his Adam Im Yiḥye Elef Shanim in creative
response to some of the strophes of the anonymous Ha-Ṣur Tamim, we may
hardly expect to find an ‘original’ copy by the author himself, or from soon
after its date of creation, that could give us a clue as to its place and date of
origin. But there are features of prosody and style that might enable us to
determine its approximate place on the line of development of liturgical poetry
up to the ninth century.43

The obvious fact that the poem is written in quatrains defines the earliest
possible date as in the second half, if not the end of, the sixth century, when
the arrangement in strophic forms, especially in quatrains, became predomi-
nant and subsequently the most popular form in the history of Hebrew poetry.
But even a dating at this early period of the so-called classical (= strophic)
piyyuṭ in Ereṣ Yisrael is hard to accept, given the fact that the strophic poems
are mostly arranged in an alphaetic acrostic or signed with the name of the
author, and that only very distinct parts of compositions (such as Piyyuṭ IV or
a silluq) could be denied this literary device.

Another criterion in the prosodic development of Hebrew liturgical poetry
is the matter of the rhyme. While this norm dates from the sixth century and

42 See, for example, Shulamit Elizur, Poet at a Turning Point: Rabbi Yehoshua Bar Khalfa and
His Poetry (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Yad Ben-Zvi, 1994), pp. 19–25, 82–89, pl. 7, 8, 9–11 (drafts in
cursive), 1–2, 3–6, 13–14, 15–16 (clean copies in a square script).
43 Any attempt of this kind with regard to a later period would be more difficult due to the
fact that the ninth century saw the beginning of the regional diversity of creative centres of
Hebrew liturgical poetry, and the recognition that a piyyuṭ found only in southern Italy gives
no hint about its place of origin.
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is based on the identity of sound made by the consonant before the last vowel
at the end of each prosodic unit, the poets of the classical period in Ereṣ
Yisrael, and later in the classicistic renewal of their norms in Italy and Ashenaz
in the tenth to the twelfth centuries, knew how to adjoin to this combination
of sounds in the rhymed syllable one or more sounds based on an additional
root consonant, even where this sequence was interrupted by another vowel,
or even consonant, and thus to create rich assonances that augmented the
basic rhyme.44 For a moment it seems that we also find in Ha-Ṣur Tamim
augmented rhymes, but almost immediately it becomes clear that any stanzas
do not comply even with the minimal principle of rhyme. Rhyming primarily
means an act of abstraction under one formal aspect of words, namely, their
sequence of sounds. This abstraction enables the poet to create – and the
listener to experience – new combinations of words having in common the final
sound(s). Here we find iterations if not of the same root then of exactly the
same word. Together with the numerous repetitions of the same opening words,
this prosodic device calls to mind the lining up of sounds in the so-called pre-
classical (= non strophic) Hebrew liturgical poetry. A payeṭan like Yose ben Yose
could choose a relevant Leitwort to end all the lines of a non-strophic composi-
tion with an alphabetic acrostic,45 but a closer look reveals that the rhymes of
Ha-Ṣur Tamim are not reminiscent of the early strata of Hebrew liturgical
poetry but of the post-classical strata from the ninth century onwards. Besides
two plain ‘quatrains’ (lines 55–58, 67–71), which resemble in their rhythmic
division both the surrounding quatrains and the opening biblical verse, the
basic rhyme norm is consonant-vowel (cf. lines 43–46) or consonant-vowel-
consonant (cf. lines 3–6).46 Any shift of stress is irrelevant to the rhyme (cf.

44 A description of the historical development of Hebrew prosody and much of its terminol-
ogy was first suggested by Benjamin Hrushovski, ‘Prosody, Hebrew’, Encyclopaedia Judaica
(1970), 13, cols. 1195–1240. See now Encyclopaedia Judaica 2nd ed. (2007), 16, cols. 595–623,
abridged in T. Carmi (ed.), The Penguin Book of Hebrew Verse (London, New York: Penguin,
1981), pp. 57–72. For a new enlarged edition of this analytic survey, see Benjamin Harshav,
The History of Hebrew Versification: From Bible to Modernism (Hebrew; Ramat-Gan: Bar-Ilan
University, 2008).
45 For his Teqi‘atot for Rosh Ha-Shana (New Year), see Maḥzor La-Yamim Ha-Noraim, Le-
Fi Minhagei Benei Ashkenaz Le-Khol Anfehem, I. Rosh Ha-Shana, ed. by Daniel Goldschmidt
(Jerusalem, New York: Koren, Leo Baeck Institute, 1970), pp. 238–42, 251–56, 265–70; Yosse
Ben Yosse: Poems, ed. Aharon Mirsky, (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Mossad Bialik, 1991), pp. 93–117.
46 All Hebrew poets, especially but not exclusively in the area of liturgical poetry, adhered
to this norm of Hebrew rhyme until even the twentieth century when the rhyme norm of the
majority culture was from the last vowel onward as in Arabic poetry, or in the poetry of
Romance or Germanic languages. This may be one of the seemingly marginal testimonies to
the centrality of liturgical poetry for training the ears of Hebrew poets, whatever the differen-
ces in their emerging pronunciations, over a period of some 1400 years.
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3–6).47 But the rhyme may also be based solely on suffixes;48 only on the
common sound of a grammatical ending;49 or on similar vowels like o/u/.50

Another technique of ‘rhyming’ in Ha-Ṣur Tamim involves using variations of
the same root, which may be found fairly often as a local solution according
the morphology of Semitic languages, but seldom occurs in classical poetry as
a solution for complete strophes (cf. lines 9–12), or simply the same word. All
these are found in the corpora of liturgical poetry from the end of the ninth
to the eleventh century, the period of the so-called post-classical late oriental
piyyuṭ.51 From this era we also have the first Hebrew poems that were written
not for the embellishment of the statutory prayers but as songs to be sung
during gatherings to perform a miṣwa especially within the life cycle, such as
circumcision,52 marriage, and the final escort towards burial, as well as for the
Sabbath and festival meals.53

In a world of intensive creativity on the part of Hebrew liturgical poetry
mainly up to the twelfth-thirteenth century), we find consistent incursions by
liturgical poetry and, even when poetic versions of most of the services became
more and more canonized in the different rites, the genres of occasional poetry
for the life cycle and for paraliturgical gatherings was still left in the hand of
the precentors. This general and well-attested picture of a transition of the
focus of creativity from the liturgical ceremonies to their margins and to parali-
turgical contexts, seems to require at least a minor correction with regard to
the burial ceremony and the Jewish culture of Christian Europe, especially in
Ashkenaz. Although we have texts and testimonies for the composition of per-

47 This is the norm for all Hebrew rhyme until the encounter with distinctly tonic poetry in
Romance languages, as in Christian Spain or Italy.
48 The syllable of the rhyme may be based on four different consonants -KhAW, -TAW, -NAW
and -DAW in one quatrain (cf. lines 59–62)!
49 Again, the syllable of the rhyme may be based on different consonants: -RIM, -DIM (lines
39–40) or -NIM, -MIM (lines 49–50).
50 See lines 23–24: -NO (3×) -NU.
51 Cf. for an examination of a cycle of yoṣerot compositions from about the year 900 in Ereṣ
Yisrael or Syria, see Shulamit Elizur, The Piyyutim of Rabbi El`azar Birabbi Ḳillar (Hebrew;
Jerusalem: Magnes, 1988), pp. 64–66 and for a thorough description of the use of rhyme
toward the end of the classical period, see Elizur, The Liturgical Poems of Rabbi Pinḥas Ha-
Kohen: Critical edition, Introduction and Commentaries (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Word Union of
Jewish Studies; The David Moses and Amalia Rosen Foundation, 2004), pp. 166–76.
52 See, for example, one of the earliest datable Shirei Zemer for this occasion: Panaw Yaer
Ṣur Le-ḥonnehu, in Elizur, The Liturgical Poems of Rabbi Pinḥas Ha-Kohen (above n. 51), p. 740
and compare pp. 20–21.
53 See, example, for Italy of the ninth and tenth centuries. Zvi Malachi, ‘Qoveṣ Shirei-Zemer
shel Payṭanei Italya Ha-Qadmonim’, in Yad Le-Heman: The A. M. Habermann Memorial Volume,
ed. Zvi Malachi (Lod: Habermann Institute, 1984), pp. 73–102.
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sonal creations or the rewriting of traditional ones for the mourning ceremo-
nies of the Jews in the Arabic-speaking Mediterranean culture,54 and, as we
have seen above, a specifically documented case in Apulia around the year
900, Ashkenazi Judaism finally opted for an approach that did not tally with
these others. It saw Ha-Ṣur Tamim not as liturgical poetry that could be
replaced at least in part but as a statutory text to be recited (by the individual)
in the hour of death and at the funeral.55 This might go back to a process
attested in a halakhic responsum attributed to Rashi:

I found in the name of Rabbenu Shelomo z"l: It is customary to say the ṣidduq ha-din at
the moment the soul departs but one should wait for the sake of [according] honour and
say it in the courtyard of the cemetery or at the opening of the burial cave, may you rest
in peace [sic]. Once they conducted a burial on the intermediate days of a festival and
they did not want to say either a ṣidduq ha-din or a qaddish, because the qaddish is
recited because of the (biblical) verses of the ṣidduq ha-din. And a Rabbi stood up and
said over him the ṣidduq ha-din and a qaddish, because they are neither eulogy nor dirge
and this is not a case of a desecration of the festival but a confession and an acceptance
of the judgement from heaven […] And I do not know a reason for this severity (of imple-
menting the religious rules), but the people of Israel are sages, and are the children of
sages, and if they are not prophets, they are the children of prophets, and a custom that
hey learned from their fathers is religious law that may not expanded or contracted. […]
so far the words of Rabbenu Shelomo z"l.56

The ṣidduq ha-din mentioned here is certainly to be identified as Ha-Ṣur Tamim
Be-Khol Po ‘al, the only such known text in the Ashkenazi tradition, and it
reveals another aspect of its nature that goes beyond the dialectics of personal
performance versus more general, public participation. It is not only the ha-
lakhic concept that you have to recite something that might be referred to as
study of Torah in order to fulfil the conditions for reciting a qaddish that makes
Ha-Ṣur Tamim part of a dialogue. A closer look makes it clear that this dialogue
is not only against the background of halakha or piyyuṭ, or like Amittai’s dia-
logue with the congregation’s particular agenda; it has, as a matter of fact, a

54 See, for example, Menaḥem Ben Saruq, Afqid Ḥamasi Be-Yad El, his letter for help from
Ḥasdai Ibn Shaprut (ed. Schirmann, p. 23, lines 281–88).
55 Cf. for example: ‘Tzidduk Hadin. A declaration of submission to the justice of the Divine
judgement, by which the Burial Service is called. This faith is derived from such verses embod-
ied in the text, Hatzur tamim po'alo (Deut. 32:4) […] Following this prayer […]’, Macy Nulman,
The Encyclopedia of Jewish Prayer: Ashkenazic and Sephardic Rites, (Northvale, NJ; London:
Jason Aronson, 1993), pp. 326–27 (citation, p. 326) – nothing remains of the original setting
within liturgical poetry.
56 Shibbolei Ha-Leqeṭ Ha-Shalem, ed. S. Buber (Vilna: Witwe und Brüder Romm, 1887), fol.
172b; cf. the annotated reprint in Responsa, Rashi, Solomon ben Isaac ed. by Israel Elfenbein
(New York: Schlesinger, 1943), p. 301.
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very literary character. Precisely what we described as predictable rhymesat a
very low level of innovation are paralleled by the frequent use of biblical idi-
oms and expressions. Both these styles, together with the possible use of a
biblical verse as a refrain, create an intensive dialogue between the text as it
plays out and the anticipation felt by the community members according to
their literary knowledge and even if they have only a basic Hebrew. Maybe all
this disqualifies Ha-Ṣur Tamim as a specimen of classical Hebrew liturgical
poetry but it might explain its success as congregational poetry and as a
canonical text-form only a few generations after its first formulation.57 Even if
Ha-Ṣur Tamim may hardly serve as an example of the sublime in Hebrew
poetry, it certainly functions successfully as the correct text for a situation that
is based on the participation not only of the intellectual elite but of all kinds
of members in a local congregation.

5
The period under discussion constituted a new era in which Jewish communi-
ties not only followed the classical option of renewal according to older tradi-
tions but also developed new patterns of presentation – especially with musial
aspects – involving various forms of participation on the part of the congrega-
tion. We shall now attempt to demonstrate how we can, on the threshold of
such a period, read ṣidduq ha-din in the Italian rite as the reception of an
obviously non classical text which amounted to a ceremony with the proposed
purpose of public participation.

For this task we have to introduce into our research a basic shift of per-
spective on the burial ceremony. It has now to be viewed not only as the
framework for the inhumation of the dead in Jewish tradition but also as a
‘rite de passage’ of the mourners according the model of the ethnographer and
folklorist Arnold van Gennep.58

He basically identifies three phases of the ceremony: (a) the préliminaire
separation from a statically perceived ‘world of old’; (b) a central liminaire
phase of transition; and (c) the postliminaire re-incorporation in a new status
quo. In the course of the past hundred years, his identification has proved to

57 See, in this volume, Ruth Langer’s study of the different textual traditions in the European
rites.
58 Arnold van Gennep, Les rites de passage: étude systématique des rites de la porte et du
seuil (1909) (Paris: Gallimard, 1981) and see, for an application of this approach: Margaret
Alexiou, The Ritual Lament in Greek Tradition (London: Cambridge University Press, 1974).
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be a helpful tool for understanding ceremonies as a routine framework em-
ployed by the congregation in order to cope with the uncertainties of the
liminal stage.

And implemented at a funeral:

death → burial ceremony → grave

or:
confrontation with the death → burial ceremony →

living without
the deceased

The liturgical texts within the ceremony function, in a manner of speaking, as
a bridge over the troubled waters of the liminal stage of the mourning59 not
only by their form (‘because something has to be said’) but also by their con-
tent and – as reflected in the basic choice of language in the Hebrew renai-
sance in southern Italy – by the religio of the national and ancient literary
tradition.

Looking again at the ṣidduq ha-din in the Roman rite of Rome as a compos-
ite agenda mortuorum, we can discern that the different parts are focused on,
or append different subjects:
[A] Ha-Ṣur Tamim Be-Khol Po ‘al is focused on the righteousness of the power-

ful deeds of God, the creator and judge, as foundations of the world order;
[B] Amittai, Adam Im Yiḥye Elef Shanim adds the perspective of the vacuity of

mankind in the world order and the need for a plea for mercy and for a
reference to the merits of former generations;

59 Some of the texts in the ceremony also refer also to the deceased’s change of status, as if
he is to be seen as the subject of a transition, but we here follow the basic approach of van
Gennep to a society of human beings. Thus, the report of what happens to the deceased, his
body or his soul, is primarily considered as a process in the world of the mourners. The
puzzling Janus-faced rites de passage at a funeral and the related literary reflections within
the community concerning the fate of the dead and the living in the liminal phase after a
death should be mentioned here only as a broader theme to be dealt with elsewhere; but see,
for an example of literary and imaginary communication between these mirrored worlds:
Varda Padva, ‘The Voice of the Dead in the Elegy’, Jerusalem Studies in Hebrew Literature,
10–11 (Hebrew; 1987–1988), pp. 629–59.
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[D] Qaddish Le-Itḥaddeta strikes a more positive note, beyond the limits of the
specific burial, and speaks about the timeless holiness of God and the
hope for holiness within the time and space of Israel, and for peace.

So what might be the special contribution of Avot ‘Olam Yeshenei Ḥevron as
the third section, between the last lines of the poem opened by Amittai and
closing with the phrase ‘may he rest in peace on his bier’, and the final univer-
sal sounds of the qaddish?

We have already encountered epitaph evidence from Southern Italy as an
early testimony to texts otherwise attested, at the earliest, only in late thir-
teenth-century manuscripts:

Epitaph of Lea, daughter of Yefe Mazal Part of the ṣidduq ha-din ceremony

לזמהפיתבהאלת]ב[כשהפ וֹעתוֹבם,ייןוֹר, [C]
םייחהרורצבאשפנאהתש ןגַיןוֹלוּחוֹלוּר:'וֹאוֹבּםוֹל'.
תיבברחשמתרטפנאיהש וֹעתוֹעםַּמה
תואמעבשהתומדעשדקמה ןגַיןוֹלוּחוֹלוּר:'וֹאוֹבּםוֹל'.
הייחימיוהנשהעבראוםיששו יםוֹלוּא5וֹתא 5
הכזי'ה'ב'קהוהנשרשעעבשויה ןגַיןוֹלוּחוֹלוּר:'וֹאוֹבּםוֹל'.
]ה[תקדצהםיעהשפנםיקהלהתוא ,ןןגַייגִיוֹשׁ
.התחונמלעחונתוםולשאובתו ,ןןגַייגִיוֹשׁ
]י[רעשהלוחתיפןדעןגיזניגירמוש וֹלוּחןגַין.
וחתיפןדעןגלהאלאובתוןדעןג ינו'לפ'ראוֹב'ַןג10ן 10
הנימיבםידמחמןדעןגירעשהל ייןגַין
הנעתתאזהלאומשיבםיקתממו ִּםידיוּוֹניםיוֹלאוֹמ–
06יעירהזוידודהזהלרמאתו תאהאוֹלר:'וֹאוֹבּםוֹל'.

This epitaph from Brindisi, as that of Rabbi Barukh of Oria, mentioned
above, is bipartite: a first part with the personal data and a second one with
a literary text. We learn from the first part (lines 1–8) that the epitaph is dedi-
cated to the memory of Leah, the daughter of Eutychos – here in the hebraized
form Yefe Mazal, who died at the age of 17 in the year 764 after the destruction

60 First published by Graziadio Isaia Ascoli, ‘Iscrizioni inedite o malnote, greche, latine,
ebraiche, di antichi sepolcri giudaici del Napolitano’, in: Atti del IV Congresso Internazionale
degli Orientalisti, tenuto in Firenze nel settembre 1878, I, (Firenze: Arnaldo Forni, 1880), pp.
298−299 (# 24), pl. VIII, cf. Shlomo Simonsohn, ‘The Hebrew revival among early medieval
European Jews’, in: Saul Lieberman (ed.), Salo Wittmayer Baron Jubilee Volume, (Jerusalem:
American Academy for Jewish Research, 1974), II, pp. 853, n. 60; Cesare Colafemmina, ‘Hebrew
Inscriptions of the Early Medieval Period in Southern Italy’, in: Bernard D. Cooperman −
Barbara Garvin (eds.), The Jews of Italy: Memory and Identity (Studies and Texts in Jewish
History and Culture, 7), (Bethesda: University Press of Maryland, 2000), pp. 78, 81.
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of the temple (= 832 CE) – while in the second part we see again a partial
adaptation of a text from the ṣidduq ha-din ceremony.

[C] Fathers of the world,61 sleepers in Hebron,
open the gates of paradise for him and say to him: ‘He shall come in peace!’

Eternal hills,62 from Makhpela,
open the gates of paradise for him and say to him: ‘He shall come in peace!’

5 Angels of peace, go to meet him,
open the gates of paradise for him and say to him: ‘He shall come in peace!’

Guardians of the hoards of paradise,
Guardians of the hoards of paradise,
open the gates of paradise for him

10 and Rabbi n. n. shall enter paradise
and take enjoyment in the fruit of paradise
with delights on his right and sweetmeats on his left –
‘He shall come in peace’ is the reply that you will offer him.

This audio drama of appeals to different characters, to humans, to angels and
to cosmic principles such as the Torah, for them all to issue a direct invitation
to the deceased to leave limbo and to enter paradise, is based on a situation
that must have been known to the congregation in ninth-century southern
Italy, even if the full narrative is known to us only from much later sources.63

While the body of the deceased is put to rest in the grave, his soul seeks to
reach the paradise. The entrance to paradise is in the Makhpela cave in Hebron
near the graves of (Adam and Eve, in some traditions,) Abraham and Sarah,
Isaac and Rebecca and Jacob and Leah, the forefathers and mothers of (man-
kind and of) Israel. The entrance to paradise is like the entrance to the palace
of a king and the guards have to summon the one who wants to enter, if he
is worthy in their eyes. At first the poem refers to the human relatives of the
deceased, still at the threshold between the known world and paradise. A
second plea, made as in a hallway, is addressed to the angels of peace, those
opposed to the angels of wrath,64 and the third is already to the guardians at
the entrance to paradise. What is more, paradise is not an empty place but
has treasures and fruit to offer to anyone worthy of entering it. The metaphor
is not spelt out but the epithet maḥmadim may provide a hint that the study

61 This may also yield the sense ‘principles of the world’, but is here defined by the context
as Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, who are buried in Hebron.
62 Payyetanic, metonymic antonomasy based on Gen 49: 26 and referring to the forefathers
or the four mothers of the tribes of Israel. Cf. bRoš. Haš. 11a.
63 For the sources, see the Hebrew commentary to the edition.
64 For similar traditions, see Aharon Berekhia of Modena, Ma‘avar Yabboq (Modena: Yehuda
Shemuel Mi-Perugia, 1626), fols. 38a, 42a.
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of the words of the Torah, the ultimate fruit of the tree of knowledge, are
meant. This lofty, lyrical style with its hints at an allegedly identifiable situa-
tion leaves us puzzled with regard to the last character addressed: is he, who
has to issue the final invitation to the soul of the deceased, the messiah, or
perhaps God Himself? It becomes quite clear that, as with every lyrical text,
the meaning changes with our knowledge of the situation. Therefore, every
additional testimony that clarifies the situation in the early Middle Ages is
important. The epitaph for Leah, for instance, reveals not only the fact that
the text was part of the burial ceremony in southern Italy at the beginning of
the ninth century, but also that it also no mere citation but an adaptation
made to fit the special situation of a father burying his young daughter.

Guardians of the hoards of paradise,
open the gates of paradise for her
and Leah shall enter paradise
open the gates of paradise for her
and sweetsmeats in her left and delights in her right –
this is the reply that you will offer her: ‘Such is my beloved, and such is my darling’.

First, we can see how the draft format was completed, with ‘Rabbi n.n.’ being
replaced by the name of the young woman. Secondly, the metaphorical fruit,
that we interpreted as fruit of the tree of knowledge, is not mentioned here
and thus the ‘sweetmeats’ and the ‘delights’ in her hands may be not so much
the words of the Torah referred to as ‘the judgements of the Lord are true,
righteous altogether, more delightful (neḥmadim) than gold, than much fine
gold; sweeter (metuqim) than honey, than drippings of the comb’ (Ps 19:10–11)
but, rather, the intercessional deeds of righteousness that she had performed.
But the combination of the words mamtaqim/maḥmadim in the poem was for
the one who formulated the epitaph an allusion to the climactical description
of the groom in one of the songs of the bride in the Song of Songs: “His mouth
is sweetmeats (mamtaqim), and all of him is delights (maḥmadim). Such is my
beloved, and such is my darling, O maidens of Jerusalem!” (Song 6:3). The
entrance to paradise becomes the realization of the prolonged marriage meta-
phor that lies at the basis of an allegorical reading of Song of Songs. Here, the
father, who was denied the opportunity of escorting his daughter to the bride’s
canopy (le-hakhnis la-ḥuppa) because she died at the age of seventeen,
rephrases the text of the burial ceremony, the very text said that is recited
after interment to accompany her journey that is hidden from human eyes.
Thus the ceremony of passing each of the different kinds of intercessors and
guardians on the way to paradise ends differently with an intertextual allusion
that replaces Torah study before God with a hieros gamos. The act of passing
through the world of death into the world near the tree of life, in paradise,
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has become a transition from a father’s house to a groom’s house. Paradise
makes good what is deficient in life; Eros takes over from Thanatos.

The fact that the formula could be adapted in such a way demonstrates
that the Jews in southern Italy did not use such texts as quasi-magical spells
but paid heed to them according to their literary style. This kind of attention
to the text is also reflected in the variae lectiones of the manuscripts more
than 400 years later. One aspect is the censoring out of the guardian angels,
which might be explained as a polemic against angelic intercession.65 Another
aspect is the adaptation of the form according the gender of the deceased.
Thus we find on the margins of the text in some manuscripts a predominance
of notes concerning the changes of the suffixes and verbal forms that are
necessary in order to use the text for a woman. This is summarized in a brief
note of instruction at the end of the text in one of the manuscripts:

.ותואןירמואודובכלויבאהצורםאו.ןיטקהלעןדעןגיזניגירמוש>ר<מולגהנמןיאו
םולשבבכשת','הבכשמ'ו'השפנחונת','םלועייחלהתמשנו':>ןיר<מואהביקנאיהםאו
ןגבתינלפתרמאובתו','ךאובםולשהלורמאו','הלוחתפ','התארקלואצ';'םולשבןשיתו
םולשהלירמאתוהנעתתאו','הלאמשמםיקתממוהנימימםידמחמ','עשעתשתו','ןדע
66.'ךאוב

And it is not an accepted custom to recite ‘Guardians of the hoards of paradise’ over a
minor.67 But if his father wants it in his honour, you say it.68

And if she is female, you say: ‘And her soul for eternal life’ ([B], line 16), ‘May her
soul’ and ‘her rest’ ([B], line 20), ‘May she rest in peace and sleep in peace’ [B], line 22),
‘go to meet her’ ([C], line 5), ‘open for her’, ‘and you say to her: Come in peace’ ([C], lines
2, 4), ‘And may Mrs. n.n. come into paradise’ ([C], line 10), ‘and she shall take enjoyment
in’ ([C], line 11), ‘And delights on her right, and sweetmeats on her left’ ([C], line 12), ‘And
You(!) shall reply to her: Come in peace’ ([C], line 13).

Another way of adapting the text to the gender of the deceased is found only
in late sources like the influential Siddur Mi-Berakha Ke-Minhag Q"Q Italiyani,
Venice 1618 (and its reprints). There Avot ‘Olam is assigned ‘le-zakhar’ (‘for a

65 The idea that such ‘intercessors’ were censored out of the liturgy needs special attention,
particularly when it occurred against the background of the Italian tradition, and this will
have to be done in another context. Meanwhile, compare similar poems for this occasion like
Raḥem Na Alaw El Elohim Ḥayyim or Ṣur Mi-Me‘ono Ṣaddiq Hu We-Ṣaddiq Dino; see eg Joseph
Shalom Galliano, Imrei No‘am (Amsterdam: Menashe Ben Yosef Ben Yisrael, 1628–1630), fols.
131b–33b.
66 MS Paris, Bibliothèque nationale héb. 598, Maḥzor, Italian rite (14th cent.), fol. 314a.
67 This may relate to its different status in the context of religious duties and study of the
Torah.
68 It is noteworthy that this is exactly the position adopted by Eutychos with regard to his
daughter in Brindisi, and it may be that the detail of custom recorded in this passage was
brought to his special attention.
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male’) and Giv‘ot ‘Olam ‘Le-Neqeva’ (‘for a female’).69 This is an interesting
gender-biased interpretation of the term Giv‘ot ‘Olam against the background
of the tradition concerning the graves in the Makhpela cave. If the fathers,
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob are mentioned in the term Avot ‘Olam, then the
phrase Giv‘ot ‘Olam must refer to the mothers, Sarah, Rebecca and Leah who
are also buried there. And the next step is to see the fathers as intercessors
for the male deceased and the mothers for the females so that they can all
find their final resting place in paradise.

Thus we may now summarize our interpretation of the texts of the ṣidduq
ha-din ceremony at a funeral according the Italian rite as a balanced rite de
passage, in which
[A] Ha-Ṣur Tamim Be-Khol Po ‘al creates a community with a common back-

ground and world view;
[B] Amitay, Adam Im Yiḥye Elef Shanim evokes the attitudes and deeds of

solidarity, and accompanies the inhumation of the dead;
[C] Avot ‘Olam Yeshenei Ḥevron dramatizes a narrative dealing with the rein-

corporation of the dead,70

[E] Qaddish Le-Itḥaddeta turns the focus from the graveyard to future hopes
and to the vision of ‘shalom’ in both contexts.

Even if we use the modern concept of rite de passage to explain how the
ceremony stayed the course, it seems plausible that it was not only a conserva-
tively pious attitude to the matter of burial that kept this agenda mortuorum,
with only minor changes, as part of the Italian Jewish tradition for some 800
years. Even when literary style changed and became more refined over the
ages, the texts of the ceremony were not replaced until the age of baroque
with its kabbalistic elements and a new focus on personal ceremonies leading
to new forms of staging ‘proper’ deaths and burials.71

6
So what has this ceremony according the Italian rite, with its roots in ninth
century Byzantine Apulia and its canonization in thirteenth century Rome, to

69 Cf. also the fragment of the print at the Jewish Theological Seminary Library in New York,
already mentioned in n. 17 above.
70 A narrative, because other notions were also apparently attached to the term Ṣeror Ha-
Ḥayyim, which is already found on some of the earliest epitaphs in southern Italy and develops
later into the famous ה"בצנת formula.
71 See Avriel Bar-Levav, ‘The Concept of Death in Sefer Ha-Hayyim (The Book of Life) by
Rabbi Shimon Frankfurt’ (Hebrew; doctoral dissertation, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jeru-
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do with the Ashkenazi rite, where mutatis mutandis only the first element Ha-
Ṣur Tamim Be-Khol Po ‘al and the final Qaddish Le-Itḥaddeta gained a foot-
hold? If replacements of text in the funeral ceremony by piyyuṭ compositions
were unacceptable, or not customary, in Ashkenaz, and appealing to interces-
sors was perhaps problematic according some theological concepts of Jewish
prayer, we need testimonies from elsewhere that might show a link between
both traditions.

Such a testimony has survived in the margins of an illuminated Haggada
manuscript from thirteenth-century southern Germany, Ms Jerusalem, Israel
Museum 180/57, the so-called ‘Birdhead Haggadah’. On fol. 33a we find as an
illustration to the verses ‘Open the gates of justice for me that I may enter and
praise the Lord. This is the gateway to the Lord – the righteous shall enter
through it’ (Ps 118:19–20), the depiction of three bird-headed persons turning
into the gate of a two-storey building. At the gate stands the figure of an angel
and in each of the two inner spaces of the roofed and castellated structure
stands another angel. Above them, we see depictions of the sun and the moon
and the inscription ןידעןגההז (‘This is the paradise’). It is quite clear that
anyone who attempting to explain the situation dramatized in the lyrical poem
from southern Italy or the illustration in the Ashkenazi manuscript was faced
with a basically similar story of passing by gates, angels, spaces and voices
on the way to paradise.72

Thus a study of the Italian roots of Ha-Ṣur Tamim Be-Khol Po‘al may on
the one hand promote our understanding of the text as part of a composite
agenda mortuorum and of its function as part of a public ceremony while
on the other hand emphasizing the choices made in the Ashkenazi tradition
according to halakhic concepts and depending on how it was followed by
individuals.

salem, 1997) and Bar-Levav, ‘Ritualisation of Jewish Life and Death in the Early Modern
Period’, Yearbook of the Leo Baeck Institute, 47 (2002), pp. 69–82.
72 This narrative stands within an interesting dialogue between motifs connected to the
ascent before the chariot in the Hekhalot literature and Byzantine monumental art; see eg the
depiction in a ninth-century Byzantine mosaic of the archangel Gabriel, St. Peter and St. Paul
at the Gates of Paradise on the triumphal arch in Santa Prassede, Rome. This may demon-
strates just how much we need, for our understanding of the Jewish Middle Ages, studies
like that of Peter Dronke, Fabula: Explorations into the Uses of Myth in Medieval Platonism,
Mittellateinische Studien und Texte, 9 (Leiden: Brill, 1974) that combine analyses of thought,
art and literature.



Joseph Isaac Lifshitz
Av ha-raḥamim:
On the ‘Father of Mercy’ Prayer

,םימִוֹרמְןכֵוֹׁשםימִחֲרַהָבאַ
ויוּצאוּהםידםי
יםיםייםי,
ּתוֹלׁשוּרםלתם,
םייםייוּםוֹמםאוּד,
םיּמֵ,וּלתוֹיוּר,
ׂתוֹשוֹקןוֹצםוּצץם.
םלוּניוֹטהםרִּידוֹעים,
םֵוּנימיוּניתםויוּפ,
בוּתוֹתתההשׁיםי:
"וֹגוּניםּוֹמ,יםויּםוֹק.
םביוי,רוֹתּוֹמ".
לֵידייםיאלֵבוּתר.
"ייםא-יהו,י'ןּןוֹי".
:רשׁקֹּיוּ
"האוּרּוֹגםהלים,
ָּועּוֹגםיוּניתם-יוּפ".
רמֵוֹא:"י-ׁשוֹאםיזָםר,א-חתִםיו".
רמֵוֹא:"ןיּוֹגםֵאלִתוֹיּו,
ץשׁאל-ץה:לֶּהת,ל-ןםישׁא".

The Father of mercy who dwells on high
in His great mercy
will remember with compassion
the pious, upright and blameless
the holy communities, who laid down their lives
for the sanctification of His name.
They were loved and pleasant in their lives
and in death they were not parted.
They were swifter than eagles and stronger than lions
to carry out the will of their Maker,
and the desire of their steadfast God.
May our Lord remember them for good
together with the other righteous of the world
and may He redress the spilled blood of His servants
in our sight, in our time,
as it is written in the Torah of Moses the man of God:
‘O nations, make His people rejoice
for He will redress the blood of His servants
He will retaliate against His enemies
and appease His land and His people’.
And through Your servants, the prophets it is written:
‘Though I forgive, their bloodshed I shall not forgive
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When God dwells in Zion’
And in the Holy Writings it says:
‘Why should the nations say, “Where is their God?”’
Let it be known among the nations in our sight
that You avenge the spilled blood of Your servants.
And it says: ‘For He who exacts retribution for spilled blood
remembers them
He does not forget the cry of the humble’.
And it says:
‘He will execute judgement among the corpse-filled nations
crushing the rulers of the mighty land;
from the brook by the wayside he will drink
then he will hold his head high’.

1 Introduction

The prayer, Av ha-raḥamim (‘Father of Mercy’). recited to this day in Ashkenazi
communities during the Sabbath morning prayers,1 is mentioned in the Worms
community records as a prayer that was composed in memory of those killed
in the riots that took place during the First Crusade (1096). In this paper I
intend to show how Av ha-raḥamim, though initially composed as a memorial
prayer, was later invested with a variety of deeper theological meanings. It
were these theological meanings that gave it the importance that it has carried
into our own days.

Av ha-raḥamim appears in later halakhic writings as a memorial for those
who were killed during the First Crusade. Thus we find in the writings of the
‘Maharil’ (R. Ya‘aqov Moellin, 1360–1427): ‘In all the Rhineland they say the
prayer Av ha-raḥamim only on the Saturday before Pentecost, for this is the
time that the holy ones of the decree of ו"נתת (the year 5856/1096) are com-
memorated’.2 That is, Av ha-raḥamim is recited only when those murdered
during the First Crusade are being commemorated. What is the meaning of
the prayer Av ha-raḥamim, as recited throughout those generations, until our
own times? What was meant by its composers, and how did it come to be

1 In most communities, Av ha-raḥamim is recited every Sabbath except for those which fall
before the new month (according to the Hebrew calendar), on the first day of the month, and
during the month of Adar. In the Jewish-German custom, Av ha-raḥamim is recited only before
Pentecost and before the Ninth of Av.
2 R. Ya‘aqov son of Moshe Moellin, Sefer Maharil (Minhagim), ed. by Shlomo J. Spitzer (Jeru-
salem: Makhon Yerushalayim, 1989), p. 159 (Hilkhot Shavu‘ot).
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preserved? Was it meant, as some say, as a memorial prayer, or, as others
suggest, as a polemical prayer, – or is it maybe something altogether differ-
ent?

In order better to understand the meaning of Av ha-raḥamim, we must
consider the significance of the First Crusade for the Jewish communities. Dur-
ing the First Crusade, as is well known, some of the crusaders attacked Jewish
communities on their way to the Holy Land. During these attacks, the attackers
demanded that the Jews convert to Christianity; those who refused to do so
were killed. Some Jews indeed converted, some were executed and some took
their own lives rather than convert. This period became instilled in Jewish
consciousness as a particularly traumatic episode – nothing less than the
destruction of the Jewish community in the Rhineland.

According to Robert Chazan,3 the events were not as widespread as tradi-
tion would have it; that is to say, that in comparison with much of Jewish
history, which was so full of disasters, the 1096 events do not count among
the worst. They were regarded as especially disastrous only in the subjective
perception of medieval Jewry. Chazan’s view has been challenged by Avraham
Grossman who contends that Jewish sources relate, not only by poetry but by
chronicles that state evident that are grave indeed.4 Regardless of this disas-
ter’s objective degree of severity, it constituted a trauma that inspired the
extensive acts of memorialization by medieval Rhineland Jewry. That is why
they wrote the names of those who were killed in Memorbücher, and why they
wrote prayers of commemoration like Av ha-raḥamim. But there, is more to it
than that. Beyond the emotional experience involved, there was also a theolog-
ical crisis that drove the Jews to emphasize these events. The existence of the
small Jewish community in Christian Europe was possible due to the Christian
‘Doctrine of Witness’. According to this doctrine, the humiliation of the Jews
proved the truth of Christianity, and that is why their existence as a lowly
people was necessary, as it provided reassurance for Christians. At the same
time, the humiliated Jews felt that the truth of their religion was becoming

3 Robert Chazan, European Jewry and the First Crusade (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: Uni-
versity of California Press, 1987), pp. 62–63. See also Simon Schwarzfuchs, A History of the
Jews in Medieval France (Hebrew; Tel Aviv: Hakibbutz Hameuchad, 2001), pp. 109–13; Simon
Shwarzfuchs, ‘The Place of the Crusades in Jewish History’, in Culture and Society in Medieval
Jewry, Studies Dedicated to the Memory of Haim Hillel Ben-Sasson, ed. by Menachem Ben-
Sasson, Robert Bonfil, Joseph R. Hacker (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Shazar Center, 1989), pp. 251–67.
4 Avraham Grossman, ‘Shorshaw shel Qiddush Ha-Shem be-Ashkenaz Ha-Qeduma’ in Sanctity
of Life and Martyrdom, Studies in Memory of Amir Yekutiel, ed. by Isaiah M. Gafni and Aviezer
Ravitzky (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Shazar Center, 1992), pp. 102–3.
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undermined. The experience of a disaster like that of 1096 made it difficult for
the medieval mind to justify the truth of Judaism. The Jews were constantly
being faced with their image in the eyes of the Christians. In the famous artistic
depiction, Judea leans on a broken staff with her eyes covered, while Ecclesia
stands straight, holding a staunch staff, her eyes wide open. If the reality of
daily events serves as a theological proof, how could the Jews maintain their
religion? The way they battled against such so-called proofs was by assuming
a postponment of good fortune to the future. So, while misery is the property
of the present, good fortune is the property of the future. In this messianic
theodicy, not only will the Jewish condition improve in the future, but whoever
oppresses the Jews in the present will be punished in the time to come. Thus,
revenge was very much a central motif in medieval Jewish Ashkenazi theology.
This brief overview of Jewish perspectives regarding the 1096 riots provides us
with a solid background of the Av ha-raḥamim prayer. As already noted, and as
I shall demonstrate in more detail, both aspects of the Jewish condition in the
Rhineland after 1096 – the emotional trauma and the theological humiliation –
found their expression in this prayer. Av ha-raḥamim has a strong element of
commemoration and, at the same time, an element of revenge that serves a
theodicy, and as a polemical claim against the Christian attack on Judaism
based on the Jews’ physical misfortune. Often, these two elements are pre-
sented as mutually contradictory, but, in fact, they did not necessarily co-
exist in time, but, rather, were emphasized in different eras. That having
been said, it must be noted that these two elements in Av ha-raḥamim are
not the only ones that were to be identified among those reciting this prayer
over the years. As I shall demonstrate, the martyrs were viewed as holy peo-
ple, and their merits were counted as assets before the Almighty. Prayers
in their memory were essentially prayers for the sake of the people who
remained.

2 Commemoration

For a long time Torah scholars interpreted Av ha-raḥamim as a commemoration
of the 1096 riots. Reading halakhic sources from the end of the thirteenth
century in Ashkenaz, one cannot avoid seeing the connection between Av ha-
raḥamim and the martyrs of 1096. One should note, however, that the first
appearance of the prayer is in this century, and not earlier. This gap of at least
a century and a half between the time the events took place and the appear-
ance of the prayer should engage our attention, as it makes it difficult to claim
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that the prayer served as a sort of documentation of the dead.5 But it is not
only the time gap that arouses our suspicions. A careful reading of the sources
reveals that this prayer was not written exclusively as a memorial. If we start
with the Sefer Minhagim (‘Book of Customs’), based on the customs of R. Meir
of Rothenburg (‘Maharam’ ~1220–1293), one can identify a distinction between
Av ha-raḥamim and the memorial prayer recited before it:

There is a tradition that on the last days of the pilgrim festivals, while the cantor is sitting
on the migdal (central podium), holding the Torah, before reciting Ashrei (Psalm 145),
the leading member of the community takes an object and a book in his hand and goes
from one [person] to another, and blesses everyone, one by one, separately, for the merit
of promising to give a donation for the sake of God and the festival. And in places where
it is customary to do so, they [also] commemorate the dead and say Av ha-raḥamim [my
italics].

]הרותרפסהו=[ת"סהולדגמהלעבשויןזחהדועבםילגרלש]ם[ינורחא]ם[ימוילכבשגהנמ
דחאםעהלכךרובמוהזלהזמךלוהוודיברפס]ו[ץפחחקולריעבשלודגהירשאםדוקודיב
ןיריכזמוגהנשםוקמבולגרהדובכלוםוקמהדובכלרדנןתישרובעבומצעינפבדחאו
6.םימחרהבא]םיר[מואותומשנ

A similar citation is found in the Sefer Minhagim of R. Yiṣḥaq Tyrnau (end of
the fourteenth century to the beginning of the fifteenth century). Here, too, Av
ha-raḥamim appears as a prayer separate from the one that commemorates the
dead:

On the Sabbath before the first day of the month, they offer a blessing for the new month
and say ‘May the One who performed miracles for our patriarchs etc …’ And then they
do not commemorate the dead nor do they say Av ha-raḥamim. The same rule applies to
a wedding and all the more so to the first day of the month and to Ḥanukka.

ןיאו,תומשנןיריכזמןיאזאו,'וכוםיסנהשעשימשדחהןיכרבמשדחשארינפלשתבשב
7…הכונחושדחשאררמוחולקו,הנותחבןכוםימחרהבאםירמוא

5 On mentions of the dead in prayer-books see Avriel Bar Levav, ‘The Concept of Death in
the ‘Book of Life’ (Sefer Ha-Hayyim) by Rabbi Shimon Frankfurt’ (doctoral dissertation, submit-
ted to the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 1997), pp. 160–225, Regarding a prayer for commem-
orating the dead, see Bar-Levav, pp. 177–79; Susan L. Einbinder, Beautiful Death: Jewish Poetry
and Martyrdom in Medieval France (Jews, Christians, and Muslims from the Ancient to the
Modern World), (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2002), pp. 17–44.
6 Sefer Minhagim Devei Maharam, Minhagim ben Pesaḥ Le-Shavuot. And further: ‘And after
Nisan is over, one says zulatot every Sabbath … and on the Sabbath before Pentecost the
souls of the murdered of the [1096] decrees are commemorated and Av ha-raḥamim is
said.’

תועובשדעךלימדלאיהלאידודהרכזאןוגכתותלוזתותבשלכב'ירמואןסינרבעשרחאלו’
בא'מואותוריזג)'זג(יגורהלשתומשנ)תוריזגיגורה(ריכזמתועובשינפלשתבשבו
.‘םימחרה

7 R. Yiṣḥaq Tyrnau, Sefer Ha-Minhagim, by S. Y. Spitzer, Minhag shel Shabbat (Jerusalem:
Makhon Yerushalayim, 1979), p. 26.
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The separation appears even more clearly in the Qoveṣ Minhagim (‘Collection
of Customs’) of R. Zalman Jent, who lived in the same time and place as Yiṣḥaq
of Tyrnau and towards the end of his life moved to Italy:

The Sabbath before Pentecost, [the custom is to] wake up early and say pesuqe de-zimra
(the Psalms recited at the beginning of the prayers) quickly in order to commemorate the
murdered and the burned of the communities of Speyer, Worms and Mainz. And Av ha-
raḥamim is said, as well as, in the yoṣer (additional poetry inserted in that particular
section) in Ahava Rabba – ‘It is You that we were eager for all day’ and the zulat (addi-
tional poetry inserted in that particular section) – ‘My God! We heard it in our own ears’.

תוליהקיפורשויגורהריכזהלידכהרמזדיקוספןירהממוןימיכשמתועובשינפלשתבש
יהלאתלוזווניוקםויהלכךתואהברהבהאברצויבםירמואוםימחרהבאםירמואו,ם"וש
8.ונעמשונינזאב

In all the passages I have cited above, the recitation of Av ha-raḥamim is
mentioned together with that of the commemoration of the martyrs, although
they are clearly perceived as separate prayers. From the next citation I can
demonstrate that the recitations were separate from each other:

In the Sabbath that falls after the [fast-day] of Seventeenth of Tammuz, … after the Torah
reading, the decrees against the murdered are commemorated and the community is
blessed. And Ashrei (Psalm 145) is recited, and afterwards Av ha-raḥamim is said, and
special Sabbath clothes are not worn.

,להקהןיכרבמו]ם[יגורההתוריזגןיריכזמהרותהתאירקרחאלוזומתבז"ירחאתבשב
9.תבשידגבןישבולןיאוםימחרהבא]ם[ירמוא]ךכרחאו=[כ"חאוירשא]ם[ירמואו

These sources indicate that Av ha-raḥamim is not only about commemoration.
The next source appears to contradict my claim and to make a halakhic con-
nection between Av ha-raḥamim and the commemoration of the dead: R. Zal-
man Jent teaches us that Av ha-raḥamim is recited only on those days when
the dead are commemorated. Hence we learn that Av ha-raḥamim is also con-
sidered a sort of commemoration:

On Shabbat Teshuva (the Sabbath before Yom Kippur), the yoṣer (an added piyyuṭ to the
prayer) ‘Light of the World’ [is said] […] and the dead are not commemorated and Av ha-
raḥamim is not said. This is the rule: on every Sabbath that has a yoṣer, the commemora-
tion of the dead is not recited and Av Ha-raḥamim is not recited. That is also the case on
a Sabbath when the benediction of the new month is recited.

םויד=[ט"ידביציותמאאלורידאםשםאיכןפואהווארקםלוערוארצויההבושתתבשב
ןיריכזמןיאו.רענהתוארמאיאלוהבושהרטפהוונבבללאתלוזהו]בוטםוילש–בוט
,תומשנןיריכזמןיארצויובשישתבשלכבללכההזו,םימחרהבא]ם[ירמואןיאותומשנ
01.ןיריכזמןיאשדחשארובןיכרבמשתבשבןכו

8 R. Zalman Jent, Qoveṣ Minhagim, included in the edition of Tyrnau’s Minhagim ed. by S. Y.
Spitzer (Jerusalem: Mekhon Yerushalayim, 1979), p. 179.
9 Ibid.
10 Ibid.
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The same rule can be found in the writings of R. Ya‘aqov Moellin, based on R.
Jent, where the link between Av Ha-raḥamim and the mention of the dead
is very clear – Av ha-raḥamim is recited only when the martyrs of 1096 are
mentioned:

In all Rhineland Av ha-raḥamim is not said, except on the Sabbath before Pentecost,
when the martyrs of the 4856 [1096] decree are mentioned, and on the Shabbat Ḥazon
[the Sabbath preceding the Ninth of Av] these martyrs are also commemorated and Av
ha-raḥamim is said.

ןיריכזמדתועובשינפלדתבשבאלאםימחרהבא]םירמואןיא=[א"אסוניירתנידמלכב
בארמואוםישודקהןתואכ"גןיריכזמוהיעשיןוזחתבשבו.ו"נתתתריזגםישודקהתא
11.םימחרה

In the next source, R. Ya‘aqov Moellin connects the commemoration of the
dead with Av ha-raḥamim, without any separation:

In Mainz, on Shabbat Ḥazon they recite ‘It is you that we love …’ and the zulat ‘Lions
they expelled’ (names of piyyuṭim) and they commemorate these holy martyrs of 5856
[1096], Av ha-raḥamim.

ןיריכזמו,וחידהתויראתלוזו,הבהאלםויהלכךתוארמואוהיעשיןוזחתבשבאצנגמב
21.םימחרהבא,ו"נתתםישודק

These sources reveal a link between Av ha-raḥamim and the commemoration
of the dead, though almost all of them present Av ha-raḥamim as a separate
prayer. Av ha-raḥamim is not necessarily presented in these sources as a prayer
commemorating the martyrs; that commemoration was done separately. But
nonetheless, it is clear that there is an association between the two. Thus, both
tradition and allusions in the above-mentioned texts connect Av ha-raḥamim
to the 1096 events.

At the same time, it seems that Av ha-raḥamim was not perceived solely
as a prayer of commemoration. The names of the communities are not even
mentioned, although they are mentioned elsewhere. Even their acts of martyr-
dom are described anonymously as ‘the holy communities, who laid down
their lives’. We thus have to proceed to the other meaning inherent in Av ha-
raḥamim – the polemic one.

3 The polemical-theological purpose
In his book, Two Nations in Your Womb, Yisrael Yuval points out two motifs
in Av ha-raḥamim. The liturgist prays for redressing ‘the spilt blood of His ser-

11 Sefer Maharil (Minhagim), p. 159 (Hilkhot Shavu‘ot).
12 Sefer Maharil (Minhagim), p. 243 (Hilkhot Shiv‘a ‘Asar be-Tammuz we-Tisha be-‘Av.
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vants in our sight, in our time. This prayer is a request for redemption that
includes revenge (as distinct from redemption that includes conversion of the
Gentiles).13 The second motif appears in the liturgist’s prayer to God to remem-
ber, as opposed to human beings remembering: ‘The Father of Mercy who
dwells on high, in His great mercy, will remember with compassion the pious,
upright and blameless …’.14 Regarding the first motif, Yuval puts a special
emphasis on the words, that ‘He redress the spilled blood of His servants in
our sight, in our time’. The quest for a redressing to take place in our time is
closely tied to a certain kind of redemption. Yuval’s main attention is focused
on the idea of revenge and its very close connection with redemption.

Borrowing Avraham Grossman’s distinction between two perspectives of
redemption that were common in the Middle Ages – a redemption of revenge
and a redemption of conversion15 – Yuval understands the revenge in Av ha-
raḥamim as being of the former type.

According to Grossman, both redemptions provide a solution for the diffi-
cult state of the Jews in the Middle Ages. But according to Yuval, the two kinds
of redemptions are typical of the differences between West and East, between
Jews in the Christian world and Jews in the Islamic world.

For the Jews under Christian dominion, the difficulty was not only physical
but also theological. As mentioned above, the ‘Doctrine of Witness’ played an
important role in the Christian’s perception of the Jews. Christianity used the
miserable situation of the Jews to prove Judaism’s fallacy. The Jewish reply to
this claim was that although the present seems bad, the future will change
the picture. In the future, not only will the Jews will benefit from a better
life, but God will take revenge on the Christians for oppressing the Jews. This
messianic solution is a redemption of revenge, unique to Ashkenaz. Hence,
according to Yuval, we find an emphasis on revenge in Ashkenazi liturgy.

In the East, on the other hand, we find a different messianic expectation.
R. Hai Gaon, for instance, claims that at the end-time, all the Gentiles will
convert to Judaism. That kind of redemption involving conversion knows no
violence or revenge of the sort we find in the Ashkenazi world.

The second motif is expressed in the words: ‘The Father of Mercy who
dwells on high, in His great mercy will remember with compassion the pious,
upright and blameless …’16. As Yuval explains: ‘The purpose of the ritual is

13 Yisrael Y. Yuval, Shnei Goyim be-Vitnekh (Tel Aviv: Alma, Am Oved, 2000), p. 152.
14 Ibid.
15 Avraham Grossman, ‘Redemption of Conversion in the Writings of the Early Sages of Ash-
kenaz’ (Hebrew), Zion, 59 (1994), pp. 325–42.
16 Ibid.
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not to augment human memory but, rather, Divine memory. The liturgical
meaning … does not relate to human beings remembering, but to God who
remembers.’17

In saying that, Yuval is in effect criticizing the opinion that holds that Av
ha-raḥamim was meant to commemorate the dead. When the communities
were praying for the memory of the deceased, they were not engaging in an
active act of remembering as in Marcel Proust’s works, but, rather, in a reli-
gious act, requesting that God should remember.

I find Yuval’s claims convincing, not only because rituals of self-commem-
oration in this context sound anachronistic, but also because of the very spe-
cial wording of the prayer: ‘In His great mercy will remember …’.

4 Tremendous mercy
Simha Goldin has already shown the early roots of the expression ‘Father of
Mercy’.18 But the idea of remembering with tremendous mercy has no prece-
dence. In Av ha-raḥamim the liturgist is not satisfied with mercy as a means
of remembering the deceased; he needs ‘tremendous mercy’. The question that
arises, then is, why? Why does God need all His mercy in order to remember
them with compassion?

It seems that the people of that generation were sure that the acts of the
martyrs did not deserve just any kind of mercy; but that only tremendous
mercy could assure Divine remembrance.

There is no doubt that the liturgist of Av ha-raḥamim was well acquanted
with the talmudic source that tells us, with regard to the martyrs of the city
of Lod, that ‘no creature can stand in their place’.19 The common explanation
of this source is that these martyrs gave their lives for the sake of the Jews of
Lod, and thus achieved great spiritual heights.20 If martyrdom is so respected,

17 Ibid.
18 Simha Goldin, The Ways of Jewish Martyrdom (Hebrew; Ganei-Aviv; Lod: Dvir publishing
House, 2002), pp. 131–36.
19 bPesaḥ. 50a; bB. Bat. 10b. Parallel midrashim appear in Midrash Qohelet Rabba 9.10 (24b),
and Midrash Zuṭa – Qohelet 9 (ed. Buber, 74a).
20 Rashi, bTa‘an. 18b: ‘And that is what is said in every place (bB. Bat. 10b): As for the
martyrs of Lod, no creature can stand close to them in Gan ‘Eden, and there are those who
say that they were killed because of a princess who was found murdered. It was said that the
Jews had murdered her, and there was a decree against the enemies of Israel [euphemism for
the Jews themselves], and these [two] stood up and rescued Israel, saying “We murdered her,”
and the king killed only those.’
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why is tremendous mercy necessary? It is not unlikely that the liturgist could
not think of the praise deserved by the Ashkenazi martyrs without feeling that
their act also warranted some criticism. Although he praised them for being
‘pious, upright and blameless’ he also indicated that they required tremendous
mercy. What sort of criticism, then, is being levelled at them?

The answer is that the martyrs not only committed suicide, but also killed
others, in a collective attempt to prevent forced conversions. It is this element
that raises questions, halakhic as well as moral.21

Despite all this, love and appreciation of the martyrs should also be
recorded. The following sentences express a respect and a love that reflects
something much powerful than the prayer’s polemical elements:

They were loved and pleasant in their lives, and in death they were not parted. They
were swifter than eagles and stronger than lions to carry out the will of their Maker, and
the desire of their steadfast God.

Commemoration, polemics, controversy – all are present. But one issue still
remains – that of the prayer’s continued presence in the prayer-book. Is there
some content in it that goes beyond these time-connected elements? In the
next section I will explore additional aspects of the prayer, which may serve
to answer this question.

21 R. Meir son of R. Barukh of Rothenburg, Teshuvot, Pesaqim u-Minhagim (Responsa, Rulings
and Customs), ed. by Isaac Z. Cahana, Jerusalem, vol. 2 (Jerusalem: Mosad Harav Kook, 1960),
p. 54, section 59. Moshe Aryeh Bloch included the following responsum at the end of the
collection as one transmitted to him by Rabbi Dr Gross, who had received it from Dov Goldberg
without any indication of the location of the original manuscript. See Sha‘arei Teshuvot Maha-
ram ben Rabbi Barukh z”l, pp. 346–47. The explanations in brackets are in the original:

I do not know how to assess this matter properly, for certainly one who kills himself for
the sake of the unity of God is permitted to harm himself thus … But it has become common
to permit killing family members for the purpose of sanctifying God’s name, for we have
heard and read about many great people who slaughtered their sons and daughters … And
whoever says that he must atone for this is slandering the earlier generations. His intention
was worthy; arising out of his great love for our Creator, that is why he struck down his
loved one …

לעומצעגרוההיאדויכ,]יוארכרבדבןודלדציכעדוייניא=[היבןודיאהמריפשאנעדיאל
גורהל–רתיההטשפתהםרב=[וריתיהטשפהזרבדוהימ…ומצעבלובחליאשר'הדוחיי
םהינבתאןיטחושויהשםילודגהברהשונאצמוונעמשיכ,]םשהתאשדקלידכהחפשמינב
עגפומשךרבתיונירצויתבהאבורמ;הבוטלהיה]ורצי[)ו(תנווכשירחאו…םהיתונבתאו
.ללכוילערימחהלןיאו…הככלעוינפוליחםהםג.וניע]דמחמב[)דמעמב(עגנו

On this responsum see Goldin, Jewish Martyrdom, pp. 228–42, Haim Soloveitchik, ‘Religious
Law and Change: The Medieval Ashkenazic Example’, AJS Review, 12 (1987), pp. 205–21.
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5 The merit of the forefathers
Defining the communities ‘who laid down their lives for the sanctification of
His name’ as holy gives the impression that they were truly great people in
Jewish history: patriarchs, people whose merits go beyond simple human vir-
tues. It seems to me that Av ha-raḥamim was intended for the living much
more than for the dead. The martyrs’ merits are therefore mentioned as a way
of according them a status that will benefit the living.

Requesting that the deceased serve as our advocates in heaven was com-
mon in medieval Ashkenaz. Thus, R. Mordekhai Yaffe at the end of the six-
teenth century teaches us to remember the acts of the dead:

One remembers the acts of the dead and says: ‘If this dead man were alive, he would
have been giving charity.’ When this is said, his merits are remembered. If the deceased
was poor but generous and would have given this charity on his own, if he had had
money, then giving this charity can bring him some merit, because the living can ask for
a more lenient judgement of the dead. That is why charity is given on their behalf, so
that they, too, if they were righteous [in their lives], will speak up for their offspring and
relatives. But if one gives for a confirmed sinner, it will not help him.

ולרכוזבגאוהקדצןתונכ"גהיהםייחבתמהותואהיהםא,רמואוםיתמההשעמרכוז
ולליעותזא,ולהיהםאונוצרלןתונהיהובוטובלהיהךאתמהותואינעהיהםאו,ותוכז
לעריאמ'רכו]ב"עיהטוס[םולשבאלעדודכ,תמהןידלקהלשקבללוכייחהיכ,תצק
םיצילמויהיםיקידצםהויהםאםהםגשידכםדובכלםינתונךכלה,]ב"עוטהגיגח'יע[רחא
22.ולליעומןיאעשררובעבןתונםאלבא,םהיבורקוםהיאצאצלע

Remembering the acts of the dead was meant to grant them atonement and
improve their state in the afterworld. At the same time, it might help their
living relatives in this world.

This source from the end of the Middle Ages was based on perspectives
from the earlier High Middle Ages. R. Eleazer of Worms (~1165–~1230) related
to the custom to pray for the merits of the deceased as common knowledge:

And regarding the giving of charity on behalf of the dead, on Yom Kippur and not on
Yom Tov, there is a source for it in the Torah … And how does it help the deceased that
the living give charity on his behalf? Well, the Lord examines the hearts of the living and
the dead. If this deceased person gave charity when he was alive, or if he was a poor but
generous man who would have given charity, then the merit of charity will help him
somewhat.

בותכשאתכמסאםהלשיבוטםויבאלוםירופכהםויבםיתמהרובעהקדצןיקסופשהמו
'יילושפנרפוכשיאונתנוהילךימסורפכיהנשבתחאםירופכההוצתהתאו'שרפףוסב
תובלןחובםשהאלאורובעבהקדצןתוניחהשתמלליעומהמו.שפנה'רפכלןתישןמזב

22 R. Mordekhai Yaffe, Levush, Oraḥ Ḥayyim, 621.
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בוטבובלךאתמהותואינעהיהםאוהקדצןתונהיהםייחבתמהותואםאםיתמהוםייחה
32.תצקולליעותזאולהיהםאןתונהיהו

Both R. Mordekhai Yaffe and R. Ele‘azar are relating to the custom, common
in their times, of giving charity on High Holy Days. According to them, charity
is beneficial to the deceased only if they would have acted similarly when they
were alive. And only the righteous can be advocates for their relatives. They
are, then, not recommending the custom, but, rather, trying to justify it. This
shows the extent to which viewing the dead were viewed as possible advocates
in heaven was common in the Rhineland, even from the beginning of the
thirteenth century.

The usefulness of seeking such advocates is not necessarily a given; but
it seems that the general approach was that there was nothing wrong with the
custom. R. Ṣidqiya, the son of Avraham Ha-Rofe (1210–1275) recommends, in
his Shibbolei Ha-Leqeṭ in the name of Rashi, that one should make efforts to
receive all possible help from such sources. Actually, Rashi was referring to
angels, but angels, too, can serve as go-betweens:

R. Yoḥanan said: A person should always seek full encouragement from earthly powers,
as well as having no enemies on high. And Rabbenu Shelomo explained this to mean
that the heavenly angels should assist him by asking for mercy, and that he should have
no antagonists above. And also in the Midrash Shir Ha-Shirim, on the verse ‘I adjure you’,
it says, The community of Israel says to the angels that stand at the gates of prayer and
the gates of tears: ‘Bring my prayer and my tears before the Holy One, Blessed be He,
and be my true advocates before Him, so that he will forgive me for my intentional and
unintentional transgressions. And it says, ‘If there is one advocating angel for him out
of a thousand etc.’

הלעמלמםירצוליהילאוהטמלמוחכתאןיצמאמלכהוהישםדאשקביםלועלןנחוי'ררמא
םיניטשמולהיהיאלשוםימחרשקבלתרשהיכאלמוהועייסישל"צזהמלשוניבר'יפו
םיכאלמללארשיתסנכתרמואםכתאיתעבשהקוספלעםירישהריששרדמבםגוהלעמלמ
יצילמויהתוה"בקהינפליתעמדויתלפתוכילוההעמדירעשלעוהלפתירעשלעםידמועה
ינמדחאץילמךאלמוילעשיםארמאנותוגגשהלעותונודזהלעיללוחמישוינפלרשוי
42.'וגוףלא

The request that the dead serve as advocates is, then, what was at the base of
commemorating the dead. It seems to me that this meaning has also affected
the understanding of Av ha-raḥamim. Including the martyrs with other right-
eous people in the words ‘May our Lord remember them for good together

23 R. Ele‘azar of Worms, Sefer Ha-Roqeaḥ Ha-Shalem, ed. by Barukh Shneurson (repr. Jeru-
salem: Otzar Posqim, 1967), p. 110 (Hilkhot Yom Ha-Kippurim). On giving charity on behalf of
the dead on Yom Kippur, see Bar Levav, The Concept of Death, pp. 226–30.
24 R. Ṣidqiyahu the son of R. Avraham Ha-Rofe, Sefer Shibbolei Ha-Leqeṭ Ha-Shalem, ed.
Buber (Wilna, 1887; repr. Jerusalem: Pe’er Ha-Tora, 1959), p. 133b (Rosh Ha-Shana, section 282).
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with the other righteous of the world’ carries with it the notion of the merit of
the forefathers. The request is not only for these particular martyrs, but also
for the benefit of those living today. This explanation of mine may help explain
another phenomenon that developed with regard to Av ha-raḥamim. As men-
tioned above, this prayer was said on those days of the year on which the
1096 events occurred, namely before Pentecost, as described in R. Zalman
Jent’s collected customs, already cited above.

This also helps us to understand the custom to say Av ha-raḥamim immedi-
ately before the Ninth of Av, as mentioned in the book of customs of the
Maharam of Rothenburg: ‘And there are places where Av ha-raḥamim is said
only on the Sabbath before the Ninth of Av’.25

And so also in the ‘Maharil’, in continuation of the passage quoted above:

… And on Shabbat Ḥazon Yesha‘yahu (the Sabbath preceding the Ninth of Av), those
martyrs are also mentioned, and Av ha-raḥamim is said. And so Maharaz Jent instituted …

ז"רהמגיהנהןכו.םימחרהבארמואוםישודקהןתואכ"גןיריכזמוהיעשיןוזחתבשבו…
62…טנעיי

But it is difficult to understand the role of Av ha-raḥamim in the prayers of the
three festivals, as cited above from the Maharam’s customs, namely, that ‘there
is a tradition that on the last days of the holidays, while the cantor is sitting
on the migdal (central podium), holding the Torah … and in places where it is
customary to do so, they [also] commemorate the dead and say Av ha-
raḥamim.’27 In my opinion, the fact that saying Av ha-raḥamim also became
common on the festivals supports my thesis – that the point of this prayer, as
viewed by these people, was to mention the merits of the forefathers, and
therefore it is to be said not only on days when tragic events occurred, but on
the festivals too. On days that are considered days of judgement there is a
special need for the merits of our forefathers, and therefore a special role was
also assigned to the Rhineland forefathers.

25 R. Meir son of R. Barukh, The Book of Customs from the Sphere of the Maharam, section
on Seventeenth of Tammuz.
26 R. Ya‘aqov b. Moshe Moellin, Sefer Maharil, The Book of Customs, section of the laws of
Shavu’ot, ed. Shlomo Y. Spitzer (Jerusalem: Makhon Yerushalayim, 1989), p. 199.
27 R. Meir of Rothenburg, Ibid, section of Customs Between Pesaḥ and Shavu’ot, p. 28, and
later in p. 29: "and after the month of Nisan they say … and mention the souls of the murdered
of persecutions, and say Av ha-raḥamim".
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6 Summary
The recital of Av ha-raḥamim is a custom that persists to this day. Its historical
survival teaches us about its deep and varied levels and about its powerful
meaning. Unlike during the Middle Ages, not everyone is aware of its connec-
tion to the events of 1096, and it is generally viewed as a general commemora-
tion of the many communities that were destroyed during the long exile. Our
Sages have taught us that recent troubles make us forget earlier ones.28 It
seems that the 1096 events went through a similar process, one that affected
Av ha-raḥamim. The terror of the Crusades began to wane. The prayer then
became meta-historical and absorbed memories of other massacres, of other
communities. In the meantime, the original memory, together with its connec-
tion to the 1096 events, weakened. Its general wording forced the Ashkenaz
communities that wished to remember that particular memory to do so by way
of saying a separate prayer of commemoration for the dead. As mentioned
above, this process may be seen in the separation that occurred during thir-
teenth and fourteenth centuries between the 1096 riots and the introduction
of Av ha-raḥamim.

But beyond those two meanings, Av ha-raḥamim acquired an additional
meaning. The 1096 martyrs became figures whose merits protected the living.
Av ha-raḥamim gradually lost the personal connection to the martyrs of the
Crusades. They became holy figures – not mere mortals who need mercy –
and their memory became a source of strength for the Jews, not only when
facing their Christian neighbours, but mainly when facing the Creator Himself.
The merit of those martyrs is seen as what provides one with the necessary
power to stand before God and the heavenly court.

28 bBer. 13a.



Abraham Gross
Liturgy as Personal Memorial for the
Victims in 1096
One would be hard-pressed to find a topic in recent medieval Jewish historiog-
raphy that equals, in terms of abundance, scores of books and articles, ranges
of treatment, numbers of scholars involved, and innovative methodologies,
that of the Crusaders’ persecutions of the Jews of the Rhineland during 1096.
It seems that, beyond martyrdom, the denominator common to almost every
aspect of historiographical coverage, is that of memory. This is so because one
of the only views that has achieved consensus among scholars is that the
tragic events of 1096 left their mark on the collective religious psyche of Ash-
kenazi Jewry. One would therefore certainly have expected a fully-fledged
study analysing the memory of 1096 in the immediately following generations
within the Jewish communities of Germany. Yet, despite the considerable
attention that has been given to collective memory in Jewish historiography
in the past three decades, such a comprehensive study on 1096 remains a
desideratum.1

Recent studies have discussed the memory of 1096 mostly in connection
with assessments of the extent of damage suffered during the persecutions
(such as loss of lives and physical destruction), and its impact on the commu-
nities. The discussion of memory is limited to the chronological and geographi-
cal dimensions, namely, to the questions whether the persecutions were
remembered in the long range (in terms of centuries), and how far away from
the Rhenish ‘ground zero’ this memory operated? Generally, it may be said
that the present trend is to minimize the losses, the repercussions of the perse-
cutions, and the memory of the entire ordeal.2

The present study is not concerned with the memory of 1096 but with its
memorialization. My interest is in what I conceive to have been the massive,

1 Among those who have treated aspects of 1096 memorialization in the twelfth century are:
Simha Goldin, The Ways of Jewish Martyrdom (English translation; Turnhout: Brepols, 2008);
Nati Barak, ‘The Book of Memory of the Jewish Communities in Ashkenaz in the Middle Ages
(Memorbuch): Its Origin, Aims, and Role in the Ceremony of Memorialization’ (master’s disser-
tation, Tel Aviv University, 2003); David Wachtel, ‘The Ritual and Liturgical Commemoration
of Two Medieval Persecutions’ (master’s dissertation, Columbia University, 1995). A short
exchange between Ezra Fleischer and Yisrael Yuval concerning the Memorbuch can be found
in Zion, 59 (1994), p. 294, n. 89, p. 384, n. 81.
2 The long-range memory of 1096 is briefly discussed in the introduction to a forthcoming
edition of 1096 liturgical poetry by Avraham Fraenkel and myself. The present article stems
from that study.
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versatile, and unprecedented effort at the memorialization that was under-
taken by the generations that immediately followed 1096 in Germany. The
survivors of 1096 saw themselves as the ‘remnant.’ Expressions such as she’erit
or she’erit ha-pleṭa are common in post-1096 liturgy and other literary sources.
Those generations constructed a system of memorialization for the events and
for the victims. It was unique and unprecedented in its comprehensiveness
and included a number of innovative elements.

A central question that I will try to answer, at least in part, is: Was the
memorializing effort simply a product of the religious mind of Ashkenazi soci-
ety or was there another motive, based on a human impulse equally well-
known to modern society? In other words, were liturgy, customs, and halakha
designed as means to ends that cannot justifiably be described as ‘religious’,
and, if so, to what degree?

I am here concerned only with liturgy, and in this context we should ask
whether the sole intention of the liturgical poets [henceforth: payyeṭanim] was
to request divine forgiveness, mercy, revenge, and redemption. If the answer
is in the affirmative, then the historiographical significance is that we are
limiting our understanding of their words to a basic level that defines them in
exclusively religious terms. That is how liturgy is often read. After all, religious
poetry is written in accordance with traditional forms, its language is by and
large that of biblical and post-biblical sacred literature, and it is meant to be
recited in the synagogue. There is, however, the other possibility that the
intention of the entire liturgical system, or at least parts of it, was to soothe
the emotional needs of a people that had lost its community, its revered rabbis,
its close friends and dear relatives. To what extent can we identify in the
liturgical heritage of the 1096 remnant this need for a preservation of memory
that is distinct from explicitly religious language and content?

This explains why I preferred to use in the title of this article the neutral
term ‘victims’, rather than ‘martyrs’, which has an exclusively religious conno-
tation. The ‘victims’ (or ‘dead’, for that matter) need not be classified as ‘mar-
tyrs’, certainly not by historians, and the memorializiation of such persons
may be, but need not be, restricted to the religious sphere.

The source material of this present study is the liturgy written about the
events of 1096. That liturgy, dedicated wholly to 1096, numbers about thirty
poems that were composed during the twelfth century. Some explicitly men-
tion the date ( ו"לכ,ו"נרת"ונת,ו"נתת ), while others simply describe the
destruction and martyrdom. There are some additional poems that mention
1096 together with later persecutions of the twelfth century, such as those of
the Second Crusade (1147) and the blood libel at Blois (1171).

Liturgical poetry relating to the First Crusade may be divided into three
main genres: qinot, seliḥot, and zulatot. The qinot were to be recited on the
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fast of the Ninth of Av, in addition to the traditional qinot on the destruction
of the two Jerusalem temples. The seliḥot were written for days of communal
commemoration of the 1096 catastrophe, as well as for the yamim nora’im,
and especially for Yom Kippur. Zulatot were to be recited in the morning prayer
[shaḥarit] of the sabbaths during the month of Iyyar, and until the festival of
Shavu‘ot (Pentecost), corresponding to the period of the attacks on the major
Jewish communities.3

A communal ḥazzan [sheli’aḥ ṣibbur] was expected to write liturgy. Yet,
not all the liturgical poems [henceforth: piyyuṭ/piyyuṭim] were written by ‘pro-
fessional’ payyeṭanim. For example, David bar Meshullam who wrote Elohim
al domi le-dami, one of the most famous and imposing 1096 piyyuṭim, was a
communal leader. This is the only piyyuṭ we have by him. We may assume
that he created it to satisfy his own emotional need, or that he believed that
it was important for the community. We may also safely assume that anyone
who wrote a 1096 piyyuṭ, the communal payyeṭan included, had an agenda
that guided his writing. If so, then we must treat liturgy just as historians have
been treating the 1096 Hebrew chronicles, and ask two questions. How did
the 1096 payyeṭanim perceive their communal-religious duty in the post-1096
Ashkenazi milieu? What were the results they were attempting to achieve in
writing ‘1096 liturgy’?

A partial list of of their possible aims would have to include: to call upon
God for forgiveness through the merit of the martyrs; to avenge their death;
to hasten the Redemption; to evoke in the communal audience the memory of
the catastrophe; to mourn the desecration of the Torah scrolls, the killing of
scholars, women, and nurslings; to remind the audience what the Christians
did and thus broaden the gap between the two faiths; to contribute to internal
social cohesion; to impart an implicit message of religious loyalty unto death
as exemplified by the martyrs; to strengthen faith in the ongoing covenant
between God and Israel; to justify divine judgement; to raise feelings of pride
in belonging to the chosen people; to ‘prove’ the veracity of Judaism out of
the readiness of the martyrs to die for their faith; to preserve the memory of
the persecutions; to lend meaning to current suffering by linking it with the
ancient chain of martyrological tradition from the times of Rabbi Akiva, Rabbi
Ḥanina ben Teradion and their colleagues; and to equate the status and reward
of the martyrs in the present with those of their ancient predecessors.

At times, depending on the piyyuṭ’s specific genre and its conventional
aims, the payyeṭan may say why he is writing. But not everything is by any

3 On the strictures associated with mourning customs during the month of Iyyar, specific to
Ashkenazi Jewry, and their relation to 1096, see: Daniel Sperber, Jewish Customs: Origins and
History (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Mosad Harav Kook, 1989), pp. 110–11.
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means explicit. It seems that all too often, central aims remain implicit. As one
examines the payyeṭan’s intentions, one thing becomes apparent. He does not
detail the religious and social agenda that he is trying to impart to the audi-
ence. By ‘implicit’ intentions, I refer not only to intentionally hidden messages,
but also to those that play a role in the creative process of the composition
without the conscious consideration of them by the payyeṭan.

Now that we have a tentative list of aims, we must ask, of course, how
important the element of memorialization is within this framework. A detailed
answer to the question is beyond the limited scope of the present article. In
general, however, I would suggest the following:
a. the answer might vary from piyyuṭ to piyyuṭ, from payyeṭan to payyeṭan,

and from generation to generation.
b. analysis of the entire poetical corpus appears to me to suggest that the

element is more central than most historians have acknowledged to date.

Let us take, for example, Qalonymos bar Yehuda. Qalonymos, a member of
the community of Mainz, wrote at least five (!) 1096 liturgical poems. He may
certainly be given the honorary title of the foremost 1096 payyeṭan. The time of
composition is estimated to be between ten and twenty years after the events.

Now, why would one write five piyyuṭim (two qinot for the Ninth of Av,
and three seliḥot)?4 Why does he relate the self-slaughter in one qina while
completely ignoring it in the other? Why does he transcribe in one qina the
names of the major communities and the dates on which they were attacked?
It would seem that Qalonymos intended to produce a series of piyyuṭim
designed to complement each other and to create one whole poetic narrative.
This narrative’s aim was, primarily, to serve as a poetical memorial to the
destroyed communities. One might say that, in this respect, he was attempting
a poetical parallel to the Hebrew prose accounts of 1096.

A comprehensive assessment of 1096 liturgy as a collective memorial
requires an independent study. I would like to present here only one side of
the issue, namely, the phenomenon of personal memorialization in that liturgy.
In this instance, I will refer mainly (but not exclusively) to Qalonymos bar
Yehuda’s piyyuṭim.

One of the most discussed martyrological episodes related in the 1096
Hebrew chronicles is that of Rachel of Mainz, who slaughtered her children in
order to prevent their baptism. The story is extant in two versions. It seems

4 It is unlikely that he wrote any seliḥa for the memorial day observed by the Mainz commu-
nity because he seems to advocate in one qina (mi yiten roshi mayyim) a collective mourning
for all the communities on the Ninth of Av.
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that Qalonymos bar Yehuda refers to it in his Amarti she’u. In this qina he
describes scenes of self-slaughter in Mainz and uses expressions and lines that
appear in the long version of the Rachel narrative in Shelomo bar Shimshon’s
chronicle [henceforth: Chronicle A]. Isaiah Sonne concluded from his detailed
literary analysis that in this instance Chronicle A is based on the version of the
chronicle of the Mainz Anonymous [henceforth: Chronicle C] and the author
embellished it with lines from Qalonymos’s piyyuṭ. Yitzhak Baer, on the other
hand, insisted that Qalonymos based his piyyuṭ on Chronicle A’s version. In
fact, both positions are untenable. Elsewhere, I have suggested a tentative
solution for this literary problem.5 Be that as it may, one thing is beyond con-
troversy: Qalonymos was aware of, and refers in his qina to the Rachel story.
Let us look at the relevant lines:

ַתותהוּתתתוּהה
ָּאוּהוּהתהזָיה
ןוַהיּה
יהוּםוּרהּה
ּהיהחוּרהה
םםיֵמה
וּצתוֹנוַתוֹסוּנתוֹשׂוּר
תבתוֹצׂתוֹש
םליעיתוֹס
היוִיבהוֹפּ
וֹמלּוֹבוּרוֹקיה
אוּהּללֵוֹגםוֹתה
היּוֹפּההיּהי
יהםקרוּמוּ
ׂשי

The beautiful one who dwells within,
the maiden daughter of Judah,
stretched her neck and honed and sharpened her knife;
An eye saw and testified.
Tormented was the mother and her spirit flew away
she submitted her soul to the slaughter
as if she was preparing a meal.
The mother of children rejoices.
The daughters exulted, those wed and those betrothed,
they rushed joyfully and gladly to the scourging sword,
their blood [shed] on a smooth rock, never to be covered over.
The father turns away with weeping and wailing,
throwing himself on the sword to be stabbed.

5 Abraham Gross, ‘Historical and Halakhic Aspects of the Mass Martyrdom in Mainz: An
Integrative Approach’, in Facing the Cross; The Persecutions of 1096 in History and Historiogra-
phy, ed. by Y. Assis et al. (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 2000), pp. 187–91.
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He wallows in his own blood on the street.
The fruitful [mother] proclaimed the righteousness of her judgement as she offered her

scions.
And instead of the consecrated basin she caught [the blood] in the hem of her garment,
sobbing and spreading out her arms.6

Now the payyeṭan did not reveal any specifics. He did not provide personal
names. He did not even mention the name of the community in this particular
piyyuṭ. In following such a policy, he uprooted, so to speak, the story from its
original personal domain and endowed it with a collective dimension. More-
over, since the anonymity of the martyrs and of the community was main-
tained, all readers, even those who did not have a direct personal or communal
connection to the events, including Jewish mourners in generations to come,
would be able to identify with the non-personal, collective martyrdom
described by Qalonymos. But the basic dimension of the piyyuṭ is communal.
His Mainz audience knew intimately the historical background of this piyyuṭ.
Clearly, there were others in Mainz who had experienced, had seen, or had
heard of, similar events and could identify parts of the piyyuṭ with specific
episodes or persons within the collective catastrophe.

If my analysis of the payyeṭan’s intentions is so far accepted, another ques-
tion occurs. True, he wished to compose a poetic account of the ‘epic’ dimen-
sions of the martyrdom. But did he intend to reveal, or at least hint, to his
contemporary audience about Rachel’s personal martyrdom? The composition
of this influential piyyuṭ and the beginning of its communal use in the Mainz
synagogue service apparently date to no later than the two decades after 1096.
Therefore, we may assume that some of the Mainz elders who survived the
persecutions were still alive. This being the case, it is highly improbable that
they had neither heard nor read of the incident.

It is fashionable to set the Rachel story, in the long version of Chronicle
A, in the context of Jewish-Christian polemics and interpret it as a literary
attempt to construct a typological image of a superior Jewish woman-martyr.
This line of historiography notwithstanding, one fact should be stated clearly:
Rachel was not an imaginary figure. She was a woman of flesh and blood. She
and her children are mentioned in the Memorbuch among the martyrs of 1096
in Mainz. Moreover, both accounts state that she was the ‘daughter of Rabbi
Yiṣḥaq bar Asher’. Mentioning two generations of her genealogy is not a com-

6 The translation of this piyyuṭ is based mainly on earlier translations by Abraham Rosenfeld,
Kinot for the Ninth of Av (London: Labworth, 1965), and Avrohom C. Feuer and Avie Gold, The
Complete Tishah B’av Service (ArtScroll Mesorah Series), (New York: Mesorah Publications,
1991).
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mon characteristic. It is plausible that the reason for it is that Rabbi Yiṣḥaq bar
Asher was none other than one of the foremost scholars of that generation.7 If
this is the case, then we may say that it is highly probable that Qalonymos
indeed chose to relate the collective communal martyrdom through virtual
citations of entire lines from the Rachel prose narrative as a memorial to the
exceptional daughter of a revered rabbinic leader.

It seems to me that we may similarly interpret yet another section of the
same piyyuṭ. Following the Rachel lines, Qalonymos raises, in a very novel
poetic manner, a theological discussion of the problem of burial of the corpses:

וֹייֲוַוּלהיוָתוּצר
תאוֹבּבוּתָוָהור
יהּוֹדאםלר
ֵםלאלֳוֹלע
ׁוֹשםיחדיו
ַםגוּבהאוֹלּה
ייאוֹצןוי
ייקידִּרוי
בוֹטהי-םיריוּאוי
וֹדויאןיםיֹוֹנוויה
יבוֹטןםאדרּׁוּשה
םוֹיהאיא

My thoughts are confounded shuddering and distraughtness take hold of me,
because of one single [good deed] found in him Scriptures gives hope and expectation,
for he alone of Jeroboam’s [stock] shall come to the grave.
[Yet] one found perfect in his every deed,
submitted himself to the slaughter in awe of God,
for him there was not even a proper burial!
I have set my mind to find the reason for His dealings,
For this I do know: His judgements are righteous and just,
and it will be good for the God-fearing that they may be awed in His Presence.
He puts no trust in His holy ones, rather He punishes their sins even to a hair.
Indeed it is a good sign for a man if he is not eulogized or buried properly.
[Such a man] should not fear on the day of reckoning.

We have here the poetic discussion of what seems like a divine injustice in
that the Jewish corpses were thrown into the streets (temporarily) in a further
act of humiliation. An extreme sensitivity to the need for proper, immediate
burial is also highly conspicuous throughout the 1096 Hebrew Chronicles.
While we might expect a general discussion in broad terms, Qalonymos sur-
prisingly uses the third person singular form:

7 This identification has recently been suggested by Mataniah Y. Ben-Gedalyah, ‘The Sages
of Speyer During and After the Persecutions of 1096: Their Biographies, Communal Leader-
ship, and Spiritual Works’ (doctoral dissertation, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat Gan, 2007), p. 64.
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ֵםלאלֳוֹלע
ׁוֹשםיחדיו
]…[ַםגוּבהאוֹלּה
וֹדויאןיםיֹוֹנוויה
יבוֹטןםאדרּׁוּשה
םוֹיהאיא

I think it may well be that the payyeṭan is here hinting at the death of the
revered communal leader, Rabbi Qalonymos the Parnas, probably his relative.
The circumstances surrounding his death were recorded in several oral tradi-
tions. According to all of these traditions, he died in, or close to, Rüdesheim,
not in Mainz. In Chronicle A, where the accounts of his death are recounted,
it is not clear that his corpse was ever brought to Mainz for burial, in contradis-
tinction to other martyrs who eventually received proper burial.8 In this way,
then, Qalonymos found a way to mention, mourn, and memorialize a revered
communal leader.

From all of this, it follows that it is possible to ascribe to some of 1096
poets the writing of lines that were understood by all readers as general
descriptions but also contained hints of an individual and personal nature.

Indeed, the mode of interpretation here offered, which presupposes an
allusion to a specific woman, when the lines themselves seem to betray no
such intention, is not unique. Al domi le-dami, one of the first of the 1096
piyyuṭim, was written by Rabbi David bar Meshullam. The context is the cruel
massacre of Jewish women by the Crusaders:

ההתלַֻּעוֹבּתוֹנתוֹח
םּםוֹיּתוֹמׁשתוֹח
הםיֻביוּסתוֹח
ןייוָהדתוֹחי

Let this sight come before You: young women who put their trust in You
were stripped naked in broad daylight;
the fairest of women – their wombs slashed open
letting out the unborn from between their legs.9

To whom did that ‘fairest of women’ refer? Prima facie, the payyeṭan describes
all young women, some of whom were pregnant and who were brutally mur-
dered. The fact that the poem moves from the plural to the singular form, and
then alternates between these two forms, with no apparent reason, is puzzling.

8 Concerning other members of his group, it is related that they intended to return to Mainz
in order at least to be buried in a Jewish cemetery, but were killed on the way.
9 This translation is based on T. Carmi, The Penguin Book of Hebrew Verse (New York: Penguin
Books, 1981), p. 375.
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The commentary on these lines in one manuscript, citing oral tradition, states:
‘And I have heard that this maiden was the daughter-in-law of Rabbi Meir bar
Yiṣḥaq Shaṣ’10 Rabbi Meir bar Yiṣḥaq was a much revered payyeṭan and
scholar in the second half of the eleventh century, and therefore it stands to
reason that David bar Meshullam would think of memorializing the Rabbi’s
daughter-in-law.11 Obviously, this tradition, with a precise identification of the
woman, does not stem from the syntactic problem. There is, however, a hint
that ties that beautiful, pregnant woman with Rabbi Meir bar Yiṣḥaq Shaṣ. The
poetic expression yir’e yera’e, which opens the verse above, is special and had
been coined by Rabbi Meir himself in his ‘aqeda poetry. Thus, the payyeṭan,
while formulating his description in a generalized way, planted a clue that
many of his audience would have understood, thereby making a connection
to individuals.12

Rabbi Eli‘ezer bar Nathan was one of the important scholars in post-1096
Mainz (died about 1153). He composed two piyyuṭim about the 1096 persecution
and alludes to them in two others. He also compiled one of the 1096 Chroni-
cles. This literary work differs from the other Chronicles in that the author
inserted short qinot about the major communities. After a short description of
the limited killing in Speyer, a short qina is inserted. Beyond some general
praise of the community the qina is, in effect, a summary of the prose descrip-
tion that precedes it. It includes the following factual lines:

]…[הוה
רוּצהּה
ֲיגֵוּרהתוּכה]…[
שׁוֹקגוּז
וֹחויׁש
וֹבּהה
רוֹרםיה

the special community
which unified its Rock
just like the Ten Martyrs […]
Holy [Sanctified] wife
In the month of Ziv (Iyyar)

10 הרענההתוארוביצחילשריאמ'ניברלשותלכהתיהשיתעמשו – Ms. Bodley 1209, fol. 84b.
It is referred to in Abraham Grossman, ‘The Roots of Kiddush Ha-Shem in Ancient Ashkenaz’,
in Sanctity of Life and Martyrdom, ed. by I. Gafni and A. Ravitzky (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Shazar
Center, 1992), p. 103 n. 9.
11 Avraham Grossman, The Early Sages of Ashkenaz. Their Lives, Leadership and Works (900–
1096), (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1988), pp. 292–96.
12 I owe this insight to Avraham Fraenkel.
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Attached herself to her honour
To be bound in the Bond of Life

In both, the prose narrative and the piyyuṭ, the number of people who were
killed, is ten. While the piyyuṭ likens the martyrs to the famous ‘Ten Martyrs’
of antiquity, the chronicle specifies that it is also the actual number of martyrs
in Speyer. Those men are followed by one woman who committed suicide. She
is not included in the initial ten, all of whom are men, and therefore this does
not contradict Chronicles A and C which talk about eleven having been killed.

Now zug is a short form of bat-zug, ‘wife’, ‘spouse’. So, who is the woman?
Whose wife was she? According to one source, her name was Sarah, wife of
Rabbi Shabbetai bar Qalonymos, the Gabbai, one of the ten martyred men.13

If this is correct – and we have no good reason to doubt it – then the payyeṭan
hinted at the identity of the woman by calling her zug. This is a good clue in
the case of this particular suicide – not to be confused with the common 1096
self-slaughter – since the source mentioned above says that she killed herself
in an extreme act of grief when she heard of her husband’s death. The word
zug is very precisely and appropriately chosen.14

One of the piyyuṭim that was interpreted as referring in some of its lines
to historical details and figures is berit keruta. This seliḥa was composed by
Binyamin bar Ḥiyya. This payyeṭan is otherwise unknown but was clearly a
talmudic scholar. Two of his lines read thus:

ייידאהא
אוֹמוֹבּרוֹב

How are we to understand, let alone translate, these two difficult lines? The
only general conclusion one can reach is that they are somehow related to
persecution and concealment. An early thirteenth-century commentary, pre-
serving an otherwise unknown tradition, interprets it as referring to the author
himself:

אוהשומכהחירבידילעדמשהןמולצינשםדאינבראשלעוומצעלעןימינב'רהשעהז
ואבחתנש,הבחמבהחירבהז,יפליש.החירבבאריפשישנאםעוךרכבאנשינישנאםעלוצינ
לצנהלולכישתומוקמהראשבוךרכב

13 For the citation of this relatively unused source, a discussion of its authenticity, and an
interpretation of the poetic lines, see Ben-Gedalyah [above, n. 7], pp. 166–78.
14 This would also indicate that ‘her honour’ refers to her husband (although a reference to
God cannot be ruled out).
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This was written by Rabbi Binyamin about himself and about others who had been saved
from the persecution by escaping, just as he had been saved along with the people of
Neuss in the city and with the people of Speyer through such an escape. Shilpei means
escaping into hiding, since they hid in the city and in any other place where they could
thus be saved.

The information as it here appears cannot be entirely accurate.15 Inaccuracy
occurs all too often in the process of transmitting facts over more than a cen-
tury. It should not, however, lead us to discount the general historical informa-
tion imbedded in these lines according to that tradition. People were aware of
the payyeṭan’s intentions, either through knowledge of his personal ordeal
during the persecutions, or through information that he himself passed on to
his own community or circle. In any event, the nature of this description is
personal and ‘informative’. It may seem strange to find it in a seliḥa, the
addressee of which is God. Why the need to tell Him this detail? This piyyuṭ
has other historical references, all of which make sense only in the context of
a poetic narrative for which the undercurrent element of memorialization is
central.

It seems to me that the interpretations given by the commentators of the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries reflect, by and large, credible traditions that
date back to the composition of the piyyuṭim. Moreover, the payyeṭanim them-
selves could have been the initial oral decipherers of the clues to individuals.
Chronologically, we are on the threshold of the Ḥasidei Ashkenaz movement
with its rigorous interpretation of every word and nuance in the prayer-book,
including piyyuṭim. Like many elements that characterize this movement, how-

15 Chronicle C tell us that the Speyer community had been led away and hidden by its
Bishop, in his ‘fortified towns’ until the Crusaders gave up and continued their journey on
from there. This should not be connected in any way with the hideaway at Neuss, which was
one of the towns of the Bishop of Cologne. Indeed, it was one the seven places where that
Bishop hid his Jews. Chronicles A and B tell us about those who were not saved and died as
martyrs and – as is all too often true about 1096 – we lack serious information about the
events in Neuss. Our payyeṭan may have belonged to the group that had been sent from
Cologne by the Bishop to hide in Neuss. The Memorbuch does record a martyr from Cologne
by the name of Mar Moshe bar Ḥiyya (Siegmund Salfeld, Das Martyrologium des Nürenberger
Memorbuches, Berlin: Leonhard Simion, 1898, p. 9). On the other hand, there may be an
indication of a local Jewish presence in Neuss prior to 1096 in Chronicles A and B, where
there is the story of a martyr whose son was hanged with his sons on the door of ‘his house’
(Eva Haverkamp, Hebräische Berichte über die Judenverfolgungen während des Ersten Kreuz-
zugs, Hannover: Hahnsche Buchhandlung, 2005, p. 409). Otherwise there is no indication of
a pre-1096 Jewish community in Neuss (See: Alfred Haverkamp, Geschichte der Juden im Mittel-
alter von der Nordsee bis zu den Südalpen, Teil 2 Ortskatalog, Hannover: Hahnsche Buchhand-
lung, 2002, p. 253). I thank Professor Andreas Lehnardt for this reference.
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ever, the centrality of the piyyuṭ and close attention to its nuances date back
to the eleventh century.

Admittedly, some of those oral interpretations were not intended by the
payyeṭan. The following seems to be a case in point. Efrayim bar Yiṣḥaq of
Regensburg (mid-twelfth century) includes in a seliḥa (ani ani ha-medabber) a
description of the persecutions of 1096, although the reference to them is not
explicit. One lines reads as follows:

וּמםיוּל/םיוּ/וּלוּלםיוּל/יהה

This describes trampled bodies as if they were dung, their blood mixing
together, and the joint ascent of their souls to Heaven. In a thirteenth-century
commentary we do, however, find:

,וגרהנשורבסיש,םדבםמצעםיללבמוםילפונויהםיסוסילגרברשאםדב,וללגנםיסומר
םילולבהויה,םלוכוגרהנשםירובסוםהלוכלהםיאנושהשכ,ולעיםילולבו.ךכםינכושויהו
61.תובחהלרעיבוהברעבםיכלוהוםידמועםדב

[…] They fell and rolled in the blood […] so that they would think that they were dead,
and they lay this way. […] and when the enemy left, thinking that they were all dead,
those who had rolled in the blood got up and went to hide in the fields and forests.

There is no intrinsic problem with the line of poetic text that should force
us to look there for this far-fetched interpretation. It is simply eisegesis. The
commentator found a line into which he could read the historical information
that Ashkenazi tradition had transmitted to his generation. Here, then, we
have evidence of the serious nature of public interest in the piyyuṭim and its
expectation of finding within it a hidden store of information about 1096 that
was neither religiously significant nor of any relevance to the piyyuṭ as lit-
urgy.17

I have posed a question concerning the weight of memory and memoriali-
zation intended by the payyeṭanim in composing 1096 liturgical poetry. While
acknowledging the difficulty of answering this question in all its complexity,
let alone in a short paper, I have attempted to establish a basic working
assumption that has far-reaching implications for our understanding of the
Ashkenazi medieval individual and society.

The sheer volume of the liturgical corpus should already be appreciated
as an initial indication that their basic emotions and response to the mass-
killing and the loss of family and friends, alongside the destruction of a pros-

16 Efraim E. Urbach, Arugat Ha-Bosem, vol. 3 (Jerusalem: Mekize Nirdamim, 1963), p. 368, n. 70.
17 Compare Urbach, Arugat Ha-Bosem, vol. 4, pp. 182–84.
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perous and proud community, are rooted in the human condition. In this sense,
I contend, the needs of medieval man are not much different from our own.18

We can find in the liturgical poetry more than a few references to historical
details surrounding the events of 1096. Those include the recording of dates,
names of communities, allusions to the Pope and his declaration of the Cru-
sade at Clairmont, the developing stages of the Crusade, and Count Emicho.
Some of the facts mentioned may be understood in religious terms as address-
ing either God or the community, such as I have listed above. Some data may,
however, also be explained – and perhaps even primarily explained – as aris-
ing out of a need to memorialize the events separately from any practical,
religious context.

Singling out, as I have done above, references to well-known martyred
individuals, identifiable to the community of survivors, supplies us with une-
quivocal proof of my claim for an areligious memorialization, and leads to the
unavoidable conclusion that they had a need to memorialize as much as pos-
sible, no matter what the literary genre. It was not only for the sake of perpetu-
ating the memory of martyrdom, of fighting an existing trend towards apos-
tasy, of setting up a model response for their own and for future generations,
or of defining Jewish-Christian relations. Taking a religious literary medium
and using it to memorialize individuals can emerge only from an emotional
need that is identical to our own, that is, a desire to preserve the memory of
people dear to us. Appreciating how this was achieved in a covert fashion
teaches us not only the art and subtlety of the payyeṭanim but also the diffi-
culty of including such personal material, which was immaterial, indeed alien,
to the religious aims of piyyuṭ. In this respect, then, 1096 liturgical poetry tries
to do in a constrained fashion – given the narrowness of the religious-literary
medium – what the 1096 chroniclers could do freely.19

What still await analysis and characterization are the diverse expressions
of response to the events of 1096. It seems to me that every type of response,

18 For a most valuable illustration of emotions of grief expressed by a father during the Black
Death, see Ron Barkai, ‘On Children’s Death in the Black Death’, in Women, The Aged, and
Children: Festschrift in Honor of Shulamit Shahar, ed. by Y. Hen and Miri Eliav-Feldon (Hebrew;
Jerusalem: Shazar Center, 2001), pp. 67–84.
19 An exception to the rule is the (relatively late) adabra be-ṣar ruḥi which describes the
martyrdom at Mainz and mentions two public figures who are also named in the Chronicles.
From the second half of the twelfth century, we encounter the explicit naming of martyrs.
This applies to cases of persecutions on a smaller scale than 1096, such as the blood libel and
the host libel. One should also take into account that the very writing of piyyuṭim (especially
of qinot) on local persecutions is in itself a daring novelty, and the mentioning of names
should be seen as a further stage in the development of this genre.
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be it literary or behavioural, has its parallel in contemporary modes of memori-
alization, especially of the victims of terror and those who have fallen in the
military. The differences are cultural. Thus, secular society, devoid of religious
beliefs in, or concern with, the afterlife, the eternity of the soul, reward and
punishment and related matters, cannot memorialize the dead within the sys-
tem of beliefs and the language of generations past. Hence, contemporary
modes of memorialization have come into being. Modern culture has adapted
itself but has not invented anything new, save for technological innovations
that enable new formats of memorialization. These modern means hardly
change the essence of things. Twelfth-century Ashkenazi society needed, and
therefore developed, a variety of vehicles of memorialization. These included,
among others, general customs to strengthen the folk memory, the rituals of
memorial days, and the compilation of a Memorbuch, that is, a list of the
names of the victims to be read in the synagogue on certain occasions.

Although the Memorbuch is not the focus of the present article, a short
comment on its nature will illustrate the point I am trying to make concerning
1096 liturgy. According to Yisrael Yuval, the Memorbuch testifies to ‘the deep
penetration of the revenge concept into the religious ritual of Ashkenazi Jews
in the Middle Ages’. This assessment was rejected by Ezra Fleischer who pre-
ferred to see in it a testimony to their simple wish to remember their dead
martyrs on certain dates. Yuval’s reply was: ‘Emotionally, this is certainly true.
Nevertheless, the ritual significance of hazkarat neshamot [and not zekhirat
neshamot] in the Memorbuch does not relate to the memory of man but to that
of God [yizkor Elohim] […].’20 Yuval was saying that, if Fleischer was right, then
the ritual of memory of the dead should have been called zekhirat (= ‘remem-
bering’, or, ‘mentioning’) and not hazkarat [= ‘reminding’] neshamot. Remind-
ing can be directed only to God, and, according to Yuval, this is for the purpose
of avenging the death of the victims.

If we adhere closely to the written word, Yuval is certainly right. After all,
it is a double-edged prayer to God, requesting Him to remember the victims
and to avenge their death. Since, however, there is a wide recognition of the
presence of an emotional dimension beyond the religious one, we need to pose
a number of questions. How important is the emotional element in the Yizkor
prayer? Is it central, or secondary to the ritual? Why, according to Fleischer,
is this dimension absent from the words of the prayer? The answer to the last
question is, in my opinion, fairly simple – because it is a prayer, and not a
modern civic memorial service whose explicit focus is the expression of collec-
tive grief and pain.

20 See above n. 1.
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Yet, the medieval ritual is no different from the hazkarat neshamot, still
practised today, 900 years after 1096. A strong expression of human and per-
sonal emotions is present, even if the language and contents are religious. In
other words, we encounter here a ritualization of emotions. The expression of
emotions passes through a religious vortex, so to speak, and the result is a
ritualistic expression. What we therefore meet here is a traditional outer shell
of language that hides within itself human impulses and emotions. These are
destined to receive their direct, personal, and unmediated expressions, as we
know them, only in the modern-secular era.

This seems to hold true for the piyyuṭim, the main topic of the present
article. The language they knew best was religious.21 And so, liturgy had to be
the choice, and in accordance with the forms dictated by synagogal tradition.
However, the impulse beneath this religious surface was one of grief, loss, and
longing. I suggest that we should view the Memorbuch in the same vein. I
believe that this is the correct approach to the entire issue of the medieval
Jewish memorialization of victims that is concealed in all genres of post-perse-
cution literature.22

21 Cf. Lucette Valenci, ‘From Sacred History to Historical Memory and Back: The Jewish Past’,
History and Anthropology 2 (1986), pp. 283–91. I thank Amnon Raz-Krakotzkin for bringing
this article to my attention.
22 Elsewhere, I have suggested that memorialization is a crucial motivating factor in the
composition of the Hebrew Chronicles of 1096 (Abraham Gross, ‘Reflections on Halakhic and
Non-Halakhic Aspects of Kiddush Ha-Shem in 1096’, in Be’erot Yitzhak: Studies in Memory of
Isadore Twersky, ed. by Jay M. Harris (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 2005),
pp. 24–25).





Yechiel Y. Schur
‘When the Grave was Searched, the Bones
of the Deceased were not Found’: Corporeal
Revenants in Medieval Ashkenaz

Dear dead! – Not as before will Elijah come
To stretch out upon you with burning lips and eyes.

You are cold. No voice cries out. There is not one to listen.
And you will never rise.

Raḥel, ‘Elijah’1

1 Introduction
Reassuring and comforting indeed is the biblical scene about Elijah resuscitat-
ing the deceased child. But as the poet Raḥel touchingly reminds us, this
biblical scene is but a heartening fantasy; in real life the dead remain dead
and will never come back. Or will they?

The belief that the dead will come alive in the unknown future has been
traditionally regarded as a foundational religious belief in Judaism, and various
tenets of this belief are shared by Christianity and Islam.2 According to the
Mishna, a person who denies this belief has no share in the world to come.3 In
their efforts to validate the belief in the resurrection of the dead, and in large
part in response to sectarian groups who denied this belief, the sages of the
Talmud marshalled various verses as prooftexts for this religious tenet.

Medieval Jewish thinkers, most notably Sa‘adya and Maimonides, elabo-
rated the theme of the resurrection of the dead far more extensively than earlier
writers. Sa‘adya devotes an entire chapter in his Book of Doctrines and Beliefs
to discussing the concept of bodily resurrection4 and Maimonides discusses it

1 Flowers of Perhaps, Eng. trans. by Robert Friend and Shimon Sandbank (New Milford, CT:
Toby Press, 2008), p. 51. I thank Ephraim Kanarfogel, Yonatan Moss, Amnon Raz-Krakotzkin,
Sabine Schmidtke, and Galili Shahar for reading an earlier draft of this article.
2 For Christianity, see Caroline W. Bynum, Resurrection of the Body in Western Christianity,
200–1336 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1995). For Islam, see Jane I. Smith and Yvonne
Y. Haddad, The Islamic Understanding of Death and Resurrection (Oxford; New York: Oxford
University Press, 2002), esp. pp. 31–61. I thank Sabine Schmidtke for this latter reference.
3 mSanh. 10.1, ed. by Ch. Albeck (Tel Aviv: Devir, 1953), p. 202.
4 Sa‘adya Gaon, The Book of Beliefs and Opinions, Treatise VII, Eng. trans. by Samuel Rosen-
blatt (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1948), pp. 264–89. On Sa‘adya, see Arthur Hyman,
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in his Mishne Torah, the Commentary on the Mishna, and in a treatise devoted
exclusively to this topic, commonly known as the Treatise on Resurrection.5

One commonality in the texts about the resurrection of the dead written
by these two Jewish philosophers is that they have treated the topic as part of
a broader discussion of the days to come and the messiah. Sa‘adya’s chapter
on the resurrection precedes a chapter on redemption whereas Maimonides’
discussion in the Commentary on the Mishna appears in his introduction to the
tenth chapter of Tractate Sanhedrin, where he extensively expands the tal-
mudic discussion about the world to come.

The various and somewhat contradictory statements of Maimonides, in
particular, about the resurrection of the dead have led scholars to debate his
real stance regarding the belief in a bodily resurrection. On the one hand,
Maimonides famously claims in his Commentary on the Mishna that ‘the
delights of the soul are everlasting and uninterrupted, and there is no resem-
blance in any possible way between spiritual and bodily enjoyments.’6 Simi-
larly, since according to the Mishne Tora, there are in the other-world no ‘bod-
ies and forms, but souls of the righteous only without body, like the angels on
high’,7 the concept of bodily resurrection is rendered futile and meaningless.
On the other hand, Maimonides affirms in his Treatise on Resurrection and else-
where the traditional rabbinic belief in bodily resurrection, thereby echoing his

Eschatological Themes in Medieval Jewish Philosophy (Milwaukee, Wis.: Marquette University
Press, 2002), pp. 45–51; Steven Harvey, ‘Logistical and Other Otherworldly Problems in
Saadya’, in Esoteric and Exoteric Aspects in Judeo-Arabic Culture, ed. by Benjamin Hary and
Haggai Ben-Shammai (Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2006), pp. 55–84; Henry Malter, Saadia Gaon:
His Life and Works (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 1942), pp. 230–37. Note that the
definition of the resurrection of the dead as an occurrence that ‘[…] will take place in this
world of ours as a natural phenomenon’ in Malter’s discussion of the seventh chapter of
Sa‘adya’s Book of Opinions and Beliefs (p. 231 in Malter’s book) differs from the way the
phenomenon of revenants is understood in this paper. Malter means that the resurrection will
take place in this world rather than in the world to come but still maintains an eschatological
dimension with regard to the question as to when the resurrection of the dead will occur.
5 On Maimonides, see Hyman, Eschatological Themes, pp. 75–79; Albert Friedberg, ‘Maimoni-
des’ Reinterpretation of the Thirteenth Article of Faith: Another Look at the Essay on Resurrec-
tion’, Jewish Studies Quarterly, 10:3 (2003), pp. 244–55; Alexandra Wright, ‘Immortality and
Resurrection: Maimonides and the Maimonidean Controversy’, Aspects of Liberal Judaism, ed.
by David J. Goldberg and Edward Kessler (London; Portland, OR: Vallentine Mitchell, 2004),
pp. 159–69. I thank my Penn colleague Marc Herman for sharing with me his unpublished
article ‘Evaluating Maimonides’ Treatise on Resurrection.’
6 Maimonides, Commentary on the Mishna, vol. 4, Heb. trans. by Yosef Kafaḥ (Jerusalem:
Mosad Harav Kook, 1965), pp. 204–205. See Joshua Abelson, ‘Maimonides on the Jewish
Creed’, Jewish Quarterly Review, 19:1 (1906), p. 38.
7 Maimonides, Mishne Torah, Laws of Repentance, 8.2.
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commitment to the traditional view, which may be the result of his religious
role in the Jewish community as a major halakhic figure and communal leader.

Without attempting to reconcile the seeming contradictions in Maimon-
ides’ treatment of the resurrection of the dead, it becomes evident that, by
considering bodily resurrection in the context of the days to come and the
messianic period, Maimonides was able to remain, perhaps intentionally,
vague and inconclusive. Only in the unknown future will the exact nature of
the days to come become clear and, therefore, one is advised not to spend
much time worrying about such issues as the nature of the messianic period
and the world to come.8

Modern scholars have also conventionally treated the topic of bodily resur-
rection in the context of eschatological and messianic beliefs. To mention but
one example, E. E. Urbach situates the bulk of the discussion about the resur-
rection of the dead in the book’s last chapter under the title ‘On Redemption’.
Resurrection is grouped with topics such as redemption, apocalyptical litera-
ture, and messianism in ancient Judaism.9 This tendency is easily identified
in many other scholarly discussions of resurrection in biblical,10 talmudic,11

and medieval texts.12

The association of bodily resurrection with eschatology and the days to
come is so common that it is nearly impossible to deal with the topic in any
other way. But, historically speaking, people in pre-modern society commonly
accepted the phenomenon of the dead coming back to life not merely as part
of a traditional belief in the resurrection of the dead, but as part of everyday
experience. With regard to Western Europe during the Middle Ages, several
studies have shown the commonality of beliefs in revenants (the dead coming
undead) and, more generally, the acceptance of beliefs in frequent encounters
between the living and the dead.13

8 Maimonides, Mishne Torah, Laws of Kings and Wars, 12.2.
9 Ephraim E. Urbach, The Sages, Their Concepts and Beliefs, Eng. trans. by Israel Abrahams
(Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University Press, 1987), pp. 649–92; pp. 990–1009.
10 Lloyd R. Bailey, Biblical Perspectives on Death (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1979), pp. 73–4.
11 Jacob Neusner, ‘Death and Afterlife in the Later Rabbinic Sources: The Two Talmuds and
Associated Midrash-Compilations’, in Judaism in Late Antiquity, vol. IV (Leiden, New York: E.
J. Brill, 2000), pp. 267–91.
12 Julius Guttmann, Philosophies of Judaism: The History of Jewish Philosophy from Biblical
Times to Franz Rosenzweig, Eng. trans. by David W. Silverman (New York: Schocken, 1973),
pp. 82–83.
13 See Ronald C. Finucane, Appearances of the Dead: A Cultural History of Ghosts (London:
Junction Books, 1982), esp. pp. 29–89; Aaron Gurevich, Historical Anthropology of the Middle
Ages, ed. Jana Howlett (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), esp. pp. 65–89; Nancy
Caciola, ‘Wraiths, Revenants and Ritual in Medieval Culture’, Past and Present, 152 (1996),
pp. 3–45; Jean-Claude Schmitt, Ghosts in the Middle Ages: The Living and the Dead in Medieval
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In this paper I argue that medieval Jews, like their non-Jewish counter-
parts, believed in the phenomenon of revenants. Like Christians, Jews believed
that a dead person could come alive in the relatively near future after that
person’s demise (as opposed to returning in the unknown eschatological time
frame). Moreover, like Christians, some Jews believed that a revenant com-
prised actual corporeal elements of the deceased, rather than a spiritual entity,
such a ghost, which may appear as a human being but is lacking any actual
corporeal elements.

I also submit that a belief in the phenomenon of revenants was held by
the rabbinic elite and not merely by ordinary, ‘superstitious’ folk. This conten-
tion is in line with other studies on medieval Ashkenaz that have called into
question any bifurcated division between the elite and the populace.14 Such a
scholarly effort at challenging the two-tiered distinction between the percep-
tions of the elite and those of the populace is also apparent in more general
works on pre-modern society.15 As Peter Brown has shown in a different con-
text, the two-tiered model can rarely be sustained and is rather a scholarly
construct with limited correspondence to the historical reality of late antiquity
or medieval Europe.16

My focus on revenants in medieval Ashkenaz stems from two reasons.
First, the exegetical approach known as peshaṭ and championed by a number
of Ashkenazi scholars lends itself to interpreting biblical passages about the
undead in a more literal and factual way than, for example, the alternative

Society, Eng. trans. Teresa L. Fagan (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998). For a discus-
sion of the phenomenon of revenants in a later period, see Paul Barber, Vampires, Burial and
Death: Folklore and Reality (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1988).
14 See Avriel Bar-Levav, ‘Death and the (Blurred) Boundaries of Magic: Strategies of Coexis-
tence,’ in Kabbalah: Journal for the Study of Jewish Mystical Texts, 7 (2002), pp. 51–64; idem,
‘We are Where We are Not: The Cemetery in Jewish Culture,’ in Jewish Studies, 41 (2002), pp.
15–46; Moshe Idel, Golem: Jewish Magical and Mystical Traditions on the Artificial Anthropoid
(Albany, N.Y.: State University of New York Press, 1990), esp. pp. 57–80; Ephraim Kanarfogel,
Peering Through the Lattices: Mystical, Magical, and Pietistic Dimensions in the Tosafist Period
(Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 2000); Dov Schwartz, Astral Magic in Medieval Jewish
Thought (Hebrew; Ramat Gan: Bar Ilan University Press, 1999); David Shyovitz, “‘He Has
Created a Remembrance of His Wonders’: Nature and Embodiment in the Thought of the
Hasidei Ashkenaz” (Philadelphia: doctoral dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 2011).
15 Robert Darnton, The Great Cat Massacre and Other Episodes in French Cultural History
(New York: Basic Books, 1984); Carlo Ginzburg, The Cheese and the Worms: The Cosmos of a
Sixteenth-century Miller, Eng. trans. by John and Anne Tedeschi (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1980).
16 Peter Brown, The Cult of the Saints: Its Rise and Function in Latin Christianity (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1981).
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exegetical approaches of various commentators from medieval Spain.17 Fur-
thermore, even specific references to the resurrection of the dead in rabbinic
texts are treated by Ashkenazi scholars (most notably by Moshe Taku) in a
manner that is more factual and empirical than that found in parallel discus-
sions of the topic by Sefardi thinkers.18

2 Corporeal revenants
In a short anonymous treatise from Ashkenaz on the use of Divine names for
conjurations (hashba‘ot), we find the following intriguing passage:

Said R. Yiṣḥaq: It occurred that Eliyahu, the son of R. Todros from the town of Qeranot19,
was killed at the age of twenty inside the city. The son was buried promptly while the
father was away but when the father returned he refused to eat or drink anything until
the great sages, R. Ya‘aqov [b. Meir] of Ramerupt and R. Eliyahu [b. Yehuda] of Paris
permitted him to call upon (le-ha‘alot le-fanaw) his son by using the Divine Name in the
presence of the entire community […] After receiving the consent of the rabbis, the father
immersed himself in a ritual bath, wore white clothes and, together with the community,
fasted on a Thursday20 and went to the synagogue. Having inserted the Name between
the Torah scrolls [inside the Holy Ark], the father conjured up the deceased son after
which the son appeared between the Torah scrolls. Having removed his son (we-laqaḥ
beno le-horido) from the Holy Ark with the entire community witnessing, the father spoke
to the son as the father had wished and then returned him (heḥziro) back to the Holy Ark
[…]21

Relating the moving story of a father who could not attend his son’s funeral
and wished to bid farewell to the deceased son, the text raises several issues

17 See Sarah Kamin, Rashi: Peshuṭo shel Miqra u-Midrasho shel Miqra (Jerusalem: The Magnes
Press, 1986); Sara Japhet, Dor Dor u-Parshanaw: Asufat Meḥqarim Be-Parshanut Ha-Miqra,
Asufot 1 (Jerusalem: Mosad Bialik, 2008), pp. 133–309. For a recent comparison of the different
exegetical approaches in Spain and Ashkenaz, see Eric Lawee, ‘The Reception of Rashi’s Com-
mentary on the Torah in Spain: The Case of Adam’s Mating with the Animals’, Jewish Quarterly
Review, 97:1 (2007), pp. 33–66.
18 Compare the discussion of the resurrection of the dead in Moshe Taku’s Ketav Tamim with
Maimonides’ Treatise on Resurrection. Ketav Tamim, ed. by Joseph Dan (Jerusalem: The Dinur
Center, 1984); Treatise on Resurrection, in Crisis and Leadership: Epistles of Maimonides, ed.
and trans. by Abraham Halkin and David Hartman (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society,
1985), pp. 211–33; 233–45.
19 This is the Hebrew spelling of the place but, regrettably, I am unable at this point to
identify the town.
20 mTa‘an. 1.4.
21 Kanarfogel, Peering Through the Lattices, p. 171.
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noted in previous scholarly discussions. Most apparently, it attests to the
involvement of Ashkenazi authorities in magical activities. In addition to the
activity described here, other forms of magic were attributed to R. Todros.22

R. Eliyahu of Paris was known for his piety and the use of mystical traditions
concerning the end of days. But even such a normative authority as R. Ya‘aqov
b. Me’ir of Ramerupt (commonly referred to as ‘Rabbenu Tam’) ruled in favour
of this mysterious practice. Moreover, what seems like an esoteric practice – the
use of a Divine name for calling upon a dead person – was not done privately
in a hidden place but in public, in front of the entire community, thus under-
mining the possible classification of the ritual as an esoteric kabbalistic activ-
ity performed in secrecy.

One additional, and rather unnoticed aspect of the text is the corporeality
of the revived son. While it is not possible to know from this text the ‘matter’
from which the undead son was made (that is, spiritual elements only,23 or
real flesh and blood), the verbs employed to convey how the father interacted
with his son by physically removing him from the holy ark and returning him
there arguably allude to some form of corporeal existence.

If the corporeal essence of the undead son may seem at least speculative,
if not unimaginable, additional texts from medieval Ashkenaz confirm this
interpretation and show that at least some Ashkenazi Jews believed in the
phenomenon of corporeal revenants. But before considering the medieval tex-
tual evidence, it is necessary to consider briefly and generally biblical and
post-biblical references to post-mortem existence.

In the Hebrew Bible at least two different views concerning post-mortem
existence may be identified. According to one approach, life is the joining of
body and spirit and death is the separation of the two. With the departure of
the soul, the body ‘returns to the ground’ and the soul ‘returns to God who
bestowed it.’24 The rewards and punishments mentioned in the Bible are com-
monly promised in this world, with few instances of otherworldly incentives
for obeying God or of otherworldly punishments for disobeying Him. But the
Bible also alludes to various forms of post-mortem existence such as resurrec-

22 See reference in ibid, p. 171, no. 96.
23 This is suggested by Kanarfogel who refers to the miraculous incident as a resurrection of
‘(the image of) the son’ but how can an image be resurrected? Although the word ‘resurrection’
would have been in line with my interpretation of the text as a revival of an embodied figure,
and not merely the revival of an image, I refrained from using the word in my translation
since the corresponding Hebrew words teḥiyya (see Ezek 37:3) or le-haqiṣ (see Dan 12:2) do
not appear in the Hebrew text.
24 Eccl 12:7.
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tion of the dead (‘many of those that sleep in the dust of the earth will
awake’25), the underworld (she’ol)26, and the prohibition on any communica-
tion with the dead.27 In addition, there are several scriptural stories of dead
people returning to life, most notably the episode about Samuel and the
medium in Endor (I Samuel 28) to which I shall return later. These instances
demonstrate deep familiarity with, and awareness of, the world of the dead,
although, in comparison with references to post-mortem existence in post-
biblical texts, the Bible has relatively little to say about the otherworld.28

References in rabbinic texts to various forms of post-mortem existence are
legion.29 Among the many expressions of such beliefs are the various passages
about bodily resurrection of the dead in the days to come30; the soul visiting
the body of the deceased during the first twelve months after death31; and
several stories about dead people appearing to the living as ghosts.32 The rab-
bis clearly not only formulated and constructed their theoretical views of post-
mortem existence but prescribed some concrete halakhic requirements directly
related to their perceptions of death. For instance, they prohibited the conduct-
ing of certain rituals in the vicinity of the dead, since this is regarded as
teasing the dead who are unable to partake in religious rituals. The Talmud
formally grounds this prohibition in the dictum ‘worms are as painful to the
dead as a needle in the flesh of the living’,33 thus asserting that the deceased
are capable of sensing physical pain.

Nevertheless, in spite of the engagement of ancient Jewish sages with issues
pertaining to life after death, the evidence about their belief in the existence of
corporeal revenants is rather limited. This assertion may be explained through
the rabbinic discussion of the appearance of Samuel to the necromancer in
Endor – arguably the most pronounced encounter with the undead in the
Bible – where very little is said about the nature of the revealed prophet. The
rabbis mention that due to Saul’s elevated status the dead prophet appeared

25 Dan 12:2.
26 As in Gen 42:38.
27 As in Deut 18:11.
28 Joshua J. Adler, ‘The Bible and Life After Death’, Jewish Bible Quarterly, 22:2 (1994),
pp. 85–90; John Day, ‘The Development of Belief in Life After Death in Ancient Israel’, in After
the Exile, ed. by John Barton and David J. Reimer (Macon, Ga.: Mercer University Press, 1996),
pp. 231–57.
29 For general discussion, see Julius Guttman, Philosophies of Judaism, Eng. trans. by David
W. Silverman (New York: Schocken, 1973), pp. 82–83.
30 bSanh. 90b–92b.
31 bŠabb. 152b–153a.
32 For arguably the most famous story, see bBer. 18a–18b.
33 bBer. 18b.
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to the necromancer upright rather than upside-down, which explains how the
woman recognized Saul’s attempt to deceive her by not identifying himself at
the outset. The sages also comment on the cloak the undead prophet was
wearing, asserting that it was the same cloak his mother made for him as a
child, and the same cloak in which he was buried. But in both instances the
rabbis raise exegetical questions – how the medium recognized Saul or why
Samuel was wearing a cloak – that are solved with fairly characteristic
methods of interpretation.

Keeping this background in mind, let us consider how Jews in medieval
Ashkenaz viewed and explained the phenomenon of dead people coming back
to life, and what mechanisms they employed to cope with the dangers posed
by corporeal revenants. Writing on certain biblical and post-biblical texts
about encounters between the living and the dead, Ashkenazi commentators
explained such encounters and explored the nature of revenants by asking
what precisely they are: spiritual entities lacking any physical attributes, or
corporeal entities that are made of the real body parts of the deceased.

A text about the nature of revenants appears in a commentary on the
Pentateuch written by the fourteenth-century Ashkenazi writer Menaḥem b.
Me’ir Ṣiyyon.34 Commenting on the arrival of the three angels to visit Abraham
(Gen. 18:1–22), Ṣiyyon explains the nature of prophetic revelations in general
but also discusses in this context apparitions in biblical and post-biblical texts.
The following passage is cited by Ṣiyyon but is attributed to Yehuda b. Shem-
uel of Regensburg (Yehuda He-Ḥasid, 1140–1217):

Regarding such instances as the vision of the necromancer in Endor, and concerning
similar occurrences, Yehuda He-Ḥasid has maintained that if one were to search inside
the grave no corporeal remains would have been found until after the revenant sheds its
clothing (malbushaw). This is the meaning of the verse ‘he feels only the pain of his flesh
[and his spirit mourns in him].’35 A spirit called ‘animal spirit’ (nefesh behemit) remains
in the grave, mourning over its palace that returned to the ground. About this the sages
say that ‘worms are as painful to the dead as a needle in the flesh of the living’ and
speak allegorically about the lame and the blind.36 This is the interpretation of the words
‘I see a divine being coming up from the earth’,37 meaning that the spirit remains with
the body in the grave but that the soul, which is ‘bound up in the bundle of life’38, will
not separate itself by the forces of impurity from the divine splendour.39

34 See the discussion about him in Israel J. Yuval, Ḥakhamim Be-Doram: Ha-Manhigut Ha-
Ruḥanit shel Yehudei Germania Be-Shilhei Yemei Ha-Benayim (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1988),
pp. 282–311.
35 Job 14:22.
36 bSanh. 91a–91b.
37 I Sam 28:13.
38 I Sam 25:29.
39 Menaḥem Ṣiyyon, Sefer Ṣiyyuni (Jerusalem, 1963), p. 10c.
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The key element in this passage is the animal spirit and its outer garment.
The assertion that, were someone to search the grave of Samuel during his
appearance to the medium at Endor, the prophet’s corporeal remains would
not have been found in the grave, suggests that the prophet’s outer garments
were ostensibly composed of the prophet’s corporeal remains. This reading of
the text is reaffirmed by the previous passage where, in explaining the tal-
mudic story about Yehuda Ha-Nasi (c. 200 CE) appearing to his family every
week, Ṣiyyon asserts that the Nasi’s bones would doubtlessly have been found
in the grave were one to have searched for them.40 This suggests a difference
of opinion regarding the nature of encounters with the dead. According to
Yehuda He-Ḥasid, the dead may appear as revenants – physical entities
embodying the animal spirit and the corporeal remains of the dead – whereas,
according to Ṣiyyon, the dead may leave the grave only in the form of appari-
tions – spiritual entities composed of the spirit of the deceased clothed in
outer garments that appear real but are, in reality, a mere illusion.

Before probing deeper into the belief in corporeal revenants, let us explore
briefly Ṣiyyon’s view and his likely source of influence.41 While Ṣiyyon himself
never quite explains the mechanism by which a ghost can look real without
being made of any tangible material, one should keep in mind the discussion
of Ele‘azar of Worms concerning the scent of the deceased.42 According to
Ele‘azar, after a person is buried and that person’s soul departs the body, two
entities remain in the grave: the person’s spirit (ruaḥ) and a quasi-physical
entity referred to as scent (reaḥ). Due to the quasi-physical characteristics of
scent – being tangible and intangible at the same time – it surrounds the
formless spirit, thereby giving it the appearance of a physical body.43 Ele‘azar’s
concept of the corpse retaining the authentic and unique scent of the deceased
originally appears in his discussion of the physical punishment of the wicked
in hell. Rabbinic texts describe hell as a place where the souls of the wicked
are burned but, if the soul is a metaphysical entity, how can it possibly be
consumed by fire as a form of corporeal punishment? Ele‘azar explains that
what is being burned in hell is not merely the formless soul, that in itself
cannot be subjected to any physical punishment, but rather the soul joined

40 Ibid.
41 For Ele‘azar of Worms’s impact on the work of Ṣiyyon, see Joseph Dan, Torat Ha-Sod shel
Ḥasidut Ashkenaz (Jerusalem: Mosad Bialik, 1968), p. 259.
42 Ḥokhmat Ha-Nefesh (Ṣefat: 1913; repr. Jerusalem: 1968), pp. 5d–6a, 6d.
43 See Joshua Trachtenberg, Jewish Magic and Superstition: a Study in Folk Religion
(Cleveland: Meridian Books, World Pub. Co., 1961), pp. 61–68. See also Moshe Idel, ‘Gazing at
the Head in Ashkenazi Hasidism’, in The Journal of Jewish Thought and Philosophy, 6 (1997),
pp. 289, 294–98.
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with the scent of the body that makes it possible to exact physical punishment
from the wicked in the afterlife.44 Thus, by adopting Ele‘azar’s concept of scent,
Ṣiyyon is attempting to explain the nature of apparitions.

Ashkenazi references to the biblical episode at Endor, and its relevance
for their understanding of the phenomenon of revenants, parallel contempo-
rary and earlier treatments of the topic by Christian writers. The approaches
of Christian writers are succinctly summed up in the words of the twelfth-
century theologian Peter Comestor (d. 1169):

On the subject of this evocation some say that the evil spirit appeared looking like
Samuel, or that it was his fantastic image (that is, raised up by the devil) that appeared
there, which was called ‘Samuel’. Others say that with God’s permission it was indeed
the soul of Samuel, covered by a body that appeared; but for others it was a body that
was resuscitated and received the life of a spirit, while Samuel’s soul remained in its
resting place.45

The multiple Christian interpretations of this biblical episode are also reflected
in a series of iconographic representations. While in some illuminations Sam-
uel appears as if he is still alive, walking and wearing ordinary clothing,46 in
other artistic depictions he rises out of his grave wrapped in shrouds.47 In one
image of the latter kind, Samuel’s face is uncovered, the eyes and mouth are
open, but the rest of the body is completely covered in shrouds, and he is
standing upright in his grave. Similarly, in one fourteenth-century manuscript,
Samuel is standing upright in his grave and the shrouds cover almost the
entire body, but not his face. There is no clear evidence that Jewish writers
were familiar with Christian texts or with Christian artistic representations of
the topic but the possibility that Jews and Christians held in common beliefs
about revenants remains plausible.

This may also be illustrated in a text from Sefer Ḥasidim that raises the
question of how, when seeing a revenant, one can tell whether the revenant is
the actual embodiment of the deceased or a pretender, that is, a demon appear-
ing falsely and deceitfully in the image of the dead person. As the tale is told
in one exemplum, a dead master appears to his servant and requests that the
servant return the master’s contested property, in order to alleviate any chas-
tisement of the servant in the afterlife. When asked by the servant for verifica-

44 Ḥokhmat Ha-Nefesh, p. 7a. For a discussion of the mind-body duality in earlier rabbinic
literature, see Nissan Rubin, The End of Life: Rites of Burial and Mourning in the Talmud and
Midrash (Hebrew; Tel Aviv: Hakkibutz hameuchad, 1997), pp. 59–76.
45 Schmitt, Ghosts in the Middle Ages, p. 15.
46 Ibid., illustrations # 1, 3, 5, and 6.
47 Ibid., illustrations # 2 and 4.
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tion, the dead master promises to appear on a certain tree on the morrow and
indeed he appears there as promised. In their effort to verify the true identity
of this revenant, the people of the town search the master’s grave and, as
predicted, the corporeal remains of the master cannot be found.48

What is most striking about this exemplum is the relatively neutral or
indifferent tone employed by the writer to describe the undead Christian mas-
ter. Rather than challenging the belief in revenants as a superstitious and
credulous idea believed by Christians but not by Jews, the transmitter of the
exemplum merely says ‘true or not’, meaning that there is no real way of
verifying the truth, even by searching the grave to see if the body is still there.
The writer of this exemplum remains modestly sceptical about revenants but
does not altogether reject the phenomenon.

Jews (and non-Jews) who believed in revenants had to overcome the puz-
zling question of how bodies subjected to natural decay and degeneration
can suddenly appear intact. The governing solution for this problem is the
miraculous involvement of an omnipotent God in the process, which renders
moot any questions about feasibility. More worldly solutions were, however,
also offered, especially with regard to the issue of natural decay. One approach
was to challenge in different ways the empirical assumption that the human
body is always subject to corporeal decay after death. The persimmon, for
example, was considered a deadly fruit that preserves the body of the person
who would surely die after eating it.49 In addition, the religious status of the
deceased, whether the person was considered righteous or wicked, was
believed to have an impact on the state of the corporeal remains. The following
quotation from a book describing the norms and customs of R. Shalom b.
Yiṣḥaq of Wiener Neustadt (d. 1413) demonstrates how religious status and the
state of the corporeal remains were regarded as highly related issues in the
minds of Jews and Christians alike:

Once an unmarried woman (betula) apostatized (nishtamda) in the Principality of Austria
and died in her wickedness. They (the Christians) buried her in the churchyard (lit. ‘in
the courtyard of their idolatry’). After many years passed, they came to pile bones into a
mound (of dry bones) as their custom and law dictates, but the flesh [of the woman] had
not yet decomposed. They approached the extremely pious R. Shalom of Neustadt and
inquired about the matter but he put them off. To his disciples, however, he explained
that she was still being punished (in hell); and that only once her sin had been atoned,
would the woman’s flesh fully decompose […] Yet, there is no reason to wonder about
the pious people whose bodies remain intact in the grave even after they die. Quite

48 Sefer Ḥasidim, ed. by Judah Wistinetzki and Jacob Freimann (Berlin: H. Itzkowski, 1891),
p. 37, § 35.
49 Sefer Ḥasidim, p. 101, § 320–21.
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the contrary, this is the goodness and righteousness of the pious; they die instantly with
the ‘kiss of death’ and their bodies remain intact until a short while prior to the resurrec-
tion of the dead. So I heard from my master and teacher Ya‘aqov Moellin (‘Maharil’,
ca. 1360–1427), may he rest in peace.50

The crux of this text is the belief of Jews and Christians alike in the connection
between the state of the corporeal remains and the spiritual status of the
deceased. It demonstrates that even an ‘objective’ empirical phenomenon such
as the decomposition of the body after death was infused in the minds of
medieval people with religious assumptions and, in this case, with polemical
undertones as well. Such beliefs in the immunity of some dead to the process
of natural decay clearly complicate any empirical assumptions that one might
have about the fate of the corporeal remains after death. The case of the apos-
tate woman is obviously an extreme one but it does show that the dichotomy
between ‘life’ and ‘death’ was regarded as rather vague – at least concerning
the spiritual status of the living and the fate of the body after death.51

Beliefs in revenant were often associated with concerns about their haz-
ardous nature. That Jews in medieval Ashkenaz were anxious about revenants
may be seen in various rituals, some of which seem quite bizarre to the modern
reader. Sefer Ḥasidim prescribes a method for preventing a witch from causing
harm by stabbing her with a stake in her (open) mouth or by filling her mouth
with rocks.52 Noteworthy is the underlying assumption that the same organ
that causes the damage must be dealt with, in order to prevent such dangers
from recurring. Therefore, the mouth of a woman whose children died in suc-
cession was filled with stones to prevent her from biting or eating any living
beings, or a deceased witch’s corpse was anchored to the ground to stop her
ever leaving her grave and causing further damage.

While the treatment of the witch’s body may seem extreme and unrepre-
sentative, it was fairly common in Ashkenaz to confront the danger stemming
from the dead through the recitation of special conjurations. What in Sefer
Ḥasidim appears simply as an antidote for unexpected or undesirable encoun-
ters with the undead becomes in a later text – Hilkhot u-Minhagei Rabbenu

50 Hilkhot u-Minhagei Rabbenu Shalom mi-Noishtat, ed. by Shlomo Y. Spitzer (Jerusalem: Mak-
hon Yerushalayim, 1996/7), p. 206, § 2.
51 See Avriel Bar-Levav, ‘The Concept of Death in Sefer Ha-Ḥayyim (The Book of Life) by
Rabbi Shimon Frankfurt’ (Hebrew; Jerusalem: doctoral dissertation, Hebrew University, 1997),
pp. 125–35.
52 Joseph Dan, ‘Demonological Stories in the Writings of R. Yehuda He-Ḥasid’, Tarbiz, 30:3
(1961), pp. 278–79, § 2; p. 280, § 5. On witches in Sefer Ḥasidim, see Susanne Borchers, ‘Hexen
im “Sefer Hasidim”’ in Henoch, 16.2–3 (1994), pp. 271–93.
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Shalom mi-Noishtat – part of the funerary ceremony to be recited in the pres-
ence of a quorum (minyan). The conjuration includes the following text:

‘In the name of the heavenly court, in the name of the earthly court, and in the name of
so-and-so, I conjure you in the name of the God of heaven and earth and all His holy
names that you will not kill any person [lit. bring with you], neither man nor woman,
neither minor nor adult, neither a relative nor a stranger. Cause them no harm either
with your body or with your spirit or soul. Your body must remain in the grave until the
resurrection of the dead. Your soul should remain in its proper place and likewise your
spirit should remain in its proper place. You should take an oath with sanctions from
now until the end of days.’ Following the ceremony the participants replied ‘Amen’. I
saw that they conjured the father-in-law of Shalom [of Neustadt] at the house where the
bodies of the dead are ritually cleansed before the ritual cleansing in the present of ten
people. On another occasion I saw that they conjured the great-granddaughter of Sha-
lom’s wife in his courtyard where they left the body on the ground before carrying her
to the cemetery.53

This ritual conjuration recited before the body of the deceased and in the
presence of ten men, who upon hearing it responded ‘amen’, reveals concrete
fears about the re-appearance of the dead. Strikingly, the people at whose
funerals the conjuration is reported to have been recited are none other than
the father-in-law of Shalom of Neustadt’s child, and the great grandchild of a
female neighbour of Shalom of Neustadt. This suggests that concerns about
the hazardous potential of revenants was not restricted to distinct elements in
Jewish society (such as criminals or, not to mention the two in the same
breath, women) but included men and women, young and adult, distinguished
and less distinguished people alike.

References to dead bodies departing physically from their graves appear
as a matter of fact in at least two halakhic texts. The texts formally discuss
prohibitions concerning sorcery and magic. Any communication with a dead
corpse (doresh el ha-metim) – either when the body remains in the grave, or
in the case of necromancy, which involves communicating with a body that
has left the grave – is considered an idolatry and is, therefore, strictly prohib-
ited. If, however, one requests a dying person to appear after death, or
attempts to communicate with the spirit of the dead (doresh le-ruḥo) this is
not prohibited, since communicating with the spirit of the dead is not the
same as communicating with the body of the deceased.54

53 Hilkhot u-Minhagei Rabbenu Shalom mi-Noishtat (Jerusalem: Makhon Yerushalayim, 1996),
pp. 159–60 (§ 544).
54 Eli‘ezer b. Shemuel of Metz, Sefer Yere’im, ed. by Abraham A. Schiff (Vilna: Katzenellenbo-
gen, 1892–1904), pp. 187a–187b, § 334–335.
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3 In conclusion
In conclusion, I would like to discuss briefly another practice that may not
seem at first glance related, but a closer look will reveal the connection. This
practice, too, appears in the compilation of rulings and customs of Hilkhot u-
Minhagei Shalom mi-Noishtat. The custom concerns the ritual discarding of
the foreskin after circumcision:

‘Who can ascend to the heaven for us?’55 I heard from R. Shalom that [the first letters
of the words in this quotation] form the acronym MILA (circumcision). When Ashkenazim
circumcise a child they cast the child’s foreskin in a hole dug under the ark since they
believe that the foreskin ascends to heaven. This is the true meaning of R. Shalom’s
comment about the acronym of the verse. [Note also that] the last letters of the words in
this verse, YHWH, form the name of God.

In an article entitled ‘Marking the Flesh’, Elisheva Baumgarten describes two
traditions concerning the disposal of the foreskin after circumcision. The first
involved circumcising the child over sand or water after which the foreskin
was buried, and the second permitted barren women to swallow the foreskin
after they attend a circumcision ritual as a way of inducing fertility.56 In addi-
tion to the two practices mentioned by Baumgarten one should add a third
one reported in the text above concerning R. Shalom. Rather than being buried
in the ground or swallowed, the foreskin was kept in a locus sanctus under
the ark. It should be mentioned that according to this text, the custom was
practised by Ashkenazim of other localities and not only by the community of
Wiener-Neustadt. This rather obscure custom raises many questions. What is
the purpose of casting foreskins into a hole under the ark? How can foreskins
or, for that matter, any other objects ascend to heaven? Is the designation of
a location underneath the ark for disposal related to the Christian tradition of
burying the most elevated saints and ecclesiastical figures under the altar?

This custom clearly merits a separate and longer discussion but I would
like to call attention to the confluence of a bodily object – the foreskin – with
the heavenly world. As with the earthly soul of the deceased that resides with
the corporeal remains in the grave, or the phenomenon of revenants, here too
the boundaries between a corporeal object – the foreskin – and the heavenly
world are crossed and become blurred. In a reversal of terms, just as the spirit
of the dead remains in the earthly world after death, so too the bodily object,

55 Deut 30:12.
56 Elisheva Baumgarten, ‘Marking the Flesh: Circumcision, Blood, and Inscribing Identity on
the Body in Medieval Jewish Culture’, Micrologus, 13 (2005), pp. 313–30.
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the foreskin, ‘resides’ in the spiritual, heavenly world. In both instances, the
heavenly and the worldly intersect, not in the unknown eschatological future
but in the immediate future, in the here and now.





Nati Barak
The Early Ashkenazi Practice of Burial
with Religious Paraphernalia
In his research dealing with initiation rites in medieval Jewish society, Ivan
Marcus mentioned that these rites had a starting point and an ending point.
These points might serve, according to Marcus, as indicators of the changes
undergone by the culture of which they were part.1

Burial practices, according to which the dead were laid to rest with para-
phernalia of a spiritual-religious meaning, probably appeared in Ashkenaz in
the first quarter of the eleventh century, when Rabbenu Gershom Me’or Ha-
Gola died. Rabbenu Gershom was probably the first to practise the custom of
burial with a ṭalit, and thus pioneered a custom that came to be observed by
both leaders and laymen.2 One may also claim that the practice of burial with
religious paraphernalia in the Jewish world is of authentic Ashkenazi origin.
As with many other practices to be addressed below, which were mainly or
exclusively chracteristic of Ashkenaz, this practice, too, is an entirely Ashkenazi
one.

This eleventh-century practice of burial with such paraphernalia contin-
ued into the late Middle Ages, and was observed by the generations that fol-
lowed the Black Death, in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries and subse-
quently. What are the lines of continuity, and what are the points of
discontinuity and change, between the way this practice was implemented by
the generations that preceded the Black Death, and how it was pursued in the
period that followed it? The answer to this question is a crucial one, since it
may help to provide the historian of these and, by extension, similar practices,
with a clear picture of the changes in the design of Ashkenazi death rituals in
the generations that followed the Black Death.

Robert Scribner has discussed, in his research, the folkloristic traditions
of the late Middle Ages, or, as he defines it, the development of ‘unofficial
religion’ in that period. One of the important fourteenth-century changes that
he emphasizes, concerns the manner in which women in Christian society
became more religiously devout and more dominant. They achieved this by

1 I. G. Marcus, Rituals of Childhood: Jewish Acculturation in Medieval Europe (Hebrew; Jeru-
salem: Shazar Centre, 1998), p. 32.
2 Maharam, Responsa, Rulings and Customs, ed. I. Z. Cahana, (Hebrew; Jerusalem, 1957–62),
vol. 2, p. 36. N. Barak, ‘Time of Rage. Changing Attitudes Toward Death in Ashkenaz Commu-
nities: from the first Crusade to the Black Death’ (Hebrew doctoral dissertation, Tel Aviv Uni-
versity, 2010), pp. 40–98.
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utilizing, on the one hand, more channels of spiritual development, and by
expanding, on the other, their capacity to influence mundane affairs. This
view, and Philippe Ariès’s treatment of the rise in the use of the dead person’s
room as a public place for communicating messages, may facilitate our under-
standing of one of the most intriguing literary documents of the age of the
Black Death, the document named Evel Rabbati.3

This document, written by R. Ya‘aqov ben Shelomo Ha-Ṣarfati, describes
the last hours of his beloved daughter, who died in a late wave of the plague
at the end of 1382. His essay combines elements of a testament – the daughter
having expressed final wishes on her deathbed – with those of lamenation,
since the father lamented his daughter in the presence of a multitude of people
who were present: ‘It would have been unbelievable had it not been heard by
the crowd of men, women and children standing in the gallery. Those who
came to console me heard a speech that was inspired by the Almighty.’ And
all this, out of an explicit wish to convey to the listeners an appropriate set of
values and form of behaviour in the event of such a loss.

Before I further examine the custom that is at the heart of our discussion,
I would like to correct something that seems to me crucial for our understand-
ing of the original text. Ron Barkai, who analysed and closely read this docu-
ment, remarked, among other things:

The book Evel Rabbati has great importance, since it presents us with first-hand evidence
of practices, that were common in the communities of fourteenth-century Provence, and
that relate to the event of any person’s death in general, and to the case of Esther, the
daughter of Ya‘aqov, in particular.4

Evel Rabbati was indeed written in the city of Avignon in southern France, but
it is difficult to define the practices described in it as exclusively those of
Provençal communities. First of all, Ya‘aqov ben Shelomo is not a Provençal
Jew, but belongs to those who were expelled from northern France, where he
had gained some of that education that his deceased daughter also absorbed.
Secondly, the daughter’s names also testify to the French origin of this man.

3 R. W. Scribner, ‘Elements of Popular Belief’, in Handbook of European History: 1400–1600
Late Middle Ages, Renaissance and Reformation, ed. by T. A. Brady, Heiko A. Oberman, J. D.
Tracy (Leiden: Brill, 1994–95), pp. 244–49; P. Ariès, Western Attitudes toward Death: From the
Middle Ages to the Present (London: Boyars, 1974; repr. Baltimore: The John Hopkins Press,
1990), p. 12; R. Barkai, ‘A Medieval Hebew Text on the Death of Children’, in Women, Children
and the Elderly: Essays in Honour of Shulamit Shahar, ed. by M. Eliav-Feldon, Y. Hen (Hebrew;
Jerusalem: Shazar Center, 2001), pp. 76–84 (includes an edition of Paris, Bibliothèque Natio-
nale de France, Ms. Heb. 733, 61r–67r).
4 Barkai, ‘A Medieval Hebrew Text’ (see n. 2 above), p. 71.
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The names given in a such family are not only names that commemorate a
deceased relative, but also those that point to the social identity of the people
who applied them to their descendants. One of the names in this testament is
Yentish, a clearly Ashkenazi name, and the dying daughter’s other name is
Trina, which is also an Ashkenazi name. These are Ashkenazi names that
occur frequently in memorial books of Ashkenazi communities in this period.5

The conflict between the essay’s writer and those who indulge in polemics
is not uniquely Provençal in this period. It is a conflict that is represented
among many of the leaders of the period, the most prominant among them
being Yom Ṭov Lipman from Muelhausen, undoubtly an Ashkenazi scholar.
Another example of this conflict may be found in Shim‘on ben Shemuel, the
Ashkenazi author of the kabbalistic essay, Hadrat Qodesh, who struggled
against the philosophers and ‘scholars of nature’. Furthermore, in his essay
(Evel Rabbati) the father describes the large crowd of people who came to be
with his daughter in her last hours, a crowd [‘standing in the gallery’]. The
custom to stand while a person is dying is an Ashkenazi one that is echoed in
the customs book of R. Shalom of Neustadt, one of the most prominent leaders
of Ashkenaz in the period following the Black Death. Some of the practices
mentioned in the testament cannot be regarded as Provençal, since they were
not familiar in that region.

According to her testament, Esther wished to take to her grave her scarf
and her wedding ring. This reflects the burial practice that was followed in
Ashkenaz during the period that preceded the Black Death, a practice rejected
by the Sefardi tradition that influenced the Provençal Jews. Furthermore, in the
period that followed the plague, many Ashkenazi women asked to be buried
with items very similar to those requested by Esther, the daughter of R. Ya‘aqov
(as we shall later see).

Before dealing with her requested manner of burial, we should take note
of the fact that Esther wished to be buried with her scarf. The scarf and the
girdle (belt) are items known from the Ashkenazi Sivlonot practice, according
to which, a day before the wedding, the groom sends his first gift to the bride
through the rabbi or one of the community leaders. This present was known
as Sivlonot, and usually comprised several items, such as a scarf and a girdle.
I am not suggesting that the Sivlonot was practised in southern France, but
the choice that Esther made, to be buried with her scarf, has a particularly
Ashkenazi flavor. The girdle had another function in Ashkenaz, that is detailed

5 S. Salfeld, Das Martyrologium des Nürnberger Memorbuches (Berlin: Leonhard Simion,
1898), pp. 73–77; S. Cooper, ‘Names as Cultural Documents’, in These are the Names, ed. by
A. Demsky and J. Tabory (Hebrew; Ramat Gan: Bar Ilan University, 2000), pp. 13–22.
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below. Thus, one cannot regard these practices in general, and certainly not
her request to be buried with her ring and scarf, as particularly Provençal
wishes, and distinct from Ashkenazi ones.

The essay Evel Rabbati goes further and reports additional wishes
expressed by Esther:

Indeed you will cry for Sarah, my lady, my sister, the fairest among women, my dove,
my undefiled one. Beside her, make a place to bury my body, because she taught me
knowledge. And you, my father, please take from me my rings, that are on my fingers.
They should be removed so they do not fall or get lost, and so that you do not suspect
any innocents, while everybody cries aloud like the Philistines. But on my small finger,
leave the ring with which my husband married me and designated me as a married
woman among women. This you will do, and furthermore, put the pure turban on my
head, to serve as an example, and as a good omen for the life of my man, my husband.

Esther presented several requests, some to her family members and the people
who were close to her, and some of them direct orders referring to her burial.
For our historical purposes, the important thing is that she expressed not only
a wish about where to be buried and next to whom, but also, and more signifi-
cantly, what she chose to take with her to her grave. The headgear, ‘the pure
turban’ and the wedding ring, both obviously symbols of her married status,
and her adherence to the miṣwot, are to accompany her to her grave. Esther
is an example of an educated, medieval Jewish woman. Her father also wrote
that his daughter ‘knew how to read the Bible, םוגרתדחאוארקמםיינש , and
eloquently to pronounce the verse with its accents and vocalization without
stammering’. The fact that Esther was an exemplary scholar supports the
assumption that she used in her testaments phrases that originated from the
talmudic and midrashic sources, and this has profound meaning, given that
her father appears to have quoted her actual words. Thus, when she instructed
him, ‘on my small finger, leave the ring’, Esther knew that the phrase ‘on my
small finger’ was familiar to a medieval Jew as an allusion to the strict practice
of menstruation rules by the Jewish woman. Thus, according to a talmudic
and midrashic legend, when a God-fearing man died and his wife expressed
her resentment at his death, the prophet Elijah appeared to her, to address
her distress. She emphasized to him that during her menstrual periods, her
husband had not touched her ‘even with his small finger’. When the profundity
of the phrases is understood, it becomes clear that Esther takes with her objects
that testify to her careful fulfilment of her religious obligations as a woman.

There are further examples from Ashkenazi areas of women who wished
to take with them on their last journey some meaningful items . The collection
Leqeṭ Yosher, written by a disciple of R. Yisrael Isserlein, Yosef ben Moshe of
Münster, contains the following paragraph, reporting a similar female practice:
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An important woman died, and some of her household members said that they heard her
voice in her room, and said that this was because she had ordered in her will that her
hair, which she kept concealed all her life, as something that was part of her own body,
should be buried with her. The ‘Gaon’, may he rest in peace, ordered that the hair that
she had kept should be buried within her tomb, at a depth of a hand-fist below the
ground, and this event took place thirty days after her burial.6

Some details of this event require further clarification. Firstly, the reference to
her having concealed her hair ‘all her life’ probably means that she had done
so since her marriage. In addition, there can be little doubt that this woman,
like the one mentioned in Evel Rabbati, belongs to a social elite (‘an important
woman’), of religiously educated, strong-minded and influential Jewish
women (further discussed below). Presumably, her family members had not
initially carried out her request, and thus her ghost returned home. This inci-
dentally reveals a belief, common at that period and shared by Jews and Chris-
tians, regarding ghosts and demons. The origin of the custom of a ‘watch night’,
dedicated to the study of Torah on the night before a baby’s circumcision, may
be traced to the popular belief that on this night the demons might harm the
baby. The belief in demons and angels was at that period so strongly rooted
among the Jewish public in Ashkenaz, that many Jews, when they wished to
execrate someone, did not refrain from cursing the victims by employing the
names of angels of destruction who are not at all known in the Jewish tradi-
tion. Güdemann has drawn attention to the central place occupied by demons
and the fear of ghosts in the Jewish-Ashkenazi culture of that period. Elisheva
Baumgarten, too, has referred several times to the influence of popular beliefs
in demons, witchcraft, and hobgoblins, and their impact on the formation of
birth rituals in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.7 Such a popular belief
is echoed in the paragraph just cited, since after her death ‘they heard her
voice in her room’, and this was clearly understood to be an angel or a demon

6 Sefer Leqeṭ Yosher le-Rabbi Yose bar Moshe; kolel minhagim pisqei halakhot we-teshuvot shel
ba‘al Terumat Ha-Deshen, ḥeleq Yore De‘a, ed. J. Freimann (Berlin: Mekize Nirdamim, 1904),
p. 82:

אוהש'ירמאוהלשרדחבהלוקםיעמוששהתיבינבתצקמורמאכ"חאוהבושחהשא'תמא"פ
ורבקל"זןואגה'אוהפוגמהאבשהמהימילכהזנגשהלשרעשהמערובקלהתוצשהזתמחמ
םוי'לרחאלהיההשעמההזוחפטעקרקהןמהטמלהלשרבקךותבהזנגשהלשרעש
.התרובקל

7 M. Güdemann, The Tora and Life (Hebrew; Warsaw: Ahiasaf, 1896) p. 84; M. Güdemann,
Geschichte des Erziehungswesens und der Cultur der abendlandischen Juden, wahrend des Mit-
telalters und der neueren Zeit (Wien: A. Hölder, 1880), pp. 199–227; E. Baumgarten, Mothers
and Children: Jewish Family Life in Medieval Europe (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Shazar Center, 2005),
pp. 143–55; E. Baumgarten, Mothers and Children: Jewish Family Life in Medieval Europe
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2007), pp. 126–38.
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who was delivering her message, and her opinion that the separation from her
would not be complete until her request had been fulfilled. As far as a relation-
ship between the living and the dead is concerned, the story describes the
woman’s return to her home after her death. The ‘Gaon’ (R. Yisrael Isserlein)
ordered the opening of her tomb, thirty days after the burial, and the burial
of her hair, as she had requested.8 The pattern that we earlier identified is
here repeated and we again encounter a woman who wishes to be buried with
an object that symbolizes the fulfillment of her religious obligations to her
husband and her God. Again, a rabbinic order is issued to complete the burial
and the separation process, that would be deficient without the addition of
this object.

Note should be taken of the complexity of the event under discussion.
The household members of this deceased woman were trying to make a clear
separation of the living from the dead. They felt uneasy about the dead still
being among them, as evinced by the sound of her voice in the room. The
rabbinic solution was intended to prevent her return to the living environment,
but at the same time contributed to a blurring, albeit temporarily, of the border
between the living and the dead, precisely the border that the family of the
woman wished to delineate. This blurring of borders is exemplified by the
opening of her grave, and by the surviving family endowing the dead woman
with a gift after her burial. These measures clearly meet the requirements of
Arnold van Gennep’s definition of an action that blurs the borders between
the living and the dead, and disturbs the peace of the dead.9

Another example of a woman who wished to take with her to her grave a
meaningful object, is given by the ‘Mahari’. R. Yisrael Bruna describes an event
that occured in Regensburg, where he served as a rabbi. The event occurred
on Ḥol Ha-Mo‘ed (intermediate days) of Sukkot (Tabernacles), ‘when Rabbi
Yiṣḥaq Dinar died’, and the report is mainly concerned with the Jewish reli-
gious laws concerning burial during that semi-festive period. In passing, R.
Israel Bruna provides us with the following details:

And the Jews dug the grave, though Gentiles could have done it. And when they were
intent on burying her in the grave, they clothed her with a girdle. Afterwards, they found
her own girdle that she had herself made so that she could to be clothed with it after her
death. Some wished to cut off the girdle and clothe her with her own girdle, and some
objected, arguing that the custom was to put her girdle in the grave too, and so they
did.10

8 Leqeṭ Yosher, Yore De‘a, p. 100.
9 A. van Gennep, The Rites of Passage (London: Routledge, 1977), p. 165.
10 Yisrael Bruna, She’elot u-Teshuvot, ed. M. Hershler (Jerusalem: Tif ’eret Ha-Tora, 1960),
no. 191:

א"חבהורגחרבקבהמושלוצרשכו.םייוגידילעירשפאהיהשג"עארבקהורפחםידוהיהו
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Here again we encounter a woman who had previously prepared a girdle for
her burial and wished to be buried with it. The items that people took with
them to their graves had meaning. In Ashkenaz, the girdle of the woman was
a gift, or a part of the Sivlonot gift, that the groom gave the bride before the
wedding, and that has already been described earlier in this study. When the
gift was given to the bride, the person who gave it to her said, ‘Listen, o bride;
the groom has sent you this (gift) to be yours after the wedding and not now.’
The girdle was, then, the first gift that the bride had received from her future
husband, even before the wedding ring, and this gift represented the first act
that symbolized the connection between the two.11

The customs book of Yuspa, the beadle of the Worms community (1604–
1678), carefully documented many communal practices, in order to ensure,
among other reasons, their proper maintenance. The Sivlonot custom is there
dealt with at length, as the first step in making the process of marriage a
public one through the first gift given to the bride by the groom. The woman
in our story chose to take with her on her last journey this first expression of
her marriage and her loyalty to her husband.12

It should also be noted that the girdle had another function. In the Middle
Ages, Jewish women believed that they could prevent harm coming to them
during pregnancy and birth – processes that often involved popular beliefs –
by carrying with them talismans and stones that allegedly had special magic
powers. Some of the women wore their husbands’ belts, and wrote on them
spells and magical words that were meant to prevent abortions. This practice
was also common among Christian women. In addition to indicating that spon-
taneous abortions were very common at that period, such a practice also sup-
ports our thesis that the woman’s girdle could then have religious and cultural
significance.13

הזרוגחךותחלוצרששי,התימרחאוברגחלהמצעלהל'שעשהלשרוגחואצמכ"חאו
רבקבהלצאןכםגהלשרוגחםושלםיגהונשורמאווחימששיו,הלשרוגחבהרגוחלו
.ושעןכו

11 Moshe ben Yiṣḥaq Mintz, She’elot u-Teshuvot Rabbenu Moshe Mintz, ed. by J. S. Domb,
2 vols. (Jerusalem: Mekhon Yerushalayim, 1991); M. Güdemann, The Tora and Life (see n. 6
above), pp. 96–97.
12 Yosef ben Shelomo Colon (‘Maharik’), Teshuvot Maharik (Jerusalem: Mekhon Yerushal-
ayim, 1984, p. 215.
13 C. Rawcliffe, Medicine and Society in Later Medieval England (Gloucestershire: A. Sutton,
1995); M. Klein, A Time to be Born: Customs and Folklore of Jewish Birth in Israel (Philadelphia
PA: Jewish Publication Society, 1998), pp. 90–3; E. Baumgarten, Mothers and Children (see n.
6 above), pp. 137–38; B. Bolton, ‘Mulieres Sanctae’, in Sanctity and Secularity: The Church and
the World, ed. by D. Baker (Oxford: Blackwell, 1973), pp. 77–95.
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In discussing the status of the women in Jewish society of the thirteenth
century, Elisheva Baumgarten suggests that the woman’s place in public ritu-
als and in the practice of personal miṣwot was limited, as may be proved by a
comparison of the Jewish and Christian customs relating to godparents. A simi-
lar situation applied in Christian society in the late twelfth century. It may be
that the examples that we have examined, in which women made demands
as to the way they should be buried, reveal a certain change regarding the
practice of private miṣwot or customs by women. This important issue is, how-
ever, beyond the scope of the current study that is centred on the perception
of death. Perhaps the fact that most of the communities in the generations
following the Black Death had small numbers enabled women to make such
burial requests. And it may be that this freedom was granted them only
towards their deaths or afterwards.

We have dealt with three cases of women who influenced the nature of
their burial by expressing an explicit request regarding the items that should
be interred with them. Assuming that many requests were orally transmitted
before burial, and/or that many others did not survive the passage of time,
we should give such examples a wider meaning within the Ashkenazi Jewish
community of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. In the halakhic literature
from this period, we encounter numerous cases of women with a high schol-
arly status and treated as such by society. These examples may serve as partial
evidence relating to the overall scholarly status of Jewish women in the period
under discussion. Thus, for example, we find that Rabbi Isserlein’s daughter-
in-law studied Torah with a scholar, and that his wife (Schöndlein) wrote an
answer to a question concerning religious rules relating to women. There are
also testimonies relating to women who wore a ṭalit, and to a woman who
funded a Jewish school. When she died and was being laid to rest, yeshiva
students studied Torah at the same platform on which her body had been
purified for burial as a token of respect for her. In written testimonies of the
period there are references to women who independently donated money to
the poor of Jerusalem, with no mention of any man making the donation with
them. There is also an example of a later continuation of this trend, when a
woman, at the turn of the fifteenth century, taught Torah to ‘learned students’,
with a curtain separating her from them.

This period is also witness to an attempt by Ḥayyim Ṣarfati to compose a
book on ‘female purity’ in German, an initiative that was set aside due to the
severe objections of the ‘Mahari’. Nevertheless, the attempt itself testifies
clearly to the fact that women were interested in knowing the religious rules
concerning menstruation but found it hard to understand them in the Hebrew
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language.14 Further evidence of the difficulty that Ashkenazi women had with
Hebrew may be found in the letters of appointment carried by the messengers
whose mission was to bring the soil of the Holy Land (for burial purposes
too) to the Diaspora. These letters of appointment included official appeals for
donations made by the Jewish community in the Holy Land to the communities
abroad. All these documents, whether they were sent to Europe, Eastern
Europe, North Africa, or Yemen, were written in Hebrew. But in 1650, the
Ashkenazi women from Jerusalem sent an epistle to the Ashkenazi women of
Germany, appealing for support. This epistle is the only letter of its kind that
is not written in Hebrew that has survived to this day!15 This letter attests to
the existence of an Ashkenazi community in Jerusalem, and to the fact that
other women, in far away communities, were capable of collecting donations
(in forms of sisterhood). But more than that – it represents further evidence of
the continuing difficulty (since the time of Ḥayyim Ṣarfati, in the mid-fifteenth
century) that some Ashkenazi women had in understanding the Hebrew lan-
guage.

In sum, close examination of the religious behaviour of women in early
Ashkenazi society is historically informative, testifying as it does to the
dynamic nature of their religious practices and to the way in which they were
influenced by external as well as internal factors.

14 S. J. Spitzer, ‘Rabbinical Leadership in South Germany and Austria at the Beginning of
the 15th Century’ (Hebrew), Bar Ilan 1960, pp. 267–79; I. J. Yuval, Scholars in their Time: The
Religious Leadership of German Jewry in the Late Middle Ages (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Magnes
Press, 1988), pp. 311–18; A. Grossman, Jewish Women in Medieval Europe (Hebrew, Jerusalem:
Shazar Center, 2001).
15 A. Yaari, Sheluḥei Ereṣ Yisrael (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Mossad Harav Kook, 1951), pp. 8–91.
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The Dead as Living History: On the
publication of Die Grabsteine vom
jüdischen Friedhof in Würzburg 1147–1346 1

A tombstone fragment bearing the word amen appears on the cover of the
book Open Closed Open, that was published toward the end of the life of the
Israeli poet Yehuda Amichai.2 This tombstone comes from the cemetery of
Würzburg, Amichai’s birthplace, where close to 1,500 tombstones from the
twelfth to the fourteenth centuries, either whole or fragmentary, were found
and examined. Their discovery began in 1987, as a consequence of the destruc-
tion of an old structure that had formerly served as a monastery, in the Pleich
district in the centre of Würzburg. A passerby named Rudolph Erben saw that
some of the stones removed from the débris bore Hebrew inscriptions. Erben
collected a number of the stones and gave them to David Schuster, who
headed the city’s Jewish community from the 1950s until his death in 2001.
When the nature of the stones and their source became clear, Schuster,
together with Professor Karlheinz Müller of the Catholic Theology Department
of the University of Würzburg, achieved the intervention of public and aca-
demic figures to ensure that the stones would be carefully dismantled from
the building and moved to a location where they could in the future be stud-
ied. Some of the close to 1,500 stones bearing Hebrew inscriptions taken from
the building contain whole tombstone inscriptions, and others are partial
tombstones that underwent later cutting for the construction of the building
in which they were found, many centuries later. These are not the first Hebrew
inscriptions to come to light in Würzburg. In 1965, Zvi Avneri published an
article entitled ‘Medieval Hebrew Inscriptions’,3 in which he reported on fifteen
tombstones and tombstone fragments that had been discovered before the Sec-
ond World War, some of which were lost in the Allied bombing of the city
close to the end of the War. Together with additional tombstones, that were
already known before the war but of which Avneri was unaware, the Hebrew

1 On cemeteries as a source for cultural and historical research, see Elizabeth Valdez del
Alamo and Carol Stamatis Pendergast (eds.), Memory and the Medieval Tomb (Aldershot: Ash-
gate, 2000); Avriel Bar-Levav, ‘We Are Where We Are Not: The Cemetery in Jewish Culture’,
Jewish Studies, 41 (2002), pp. 15*–46*.
2 Yehuda Amichai, Open Closed Open (Hebrew; Tel Aviv: Schocken, 1998).
3 Zvi Avneri, ‘Medieval Hebrew Inscriptions’, Proceedings of the American Academy for Jewish
Research, 33 (1965), pp. 1–34 (Hebrew).
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inscriptions that originated in the Würzburg cemetery currently number more
than 1,500. (This number refers to the quantity of stones that were found.
Since some of the stones complement each other and are actually part of a
single inscription, the number of extant whole and partial inscriptions comes
to some 1,450.) Hebrew inscriptions are most likely incorporated in the walls
of another structure in the city, but for the present we cannot determine the
extent of this material. The ‘new’ stones that were discovered in 1987 were
transferred to the storerooms of the University of Würzburg, and their initial
documentation was carried out by Professor Müller and his students. Funded
by the German-Israel Foundation for Scientific Research and Development
(GIF), preparations for the scientific publication of this discovery began in
1996. Professor Müller was joined in this effort by Professor Simon Schwarz-
fuchs of Bar-Ilan University and myself, with the participation of Dr Edna
Engel of the Jewish National and University Library in Jerusalem for the palae-
ographic-epigraphic aspects of the research. Since then, each tombstone has
been read and interpreted, and the fragments have been pieced together, to
provide scholars and the public at large with texts as complete and as compre-
hensible as possible. This corpus was published, together with a comprehen-
sive introduction, in the winter of 2011–2012.4 In this article I will briefly
describe the scope of the discovery, together with a number of representative
examples. In Sefer Zekhira (Memorial Book), R. Efrayim of Bonn credits Bishop
Siegfried with aiding in the establishment of the cemetery, immediately follow-
ing the massacres of the Second Crusade. He writes:

The following day, the bishop ordered that all the slaughtered martyrs should be collected
in carts, including all substantial remains, thighs and shoulders as well as fingers and
toes, and that they were to be purified with sacred oil, and all that could be found of
their bodies and limbs, and he gave instructions to bury them in his garden. Afterwards,
R. Ḥizqiyahu the son of Rabbenu Elyaqim and his wife Marat [= Mrs] Yehudit purchased
that ‘Garden of Eden’ from the bishop, and they designated it as a permanent cemetery.
‘The generous man is blessed, because he gives’ [Prov 22:9].5

The participants in the Second Crusade attacked the Würzburg community on
24 February, 1147, and close to forty of the city’s Jews were killed that day. We

4 Karlheinz Müller, Simon Schwarzfuchs, and Avraham (Rami) Reiner, Die Grabsteine vom
jüdischen Friedhof in Würzburg aus der Zeit vor dem Schwarzen Tod (Neustadt an der Aisch:
Verlagsdruckerei Schmidt, 2011).
5 Efrayim ben Ya‘aqov of Bonn, Sefer Zekhirah (‘Memorial Book’), in Avraham Meir Haber-
mann, The Persecutions of Germany and France: Memoirs by those from the Generations of the
Crusades and a Selection of their Poems (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Sifre Ofir, 1971), pp. 119–20.
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know most of their names from the Memorbuch that was published in 1898.6

In contrast to what we would expect on the basis of R. Efrayim’s description,
none of the extant tombstones can be definitely attributed to any of the victims
of the Second Crusade. Furthermore, we do not possess even a single tomb-
stone from the Hebrew year 4907 (roughly corresponding to 1147), in which
the cemetery was established, the two earliest tombstones dating from the
Hebrew year 4908 (corresponding to 28 August, 1147 – 15 September, 1148).
Only some four hundred tombstones (that is, less than a third) bear a date;
the other Würzburg stones (some 1,100) are merely tombstone fragments of
different sizes, that lack the part of the tombstone recording the year of death.7

These fragments might include tombstones from the year of the cemetery’s
founding, and possibly even those of victims of the Second Crusade, for whom
the cemetery was established. It is evident, however, that we do not possess
the tombstones of most of those murdered in 1147. It seems that the large
number of those murdered in a single day made it impossible for the surviving
members of the community to arrange separate burials for all the victims,
and a tombstone was not therefore erected for each of them. Another possible
explanation for the lack of tombstones for the Second Crusade victims is to be
found in the manner in which the tombstones came to us. In order to clarify
this possibility, we should describe the last days of the cemetery of medieval
Würzburg.

On 21 April, 1349, during the time of the Black Death, the Würzburg com-
munity came to an end, when its members burned themselves to death in their
homes rather than face the fury of the rioting mob outside. Close to that year,
the wall encompassing the new quarters of the city was erected, and its build-
ers took tombstones from the Jewish community’s abandoned cemetery as
building material. Two centuries later, in 1576, 430 years after the establish-
ment of the cemetery by Bishop Siegfried, his successor at the time, Bishop
Julius Echter, appropriated the area of the cemetery in order to build the hospi-
tal that bears his name to the present day: the Julius Echter Spital. The stones
that remained in the cemetery after the construction of the wall in 1349 were
incorporated in the nearby building in 1576, where they were finally found
about twenty-five years ago. The discovery of the stones matched their disap-
pearance in its two stages. The wall that had been erected in 1349 was demol-
ished in 1854, and a number of tombstones came to light, and found their way

6 S. Salfeld, Das Martyrologium des Nürnberger Memorbuches (Berlin: Leonhard Simion, 1898),
p. 12.
7 The undated inscriptions were dated on palaeographic grounds by Dr Edna Engel of the
National Library of Israel, and they appear in our edition in accordance with this dating.
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to the city museum, and to the home of a Würzburg resident. These were the
fifteen tombstones listed by Avneri in his article. The second phase was the
great discovery of 1987, in the building in the Pleich quarter. While most of
the tombstones published by Avneri date to the early fourteenth century, only
seven of the 1455 tombstones that came to light in 1987 are from that century,
with the decisive majority from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The signif-
icance of this fact is that stones were taken from different areas of the cemetery
at different periods, as they were needed at the time. The fifteen tombstones
published by Avneri came to the city wall from the new section of the ceme-
tery, that had been in use in the beginning of the fourteenth century, while
the other extant inscriptions came from other parts of the cemetery, which
explains the paucity of extant tombstones from that period. In the light of this,
any scholar who uses the Würzburg tombstones must realize that the collec-
tion, despite its impressive size, paints an incomplete – and even somewhat
misleading – picture of the community from its inception to its destruction
during the time of the Black Death. We may reasonably assume that if the wall
built in 1349 had been dismantled more carefully in 1854, as the other structure
was disassembled in 1987, we would possess a more comprehensive knowledge
of the community in the first years of the fourteenth century. Likewise, if addi-
tional structures in the Pleich quarter were dismantled, including the founda-
tion of a structure that was only partly taken down in 1987, we would undoubt-
edly have in our possession additional inscriptions that would shed light on
the history of the community, mainly in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

The argument that the extant collection of tombstones reflects only a pro-
portion of the tombstones in the Würzburg cemetery dating from 1147 to 1349
is supported from another point of view. More than seventy names of individu-
als who were active in Würzburg during that period are known to us from the
rabbinic literature of the time, but we have only about fifteen tombstones of
these people. This strengthens the argument that the extant collection of Würz-
burg tombstones, despite its impressive size, does not represent the entire
picture. Possibly, some of the individuals whose names are known from the
literature left Würzburg at some point. It is also likely that even if they spent
their entire lives in the city, they might have died while travelling or on a visit
to another city, and were buried where they died, just as a person from ‘the
islands of the sea’ (= England) died in Würzburg and had a tombstone erected
over his grave, and just as tombstones were erected over the graves of a
woman from Strasbourg and other visitors who died in Würzburg.8 Regardless,

8 The names of the localities mentioned on the Würzburg tombstones, in most instances speci-
fying the place of origin of the deceased, are: Bamberg, France, Frankfurt, Göttingen, Grüns-
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the large quantitative disparity indicates that the extant tombstone collection
does not fully document all the members of the community who died in their
city.

As regards the quantity of the tombstones, we should also point out
another lacuna: the extant collection of tombstones does not include a single
tombstone erected over an infant’s grave. Only four tombstones describe the
deceased as a boy or girl, in contrast to the sixteen that portray the deceased
as a na‘ar or na‘ara (male or female youth, respectively) and more tombstones
that depict the deceased as a baḥur or baḥura (young man or woman, respec-
tively). All this clearly indicates that tombstones were hardly ever raised over
the graves of young children, thus revealing the status of children while alive,
and even more, after their death. It should be mentioned in this context that,
with a single exception, the age of the deceased is not specified on the tomb-
stones; and the birth date is never mentioned. This lack of information pre-
vents us from determining from what age a person was entitled to have a
tombstone erected over their grave.

Despite these deficiencies and methodological difficulties, the develop-
ment of the Würzburg community can be charted by charting the number of
tombstones from the time when the cemetery was active along a time axis:
between 1147 and 1200: 13 tombstones; 1201–1250: 109 tombstones; 1250–1298:
268 tombstones.9 Three tombstones date from the end of the Hebrew year 1298,
toward the end of which more than 900 members of the community and their
guests were murdered in a single day (23 July, 1298) in the Rindfleisch massa-
cres. The names of more than 600 of the victims are known from the Memor-
buch mentioned above, but we apparently cannot match any of these three
tombstones to the names in the list of the dead. The large number of victims
most likely prevented the individual interment of the dead and the erection of
tombstones over their graves. We do not have a single tombstone from the
time of the massacre in July 1298 until December 1306, while from then until
December 1346, the time of the last tombstone in the collection, we possess
only nineteen tombstones. The numerical disparity between the years preced-
ing 1298 and those following it indicates that, even if the Würzburg community
was finally destroyed only during the time of the Black Death riots in 1349,
already by 1298 all that remained in the city were remnants of the community
that had once flourished, both demographically and creatively, during the

feld, Halle, Hammelburg, Hassfurt, Möckmühl, Mühlhausen in Thüringen, Nürnberg, Regens-
burg, Röttingen, Speyer, Tauberbischofsheim, Ulm, Wertheim.
9 These numbers relate only to the tombstones on which dates appear, and not to those dated
by palaeographic means.
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course of the thirteenth century – and from that period we possess a few
tombstones of individuals that are known to us from various literary sources.10

Thus, R. Yiṣḥaq ben Moshe of Vienna was one of the leading authorities
of Ashkenaz in the first half of the thirteenth century, and owed his renown
to his monumental work Or Zaru‘a. In his youth R. Yiṣḥaq frequently travelled
between different talmudic academies in Europe, and testimonies to his stay
in Würzburg, as a teacher and as a student, appear in the contemporary litera-
ture. In Würzburg he almost certainly studied under R. Yonathan ben Yiṣḥaq,11

whose widow’s tombstone was found in its entirety in Würzburg, bearing the
following inscription:

1 ‘On the full moon
2 of our feast day’
3 died Marat [Mrs] Hanna
4 our mother, the widow of Yonathan
5 Rabbenu [our master], the daughter of R. [an honorific title, not meaning ‘Rabbi’]

Yeḥiel our grandfather the kohen [i.e. of the priestly class] the year
6 ma.l.k.o. by the minor count, may her [s]oul
7 be bound up in the bond of everlasting life

The wording ba-kese for our feast day (ll. 1–2)12 refers to Ps 81:4: ‘Blow the horn
ba-kese for our feast day.’ The BabylonianTalmud (Roš. Haš. 8a–b) expounds
this verse as relating to the New Year, the only Jewish holiday that begins a
month, and on which, therefore, the moon is ‘covered’ (mekhuse). This
woman’s death on Rosh Ha-Shana led the writers of the epitaph to use the
world malko (literally, ‘his king’; l. 8) to denote the year, in order to allude to
God’s kingship in the world, a very pronounced motif in the Rosh Ha-Shana
liturgy. The woman apparently died on Rosh Ha-Shana, in the year mem-
lamed-khaf-waw (with the numerical value of 96), ie, 5096, that fell on 19–20
September, 1335. A palaeographic analysis, however, along with the location
of the tombstone in the Pleich quarter, in which most of the tombstones are
from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, preclude any possibility of dating
this tombstone to the fourteenth century. This Hanna most likely died a cen-
tury earlier, on Rosh Ha-Shana of 4996 (1235). The tombstone writers omitted

10 For the history of the Würzburg community in this period, see Z. Avneri, Germania Judaica
II/2 (Tübingen: Mohr, 1968), pp. 928–36; K. Müller, Die Würzburger Judengemeinde im Mittel-
alter (Würzburg: Freunde Mittelfränkischer Kunst und Geschichte, 2004).
11 On R. Yiṣḥaq’s studies in Würzburg with R. Yonathan, see U. Fuchs, ‘Studies in the Book
Or Zarua by R. Isaac ben Moses of Vienna’, (Hebrew; master’s dissertation, Hebrew University
of Jerusalem, 1993), p. 16.
12 In MT, this word is spelt with a final letter he. The spelling here, with a final alef, is known
from midrashim emanating from the Land of Israel.
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the letters denoting the centuries in their desire to denote the year by means
of the world malko, which was connected to the day (Rosh Ha-Shana) of her
death. Thus, Hanna died on Rosh Ha-Shana 4996, which fell on 15–16 Septem-
ber, 1235.

Who was this Hanna? The tombstones in the Würzburg collection usually
relate women only to their fathers, while no mention is made of the husband.
Only two tombstones are exceptions to this rule, and in both of them the
husband’s standing was the reason for the change from the accepted practice.
‘Yonathan Rabbenu’ was such a husband, to the extent that Hanna’s children
based their mother’s prestige on her marriage to a man who was not their
father, for if they were the children of ‘Yonathan Rabbenu’, they would
undoubtedly have mentioned this, and not merely written the title, without
indicating their connection with him. ‘Yonathan Rabbenu’ was the leading
sage in Würzburg in the early thirteenth century. He did not leave a distin-
guished literary legacy, but he was the teacher of many other sages, the most
famous of whom was R. Yiṣḥaq, the author of Or Zaru‘a. The sage’s importance
motivated the tombstone writers to adorn their mother’s memory with the
name of one of her husbands, and not that of another of her husbands, who
was their father, but lacked the renown of R. Yonathan.

Hanna’s prestige came from her husband, while other women’s tomb-
stones depict them and their actions, and not only their families. The following
is such a tombstone:

1 She left her father
2 [.] in the Rock of Israel
3 [..] dwells in the bosom
4 of our father [Abraha]m, her father, on the day
5 [A]dar, year 10
6 [M]ay her soul rest
7 [.] Amen A[men] Se[lah]

This woman was a convert: like Ruth the Moabite, she left her father and
mother (following Ruth 2:11) and came to the Rock of Israel (ie, the God of
Israel, following Isa 30:29). The presence of a woman convert in this period in
Ashkenaz is in itself of special interest; but the wording chosen by the tomb-
stone writers, who place this convert ‘in the bosom’ of the patriarch Abraham,
is also worthy of our attention. The midrashic work Pesikta de-Rav Kahana13

connects this wording with those circumcised: at the time of the circumcision,
the one undergoing this act is in the bosom of Abraham, who was the first to

13 Pesikta de Rav Kahana, ed. by B. Mandelbaum (New York: The Jewish Theological Semi-
nary of America, 1987), 1:44.
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undergo circumcision and to circumcise. A different and more charged use
appears in the Midrash Lamentations Rabba, in a narrative that portrays the
actions of Miriam daughter of Tanḥum, whose seven sons died for refusing to
bow down before an idol. When Miriam gazed upon her six-year-old seventh
son as he was deliberating with the Roman soldiers, she is cited as telling
him: ‘Let not your courage falter [Deut 20:3]. You are going to your brothers,
and you will be in the bosom of Abraham’.14 In the consciousness of Miriam
(or perhaps that of the author of Lamentations Rabba), the bosom of Abraham
is the place where martyrs are expected to arrive. A similar consciousness is
indicated in another source from Ashkenaz. The chronicle portraying the mas-
sacre in Worms in 1096 quotes a man named Meshullam ben Yiṣḥaq who tells
his wife, before he slaughters his son: ‘I shall not delay for even a moment;
the One who gave him to us will take him to his portion, and place him in
the bosom of our father Abraham.’15 Once again, as in Lamentations Rabba,
Abraham’s bosom is the place that is assured to those who die a martyr’s death.

A completely different consciousness emerges from this epitaph. The
bosom of Abraham is not promised here to martyrs, but to converts. The con-
nection between converts and Abraham is deeply rooted in rabbinic teachings,
since Abraham, as the first convert, is always identified as their father.16 The
innovation introduced by this epitaph is the use of the wording ‘in the bosom’,
in the bosom of Abraham, as the intended destination of converts in the world
to come; such a usage is unprecedented in rabbinic literature and in the litera-
ture of early Ashkenaz.

A number of years ago Jérôme Baschet indicated the distribution of the
expression ‘the bosom of our father Abraham’ in Christian literature and art
during the eleventh to thirteenth centuries.17 He maintained that in the Chris-
tian world during that period this verbal and artistic expression symbolized the
spiritual bond between Abraham, the ancient father, and those who accepted
Christianity, while consciously foregoing their biological paternity, that of the
flesh. As in the Jewish tradition, Christian tradition’s identification of Abraham
as the father of those converting to Christianity throughout the ages is quite
distinct, and has ancient roots. Additionally, the phrase ‘the bosom of Abra-
ham’ already appears in Luke 16:22–4, when the poor man Lazarus, tormented

14 Midrasch Echa Rabbati, ed. S. Buber (Vilna: Romm, 1899), p. 84.
15 E. Haverkamp, (ed.), Hebräische Berichte über die Judenverfolgungen während des Ersten
Kreuzzugs (Hannover: Hahnsche Buchhandlung, 2005), p. 285.
16 See, eg, yBik. 64a (1d).
17 J. Baschet, Le sein du père: Abraham et la paternité dans l'Occident médiéval (Paris: Galli-
mard, 2000). See also S. Schwarzfuchs, ‘Le sein d’Abraham’, Revue des études Juives 163 (2004),
pp. 283–88.
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and rejected, is said to be in the bosom of Abraham after his death. Towards
the beginning of the millennium, however, the expression ‘the bosom of Abra-
ham’ assumed a new meaning in the Christian conceptual world, and became
the place assured to those who accepted Christianity. This consciousness
intensified during the course of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

The writers of the convert’s epitaph did not need to borrow the identity of
Abraham as the father of converts, or the expression ‘the bosom of Abraham’,
from the surrounding Christian world, since they could have been quite famil-
iar with them from the internal Jewish tradition. On the other hand, the con-
ception of the bosom of Abraham as the place of the converts in the afterlife
almost certainly originated in the Christian environment, in which the notion
that this bosom is the proper place for those entering Christianity made its
appearance close to this time. This convert’s sons accordingly infused the early
Hebrew expression with a meaning that came from the Christian cultural field,
which they had known before their conversion. The family members therefore
acted as ‘cultural agents’ who, either consciously or unwittingly, transferred
language and meaning from their original Christian family to the Jewish commu-
nity that they had entered and in which they died – the Würzburg community.

The role of converts as cultural agents who bring values from their first
world into their new one can also be understood from a responsum by R. Yoel
Ha-Levi, who was active in Ashkenaz in the last third of the twelfth and the
early thirteenth centuries. The responsum appears in the collection of responsa
of his son, R. Eli‘ezer ben Yoel Ha-Levi of Bonn:

A spirit came from the Lord and rested in the heart of this person, R. Abraham son of
our father Abraham. Now when the spirit rested upon him, he drew near to the Lord’s
work, to seek the Lord, to study the book [i.e., Torah] and the holy tongue. He dwelt with
us for a long time, and he was a blameless and upright man, who stayed inside [see Gen
25:27]. One day I, the undersigned [R. Yoel Ha-Levi, the father of R. Eli‘ezer] found him
sitting and copying the Pentateuch from an impure book of priests [i.e., a Latin Bible
that had been copied by monks or priests]. I said to him: ‘What is this in your hand?’ He
replied: ‘I know the language of priests [= Latin], but I do not know the holy tongue [=
Hebrew]. Now, this [the Latin Bible] is like an explanation for me, and, what is more, the
sages of Speyer lent me priests’ books to copy, and they did not try to prevent this. If
this seems bad to you, I will cease and not continue.’ I responded to him: ‘You should
know that I find this act to be evil.’ He asked me to write on his behalf to my masters in
Speyer, who might perhaps permit this to him. I knew that his intent was for Heaven’s
sake. I acted childishly, and I was impudent to my teachers, perhaps I erred.18

This convert lived in the second half of the twelfth century, and, as usual for
converts in the medieval period, moved between different Jewish communities.

18 Sefer Ravyah, ed. D. Dvelaitsky (Bnei Brak: D. Dvelaitsky, 2005), p. 166.
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The passage indicates that he lived in Cologne, Speyer, and Würzburg. During
his stay in Speyer he obtained from the local Jewish scholars books of the
Bible in Latin, from which he copied the Pentateuch for himself, so that he
could learn something from it. Latin books of the Bible came to Jews as pledges
for loans, and their being in the possession of Ashkenazi Jews does not indi-
cate the latter’s interest in them. Even if the Jewish sages in Ashkenaz had
been interested in the biblical interpretations written in these books, they
would have had difficulty in studying them, since they were not sufficiently
proficient in Latin. Abraham the convert functioned as an intermediary
through whom the members of his new community, the Jews, could become
acquainted with the biblical interpretations of Christian scholars. Thus, Abra-
ham the convert may have filled the same role that the converted woman had
filled in Würzburg. They and the members of their families served as conduits
for the transmission of cultural content; it is unclear whether the Jewish sages
of the time were pleased by this transmission.

R. Yoel, whose responsum is cited above, was active for most of his life in
Cologne, but his daughter’s tombstone is among the collection from Würzburg:

1 In sorrow
2 with stylus incised, in the rock hewn
3 at the head of the dignified woman, Marat Hanna
4 [daughter of] our master, R. Yoel, the grandson of a Kehat [i.e., a Levite]
5 and Momona, the daughter of our master Aban
6 May her soul have repose
7 [b]irth pangs struck her, she died in the month […]
8 and is gone, it shall be congenial for her soul
9 She shall be deemed among the righteous women

The tombstone of Hanna, daughter of R. Yoel Ha-Levi, who died in the year
[5]914 (21 September, 1153 – 8 September 1154), the numerical value of which
is expressed in the Hebrew for ‘it shall be congenial for my soul’, is singular
in its size, the attempts at rhyme made in the epitaph, and in that it is the
only tombstone that mentions the name of the deceased’s mother. Momona,
the wife of R. Yoel Ha-Levi, was the daughter of R. Eli‘ezer, son of Nathan,
‘our master Aban’ (known as Raban), the leading Jewish sage in the Rhine
communities of the eleventh century. The desire of the epitaph writers to trace
the deceased’s lineage to her renowned grandfather led them to go beyond
the accepted practice in the Würzburg tombstones, both by mentioning the
name of the deceased’s mother, and by adding the grandfather’s name, while
normal practice called for mentioning only the father of the deceased. The
epitaph, however, is not limited to lineage and her distinguished family.
Hanna died when ‘birth pangs struck her’, thus joining other women on whose
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tombstones this fact was inscribed. The cause of death was generally not men-
tioned on the Würzburg tombstones, except for women who died during child-
birth, or men and women who were murdered by non-Jews, as in the following
tombstone:

1 Cherished in their life and in [their] death
2 Never parted, may He wreak their [vengeance]
3 Moshe son of R. Eli‘ezer and R. Ya[‘aqov]
4 son of R. Ele‘azar against whom
5 the sons of Esau arose and whom they killed
6 in the month of Elul 403, by the minor count

Two men who were killed by ‘the sons of Esau’ in the late summer of 1243 are
buried under this tombstone. The mention of the cause of their death, and the
prayer for vengeance that appears in l. 3, are not unique. A similar content
appears on a tombstone from 1297:

1 This tombstone
2 was erected for
3 R. Moshe who was killed
4 son of R. Avraham die[d]
5 13 Adar II
6 57 by the minor count. May there be vengeance
7 by the Lord speed[ily] in [our] days
8 A[men] A[men] A[men] S[elah]

These and similar tombstones suffice to reveal that violence, murders, and
wishes for vengeance were an integral part of the life of Würzburg’s Jews, even
in the intervals between the Second Crusade, the Rindfleisch massacres, and
the Black Death. And this is not all. These tombstones demonstrate that the
Jews of Ashkenaz had no qualms about pleading for divine revenge in a text
that was in plain view, in a highly accessible cemetery. Weren’t the Jews of
Würzburg afraid to carve their request for vengeance in stone, and erect such
an inscription in the cemetery? The answer is obviously that they were not
deterred from taking such a step, and this in itself is highly instructive.19

A second point: this tombstone concludes without the blessing of the ‘slain
ones’20 to accompany them on their way to the world of the dead; also absent

19 On the centrality in Ashkenaz of the motif of revenge, see I. J. Yuval, Two Nations in Your
Womb: Perceptions of Jews and Christians in Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages, Eng. trans.
B. Harshav and J. Chipman (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006), pp. 91–134.
20 ‘Slain’ (ha-neherag) teaches that the deceased died in violent circumstances at the hands
of non-Jews. See A. Reiner, ‘“A Tombstone Inscribed”: Titles Used to Describe the Deceased
in Tombstones from Würzburg between 1147–1148 and 1346’, Tarbiz, 78 (2008), pp. 144–45.
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are ‘may his abode be honoured’, as well as ‘may his honoured abode be in
the Garden of Eden’, and ‘may his soul be bound up in the bond of everlasting
life’.21 These and similar blessings were inscribed on all the tombstones found
in Würzburg, with the exception of some of those ‘slain’ by non-Jews, appar-
ently against a background of interreligious hostility. This raises a question.
Was a person’s murder against the background of such tension sufficient, in
the minds of Ashkenaz Jewry, to ensure the victim’s place in the Garden of
Eden or in the bond of everlasting life, to the extent that the blessings could
be waived? An examination of the contemporaneous rabbinic literature
teaches that these omissions were not by chance. We read in a responsum by
R. Yiṣḥaq ben Ḥayyim, the grandson of the author of Or Zaru‘a, who lived in
Ashkenaz in the thirteenth century:

The relative of my friend R. Naḥman the son of R. Shemarya came to me and showed
me a letter from R. Moshe the son of R. Meir, of blessed memory, reporting that our
master and teacher, R. Shemarya son of R. Ḥayyim,22 of blessed memory, ordered that
the qedoshim were not to be mourned.23

The qedoshim (literally, ‘holy ones’, i.e., martyrs) were those killed by Chris-
tians. According to R. Shemarya, mourning practices were not to be observed
upon learning of their murder. R. Shemarya’s ruling was subject to scathing
criticism by R. Yiṣḥaq, who wrote: ‘I say that atonement and contrition are
required for what issued from his mouth.’ The wording of R. Yiṣḥaq’s reaction
indicates the confusion and opposition generated by R. Shemarya’s ruling.
What is of importance for us, however, is the existence in Ashkenaz at that
time of a halakhic determination that those who died a martyr’s death were
not to be mourned. Echoes of this ruling, and of its distribution, are also to
be found in a responsum by R. Ya‘aqov Moellin (‘Maharil’),24 thus demonstrat-
ing the way of thinking that regarded martyrdom as such a fit and exonerating
death that there was no need to mourn the martyr, nor even to recite the

21 On blessings for the dead on tombstones in Ashkenaz and on the changes they underwent
in the medieval period, see A. Reiner, ‘From Paradise to the Bonds of Life: Blessings for the
Dead on Tombs in Medieval Ashkenaz’, Zion, 76 (2011), pp. 5–28.
22 On R. Shemarya, see Naftali Ha-Cohen, Oṣar Ha-Gedolim Alufei Ya‘aqov (Haifa: Ha-Cohen,
1967–70), vol. 9, p. 54.
23 She'eilot u-Teshuvot Ma-ha-raḥ Or Zarua‘, ed. M. Avitan (Jerusalem: Avitan, 2002), para. 14,
p. 18. My thanks to Dr Maoz Kahana for drawing my attention to this responsum.
24 Responsa of Rabbi Ya‘aqov Moellin-Maharil, ed. Y. Satz (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Mekhon Ye-
rushalayim, 1979), pp. 189–90. This responsum indicates, not only that some sages ruled
against mourning, but also that there was such a popular practice: ‘I heard from my masters
that it happened in the riots in Prague that some desired not to mourn for the martyrs, and,
in the end, the leading authorities at the time agreed to mourn.’
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qaddish prayer for his benefit.25 The absence of a blessing for the dead on the
tombstones of martyrs almost certainly originated in the same mindset. Since
they died sanctifying the name of God, there was no longer any need for a
blessing to send them on their way, neither on the journey to Paradise nor for
their attachment to the bond of everlasting life. The manner of their death
ensured them of their place in the world of everlasting life after death.26

25 Responsa of Rabbi Ya‘aqov Moellin, pp. 189–90: ‘I wish to know, my master, what I heard
in the name of R. […] of Tronbork, may the Lord avenge him, who ruled and established that
qaddish is not to be recited for one’s father who died a martyr’s death.’
26 It nonetheless should be emphasized that three additional tombstones that state that the
deceased was ‘slain’ do not contain a wish for vengeance, but do contain a blessing of the
dead in the usual forms. Possibly, therefore, the request for revenge contained a degree of
daring that was not exhibited by all, and the epitaph writers therefore chose not to write it
on the tombstone. This said, however, the appearance of the blessing of the dead on these
tombstones should be seen against the background of the halakhic dispute, with its practical
implications, briefly mentioned in this article.
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Newly Found Medieval Gravestones from
Magenza
The Jewish cemetery in the city of Mainz/Mayence, known to the Jews as
Magenza, one of the famous three SHUM-cities1 in the Rhineland, is one of the
oldest, or maybe even the oldest, Jewish cemetery in medieval Ashkenaz. It is
situated in the vicinity of the medieval city, on a hillside along an old Roman
road leading to town from the north-west, near, or maybe even above, the
remains of a Roman necropolis. Due to the sandy soil, the cemetery has been
called ‘Judensand’ since the thirteenth century. Burials can be traced back to
c. 1000 CE, but the Jewish cemetery could be even older. In the course of the
persecution of the Jews in the First Crusade, the Jewish community of Magenza
was almost completely destroyed, resulting in the depredation of its cemetery.
When the Jews returned to Mainz, they replaced some of their famous forefa-
thers’ lost gravestones with (undated) memorial stones.

In 1438 the Jews were expelled from Mainz, the cemetery was destroyed
again, the gravestones being spoilt and used for building purposes. In 1449
the premises were partly returned to the Jewish community that had returned
to Mainz, and they served the community until 1880 when a new cemetery
was inaugurated.

Over 200 medieval Jewish gravestones have been found in Mainz in the
past two hundred years, dating from the years 1049 to 1421, among them a
stone from the year 1049, constituting the oldest Jewish gravestone ever found
in Germany.

Most of the recovered gravestones had been built into edifices from the
fifteenth century, or were found underground in the gardens adjacent to the
Jewish cemetery, obviously in an area that was part of the medieval Jewish
cemetery before the expulsion of the Jews in 1438.

Some of these stones are currently on exhibition in the Landesmuseum
Mainz, but most of them were in 1926 returned to their places of origin and
assembled in a field adjacent to the Jewish cemetery, as a memorial cemetery
(‘Denkmalfriedhof’) to commemorate the glorious past of the Jewish commu-
nity of medieval Magenza.2 This section of the memorial site was formerly part

1 SHUM, after the first Hebrew letters of Shpira (Speyer), Wormayza (Worms) and Magenza
(Mainz). – The present paper is a preliminary report. A longer and more detailed report has
been accepted for publication by the Generaldirektion Kulturelles Erbe in Mainz.
2 Sali Levi, Beiträge zur Geschichte der ältesten jüdischen Grabsteine in Mainz (Mainz: Walter,
1926).
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of the medieval Jewish cemetery, as has been proved by excavations done under
the supervision of Rabbi Sali Levi.3

In 1952, when an agricultural school was built in an area adjacent to the
Jewish cemetery and the memorial graveyard – an area that had obviously
also once been part of the medieval Jewish cemetery – additional gravestones
were found and documented by Professor Eugen Rapp. In 2008, this agricul-
tural school was demolished to give way to luxurious city mansions. In the pit
that was dug for the mansion basements, more medieval gravestones turned
up, together with other fragments.4

1 The newly found gravestones
Twenty-nine gravestones and fragments of gravestones were discovered, intact
and partly intact, as well as some small parts, made of reddish, yellowish
or grey sandstone. Other stones that were excavated appear not to have any
connection with the Jewish cemetery but originate in the nearby Roman
necropolis.

Twelve tombstones are intact; while a further twelve stones bear a date
from the era between the end of the eleventh century and the middle of the
thirteenth century (see the list below).

Most of the gravestones are of fairly elaborate design, while some are only
roughly worked. They close, as far as can be seen today, with straight closures,
three have a semi-circular arch and one a kind of asymmetric triangular pedi-
ment. On most of the gravestones the text area was sunken and on two grave-
stones auxiliary text lines can still be seen.

In order to achieve a systematic analysis of the newly found gravestones,
the tombstone inscriptions were entered into ‘Epidat’, the epigraphical data-
base of the Salomon Ludwig Steinheim-Institute for German Jewish History,5

together with over 200 medieval Magenza tombstone inscriptions previously
discovered.

3 Levi, Beiträge, p. 6.
4 A complete list is provided below. Details of these newly found gravestones and their
inscriptions will be published in 2014 by Nathanja Hüttenmeister and Andreas Lehnardt from
the Johannes Gutenberg-University of Mainz.
5 Although the digital edition of the medieval gravestones of Mainz (www.steinheim-institut.
de/cgi-bin/epidat) is not yet publicly accessible, the reference numbers provided there will be
used below for future reference when publication is completed.
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Some of these have already been published6: in 1834, the first discovery
was announced.7 In 1860/62, Marcus Lehmann, Rabbi of Mainz, published
more medieval Magenza tombstone inscriptions inter alia in the monthly jour-
nal Jeschurun and in his weekly journal Der Israelit, the ‘central organ for
orthodox Judaism’8. He was followed by Sigmund Salfeld, who published a
list of all the then known stones and a few inscriptions in his well-known
volume Das Martyrologium des Nürnberger Memorbuchs in 18989. When Sali
Levi, then Rabbi of the Mainz community, founded the memorial grave site in
1926, he published additional inscriptions10 as well as a list of all 188 grave-
stones,11 that had been assembled at the memorial site.

After World War II, the concern and effort of the Protestant theologian,
Eugen Ludwig Rapp (1904–1977), resulted in the medieval gravestones not
being forgotten. He collected every newly found item and ensured that every-
thing was photographed and documented.12

Last but not least, the publication of 104 tombstone inscriptions in the
memorial volume for Zvi Avneri, that appeared in 1970, also deserves to be
mentioned.13

More than 240 medieval gravestones and gravestone fragments have been
found to date in Mainz, including the twenty-nine newly discovered items.
Two of the new stones date from the eleventh century and so rank among the

6 A more or less complete overview of all the publications until the year 2005 is offered in:
Falk Wiesemann, Sepulcra Judaica. Jewish Cemeteries, Death, Burial and Mourning from the
Period of Hellenism to the Present. A Bibliography (Essen: Klartext, 2005), pp. 293–95.
7 Georg Christian Braun, ‘Über einen auf dem jüdischen Begräbnisplatz zu Mainz gefundenen
Stein’, Annalen des Vereins für Nassauische Alterthumskunde und Geschichtsforschung 2 (1834),
vol. 2, 163–66.
8 Marcus Lehmann, ‘Die in der Nähe des Ludwigsbahnhofes in Mainz aufgefundenen jüdi-
schen Grabsteine’, Zeitschrift des Vereins zur Erforschung der Rheinischen Geschichte und Alter-
tümer 2 (1859/1864), 226–32; and in Jeschurun (old series) 1859–1860, vol. 4 (January 1860),
204–10; and see also ‘Mitteilung aus Mainz von Marcus Lehmann’, Der Israelit (1862), vol. 19
(7 May 1862), 150–51.
9 Siegmund Salfeld, Das Martyrologium des Nürnberger Memorbuchs (Berlin: Simion, 1898).
10 Levi, Beiträge.
11 ‘Verzeichnis der alten jüdischen Grabsteine auf dem „Judensand“’, compiled by Rabbi Dr
S. Levi (Mainz, 1926).
12 His cardboard box with photographs and transcriptions is kept at the ‘Seminar für Judais-
tik’ of the Johannes Gutenberg University of Mainz. See also Eugen Ludwig Rapp and Otto
Böcher, ‘Die ältesten hebräischen Inschriften Mitteleuropas in Mainz, Worms und Speyer’,
Jahrbuch der Vereinigung der “Freunde der Universität Mainz” (1959), 1–48.
13 Zvi Avneri, ‘Medieval Jewish Epitaphs from Magenza’, Studies in the History of the Jewish
People and the Land of Israel in Memory of Zvi Avneri, eds. A. Gilboa, B. Mevorach, U. Rappa-
port and A. Shochat (Hebrew; Haifa: Haifa University, 1970), pp. 141–61.
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oldest gravestones ever found in Magenza and even in Ashkenaz. Altogether,
six dated gravestones from the eleventh century have now been found in
Mainz: The oldest seems to be from the year 1049, another is dated to the
Jewish year (4)824 (1063–64), three stones bear dates from the 1080s (1080,
1084 and 1089), and one is from the year 1094/95. Recently, two new grave-
stones were found from the year 1085/86. Of the first, only the lower part
remains, where the year of death and a closing blessing indicate that the stone
was erected for a woman.14

This inscription provides no exact date, but only the year of death. Four
of seven legible Magenza gravestones from the second half of the eleventh
century carry an exact date, three only the year of death. In the first half of
the twelfth century, it was common in Magenza for only the year of death to
be engraved on the gravestones, while years later the month in which the
deceased passed away was added. Only from the middle of the thirteenth cen-
tury onwards did the exact date, with day, month and year of death, appear
more frequently on the gravestones.

The second gravestone15 from the year 846 (1085/86) was erected for R.
Amram ha-baḥur, son of Yona, who came from the Holy City, most likely the
R. Amram Yerushalmi mentioned in the responsa literature: It was R. Amram
Yerushalmi who delivered a responsum from R. Nathan b. Makhir to R. Shem-
uel Ha-Kohen, a contemporary of Rashi in Magenza.16 If this identification is
correct, this is the only one of the newly found Magenza gravestones whose
‘owner’ can be identified from other sources.

R. Amram is said to have been murdered םעזהםויב , ‘on the day of wrath’,
the eighteenth day of the month of Elul in the year 846, that is, Monday,
August 31, 1086. No hint has been found in any other source that might explain
the term ‘day of wrath’ and it may have been used to refer to a single day of
pogrom against the Magenza Jews, of which no other record has survived.

Another of the newly found Magenza gravestones was erected for a martyr:
Mar Avraham bar Shemuel Kohen17 was murdered ‘in the year 7 of the count-
ing’. This might be the year 1246/47, the seventh year of the new, that is, the
sixth millennium of the Jewish era, but the term ‘of the sixth millennium’,

14 Digital Edition – Jewish Cemetery of Mainz, Medieval Gravestones (1049–1421 / 248 items),
no. 0014.
15 Digital Edition – Jewish Cemetery of Mainz, Medieval Gravestones (1049–1421 / 248 items),
no. 0011.
16 Pardes 23, Or Zaru‘a II, 389. See also Avraham Grossman, The Early Sages of Ashkenaz
(Hebrew: Jerusalem: Magnes, 1988), pp. 187, 201, 206, 365, 393, 427.
17 Digital Edition – Jewish Cemetery of Mainz, Medieval Gravestones (1049–1421 / 248 items),
no. 0004.
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which was common in Magenza at least from the 1250s onwards, is missing
here.18 Given the style of the gravestone and the place it was found, the date
may also be read as ‘in the year 7 of the new, that is, the tenth century’,
meaning the year 907, that is, 1146/47, the year of the Second Crusade, that
claimed at least two casualties in the Magenza Jewish community.19

What is extraordinary is the gravestone of David bar Yiṣḥaq Ha-Kohen.20

It was clearly found for the first time in the 1950s when the agricultural school
was built. At that time, the upper left corner of the stone was cut off, as is
proved by traces of concrete that are still visible today. The stone was left at
its place of origin and was buried under the concrete basement of the school.
In 2007 it was rediscovered after the demolition of the school, with the part
yielding the year of death missing. In the pit that was dug for the erection of
the planned new building, two graves were found right next to the stone just
mentioned. One of the graves is covered by a layer of flat stones,21 while on
the other one an elaborate construction of stones was created to stabilize the
gravestone, whose base was still in place, in this sandy slope. Already at first
sight, the gravestone of David bar Yiṣḥaq Ha-Kohen seemed to match the stone
base on this second grave, as could be proved thanks to the technical assist-
ance of the State Department for the Preservation of Historical Monuments
(‘Landesamt für Denkmalpflege Mainz’) [Fig. 1]. This gravestone points directly
to the east, in the direction of Jerusalem, while the direction of the second
grave shows a small variation.

As a token of respect for the dead, the hole was covered up without any
excavations being done, and the stones were transferred to the storehouse of
the State Department for the Preservation of Historical Monuments.

Among the newly found stones was also the gravestone of Rivqa bat Qalo-
nymos22, who might, according to her father’s name, be a descendant of the
famous Qalonymos family which founded the Magenza community [Fig. 2].
Her stone was photographed on its original site but was obviously not trans-

18 There is only one more stone from the 1240s, but it is badly damaged, with missing text
after the year.
19 Germania Judaica I. Von den ältesten Zeiten bis 1238, eds. I. Elbogen, A. Freimann and H.
Tykocinski (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1963), p. 181.
20 Digital Edition – Jewish Cemetery of Mainz, Medieval Gravestones (1049–1421 / 248 items),
no. 0001.
21 It has not been possible to ascertain whether this grave is of Jewish, or of older Roman,
or Celtic origin.
22 Digital Edition – Jewish Cemetery of Mainz, Medieval Gravestones (1049–1421 / 248 items),
no. 0003. See also Nathanja Hüttenmeister, ‘Riwka Tochter des Kalonymos aus Mainz. Ein
zweimal verschwundener Grabstein’, Kalonymos 12 (2009), vol. 3, pp. 13–16.
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Fig. 1: David bar Yiṣḥaq Ha-Kohen, Photo © Andreas Lehnardt.
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Fig. 2: Rivqa bat Qalonymos, Photo © Andreas Lehnardt.
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ferred to the storehouse. The stone disappeared and probably fell back into
the hole and was covered by sand, before the hole was filled up again. A more
thorough research revealed that the stone, which now shows clear signs of
damage, was first discovered in 1952, when the agricultural school was built,
and was at that time not yet damaged. Pictures of the stone were taken23, and
the text was copied, but it seems that the gravestone was left at the building
site and later covered up again.

The inscription fills only two and a half of at least eight auxiliary lines
that were prepared for it. Such auxiliary lines are also to be found on other
Magenza gravestones, mainly on stones from the twelfth century. The form
and design of Rivqa’s gravestone resemble those on the gravestone of the
famous liturgical poet, R. Meshullam b. Moshe b. Itiel, who died in 1094/95.24

Both are square stones with a straight closure, with a sunken area for the
inscription and with auxiliary lines, which appear on R. Meshullam’s stone
only on the first two out of a total of six lines of inscription.

The word תללחנ , ‘the slain one’, that follows the opening phrase, indicates
Rivqa’s fate; the term is used in biblical and talmudical texts for death in a
fight and is still used today for IDF soldiers killed in combat. This leads to the
assumption that Rivqa died a martyr’s death. Since the inscription gives us no
date, no further circumstances can be determined, but there might be a con-
nection with the pogroms accompanying the First Crusade.

This gravestone seems never to have included a date of death, as is the
case with another one of the newly found gravestones; that is the rectangular,
partly damaged stone for Moshe b. Elyaqim Kohen25, whose design resembles
the oldest Magenza gravestones and is probably to be counted among the
above-mentioned memorial stones, erected by the Jewish community as substi-
tutes for lost gravestones when the Jews returned to Mainz in the twelfth cen-
tury after the expulsions of the First Crusade. They were meant as a commemo-
ration of the outstanding forefathers who were known to all so that there was

23 In Professor Rapp’s cardboard box are two pictures of this gravestone.
24 Eugen Ludwig Rapp, ‘Mainzer hebräische Grabsteine aus dem Mittelalter. Die neuen Funde
im Altertumsmuseum’, Mainzer Zeitschrift. Mittelrheinisches Jahrbuch für Archäologie, Kunst
und Geschichte (1957), pp. 42–45 (p. 42 and p. 43, no. 1: photograph, transcription in Latin
letters and translation into German). Eugen Ludwig Rapp, ‘Die Mainzer hebräischen Epita-
phien aus dem Mittelalter’, Jahrbuch der Vereinigung „Freunde der Universität Mainz“, 7 (1958),
73–90 (pp. 82–87: ‘Übersicht über alle datierbaren Mainzer Inschriften von 1064 bis 1420’, no.
M 005). Rapp/Böcher, pp. 16–17, no. 12 (Transcription in Latin letters, translation into German
and commentary), and p. 25, fig. 10. Avraham Zvi Roth, ‘The gravestone of Rabana ben R.
Moshe ben Rabana Itiel from Magenza’, Zion, 28 (1962/63), 233–35 (Hebrew).
25 Digital Edition – Jewish Cemetery of Mainz, Medieval Gravestones (1049–1421 / 248 items),
no. 0012.
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no need to mention a date on them. Among them is the liturgical poet Shim‘on
b. Yiṣḥaq the Great (died around 1000)26, the liturgical poet Meshullam b.
Qalonymos, grandson of R. Moshe of Lucca in Italy, the ancestor of the Qalony-
mos family who played a prominent role in early Ashkenazi history (died
before 1027)27, the talmudist and halakhist Rabbenu Gershom, the ‘light of the
exile’ (died 1028/1040)28, who in his day turned Magenza into a center of
Jewish intellectual and religious life, and R. Yaqar, father of Rashi’s teacher
Ya‘aqov b. Yaqar (died before 1050)29.

Also Rivqa, ‘the praised one’, was the daughter of a man called Qalony-
mos, who perhaps was a descendant of this renowned Qalonymos family. And
the fact that her inscription is one of few known inscriptions in Magenza that
is rhymed, could indicate her noble ancestry, with the rhyme seen as a special
honour for this martyr of high lineage. One more of the newly found grave-
stones bears the name Qalonymos: the stone of Qalonymos ha-baḥur b. Yoel
who died in the year 905 (1144/45).

Among the newly found stones, eight are designed for men, and nine for
women. Out of these, three were erected for baḥurim, bachelors, and another
three for baḥurot, perhaps ‘virgins’. On thirty-three out of all the medieval
gravestones found in Mainz until now, the deceased are referred to as baḥurim

26 Siegmund Salfeld, ‘Mainzer jüdische Grabsteine, gefunden im Jahre 1922’, Mainzer Zeit-
schrift. Mittelrheinisches Jahrbuch für Archäologie, Kunst und Geschichte 17–19 (1922–24), 62–65
(p. 63, no. 2). Levi, ‘Verzeichnis’, no. 116 (field VIII): ‘Rabban, R. Simon, Sohn des R. Isak,
ohne Jahr’. Oscar Lehmann, ‘Der alte jüdische Friedhof in Mainz’, Aus alter und neuer Zeit 55
(1926), 436–37 (p. 436). Germania Judaica I, p. 189 (no. 5).
27 M. Lehmann, Jeschurun, p. 205. ‘Der alte israelitische Friedhof in Mainz’, Der Israelit (1876),
vol. 9 (1. 3. 1876), pp. 201–2. Eliakim Carmoly, ‘Die Juden zu Mainz im Mittelalter. V. Der uralte
Friedhof’, Der Israelit (1865), vol. 39 (27. 9. 1865), 563–65. M. Lehmann, Der Israelit, p. 150.
Salfeld, Martyrologium, p. 434, no. 25: ‘Rabban Meschullam, Sohn des Rabban R. Kalonymos’.
Jonas Bondi, ‘Der alte Friedhof’, in Magenza. Ein Sammelheft über das jüdische Mainz …
(Mainz, 1927), 22–32 (p. 27); also as special edition in Menorah. Jüdisches Familienblatt für
Wissenschaft/Kunst und Literatur V (1927), vol. 12 (December 1927), 718–28 (p. 723). Levi, ‘Ver-
zeichnis’, no. 1 (field I): ‘Rabban Meschullam, Sohn des Rabban, Rabbi Kalonimos, ohne Jahr’.
Bernd Andreas Vest, Der alte jüdische Friedhof in Mainz (Mainz: Vest, 1988), p. 14 (transcrip-
tion), p. 15–16 (photographs) and p. 87 (no. 30).
28 Levi, Beiträge, p. 12–13, no. I (transcription, translation, commentary and photograph).
Salfeld, Martyrologium, p. 434, no. 29: ‘12. Gerschom, Sohn Meirs (?)’. Levi, ‘Verzeichnis’, no. 164
(field XI): ‘Rabbi Gerschom bar Jehudah (ohne Jahr)’. Germania Judaica I, p. 189–191 (no. 7).
Vest, p. 16 (photograph), p. 19 (translation), p. 69 and p. 88 (no. 33).
29 Salfeld, Mainzer Zeitschrift, p. 65, no. 25). Levi, Beiträge, p. 14–15, no. II (transcription,
translation, commentary and photograph). Levi, ‘Verzeichnis’, no. 3 (field I): ‘Rabbi Jakar
(Fragment)’. Germania Judaica I, p. 189 (no. 6). Vest, p. 41 and 42 (photograph, transcription
and translation), p. 68 and p. 88 (no. 31).
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or baḥurot, with a balanced spread between the sexes: sixteen baḥurim and
seventeen baḥurot. In most of the cases, these terms probably indicate that
the deceased were not married, but the possibility cannot be ruled out that
this term is sometimes used as a honorary title meaning ‘special’. This could
for example be the case with ‘Ṣippora, the special, the modest, daughter of R.
Moshe’, who died in the year 878 (1117/18).30

Two signs are carved in the head of her stone that resemble the Latin
letters V and L. These could be a symbol of the stone cutter who prepared
the gravestone but more probably go back to older, Roman times. Another
gravestone31, that of Orgie, ‘the special (or virgin) and modest daughter of
Shneor’, who died in 1137/38, shows clear signs of previous use. The grave-
stone’s base shows one half of a neatly carved text area that contrasts with
the upper part of the stone that has only roughly been treated. So it seems
that parts of these stones were originally used as Roman gravestones and were
taken from the nearby Roman necropolis and made into gravestones for the
Jewish cemetery.

The described gravestones were found on the grounds of the medieval
Jewish cemetery, and survived, covered by sand. Some of the gravestones show
signs of damage, but this damage occurred when the agricultural school was
built in 1952 or when it was demolished in 2007. But one of the newly found
gravestones has damage that seems to be much older: The inscription in mem-
ory of Binyamin Ha-Kohen or of his son32 from the year 1105 is only partly
legible, the stone around the letters having been chipped off. Has this been
caused by weathering or was the inscription intentionally obliterated? There
is another medieval gravestone from Magenza that exhibits similar damage:
the gravestone of Bat Sheva‘33 from the year 1141, first described by Eugen
Rapp in 1957.34

It seems reasonable to assume that these gravestones were set aside after
the expulsion of the Jews from Magenza and were worked on in preparation

30 Digital Edition – Jewish Cemetery of Mainz, Medieval Gravestones (1049–1421 / 248 items),
no. 0002.
31 Digital Edition – Jewish Cemetery of Mainz, Medieval Gravestones (1049–1421 / 248 items),
no. 0017.
32 Digital Edition – Jewish Cemetery of Mainz, Medieval Gravestones (1049–1421 / 248 items),
no. 0006.
33 Digital Edition – Jewish Cemetery of Mainz, Medieval Gravestones (1049–1421 / 248 items),
no. 2210.
34 Rapp, Mainzer Zeitschrift, p. 42 and p. 43, no. 2 (photograph, transcription in Latin letters,
translation). Rapp, Jahrbuch, p. 82–87: ‘Übersicht über alle datierbaren Mainzer Inschriften
von 1064 bis 1420’, no. M 007. Rapp/Böcher, p. 27 (transcription in Latin letters, translation,
commentary). Vest, p. 65 and p. 86 (no. 11).
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for building purposes. But for unknown reasons, the stones were left on the
cemetery grounds, covered by sand and forgotten.

Most of the medieval Ashkenazi gravestones known to us today were pre-
served because they were victims of acts of depredation perpetrated on the
cemeteries of their origin and were reused in sacral and secular buildings alike,
as trophies after the expulsion of the Jews, as visible symbols of the victory of
the church over the synagogue, and as cheap and available building material.

But the gravestones on this site, though invisible, survived on the grounds
of the medieval Jewish cemetery until they were rediscovered in our own days.

2 The newly found gravestones from Magenza
A woman (died 1085/86) [0014, fragmental]
Amram ben Yona from the Holy City (died 31. 08. 1086) [0011, intact]
Son of Binyamin Ha-Kohen (died 11. 10. 1105) [0006, damaged]
A man (died 1105/06) [0015, fragmental]
A man? (died 1105/06?) [0024, fragmental]
Ṣippora bat Moshe (died 1117/18) [0002, intact]
Menaḥem ben Yosef (died 1121/22) [0005, intact, but weathered]
Meir ben Ele‘azar Ha-Kohen (died 1132/33) [0021, slightly damaged]
Orgie bat Shneor (died 1137/38) [0017, intact]
Qalonymos ben Yoel (died 1144/45) [0018, intact]
Avraham ben Shemuel Kohen (died 1146/47) [0004, slightly damaged]
Sara bat Shim‘on Ha-Kohen (died July 1152) [0019, intact, but weathered]
Orgie bat Ele‘azar (died 1181/82) [0007, fragmental]
Rivqa bat Qalonymos (undated, probably one of the oldest gravestones)

[0003, damaged]
David Ha-Ko(hen) ben Yiṣḥaq Ha-Ko(hen) (died between 1041–1139) [0001,

damaged]
Gita bat Yosef (undated) [0008, fragmental]
Moshe ben Eliaqim Kohen (undated) [0012, damaged]
A man (undated) [0022, fragmental]
A woman (undated) [0009, fragmental]
A woman (undated) [0010, fragmental]
Ten undated fragments, some of them very small (they may not all repre-

sent parts of Jewish gravestones) [0013, 0020, 0023, 0025, 0027–0030, 0032,
0033]

Thirteen fragments of rectangular flagstones, made of reddish sandstone,
with engraved ornamental designs, probably of Roman origin [0026, 0031,
0034]





David Malkiel
The Structures of Hebrew Epitaph Poetry
in Padua
Simple prose inscriptions, noting the name of the deceased and the date of
death, are the most common variety found in Jewish graveyards of the pre-
modern era. These monuments are valuable tools for the study of demographic
patterns and social structures, as well as for genealogical research. Far more
precious to the student of literature and thought, however, are the poetic
inscriptions. Italy is home to the largest surviving corpus of such documents,
dating from the early modern era.

The largest volume of Italian Hebrew verse, in print and manuscript, was
produced to honour social or communal religious events, such as weddings or
the dedication of synagogues. This kind of poetry deploys Spanish and Italian
forms and makes liberal use of biblical language and motifs to articulate reli-
gious ideals, both theological and ethical. This genre, known as occasional
poetry, is the broader category within which the epitaph poem is subsumed.

For three centuries, from 1529 to 1830, epitaph poems constitute more than
half of Padua’s tombstone inscriptions, and sometimes as much as three quar-
ters. After that, the epitaph poem drastically declines. In the final thirty years
of our period (1830–1862) the epitaph poem drastically declines, with poems
numbering just over ten per cent of the total corpus.

1 Form

1.1 Prose, rhyme and metre

The material from the 1530s to the 1560s represents a discrete period in the
literary development of Padua’s Hebrew inscriptions. The series of tombstones
in our corpus dates from 1529. For the first thirty years or so the corpus of
inscriptions divides fairly evenly between simple prose inscriptions and
rhymed prose or unmetered poetry. There are about forty inscriptions from this
initial period, after which time the rhymed and metered poem becomes the
most common form.

Presumably, this material represents continuity with the literary form
employed in the monuments of the previous Jewish cemetery, at least in its
later years. Rhymed prose is common in medieval Hebrew literature, especially
in lamentations and penitential texts composed in Germany, the native land
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of most of Padua’s Jews. The predominance of prose and rhymed prose texts
comes, therefore, as no surprise.

The rhymed prose and poetry display a broad range of linguistic and
poetic elements. Inscriptions are studded with biblical expressions and with
snippets of biblical verses, mostly expressing sorrow and often drawn from
Lamentations or Job. ‘For these things do I weep’ (Lam 1:16) and ‘the crown
has fallen from our head … because of this our hearts are sick’ (Lam 5:16–17)
are examples of such usages.

Another common feature is the acrostic, which, like rhymed prose, is com-
mon in the lamentation and penitential writings of medieval Germany and
hence not unexpected in Padua. The letters of the acrostic denote the first
name of the deceased, and occasionally the patronym too. Texts with an acros-
tic also sometimes deploy a rhyme scheme; the short couplet is a common
rhyme scheme, with each pair of lines rhyming in its own sound.

Hebrew metered epitaph poetry appears in Padua in the 1530s and domi-
nates the corpus of Paduan inscriptions for the next three hundred years.
Hebrew metre is based on the division of vowels into short vowels – the shewa
and ḥaṭaf – and long ones, namely all the rest. The basic principle is that the
stichs must present a single pattern of long and short vowels.1 The Hebrew
poets of early modern Italy usually ignored the distinction between long and
short vowels. Instead, they measured the number of syllables in a line and
required that lines uniformly conclude in either milra‘ or mil‘el, namely ac-
cented on either the ultimate or penultimate syllable.

The Italian taste generally preferred stichs of eleven syllables, known as
endecasillabo, and preferably those ending in mil‘el, known as endecasillabo
piano. Sometimes poets did pay attention to the distribution of long and short
vowels. Thus, the favoured endecasillabo piano scheme appears in a number
of variations, of which the layout with short vowels at syllables three and
seven was especially popular and thus is appropriately known in Hebrew poet-
ics as ‘standard 11-mil‘el.’2

The inaugural text of Padua’s metered epitaph poetry is that of Naftali ben
Yosef Kohen (1.58, d. 1538). This epitaph is carefully constructed in six stichs

1 See Benjamin Hrushovski, ‘Prosody, Hebrew’, Encyclopaedia Judaica (Jerusalem: Keter,
1971), vol. 13, col. 1212; Dvora Bregman, The Golden Way: The Hebrew Sonnet during the Renais-
sance and the Baroque, Eng. trans. by Ann Brener (Tempe, Arizona: Arizona Center for Medie-
val and Renaissance Studies, 2006), pp. 31–41.
2 The scholarly literature on the subject of Hebrew metered poetry is prodigious. Indispen-
sable is: Dan Pagis, Change and Tradition in the Secular Poetry: Spain and Italy (Hebrew;
Jerusalem: Keter, 1976), pp. 289–355. See also the writings of Dvora Bregman, particularly ‘The
Metrical System of Immanuel of Rome’, Tarbiz, 58 (1989), pp. 413–52; and The Golden Way
(see n. 1 above).
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of sixteen syllables, each line divided into four units of four syllables, always
ending in milra‘. A single rhyme threads its way through the poem (-rah), and
there is also an internal rhyme scheme: in three of the six lines the fourth and
eighth syllables rhyme. This poem is built exclusively with long vowels, and
hence termed ‘simple’ in the language of Hebrew poetics. The structure of
four-times-four syllables per line, in milra‘ and monorhyme, is the legacy of
medieval Spanish Jewry. Thus the very first clear instance of metered Hebrew
epitaph poetry from Padua exhibits Iberian influence, which is surprising, in
view of the population’s German origins.

The second metered poem in the Paduan corpus is that of Neḥemya Sara-
val (1.76, d. 1544). This inscription presents a metrical scheme of twelve sylla-
bles with a milra‘ ending (‘12a’). Like its predecessor, the Saraval text lacks an
acrostic, and this is a prominent characteristic of Padua’s metered epitaph
poetry. Between 1532 and 1573 eighteen epitaph poems are adorned with an
acrostic, but later in the sixteenth century there are only two more, one in
1594 and another undated. The acrostic’s disappearance coincides with the
adoption of metre. From a purely literary point of view, the appearance of
metre may explain it, for metre guarantees a larger measure of form and disci-
pline than acrostic, compensating for its disappearance and perhaps for some
practitioners rendering it dispensable. The switch from acrostic to metre is
significant evidence of the Italianization process of Padua’s German Jewish
population, a cultural trend that began with their immigration from Ashkenaz
over a century earlier and was clearly still underway.

This kind of literature was not new in the sixteenth century; a rich and
varied corpus of metered verse had accumulated since its introduction and
development by Immanuel of Rome in the latter thirteenth century. The nov-
elty lay rather in the choice of genre, in the decision to craft epitaph inscrip-
tions using these particular poetic tools. In this regard, it appears that the
German Jews of Padua were au courant, for although little information is avail-
able about the Hebrew tombstone inscriptions of Italy in the thirteenth to
fifteenth centuries, the metered epitaph poem becomes a staple of Italian Jew-
ish epigraphy in the early modern era, from the sixteenth century onwards.
This tendency cuts across ethnic and geographical lines; the primary sources
evince no clear distinction between the ethnic affiliations of communities or
individuals in the matter of the inclusion of a poem in one’s epitaph.3

The trail having been blazed, nineteen years were to pass before metre
came to dominate the Padua graveyard. Between 1544 and 1563 twenty-one

3 See: David Malkiel, ‘Epitaph Poems from Northern Italy in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Century’, Pe’amim, 98–99 (2004), pp. 121–54.
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gravestones were added, not one of them in metre but ten in rhyme and several
with acrostic, indicating a preference for the familiar over the novel. These
inscriptions, some of which have been described above, are highly creative,
presenting a wide range of rhyme schemes, from monorhyme to couplets, to
a sequence as complex as ABABBACCC.

It is with the epitaph of Eli‘ezer Hefetz (1.68, d. 1563) that metered epitaph
poetry becomes a consistent feature of Padua’s Hebrew inscriptions. His is a
modest effort, just a quattrain, but exhibiting a metrical scheme in endecasil-
labo tronco, or the short eleven-syllable scheme (10a). Moreover, unlike the
compositions surveyed earlier, Hefetz’s poem has an enclosed rhyme scheme
(ABBA), which is very common in the eight-stich poem, the ottava, which was
an extremely popular form in Italian Hebrew verse, as well as in the Paduan
graveyards. In effect, then, Hefetz’s poem is a half-ottava.

A year later we find the metered poem of Meir Katzenellenbogen (1.2), the
famous ‘Maharam mi-Padova’. His poem is in the simple Spanish style, with
lines of four-times-four syllables in long vowels. Given his stature, the compo-
sition of his epitaph poem in a classic Spanish form is powerful testimony to
the cultural shift we are examining. His son Shemuel’s epitaph (1.1, d. 1597),
has twenty two lines, which is unprecedented and hardly paralleled in the
Padua graveyards. The metre is classic endecasillabo piano (11b), and a rhyme
scheme stitches together the even lines, while in each of the odd-numbered
lines the two hemistichs share a rhyme of their own.

The epitaph poetry of the seventeenth century exhibits new forms of
increasing complexity. In 1604 the poetic inscription of Hanna Rava (1.230) is
structured in a 12a syllabic metre, but it also adheres to one of the quantitative
metrical schemes adopted by the Hebrew poets of medieval Andalusia from
the conventions of Arabic poetics. These dictate that lines be composed of
hemistichs (delet and soger), with matching sequences of long and short sylla-
bles. But poets were to deploy only particular metrical patterns, which are
listed by name in Spanish works of Hebrew poetics. In the scheme known as
ha-arokh b, a short vowel (‘g’) precedes five long vowels, with a caesura after
the third syllable, such as (proceeding from right to left):4

רוּצתוֹאוּההםוּגןה
'- - - / - - g // - - - / - - g // - - - / - - g // - - - / - - g

A quick count reveals that the sequence comprises twelve syllables, and thus
dovetails with the syllabic format of the Rava inscription. The author of this

4 See Jefim Schirmann, Hebrew Poetry in Spain and Provence (Hebrew; Jerusalem and Tel
Aviv: Magnes, 1971), vol. 4, p. 722.
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text was thus able to meld the Spanish and Italian forms, and organize the
inscription in both 12a and ha-arokh b. Ten more such texts survive for the
period until 1700.5

In like fashion, the 1629 poem memorializing Aharon Heilperon (1.188) has
an endecasillabo piano pattern identical to the Spanish metre known as ha-
shalem c:

עלוֹקםירוּק
- '- - / - g - - / - g - - // - - - / - g - - / - g - -

There are a number of variations on the 11b sequence, depending on the posi-
tions of long and short vowels, and Heilperon’s matches ha-shalem c because
it is constructed in the pattern known as ‘standard 11-mil‘el’ (mentioned
above), which requires short vowels at syllables three and seven.

Other Spanish quantitative metre sequences found in the Padua corpus
include: ha-merube, ha-marnin, ha-mitpasheṭ c, ha-mahir b and ha-doher b:

וּדּהּתוֹיּתוֹב
ha-merubeh: '- - g - - - g - - - g

אוּההוֹהאוּההאוּההה
ha-marnin: '- - - g / - - - g // - - - g / - - - g

םוֹלעֳלהרלאוּה
ha-mitpasheṭ c: '- - / - g - - // - - / - g - -

יוּמהאוּרי
ha-mahir b: '- - / - g - - / - g - -

םוּגםיוֹלם
ha-doher b: '- - g - g - - g - -

The texts are from 1618 (1.161), 1694 (1.281), 1622 (1.111), 1711 (2.34) and 1717
(1.30), respectively.

A number of blended poems exhibiting syllabic and quantitative metre,
do not match any of the accepted Andalusian patterns. Two of the exceptional
patterns appear twice: in one set the two poems are chronologically adjacent
to one another, while in the other the two are numbered sequentially:

וֹמןריה
1667 (1.303): '- - - g / - - - - - g

5 1604 (1.230); 1605 (1.223); 1606 (1.112); 1609 (1.222); 1610 (1.116; 1.243); 1614 (1.183); 1622
(1.126); ? (1.124); 1.25: 1668. The inscriptions have now appeared in a volume entitled Shirei
Shayish (Poems in Marble) (Jerusalem: Ben Zvi Institute, 2013).
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תייׂשהשׁאה
1668 (1.314): '- - - g / - - - - - g

תןתאםוֹקֶּקר
1616 (1.255): - '- - - g - - - - - -

אה…הי
1657 (1.254): - '- - - g - - - - - -

Although the latter pair are adjacent to one another, the individuals they com-
memorate were unrelated: 1.255 is for Shemuel Kohen da Pisa and 1.254 is for
Dina Segal, wife of Daniel Ferro. Furthermore, the poems are similar only in
metrical structure: Dina’s poem is a sonnet (the only sonnet in the early part
of our period), while Shemuel’s consists of two stanzas of four stichs each,
and a ‘girdle’ rhyme scheme of AAABCCCB.

The remaining five patterns bear no relationship to one another:

בׁוֹשתןוֹים
1667 (1.274): - '- - - - g - - - - -

תלּוֹתּוֹבוֹתּוֹב
1603 (1.137): '- - g - - - / - - g - - -

יםהוּתןוֹבּןיה
1629 (1.164): '- - g - - - - - / - - g - - - - -

הםירללַּיד
n.d. (1.123): '- - - - g - - g - - -

היּההּה
n.d. (1.294): '- - - g - - - -

Although these quantitative patterns are not among those listed in the poetic
manuals of Muslim Spain, their consistent use within these particular poems
leaves no doubt that their authors strove to blend syllabic and quantitative
metre.

The canons of Hebrew poetics do not define or restrict the number of lines
in a poem, and yet some models of length were more popular than others,
especially the sestina and ottava, poems of six and eight lines respectively.
Apart from displaying a specific number of lines, the sestina and ottava also
adhere to a rhyme scheme in which the rhyme alternates three or four times
and then concludes with a couplet in a different rhyme altogether: ABABCC
for sestina and ABABABCC for ottava. In a sestina the first four lines can also
appear in an enclosed rhyme scheme (ABBA), followed by a couplet (CC).

The epitaph poem of Hanna Aziz, from 1625/26, is the earliest ottava in the
Padua corpus. The ottava then disappears for several decades, but it returns in
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1667 (1.312) and occurs ten more times by the end of the century.6 The sestina
makes its first appearance in 1649 (1.133) and its second a year later. Like the
ottava, it then vanishes for about two decades, appearing again in 1668 and
then sixteen more times, at evenly distributed intervals, by 1700.7

One additional form to appear in the seventeenth century is the dramatic
epitaph, employing dialogue, which appears in the inscription memorializing
Simḥa Trèves (1.221, d. 1681). The text resembles the epitaph poems and
rhymed prose inscriptions in its liberal use of biblical language. It is, however,
the first dramatic epitaph in Padua, although a few others appear in later
centuries.8

A further level of complexity is introduced in 1614, in the epitaph of Doña
Reina, whose surname is not supplied (1.91), but who was clearly of Sefardi
ethnicity. It is a quattrain, in monorhyme, but the text is organized as two
couplets, each with its own metrical scheme: the first pair of lines are struc-
tured in 10a and the second in 8a, with no particular pattern for the placement
of long and short vowels.

The undated poem in memory of Fraidella Kohen (1.198) also exhibits mul-
tiple metrical schemes. This text is formed of eight stichs, with two rhyme
schemes: there is a monorhyme at the end of even lines, and in addition, the
first three out of four hemistichs of each pair of lines display a secondary
rhyme scheme. The metrical structure is no less complex than the rhyme
scheme:

[1]–2: 10a; 3–4: 14a; 5–6: 10a; 7–8: 12a

The reference to the first line is bracketed because the text is fragmentary and
its structure is thus conjectural, based on the overall pattern. Obviously the
metrical structure, like the rhyme scheme, organizes the text into couplets,
but the particular metres assigned to the various pairs do not seem to be in
any sort of logical progression. Of the three cases of poems with multiple
metrical structures, the last one is by far the most complex, and therefore
arguably also the most beautiful.

The material thus far presented exhausts the forms found in Padua’s
Hebrew epitaph poetry in the early part of our period, more or less in their

6 1670 (1.301); 1673 (1.257); 1674 (1.256); 1676 (1.83); 1690 (1.19); 1695 (1.313); 1697, (1.279);
1699 (1.21a–b). There is also the undated poem in 1.123.
7 The chronological spread is as follows: 1650 (1.234); 1668 (1.25), 1676 (1.268,143); 1684
(1.253); 1685 (1.84a–b); 1687 (1.225); 1687 (1.238); 1688 (1.235); 1694 (1.259, 260); 1695 (1.263,
290); 1696 (1.233); 1700 (1.288, 13).
8 See: 3.290, d. 1746; 4.26, d. 1824; 3.222, d. 1814; 3.238, d. 1815.
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chronological order of appearance. All appear in the seventeenth century, by
approximately 1625. The century or so from about 1560 to 1650 is thus the
most creative period within the time-frame of the Paduan corpus. The period
that follows is one of stability, that lasts for over a century, until approximately
1830. Epitaph poetry then declines in both quantity and quality, until it all but
disappears after about 1830.

The decline in the quality of Padua’s Hebrew epitaphs is evident, for exam-
ple, in the epitaph’s conclusion. By far the most common ending is the Hebrew
formula: ‘May his/her soul be bundled in the bundle of life.’ There is a drop
in the number of appearances of afterlife expressions in 1680–1729, followed
by recovery in 1730–1779, and a quantum leap in occurrences in 1780–1804.
But at that point there is a shift from the fully articulated formula of the ‘soul
bundle’ prayer to its acronym (TNṢBḤ), which becomes almost universal. The
move from full expression to acronym generally signifies that the power and
significance of the usage for the average reader has been greatly diminished,
rendering its appearance automatic and conventional. The widespread adop-
tion of the ‘soul bundle’ acronym in the late eighteenth century thus indicates
a general drop in creativity in epitaph composition.

The decline in the quality of Padua’s Hebrew epitaphs is also apparent in
the repetitive use of rhymes, a marked tendency from approximately the mid-
dle of the eighteenth century. For example, the rhymes gever-qever and refesh-
nefesh appear over and over, becoming lifeless and tiresome.

The same period also witnesses an increased use of stock phrases. For an
expression to become a formula it must reach a high degree of acceptance,
which implies that at one time it packed a powerful conceptual and literary
punch. A prime example is the phrase ‘to be illuminated with the light of
eternity’ (le’or be’or ‘olam), a biblicism based on Job 33:30. This phrase came
into vogue in the early eighteenth century. As the hereafter is the subject of
the phrase, it typically appears in either the ultimate or penultimate line. More
specifically, the phrase is found at the start of the last or next-to-last line, and
therein lies its appeal, for it supplies the first six syllables of the standard
endecasillabo piano sequence: two long vowels, one short and three long. As
this was the most popular metrical scheme, and as the sentiment was suited
the concluding section of the epitaph poem, the expression was felicitous
indeed.

The increased use of stock expressions, phrases and rhymes signifies an
important cultural shift. For two centuries, Padua’s epitaph poetry had been
a fountain of creativity and inspiration, offering comfort and guidance to read-
ers in an impressive array of literary forms and formulations. By the latter
eighteenth century the composition of such epitaph had stagnated into a
mindless act of mass production.
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2 Content
The following section surveys the principal themes presented in the main body
of the Paduan corpus. Memento mori, the notion that inscriptions should terrify
viewers by confronting them with the reality of their own inevitable destruction,
receives stark expression in the epitaph of Stella Scaramella (1.193, d. 1676), in
which Stella herself addresses the visitor:

Passerby!
I was like you yesterday;
tomorrow you will be like me.

The adjuration of the wayfarer to stop and contemplate the grave is a new
Hebrew version of a genre as old as ancient Greece and Rome. In the ancient
world, graves often lined the roads, and thus ‘Stop, passerby, and read’ was a
common epigraphic formula, urging the wayfarer to pause and read the
inscription, thereby momentarily rescuing the deceased from oblivion.

After getting the wayfarer’s attention, Stella’s inscription reminds the visi-
tor that death comes to everyone. This implies that everyday joys and anxieties
are fleeting, as the poem for Simḥa Leoncin (2.27, d. 1709) makes plain:

Such is the fate of all who are born, for all is vanity.
Joy and rejoicing must end in sorrow and mourning.

The sentiment is essentially moralistic, rather than religious.
The prime expression of the memento mori motif in medieval Europe is the

transi, the depiction of the decomposing corpse.9 In the Hebrew epigraphy of
Padua we encounter this genre in the gloomy epitaph of Avraham Ben Porat
(2.30, d. 1705):

Death shall cast and extend her net,
burst through and smash with great destruction.
The garments of the naked shall she strip away,
slashing and burning everything until no memory remains;
sharply, a full finger length, into my bones.
I raise my voice before the Ark, saying:
Friend, mighty father, garland on my head:
‘Return, Oh Lord, deliver my soul.’

The text describes the body’s destruction in violent and powerful terms. Death
strips us of our garments, meaning our skin, reaching into our bones until
nothing remains of our mortal self.

9 See Kathleen Cohen, Metamorphosis of a Death Symbol: The Transi Tomb in the Late Middle
Ages and the Renaissance (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973).
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The memento mori tradition is replaced in our Hebrew texts by the search
for sources of consolation, and a variety of motifs are deployed in pursuit of
this objective. Many texts stress the beauty of the body deposited beneath the
stone, denying the process of physical decomposition; this is the opposite of
the transi motif. The epitaph of Brünlein Levi (1.206, d. 1602) declares: ‘a pure,
clean body lodges here.’ The prose text of Barukh Kohen (1.52, d. 1535) insists
that corpse as well as spirit will dwell in the bosom of Abraham.

Among the most popular themes is that death is universal and hence una-
voidable. The following poems, in memory of Abram Torres (1.92.d. 1624) and
Yosef Coneian (1.121, d. 1649) respectively, offer more succinct statements of
this theme:

This is the law of all flesh, this is the Torah:
rich and poor shall return to the earth,
for so it was decreed from the time of Creation.
From the day [Adam], father of the world, sinned,
death was decreed for all who enter the world.

The epitaph poem of Perla Terni (3.182, d. 1801) demonstrates the continued
relevance of this motif at the turn of the nineteenth century:

Death is a wheel that has slid from the scales of justice.
For, seeking cumin, it sorely pursues every body.
The soul, however, enjoys adornment and joy;
for its labour it shall receive eternity.

This text takes up the theme of the dualism of body and soul, consoling the
bereaved with the knowledge that the soul not only survives the body but goes
to eternal bliss.

Another road taken in the search for consolation is the view of death as
liberation. We find this idea in the poem of Reichele mi-Shalom (1.249, d. 1639):

He [Death] opened a door to the house of my body.
As a candle from prison, he took me out.

The body as a prison is a well-known dualistic motif, as is the likening of the
soul to a candle (Prov 20:27), or more generally to spirit and hence to light.

Another tack is the motif of death as offering a state of repose and tranquil-
ity, that effectively neutralizes the image of corporeal destruction. This attitude
is eloquently articulated in the epitaph poem of Smeralda Aziz (3.306, d. 1741):

Why do people fear
to come dwell here,
if they have never seen
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tranquility in life?
Such a fear is folly,
for here one finds repose.
Here sound understanding abounds,
here every light shines.

The obverse of the association of death with rest and tranquility is the image
of this world as the site of toil and travail. The themes of life’s travails and the
grave’s repose suggest the idea that the terms life and death should actually be
reversed. This is the message of the quattrain in memory of Shemuel Ḥai meha-
Ḥazzanim (2.34, d. 1711):

A life of death, you, my brothers, shall call
the days on earth, days of dread.
Life, death: Exchange names!
Call me now Shemuel Ḥai!

This text exemplifies the tendency of the classical epigram to end with a point,
or satirical twist. In this case the poem’s punch is rooted in the name Ḥai,
which like Vita, its Italian equivalent, means life. The poem is saying that,
paradoxically, only now, in death, is the name Ḥai truly apt.

Other texts reject as futile the pursuit of worldly success, echoing the
Stoics or Ecclesiastes. The poem for Shemuel Franco (1.224, d. 1650) observes
that, realistically, economic success is not proportional to toil:

See how people move through days as they do through seas.
Some labour at length and some in just a little while
attain their heart’s desire: emerald, onyx and amethyst.

The opening couplet of Ya‘aqov Jaffe’s epitaph poem (1.34, d. 1648) condemns
pride, rather than materialism, as pointless:

See the tower, mountain and city!
Oh mortal mortal, do not be proud!

A petition to the wayfarer to beg forgiveness of God is stated briefly in the
prose epitaph of Shim‘on Parent (1.102, d. 1551): ‘May his virtues count in our
favour.’ This theme is more elaborate in the poem for Asher Ha-Kohen (3.357,
d. 1751):

Gather at my grave, my brothers and friends
and see what happened to me in my life.
Pray for me before the One who dwells in my abode;
perhaps on your account he will accept me.
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Apart from the assumption that the dead are able to intercede on behalf of the
living, to what other notions did Padua’s Jews subscribe with regard to the
nature of life after death and the ‘End of Days’?

The ethereal or spiritual realm is often described in terms of light, an
image rooted in both the biblical and classical traditions, and in the Middle
Ages in texts influenced by neoplatonic thought. Light imagery is used in a
number of Paduan epitaph poems to describe the post-mortem experience. A
neoplatonic image of the light of the afterlife is put forward in the epitaph of
Tzirleh (1.109a, d. 1641), whose surname is not given and whose son seems to
have predeceased her:

Tzirleh, the mother here
roosting on her son,
in her Garden of Eden
returns to light.

The last line conveys the neoplatonic view that the human spirit returns to its
original state, in light, as it longed to do during its mortal imprisonment in the
body.

More information about the source of the supernal light is found in the
epitaph of the Venetian rabbi and communal leader, Leib Saraval (1.17, d. 1617):
‘his spirit was extinguished and his soul ascended to God to dwell in light, the
glow of the divine presence his rest.’ Here the divine presence, the Shekhina, is
the source of the light to which the righteous go after death.

The Saraval poem concludes with an allusion to the state of rest that fol-
lows life. We have already examined the theme that people find repose when
life’s struggles are past, but the Saraval text refers to a rest that is an objective,
spiritual state, rather than merely the cessation of toil. This idea is familiar
from the phrase ‘his rest is in Eden’ (nuḥo ‘eden), a ubiquitous euphemism in
rabbinic literature for the death of an esteemed individual. It receives poetic
expression in a number of Paduan epitaphs, as in the inscription of Rachel
Ṣarfati (1.167, d. 1566): ‘May her spirit rest in relief and [be] at rest before the
King.’ More elaborate and poetic is the formulation in the epitaph of Gioia
Ferarese (1.308, d. 1671), which echoes that of Leib Saraval: ‘[She] departed
the corporeal prison for the supernal rest beneath the wings of the Shekhina.’
In a unique text, the statement that Ya‘aqov Alperon (1.216, d. 1588) ‘ascended
to serve God’ refers to the afterlife in terms of activity rather than repose.

Learned discussions of the epigram generally agree on the importance of
a pointed conclusion, one that is both pithy and powerful. The Padua epitaph
poems generally articulate this value in the final line or two, as the poet turns
from a lugubrious discussion of the death of the body to an upbeat declaration
about the everlasting delight of the soul in paradise.
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The Paduan corpus offers almost no references to the messiah and messi-
anic advent, in contrast to resurrection. In the same vein, the epitaph poem
for Asher Marini (2.48, d. 1716) offers the only explicit reference to the return
of the Jewish people to its ancestral homeland. The silence regarding national
redemption resounds loudly because the Jews of early modern Italy are known
to have expressed intense interest in messianism, both political and mystical.
Resurrection is only a little more popular, appearing in just 10 %–15 % of the
inscriptions until the mid-seventeenth century, not at all in the latter seven-
teenth century, and hardly ever thereafter.

3 Final Generation

The inscriptions of the final generation, 1830–1862, depart markedly from
Padua’s tradition. Epitaph poetry, as against prose inscriptions, declines
sharply in the final generation, from above fifty per cent in 1805–1829 to barely
ten per cent. Even S. D. Luzzatto (‘Shadal’), for all his passion for the Hebrew
poetry of the Middle Ages, elected to inscribe a prose text on the tombstone
of his son Filosseno. Biblicisms disappear too, as do stock rhymes and phrases.
What we are witnessing is a complete overhaul, a response to the sense that
the venerable tradition of epitaph poetry had become a dead letter and no
longer addressed the tastes and values of the age.

The epitaphs of the final generation differ radically in both form and con-
tent from what came before. The new form is a prose text, but one much longer
than the traditional epitaph, running well over ten lines and sometimes double
that length. The new epitaph is also considerably more personalized than the
traditional one. Authors not only strive for personalized rhetoric, avoiding tra-
ditional formulae, but also focus on the character and achievements of the
individual, apparently signalling a new sense of the singular nature of each
person.

The central characteristic of the new variety of inscription is the attribution
to the departed of three particular qualities. The three-attributes string is
nowhere accompanied by a rationale, but it bears a striking resemblance to
the famous slogan of the French Revolution: Liberté, Egalité, Fraternité. Hence
the new epitaph may have been intended to do more than immortalize the
deceased; it may have also communicated the sense that a new, modern, era
had dawned.

The inscriptions of the final generation also break with tradition in supply-
ing far more information. It becomes quite normal for the names of the sponsor
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or sponsors of stone and inscription to appear below the inscription. A number
of texts now provide the time of death.

The prominence of the Italian language is yet another departure from tra-
dition. Hitherto a marginal phenomenon, the use of Italian becomes ordinary
in the final generation, primarily in prose texts, and to a lesser degree in verse.
Clearly the level of acculturation had risen significantly in comparison with
the early modern era. On the other hand, for this to become obvious only in
the second third of the nineteenth century is powerful testimony to the respect
Italian Jews had for tradition, at least in the graveyard, if not in other venues
and genres.

4 Conclusion

Our period ends in 1862, with the closing of the cemetery in Via Canal and
the inauguration of the new cemetery in Via Sori. The geographical shift was
accompanied by a transformation of the epitaph no less revolutionary than
the innovations of the final generation. The perimeter of the new cemetery is
lined with elaborate tombstones and inscriptions, most even more bombastic
and grandiose than those of the final generation. These are, however, few and
exceptional, as almost all of the tombstones and inscriptions are their polar
opposite. In the years immediately following our period the gravestone and
epitaph are almost completely standardized: they are quite small and supply
only the most basic particulars. Needless to say, epitaph poetry disappears,
but so do the detailed personalized epitaphs that had only just appeared in
the previous generation. The new epitaphs from Via Sori are thus devoid of
literary and cultural value; their latent demographic data is their sole merit.

The preceding analysis of the Padua corpus has yielded an image of a
body of literature that went through four stages of development. Simple prose
inscriptions, with nothing more than the basic particulars, appear during the
first half of the sixteenth century, along with a sizeable corpus of inscriptions
in rhymed prose and unmetered poetry. The second stage, lasting roughly a
century from the middle of the sixteenth century, witnesses the arrival and
blossoming of metered epitaph poetry in the style of early modern Italian
Jewry. Thus our corpus affords a unique opportunity to witness a major cul-
tural transformation, as Padua’s largely Ashkenazi constituency acculturated
to its Italian environment. With the passing of the decades, the inscriptions
become ever more sophisticated, increasing the range of the literary devices
employed, to maximal aesthetic effect.
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The tradition continues for another century, roughly from 1650 to 1750,
before there are signs of stagnation and ennervation. In the latter eighteenth
century, the third stage, epitaph poems are more numerous than ever, but for
the most part they are no longer creative and original. Rhymes and tropes
become formulaic and lifeless, and there is a marked use of stock expressions
and phrases. The early modern tradition seems to have lost its vibrancy and
appeal, and presumably it had become disconnected from the social and cul-
tural values of the age. If Italian Jewry underwent a period of decadence, the
corpus of epitaphs from Padua suggest that it was centred in the second half
of the eighteenth century.

Revival came in the final stage of our period, when a new type of epitaph
appears, with a fresh range of features. These are revolutionary not only from
a strictly literary point of view, but also in terms of the values they project.
They are written in rolling prose, rather than rhymed and metered verse, and
their salient characteristic is their effort to characterize the deceased as an
individual, in stark contrast to the impersonal, didactic tone of the early mod-
ern epitaph poem. These texts mark the entrance of Paduan Jewry squarely
into the modern era and bring our era to a close.

The inscriptions of Paduan Jewry do not generally reflect the broader cul-
tural currents set down in studies of the death culture of early modern Europe.
There are some exceptions to this rule. Instead of focusing on the degradation
of the body and the request for intercessory prayer, the humanist epitaph
depicts death in neoplatonic terms, as liberation from the flesh and reunion
with God. For the righteous, death is actually the beginning of true living.10

These ideas appear in some of the texts cited above, such as the inscription
of Rabbi Leib Saraval.

The final generation seems more in step with the broad cultural develop-
ments of European society. The communal view of the deceased, as represent-
ing shared social and ethical values, gives way to a more personalized image,
as inscriptions emphasize the particular virtues and achievements of the
deceased. Religious values recede, and the unfavourable comparison of the
turmoil and travail of this world with the repose and delight of the afterlife is
abandoned.11

10 Kathleen Cohen, Metamorphosis, pp. 127–28.
11 Philippe Ariès, The Hour of Our Death, Eng. trans. by Helen Weaver (New York: Knopf,
1981), pp. 449, 467, 605–9; Armando Petrucci, Writing the Dead: Death and Writing Strategies
in the Western Tradition, Eng. trans. Michael Sullivan (Stanford: Stanford University Press,
1998), pp. 114–6. See also: Michel Vovelle, La mort et l’Occident de 1300 à nos jours (Paris:
Gallimard, 1983), pp. 425–31; Joshua Scodel, The English Poetic Epitaph: Commemoration and
Conflict from Jonson to Wordsworth (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1991), pp. 312–14.
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The shift in the final generation suggests that Jews of Padua were not so
much disconnected from the cultural trends of the surrounding milieu as out
of step. Perhaps profound cultural change penetrated the Jewish community
somewhat later than it appeared in the general community.12 I am, however,
hesitant to draw far-reaching conclusions from our corpus of inscriptions
about the nature of Italian Jewish culture, and more inclined to ascribe signifi-
cance to the genre. The epitaph developed along its own lines, integrating
some formal and substantive elements from other types of writing and ignoring
others. The context of grave and epitaph gave tradition an inordinate degree
of power, blunting the forces of social and cultural change and rendering the
tastes of Padua’s Jews especially conservative.

12 A similar dynamic would explain the appearance of characteristics of Renaissance culture
among the Jews of Italy in the early seventeenth century.
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Les cimetières sont remplis
de personnes indispensables

1 Introduction
Italy’s Jewish cultural heritage is one of the most important in the western
world. For geographical and historical reasons, the Jewry of the Italian penin-
sula is the most ancient in Europe and the Mediterranean basin. The presence
of Jewish communities in Rome, Sardinia and the southern region of Apulia
and Sicily goes back two thousand years, dating from the first years of the
Christian era, and even earlier in the case of Rome. Although Italian Jewry,
compared with other European countries, never achieved high numbers, it
always played a major role because of its cultural importance, and due to a
successful co-existence on Italian soil of the three major cultural and geo-
graphical European traditions: the Italian, the Sefardi and the Ashkenazi. As
has commonly occurred in the field of non-Jewish culture, Italy has also pro-
duced about half of all resources in the field of Jewish cultural heritage, and
the relevant treasures are today kept in Jewish and non-Jewish museums and
libraries all over the world, as well as in the Italian Peninsula. Italian Jewish
inscriptions play an important role in this rich legacy, with regard to both the
first 1,540 years of the current era, predominantly in southern Italy, and the
cemeteries of the Italian Jews between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries.
From the sixteenth century onwards, and well into the seventeenth century,
the art of writing epitaphs in Hebrew became a true literary genre, practised
in rhyme and rhythm, by rabbis and learned scholars. The writing of these
texts was commissioned by people requesting epitaphs for their dead relatives,
as well as for literary and fictional purposes. We have to take into account that
the epitaphs – sometimes more and sometimes less artistically elaborated –
constituted, starting in the sixteenth century, the first registration of people,
in both the Christian and the Jewish worlds. They were therefore equally
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Fig. 1: The first page (fol. 9r) of the Pinqas Ha-Nifṭarim of the Jewish Community in Lugo,
recording its deaths and ranging from 1658 to 1825; Ms. n. 3960, of the Jewish Theological
Seminary in New York. The first record belongs to Shelomo Ṣeva‘, who passed away on 4
Ḥeshvan, in 1658. The lines 12–13 read as follows: שארלולינולוק׳אןינבבןויצולונישע…

הזבםנורכזויהיךילאל״נהןקזהרבקמשםיאבהתורודלןורכזלהיהישידכל״נהןקזהרבק
ןמאןוצריהיןכשךידיךרהתיחשמהךלאמלרמאיוונמחנילאהורפסה that is: “… we have

made for him a colonnello [pillar] as sign to indicate the tomb of this old man, as an ever-
lasting memory for all those who in future generations, from the tomb of this old man for-
ward, are to be recorded in this book, and God will console us and will tell the exterminat-
ing Angel: ‘Loosen your hand’, and so be it, amen”.
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Fig. 2: Tombstones at the Jewish cemetery of Cardeto in Ancona, in the shape of cylindrical
pillars, made from erosion resistant Istria stone and therefore in a good state of preserva-
tion. This cylindrical style probably originated in northern Africa and was adopted by Sefardi
Jews. After the expulsion, this tombstone style, brought to this region by Jews from Sefarad
and from Turkey, became almost unique among the Marches communities.

important as compilations of births, marriages and deaths, written and
archived by priests and rabbis. In the Christian world this practice was for-
mally imposed on all parish priests in the middle of the fifteenth century by
the Council of Trent, and implemented during the second half of that century.
At the same time, the Jewish communities of Italy started to write minutes of
the council assemblies and to compile registers of dead Jews. A very interesting
example is found in the Pinqas Ha-Nifṭarim ( םירטפנהסקנפ ), Ms. 3960, of the
Jewish Theological Seminary in New York, comprising eighty-three folios of
the Jewish ḥevra qaddisha (burial society) of the town of Lugo. This charitable
body was charged by the Jewish community to bury its dead and the manu-
script contains the death records of almost two centuries, from 1658 until 1825
(Fig. 1). I shall later present an example of the importance of cross-checking
information from different sources so as to enrich our knowledge not only of
the active Jewish communities of Italy, but also of their death, burial and
mourning liturgy in the early modern period. Because the tombstones are
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mostly made from less solid stone than the pietra d’Istria, that is particularly
used in the Jewish cemeteries of the Marches region (Fig. 2), this cultural herit-
age has in the course of the past fifty years been more severely damaged by air
pollution and acid rain than in the previous five centuries. Immediate action is
required to save this precious heritage and to avoid the legacy being irremedi-
ably lost for future centuries and generations. Several Jewish maṣevot are
already almost impossible to decipher, and consequently lost forever. It should
not be forgotten that the texts of the epitaphs have the potential to make an
important contribution to our knowledge of Hebrew epigraphy in Italy and the
western Jewish civilization as a whole.

2 The Italian Jewish inscriptions of the first
millennium and until 1540 CE

The work carried out by my late friend, Professor Cesare Colafemmina, is of
great importance for Italian inscriptions of this period. Professor Colafemmina
has published for the first time numerous southern Italian inscriptions, some
discovered by himself, as is the case in the matter of the inscriptions found in
the catacombs of Venosa. Unfortunately, these articles were published in vari-
ous Italian reviews and journals which remain difficult of accession. The cor-
pus includes catacomb inscriptions painted or engraved on the plaster of
arcosolia, as in Jewish catacombs of Sant’Antioco (Fig. 3), in Sulcis region of
southern Sardinia, dating back to the late Roman period (fourth-fifth century
CE). The Hebrew epigraphy of Sicily, the Venosa sepulchral inscriptions on
stone in the Basilicata Region, and similar inscriptions in Apulia, Calabria,
and other southern Italian regions, provide data until 1540, which is the start-
ing-point for the documentation then coming from the Jewish cemeteries of
central and northern Italy. The inscriptions from the third to the seventh centu-
ries were mainly published by Jean Baptiste Frey in his Corpus inscriptionum
iudaicarum. Recueil des inscriptions juives qui vont du IIIe siècle avant Jésus-
Christ au VIIe siècle de notre ère, in Rome, Pontificio Istituto di Archeologia
Cristiana, 1936. More recently, David Noy published two volumes: Jewish
Inscriptions of Western Europe: Volume 1, Italy (excluding the City of Rome),
Spain and Gaul, Cambridge University Press, 1995, and Jewish Inscriptions of
Western Europe: Volume 2, The City of Rome, Cambridge University Press, 1995.
For Italy, Noy based himself mainly on Colafemmina’s studies. The main stud-
ies by Colafemmina are listed hereunder, with only one of them, no. 23,
appearing in English. For this reason, following an invitation received some
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Fig. 3: Inscriptions in Hebrew and Latin, discovered in 1894, in the Jewish catacomb of
Bonus, Roman period, (4th–5th centuries), at Sant’Antioco, in southern Sardinia. During the
restoration of the two arcosolia of Bonus and Beronice, about 40 years ago, the restorer
wrongly placed the inner painted menorah and inscription of Beronice’s arcosolium under
the arch of the arcosolium of Bonus (this image) and vice versa. In the upper arc, on the
right, we read shalom, and in the inscription of the central part, to the left of the menorah,
is clearly readable: shalom ‘al […] whereas the other words, probably incorrectly recon-
structed, are difficult to decipher; they perhaps mean: [mishkavo amen], according a well
known formula.

time ago from Colette Sirat, the general editor of this Jewish series, I very
much hope that we can soon see the republication of all Italian epigraphs of
the first 1.500 years of the common era in one English volume in the presti-
gious series Monumenta Palaeographica Medii Aevi: Series Hebraica (SHEBA)
printed by Brepols in Turnhout (Belgium) whose policy is to publish original-
size facsimiles of the documentary heritage of Europe.
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3 Studies by Cesare Colafemmina of the Italian
Hebrew inscriptions

1. ‘Di alcune iscrizioni giudaiche di Taranto’, in Studi di storia pugliese in
onore di Giuseppe Chiarelli, ed. by Michele Paone (Galatina: Mario Congedo,
1972), I, pp. 233–42.

2. ‘Un’iscrizione ebraica inedita di Trani’, in Augustinianum, 13 (1973),
pp. 339–43.

3. ‘Iscrizioni ebraiche a Brindisi’, in Brundisii res, 5 (1973), pp. 91–106.
4. ‘Documenti epigrafici inediti o mal noti della “Regio Secunda”’, in Cenacolo,

3 (1973), pp. 147–151, figg. 1–5.
5. ‘Nova e vetera nella catacomba ebraica di Venosa’, in Studi storici, ed. by

Cesare Colafemmina (Molfetta: Ecumenica Editrice-, 1974), pp. 87–94,
tab. I–IV.

6. ‘L’iscrizione brindisina di Baruch ben Yonah e Amittai da Oria’, in Brundisii
res, 7 (1975), pp. 295–300.

7. ‘Nuove iscrizioni ebraiche a Venosa’, in Studi in memoria di p. Adiuto Puti-
gnani (Cassano M.: Ecumenica Editrice, 1975), pp. 41–46, tab. XII–XV.

8. ‘Di una iscrizione greco-ebraica di Otranto’, in Vetera Christianorum, 12 (1975),
pp. 131–37.

9. ‘Iscrizioni paleocristiane di Venosa’, in Vetera Christianorum, 13 (1976),
pp. 149–65.

10. ‘Gli ebrei a Taranto nella documentazione epigrafica (secc. IV–X)’, in La
Chiesa di Taranto, I: Dalle origini all’avvento dei Normanni, ed. by C. D.
Fonseca (Galatina: Congedo Editore, 1977), pp. 109–27.

11. ‘Un’iscrizione venosina inedita dell’822’, in La Rassegna Mensile d’Israel,
43 (1977), pp. 261–63.

12. ‘Di un’iscrizione biblica (Ps. 125,1) e di altri graffiti’, in Il santuario di S. Michele
sul Gargano dal VI al IX secolo. Contributo alla storia della Langobardia
meridionale. Proceedings of the congress held in Monte Sant’Angelo (9–10
dicembre 1978), ed. by Carlo Carletti and Giorgio Otranto (Bari: Edipuglia,
1980), pp. 337–45, figs. 1–6.

13. ‘Una nuova iscrizione ebraica a Venosa’, in Vetera Christianorum, 21 (1984),
pp. 197–202.

14. ‘Iscrizione ebraica inedita di Lavello’, in Vetera Christianorum, 23 (1986),
pp. 171–76.

15. ‘Tre nuove iscrizioni ebraiche a Venosa’, in Vetera Christianorum, 24 (1987),
pp. 201–209.

16. ‘Note su di una iscrizione ebraico-latina di Oria’, in Vetera Christianorum,
25 (1988), pp. 641–51.
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17. ‘Le iscrizioni ebraiche nel cimitero di Tarsia’, in Ferramont: un lager nel
Sud’, in Proceedings of the International congress held in Cosenza (15–16
maggio 1987), ed. by Francesco Volpe (Cosenza: Edizioni Orizzonti Meridi-
onali, 1990), pp. 101–17.

18. ‘Una nuova epigrafe ebraica altomedievale a Lavello’, in Vetera Christiano-
rum, 29 (1992), pp. 411–21.

19. ‘Epigraphica Hebraica Venusina’, in Vetera Christianorum, 30 (1993),
pp. 411–21.

20. ‘Due nuove iscrizioni sinagogali pugliesi’, in Vetera Christianorum, 21 (1994),
pp. 383–95.

21. ‘Iscrizioni ebraiche su una lucerna e su un amuleto rinvenuti nel Salerni-
tano’, in Apollo. Bollettino dei Musei Provinciali del Salernitano, 10 (1994),
pp. 56–58.

22. ‘Ipogei ebraici in Sicilia’, in Italia judaica. Gli ebrei in Sicilia sino all’espul-
sione del 1492, Proceedings of the V congress held in Palermo (15–19 giugno
1992), Publications of the Archivi di Stato, Saggi, 32 (Rome: Ministero per
i Beni Culturali e Ambientali, 1995), pp. 304–29.

23. ‘Hebrew Inscriptions of the Early Medieval Period in Southern Italy’, in
The Jews of Italy. Memory and Identity, ed. by Barbara Garvin and Bernard
Cooperman, Studies and Textes in Jewish History and Culture, 7 (Bethesda:
University Press of Maryland, 2000), pp. 65–81.

24. ‘Un frammento di iscrizione ebraica sinagogale’, in Palazzo Adorno. Sto-
ria e restauri, ed. by Regina Poso (Matera; Spolent: R&R Editrice), 2000,
pp. 24–29.

25. ‘Di alcune iscrizioni ebraiche a Trani’, in La Rassegna Mensile d’Israel,
67 (2001), pp. 305–312.

26. ‘Nota sull’iscrizione ebraica rinvenuta nella chiesa di S. Giovanni Battista
a Siracusa’, in A. Scandaliato and N. Mulè (eds.), La sinagoga e il bagno
rituale degli ebrei di Siracusa, con una nota epigrafica di Cesare Cola-
femmina, Associazione Italiana per lo Studio del Giudaismo, Testi e Studi
dell’AISG n. 13 (Florence: Giuntina, 2002), pp. 129–33.

27. ‘Le catacombe ebraiche nell’Italia meridionale e nell’area sicula: Venosa,
Siracusa, Noto Lipari, Malta’, in M. Perani (ed.), I beni culturali ebraici in
Italia. Situazione attuale, problemi e progetti per il futuro, Proceedings of
the Congress of Ravenna (22–24 maggio 2001) (Ravenna: Longo editore,
2003), pp. 119–46.

28. ‘Le testimonianze epigrafiche e archeologiche come fonte storica’, in Mate-
ria giudaica IX/1–2 (2004), pp. 37–52.

29. ‘Tre iscrizioni ebraiche altomedievali a Matera’, in M. Perani (ed.), Una
manna buona per Mantova. Man Tov le-Man Tovah. Studi in onore di Vittore
Colorni per il suo 92 ° Compleanno (Florence: Olschki, 2004), pp. 101–14.
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30. ‘Sull’iscrizione di Berakah ben Sa‘adyah Ha-Zaqen Faqqas di Siracusa’, in
Materia giudaica X/2 (2005), pp. 313–17.

31. ‘Una rilettura delle epigrafi ebraiche della Sardegna’, in C. Tasca (ed.), Gli
ebrei in Sardegna nel contesto mediterraneo. La riflessione storiografica da
Giovanni Spano ad oggi, Atti del XXII Convegno Internazionale dell’AISG,
published in Materia giudaica, XIV/1–2 (2009), pp. 81–99.

4 The new series Corpus Epitaphiorum
Hebraicorum Italiae (CEHI) of
the sixteenth–nineteenth centuries

For the reasons already noted, and particularly because of the precarious state
of preservation of the epitaphs of the past four centuries on the maṣevot of
Italian Jewish cemeteries that may be lost forever, I decided to set up a project
whose aim is the publication of all the funerary texts of Jewish tombstones in
Italy. The research material is mainly located in the central and northern
regions of Italy. In southern Italy in the modern era there are no Jewish ceme-
teries because of the expulsion of the Jews from these lands during the Gerush
Sefarad of 1492, that stretched as far as Sardinia and Sicily, and included the
sixteenth-century reign of Naples and other kingdoms. On the other hand, as
already pointed out, southern Italy holds almost all the Hebrew epigraphic
documentation of the first 1,500 years of the current era.

This precious heritage of texts written on stone must not be lost but should
be archived and published, also on the Internet, so that it can be preserved
for and available to future generations. This is exactly the aim of the newly
established Series of CEHI, published by La Giuntina Press in Florence, where
the whole corpus of Jewish epitaphs extant in all the Jewish cemeteries of Italy
will be gathered and published. As pointed out earlier, the series will not
include the corpus of the Jewish inscriptions of the first millennium before
1540, found predominantly in the regions of southern Italy, and almost entirely
already published. The volumes of the CEHI Series Project are each devoted
to a particular cemetery or to several small cemeteries in the same area. They
include editions of the Hebrew texts of the epitaphs, the identification of bibli-
cal sources and rabbinic quotations, with explanatory notes and an Italian
translation.

Each cemetery will have an introduction to its local Jewish community
and its history, in order to contextualize the funerary inscriptions against their
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historical background. In addition, a rich apparatus of colour and black/white
images will illustrate the editions of the texts. An online edition on a website
will be created and developed in parallel, to complement the printed hard
copy, presenting the content of each volume and allowing for an online elec-
tronic search of the names of Jews, both in Hebrew and in Italian. Under my
supervision, the project, beginning with a survey of the status quaestionis and
of research in cooperation with the Fondazione per i Beni Culturali Ebraici and
the Unione delle Comunità Ebraiche Italiane (UCEI, Union of Italian Jewish
Communities), and covering the period from the sixteenth to the nineteenth
centuries, aims at producing a census of all the Jewish cemeteries in Italy.
Each cemetery has been catalogued on electronic cards that show the state of
preservation, list the existing studies, refer to the related Jewish communities,
and include maps of geographic locations, a complete bibliography, digital
photographs of the epigraphs, with comments on their state of conservation
and legibility. During the past ten years, I have assigned a number of MA and
BA dissertations to research on the following cemeteries of the Emilia Romagna
and Marches regions: Lugo, Ancona, Senigallia, Pesaro, Correggio, Finale Emi-
lia, Cento. Each of these studies contains an introduction on the Jewish commu-
nities, a description of each site with historical notes, and details of the social
institutions and structures that have characterized the communities over the
centuries. They also deal with the reasons for their foundation and their subse-
quent history, as well as tracing the development of their cemeteries over the
centuries, and often also the reasons for their disappearance. These disserta-
tions include transcriptions of the sepulchral inscriptions found, their Italian
versions, and photographic reproductions. The whole process is then com-
pleted with indices of names and places in Italian and Hebrew. As far the
research methodology is concerned, the first step required an inspection of
the Jewish cemeteries under examination, in order to ascertain the condition
of the epitaphs, which were often in a bad state of preservation, many of
them destroyed by overgrown vegetation and the neglect that characterizes
numerous Jewish cemeteries. During the inspection, the tombstones were par-
tially cleaned by the removal of plaque, moss, lichen and grimy patina.
Through these efforts, fragments of accidentally damaged and overgrown
gravestones have been recovered as far as possible, Jewish epitaphs have been
made legible, and have thus reclaimed their importance as documents, testify-
ing to the history of the Jewish communities that have, over time, populated
that place.
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5 Planning of the series CEHI
The Corpus Epitaphiorum Hebraicorum Italiae was inaugurated in September
2008 with the publication of the first volume entitled: Il ‘giardino’ degli ebrei.
Cimiteri ebraici del Mantovano, edited by La Giuntina Press, in Florence. The
volume brings together about two years of research on the cemeteries of Man-
tua and the Mantovano and includes the Jewish cemeteries of Mantua, Boz-
zolo, Gazzuolo, Ostiano, Pomponesco, Revere, Rivarolo Mantovano, Sabbio-
neta, Sermide and Viadana1. Two new volumes, devoted to the cemeteries of
Lugo and Finale Emilia, have been published at the beginning of 2011.

The volumes already published are:
1. Il ‘giardino’ degli ebrei. Cimiteri ebraici del Mantovano, ed. by C. Bonora

Previdi and A. Mortari, CEHI n. 1 (Florence: La Giuntina, 2008).
2. M. Perani, A. Pirazzini and G. Corazzol, Il cimitero ebraico di Lugo, CEHI

n. 2, (Florence: La Giuntina, 2011).
3. M. P. Balboni, M. Perani, A. Creatura, Sigilli di eternità. Il cimitero ebraico

di Finale Emilia, n. 3 (Florence: La Giuntina, 2011).

The following volumes are scheduled to be published in the coming years:
4. Padova
5. Senigallia
6. Ancona
7. Pesaro
8. Urbino
9. Triveneto

10. Venice

The volumes next listed are already planned for following years:
11. Correggio
12. Roma
13. Cento
14. Bologna

And at a later date attention will be given to the Jewish cemeteries of: Modena,
Ferrara, Pisa, Asti, Perugia, Vercelli, and whatever else is extant in the Italian
regions of Piedmont, Umbria, Tuscany, Lombardy.

1 I have published additional material but I am unable to include it in this article; see
Addenda ai cimiteri ebraici di Mantova e di Rivarolo Mantovano e l’epitaffio incompiuto del
Museo Ebraico di Bologna, in Materia giudaica, 13/1–2 (2008), pp. 281–99.
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6 The information contained in the text of the
epitaphs and their importance for the new
science of genealogy

The valuable documentation obtained from the epitaphs constitutes a sort of
archive written on stone, yielding important information about family relations
and other, sometimes rather explicit details, often almost impossible to find
in official historical sources, such as the causes of death. The epitaphs tell
stories of fathers, mothers, brothers and sisters, sons and daughters. They
provide interesting insights into such causes of death: as child-bearing, a bad
cold, etc. Most interestingly, the epitaph represents a more popular documen-
tation that is not related exclusively to riches, power and communal impor-
tance. The epitaphs retrace Jewish genealogy and are of importance for the
relatively new academic discipline of genealogical research. This ‘registration’,
‘engraved on stone’ was the first to be extended to all the people, regardless
of their social background. In previous centuries, with archival documentation
starting basically in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, the sources
related primarily to rich and important people: scholars, leading rabbis, and
bankers. The poor, both of the Jewish and Christian communities, had less
relevance and were often neither registered nor formally archived. Historical
documents are in fact rarely representative of the history of the common peo-
ple, but more commonly records of the rich and powerful, of princes, popes,
the leading classes, bankers and merchants. Officially registering the dates of
circumcision or baptism, and extending this process even to those of low social
rank, and reporting marriages, deaths and other events in their daily lives,
represented an important turning point in the drive towards a certain democra-
tization in the production of historical documents. Although it remains true
that the most beautiful and artistically and literarily valuable maṣevot and
epitaphs are those composed for important people, they do nevertheless also
reveal some general information on the lower ranks of society. It is from these
epitaphs that I gleaned pieces of information that enabled me to reconstruct the
puzzling genealogy of some families, such as the Fano or Forlì households, as
documented in the Jewish cemetery of Lugo. I achieved this by combining the
data from the epitaphs with the above-mentioned register of deaths diligently
compiled for about two hundreds years by scribes of the ḥevra qaddisha
charged with the task of burying the dead.
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7 Incorrect and misleading conservation work
that has damaged the inscriptions

During my research on the Italian Jewish cemeteries, I have, more than once,
discovered Hebrew texts that have been rewritten in black paint by someone
with little or no command of Hebrew, in an attempt to save the epitaphs that
has unintentionally had the opposite effect. This practice not only ruins the
tombstone, but more frequently also damages the text, since those rewriting
it have not understood the meaning of the epitaph, which is often in poetry
or in the exalted language of past centuries, from Baroque until the Ottocento.
Among these attempts at preservation, I have found many exchanges of simi-
lar-looking Hebrew letters such as, for example, zayin for waw, kaf for bet, he
for ḥet or vice versa, and others. Zealous and well-meaning volunteers, taking
care of the cemetery and its maintenance, while acting in good faith, have
caused serious damage. Those erroneous corrections, or the confusion of
Hebrew letters and words, have meant that tremendous effort and time have
been required to read and decipher the (original) text, often much more than
would have been necessary to decipher and translate the epitaphs in their
original (albeit poor) state of preservation. In other cases, I noted that the
maṣevot had been cleaned by using a muriatic acid solution and wire brush,
which seriously abrased and damaged the stone, erasing forever the traces of
engravings, that had suffered the continuous erosions of time and weather.
Here, I wish also to add that in Italy there are many Jewish cemeteries in
places from which Jewish communities have long since disappeared, and it
has often been Christians who have preserved these artefacts and their cultural
heritage. It may appear strange to the large Jewish communities of the United
States or Israel that in Italy and other European countries Jewish studies are
pursued mainly by non-Jewish scholars. It is also a sad fact that Italy, a coun-
try richer than most in cultural heritage, whether Jewish or non-Jewish, invests
less than many other countries in its conservation. In addition, there are
absurd laws that prevent the protection and preservation of Jewish cemeteries.
In Mantua, for example, a city where the Jewish population in the sixteenth
century reached ten per cent, the municipality, to this very day, cannot supply
(or support) a custodian for the Jewish cemetery, since the cemetery is not
situated on public land but on land owned by the Jewish community. This is,
in a way, an act of discrimination against the Jewish citizens of Mantua who
for centuries paid their taxes like everyone else.
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8 A diwan of poetry in rhyme and rhythm

Starting from the sixteenth century, and in particular during the Baroque
period, the writing of poems and epitaphs in rhyme and rhythm became an
accepted literary mode. As Michela Andreatta has shown in her article on the
Jewish epitaph as literary genre,2 it was the rabbis and leading scholars who,
in these centuries, wrote collections of sepulchral inscriptions either for them-
selves, or as commissioned by others. Epitaphs, both true and fictitious, were
worthy of publication as poetry. This precious heritage certainly must be saved
from decline and falling into oblivion. A device used by the Jewish poets who
composed these piyyuṭim is the separation of two parts of a word for poetical
reasons. There follow a few examples of such poems.

A fine poetical composition is found in epitaph no. 9 from the cemetery
of Lugo, written for Refael Ḥizqiya of Forlì, who passed away in 1592 (Fig. 4).
The text is structured according a metrical scheme in octave: AB, AB, AC, AC,
where A ends in -ìm, B in -èreṣ and C in -arùṣ. As a matter of fact, the beauty
and rhetoric of these poems can be appreciated only in their original Hebrew.

Hebrew text:

םדוּלהר3םי

טשׁוֹנםלדץ
שׁים4רףביםי
6ץרדֵוֹג5הוָלבבוֹט

םים]]הרלוּה
םלדוֹב7וֹרתוֹרץ
בוֹטןישׁייםבםי
ָּׂאשדתיתֶּוֹלרץ

ל״צזהיקזחלאפרר״המכהלענה
םויםיהלאהלאהלעילרופימ
ה״בצנתב״נשהןסינא״י

2 M. Andreatta, L’epitaffio come genere letterario, in Il ‘giardino’ degli ebrei: Cimiteri ebraici
del Mantovano, ed. by A. Mortari and C. Bonora Previdi, series Corpus Epitaphiorum Hebrai-
corum Italiae (CEHI), created and directed by Mauro Perani, n. 1 (Florence: Giuntina, 2008),
pp. 9–23.
3 Job 14:1.
4 Job 1:8.
5 Job 5:16.
6 Isa 58:12.
7 Esth 5:11.
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Fig. 4: Tombstone in the Jewish cemetery of Lugo with epitaph of Refael Ḥizqiya from Forlì,
who passed away in 1592.
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English version:
Poetic part:

1. Short is the life of man born of woman (Job 14:1).
2. Regard a fine man who is high among the nobles of the land.
3. A man right and just (Job 1:8), a true prince of the nations (cf. Ps. 47:10);
4. Good, restoring hope to the poor (Job 5:16), and repairer of the breach (Isa 58:12)
5. laid in this tomb with an honest name.
6. Despite the splendour of his richness (Esth 5:11), the gold is as his dust.
7. There is nothing good for men (see Eccl 8:15) than to be exalted of heart8,
8. to bring knowledge of the fate you are running to.

Prose part:
9. The excellent, honoured Refael Ḥizqiya, may the memory of the righteous be a bless-

ing,
10. from Forlì, rose to God on 11 Nisan 5352 (March 23, 1592). May his soul be bound up

in the bundle of life.

Comment:
As we can see, the classic structure of the text of the epitaph is composed

of two parts: the first is in poetry which, in the epitaphs of the late sixteenth
century, the golden era of Baroque, until the eighteenth century, is in rhyme
and rhythm, and constructs a eulogy of the deceased. The poetic part is an
ottava rima where the lines 1, 3, 5 and 7 are decasyllabic composed of 5 iamb
verses; lines 2 and 6 are hendecasyllables composed by 3 iambs, 1 anapaest
and 1 iamb verses; line 4 is an dodecasyllabic verse, the central one adopting
a different rhythm and is composed of 1 anapaest, 2 iambs, 1 anapaest and a
trochee. So we have a wonderfully elaborate structure, with the composer mak-
ing the most of the rhyme and rhythm, as well as of parallelism. There is a
connection between lines 1 = 3 = 5 = 7 which all end in -im, and 2 = 4 = 6 = 8
all ending in -eṣ.

9 The structure and various registers of the
speaker in the epitaphs

In the epitaphs, the deceased’s virtues are often celebrated with words quoted
from the Bible, but at the same time the poet invites the visitor to consider the
vanity of the human condition, emphasizing the shortness of human life
because of the fuga temporis, as is made evident by the inevitability of death,

8 Text inspired by Exod 35:21: וּאלשׁירוֹאּוֹבלרוֹחוּרה .
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Fig. 5: The entrance to the former Pizzeria “La Stalla” in Cerese, not far from Mantua, with
two cylindrical Jewish funerary pillars, reused as ornamental elements. On the right side,
the one of Avraham Yedidya Basilea, brother of the Mantua kabbalist, Avi‘ad Sar Shalom
Basilea, who passed away in 1748, in July. On the left side, that of Avraham Ḥayyim Norsa,
who died in 1783, both leading Rabbis in Mantua during the 18th century. Despite my efforts
to obtain permission to bring the funerary pillars to the Jewish community in Mantua, with
the intention to putting them in a museum, together with other Mantua maṣevot of the 16th–
18th centuries, the two pillars remain, up to now, at the place where the picture was taken.

and invites visitors and passers-by to reflect on that, to spare a thought for
the deceased, and to follow his moral example. The second part is in prose
and gives general information about the deceased’s name, his characteristics,
often his main family relations, the date of death and sometimes also its
causes. The order of these two parts is interchangeable and each part can be
placed either at the beginning of the epitaph, or at its end. Who is speaking
in the text of the epitaph? There are several possibilities: sometimes it is either
the tombstone that speaks for itself, inviting the passer-by to reflect on the
fugacity of life and to turn his mind to the dead and pray for him; but the
speaker, in the literary representation, is occasionally the dead himself, asking
the visitor to enjoy his life, to thank God for being still alive and to consider
the vanity of events that make men rush through life, following in particular
the religious reflections of Qohelet and Job, which are, not by chance, and
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together with Proverbs, the most quoted books in the epitaphs; a hidden voice
sometimes speaks to the visitor, describing the situation of the dead in maca-
bre terms such as ‘consumed by worms’ and as in a state of decomposition,
in order to make an impression on the visitor and to encourage him to be
attached in his present life to eternal and important values, and to everlasting
things. Havel havalim ha-kol-havel of Eccl 1:2 is used as a refrain, to remind
the living of the vanity of all existing things.

I discovered a most interesting epitaph in Cerese, near Mantua, where a
cylindrical pillar, probably at the beginning of the Ottocento, was reused as
an ornamental element at the entrance of the Pizzeria ‘La Stalla’ (Fig. 5). The
dead, Avraham Ḥayyim Norsa, was a prominent rabbi in Mantua during the
eighteenth century and had passed away on the eighth day of the month of
Shevat in 5543, equivalent to 11th January 1783 (Fig. 6). Here its text is pre-
sented, with an interpretation that improves on the one I published in my
book on the Jewish cemeteries of Mantua9:

Hebrew text:

ה01םי

דהלֵיבתֶּלוּל .1
תוֹא11לןוֹגםיוּע
דהלתוֹמיתוּע .2
וּניבוֹטיםהוּל

תבצמ
אריומעםינפאשנוהלענהןקזהתרובק
יצרונםהרבאר״בםייחר״המכםיקלא
׳ח׳דםוילרואלעמםימשהלאארקנש
ר״יכאה״בצנתק״פלג״מקת׳שטבש

9 See Il ‘giardino’ degli ebrei: Cimiteri ebraici del Mantovano, quoted in n. 2 above, p. 148,
epitaph no. 16; after a more precise examination of the epigraph, which is still located in
Cerese near Mantua, in front of the former pizzeria ‘La Stalla’, I achieved the improved reading
yegon instead of the previous we-gan.
10 Eccl 9:9.
11 Compare. Eccl 1:3: שמשהתחתלמעישולמעלכבםדאלןורתיהמ .
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Fig. 6: The cylindrical pillar, engraved with the epitaph of Avraham Ḥayyim Norsa, a promi-
nent rabbi in Mantua during the 18th century, who passed away on 8 Shevat in 5543 (11 Jan-
uary 1783). See fig. 5 above.
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Opening biblical motto:
Enjoy life (Eccl 9:9).

English version

Poetic part:
How long, o men of understanding, will you devote yourselves to the struggle / taking
your fill of painful desires and anguished life / how long will you fear the terrors of
death / why be afraid of what is good for you

Prose part:
Sepulchral stone / of the distinguished elder, revered by his people and fearing / God,
R. Ḥayyim, the son of Avraham Norsa, / summoned to heaven above during the night of
Wednesday 8 / Shevat in the year 5543 (= 1783) of the minor computation. May his soul
be bound up in the bundle of life. Amen and so be it.

Comment:
This epitaph is addressed to the passer-by, or the visitor, who sees the me-

morial stone at the cemetery. The sense of this epitaph, characterized by a sym-
pathetic vein of Qoheletic cynicism, can be succinctly summarized as an invita-
tion not to be afraid of death but to contrast this life with the eternal life. The
poetic part is a quatrain that follows the rhythmical scheme A B B A (known
as enclosed rhyme) with an ending in -lu and B in -‘u. As for the metrical
structure, the stanza is composed as follows: line 1 is dodecasyllables (3 iambs,
1 trochee, 2 iambs); line 2 is of fourteen syllables (all 7 iambs); line 3 is hende-
casyllabic (3 iambs, 1 trochee, 1 anapaest); and finally line 4 is hendecasyllabic
as well (3 iambs, 1 anapaest, 1 iamb). As far the rhyme is concerned, the ending
vowel is always identical through the quatrain. Each line of the poem has eleven
syllables, stressed milra‘, all with long vowels. The word ‘life’, in Hebrew ḥay-
yim, is also the name of the deceased, and the composer of the epitaph is
making a play on the double meaning of the term. In the literary fiction, the
poet invites the passersby to ‘consider ḥayyim’, citing Eccl 9:9, which opens
as the motto of the first poetic part.

10 The integration of data found in the epitaphs
with other sources recording a death

I wish to offer here an interesting example of the fruitful integration of histori-
cal information contained in the epitaph of a leading rabbi of the Jewish com-
munity in Lugo with the important information given in the text dealing with
his death in the above-mentioned manuscript of New York containing the
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Fig. 7: Jewish cemetery in Lugo with, on the left, the tombstone of Rabbi Shelomo David Del
Vecchio (me-ha-Zeqenim), son of Moshe, who lived between the second half of the 18th and
the beginning of the 19th century and passed away on 10 Adar 5583 (February 1823). He was
one of a dozen Italian Rabbis who attended the second session of the Grand Sanhedrin con-
vened by Napoleon Bonaparte in 1807 in Paris.

Pinqas Ha-Nifṭarim of the Jews of Lugo. I am speaking of Rabbi Shelomo David
Del Vecchio (me-ha-zeqenim), son of Moshe, who lived between the second
half of the eighteenth and the first quarter of the nineteenth century and passed-
away on 10 Adar 5583, i.e. 21 February, 1823. He was one of the leading rabbi of
Lugo, the last member of his family, which was one of the most ancient among
the Jewish families of Lugo. This small city developed great importance for the
local presence of Jews after an ecclesiastical ordinance, ordering a concentration
of all the Jewish population of the new Legazione pontificia after the Devoluzione
of Ferrara, from the Estense Duchy, to Papal territory. In fact, Lugo passed from
the Duchy of the house of Este to the Church’s State, where many of the rights,
previously enjoyed by the Jews, were cut back. Pope Urbanus VIII in 1638 ordered
the Jews to concentrate and relocate in only the three cities of Lugo, Cento and
Ferrara. For this reason, Lugo’s small Jewish community increased substantially
and became one of the most important centres of Jewish presence and culture in
north Italy, starting from the seventeenth century and lasting for about two hun-
dred years. According to a population census carried out in Lugo in 1638, the Jews
represented 10 per cent of the whole population. Rabbi Shelomo David, the last
of the great rabbis of this community, was a theologian, philosopher and poet. At
eighteen, he became the spiritual leader of the community of Lugo and he was
the head of the local rabbinical academy. When Napoleon Bonaparte summoned
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Fig. 8: The last part of the epitaph of Rabbi Shelomo David Del Vecchio, indicating the year
of his death, using the last verse of the book of Esther: לכלםולשׁרבדוומעלבוטשרדתנש

ׂוֹע in which the words indicating the date are written in a finer and larger script, and the
letters to be calculated are highlighted by a stroke.

the second session of the Grand Sanhedrin in 1807, in Paris, he was one of the
participants. In 1815, he was sent to Rome to negotiate less severe conditions for
the Jews after the restoration of pontifical rule. He owned a library of great value.
Let us now see how much valuable information can be found in the record of his
death contained in manuscript no. 3960 of Jewish Theological Seminary in New
York, in addition to what we read in his epitaph. This is the text engraved on his
tombstone, kept in the Jewish cemetery of Lugo (Figs. 7 and 8):

Hebrew text:
םימכחהןיבדיגנורשה
םינואגבברו21םינקזתרטע
םיהלאהשיאשישיוןקז
םינקזהמדודהמולשר״רהמכ
ל״קוצז

רדאב׳יבםורמלהלעש
תנש
לכלםולשרבדוומעלבוטשרד
31וערז

We see that the above text is fairly concise and succinct, when compared with
the information gathered from of the New York manuscript’s record of his death,
which contains a fine piyyuṭ in rhyme and rhythm, longer than that of the
epitaph, and a lengthy report of the funeral ceremony. (Fig. 9):

12 Prov 17:6.
13 Esth 10:3.
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Fig. 9: F. 81r of the manuscript recording the death of Rabbi Shelomo David del Vecchio;
see fig. 1 above.
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Opening biblical motto:

םינומשתורובגבםאו41הבישתראפתתרטע
51הנש

Hebrew text:
Poetic part:

ֵבלהֲהאהףהםוֹיה .1
לי]ע?[אי]רע?[ןיי61תה
רקחןוֹדקרוֹאדוֹדּהוּצשׁיה .2
שׁוֹנדתדשׁידלה
ּהֵנוֹת71היֵאוּהםלֵםלּוֹמ
בֵםלרוֹע81וֹמוֹדׁשםוֹללו
.וֹמלוֹדץלוּ

Prose part:

אניצובאנמהמאיערא״עיוגולק״קמלודגהברההז
רדסמאוהץראהלכבועמשןיוצמהןיידההשדק
וינעשיאםינשהעשתוםישמחהזהשודקהלהקה
הרובגלוהבישהנקזדובכורשועהחנהםעדאמ
יששםויבומלועתיבלרטפנוםומילבראתהפישיא
ושעשרחאוג״פקתהרדאשדחלהרשעהוצת׳פל
השמר״הכונריעףולאםלשהםכחהותיבבדפסה
אייחיחילצמיתבש׳ררבחה׳מוירחאוו״ציוקארמ
הלכתסנכהלךומסםויבוברבקנודבלדחאלכ
ושבלנםירבחהםעםלוכםינוממהולודגדובכב
עורזברוחשישמףינצומישיוםירוחשםידגבב
ותחונמלוולנול״קוצזללוכהברהדובכבלכהםנימי
םירוחבםיעבראוהעבראםעםירענוםינקז
םיאלמק״קהלכוםידיברואלש<הקובאה>דחאלכותבשישובלב
תאזההצרפהתאונלרדגיה״בקהשילשתועמדב
.ר״יכאונילעןגייותוכזולארשילכלוונלקבש91םיכוראוםיבוטםייחו

The poem is in the Spanish style of sixteen syllables, structured as 4 × 4, with
some deviation in lines 5–6 and considerable variation in the last line.

14 Prov 16:31.
15 Ps 90:10.
16 Compare Isa 59:16.
17 Cant 3:7.
18 The manuscript has המלועל instead of ומלועל which seems to be wrong, possibly influ-
enced by the word המלשלש she-li-Shelomo in which the final -o cited from Cant 3:7 in the
name Shelomo ends in -h.
19 The manuscript has the abbreviation: ו״טחו .
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English version:
Opening biblical motto :

The hoary head is a crown of glory (Prov 16:31), He who has the strength arrives at eighty
(Ps 90:10)

Poetic part:

With a broken heart we cry and smite our palms on the day of anger, / and powerfully
we cry, we do not rest, because there is no one who can intercede in time of trouble, /
in which [time of trouble] the Lord has turned away, he has extinguished the light of
Shelomo David, who was a worthy and learned man, attached to religion, a man most
pleasant among the whole brotherhood. / This is the bier of Shelomo, for he was perfect,
and peace was with him – he was the perfect father and he departed for the eternal life,
he sought peace for all its people (see Esth 10: 3), / and his name was great over all the
earth.

Prose part:

He was the great rabbi of the holy community of Lugo – may the Most High protect,
Amen – the faithful shepherd, holy light, incomparable judge, known throughout the
world. He led this holy community for fifty-nine years. He was a very humble man as
well as blessed with satisfaction, wealth, honour, old age, gray hair and seniority. He
was a handsome man, impeccable, and he departed on the sixth day (Friday) of the
parasha Teṣawweh, on 10 Adar 5583. After eulogies had been separately delivered at his
home by the wise leader of our city, the respected Rabbi Moshe Morocco – may God, his
Rock, protect and maintain him – and, after him, by our teacher and colleague Rabbi
Shabbetai Maṣliaḥ Yaḥya, he was then buried on that same day with great honour just
before the arrival of the bride (the Sabbath).
All the officer bearers and all the members (of the burial society) were clothed in black
and wore a black silk arm-band on their right arms. They did this in honour of the most
learned rabbi – may the memory of the righteous and the holy be a blessing. The old
men and, with them, the boys, and forty-four young men dressed in Sabbath clothes,
with each of them holding a candle, then accompanied him to his grave. All members of
the holy community shed abundant tears [Ps 80:6]. May the Holy One, blessed be He,
repair this breach for us. And he left with us and with all Israel (the memory of) a good
and long life. May his merit protect us. Amen; may God’s will be done.

Comment:
The poetic part in the manuscript places on the same line what I have

edited as 1a and 1b; ends the first four lines with -rah ( תעל…,הרבעםויב…
הרבחלכב…,הרוצשיאו…,הרצ ), and the last three lines with -mo ( םלשו…

ומשלודג…,ומעלכל…,ומע ), with the same word ‘ammo ‘his people’ occur-
ring twice, and shemo ‘his name’ in the last line. It is interesting to note that
the poem written in the manuscript report of his death is longer, richer in
detail, and rather different from that engraved on the tombstone of Rav Del
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Vecchio, which is much shorter and basic. Both versions, however, regard as
a crucial a citation, with some variations, of the last verse of the book of
Esther: doresh shalom le-khol ‘ammo, ‘he sought peace for all his people’, for
the original doresh ṭov le-‘ammo we-dover shalom le-khol zar‘o. The emphasis
is of course here being placed on his people: the rabbi had been a good shep-
herd for the community of Lugo that he served for almost sixty years. His
cultural standing and the public role he played on the occasion of the second
session of the Grand Sanhedrin, in which he had been invited to participate
together with a dozen other leading rabbis as a representative of the Jewish
communities of the northern Italy under the Napoleonic empire, is pointed out
and celebrated in both the epitaph and in the record of his of death, so that
his role can be compared there with that of Mordechai in the Bible.

From the manuscript record of his death we glean new information (some
of it perhaps somewhat hyperbolic) not included in the epitaph, namely, that
he served as rabbi the Jewish community of Lugo for fifty-nine years, that he
was a very humble man, a faithful and impeccable shepherd, a holy light, an
incomparable judge known throughout the world, blessed with many distin-
guished attributes. There is in this source even a somewhat unexpected note
in which the scribe-poet tell us that he was a handsome man. Two rabbis of
the community gave funeral orations, and he was buried with great honour at
the auspicious time of Friday afternoon. This description of the whole funerary
procession is most impressive and charming.

11 Palaeography and style of the Jewish
epitaphs on burial stones

Like any manuscript or other text, funerary inscriptions must also be studied
as palaeographic documents taking due account of the style and shape of their
letters. We have to treat the Hebrew sepulchral inscriptions of Italy with the
same reasoning that we use for Italian Hebrew manuscripts. While the Hebrew
manuscripts, epitaphs and inscriptions found in the Ashkenazi area are writ-
ten exclusively in Ashkenazi style, and those found in Sefardi countries are
only in Sefardi style, the contrary situation applies in Italy, where there is
evidence not only of the Italian style but also of the other two, both Ashkenazi
(Fig. 10) and Sefardi (Fig. 11). In other words, we observe in the texts of funer-
ary inscriptions the same phenomenon encountered in Hebrew manuscripts of
Italy: they are written in all three main types of script used in the Western
world, ie Italian (Fig. 12), Sefardi (Fig. 13) and Ashkenazi (Fig. 14). This multi-
cultural nature of Italy is due to its central geographical position in the Medi-
terranean basin, and also has cultural and historical reasons. Italy, in fact,
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Fig. 10: An example of Ashkenazi-style engraved letters in the maṣeva of Azriel Kohen
Ṣedeq, who died at the age of 83 on Lag ba-‘omer 5407 (1647 CE), at the Jewish cemetery
of Padua.
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Fig. 11: Examples of Sefardi letters in the maṣeva of Mrs Felice, the daughter of Yisrael
Yehuda from Sermene (ancient name of Sermide in the Mantovano) and spouse of R.
Eli‘ezer. No clearly indicated date. It is unclear whether the points highlighting the lamed in
the proper names Felice and Sermene, and perhaps the letter ṣade in the eulogy y”ṣ, indi-
cate the figure representing the year of death 5330 (= 1460 CE or without the value of
lamed in Felice, 5300 = 1430 CE). More probable is that the total numerical value of the
name Sermene yields the date 5430/5400 (= 1670/1630 CE).
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Fig. 12: Examples of Italian letters in the maṣeva of R. Yehuda (Leone) ben Eli‘ezer Briel
(1643–1722), disciple of Moshe Zacuto and kabbalist, as his master.

Fig. 13: Another example of a Sefardi script with Italian influence in the tombstone of
Gentile the wife of Shelo[mo], who died on 3 Adar II in the year 5385 (1625 CE), preserved in
the Jewish cemetery of Padua.
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Fig. 14: Beautiful example of Ashkenazi letters in gem style (stile gemmato), used to
engrave the epitaph of the “master and father of the town” (rosh we-av medina) Asher Levi,
who died on 1 Iyyar in the year 5292 (1532 CE), at the Jewish cemetery at Padua. The stone
has been cut into two, probably for re-use. In this text we can detect two rhetoric and scri-
bal devices. The name of the deceased and the eulogy z”l can be read as an acrostic of the
first letters of the initial eight lines. Moreover, in the sixth line at the end of the right half
of the stone, the sculptor has, for metrical reasons, written -im of the word reḥoqim sepa-
rately in the line spacing above; see the next figure below.

saw the immigration of many Jews from Spain, France and Germany, who had
come for various reasons. They had been expelled from their homelands, they
were using Italy as a transit point on their way to the Middle East, or they
were attracted by Italy’s culture in the Renaissance period and in modern
time. This is documented by the abundance of Jewish epitaphs engraved in
Ashkenazi style in the Italian Jewish cemeteries of the northern regions. Actu-
ally, following expulsions from their countries, many Ashkenazi Jews immi-
grated into northern and central Italy. Likewise, the presence of many funerary
inscriptions sculpted in Sefardi characters, testifies to the expulsion of Jews
from the Iberian peninsula. Their arrival enriched the Italian communities,
and brought with it their Sefardi writing style, as used on their the epitaphs.
The parallel situation between manuscripts and epitaphs, as just described, is
attested in the major and large Jewish communities of northern and central
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Fig. 15: Detail of the word of the word reḥoqim with -im detached and written in the spacing
above, in the epitaph of Asher Levi, who died in 1532, as found in the Jewish cemetery of
Padua; see previous figure.

Italy, such as Mantua, Venice, Ferrara, Rome and various others. A curious
device is the separation of two parts of a word for metrical reasons, as we can
see in some tombstones, and another characteristic, as also found in manu-
scripts, is the writing of a word in small letters, upwards from the line, for
reasons of physical justification (Fig. 15).

12 Evolution, language and style of the Italian
Jewish epitaphs

Obviously, the style of Hebrew epitaphs in Italy was influenced by the culture
of the ongoing centuries. The oldest tombstones, especially those of the six-
teenth century, display the art and beauty of the Renaissance, are written in
a beautiful calligraphy, embellished by the engraving of letters in a way similar
to gem (stile gemmato) and with fine serifs, similar to the crowns used on the
text of a Sefer Torah (Figs. 16, 17 and 18). Of course, such impressive monuments
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Fig. 16: A wonderful example of letters sculpted in Ashkenazi stile gemmato at the begin-
ning of the 16th century in the tombstone of the Bolognese banker, Avraham Yagel from
Fano, who died on 24 Tammuz 5268 (1508 CE). The tombstone is kept in the Medieval
Museum of Bologna.

were primarily reserved for the rich and for leading personalities, because their
construction was a highly expensive exercise. There are also many examples
of beautiful texts engraved in Sefardi letters, with the round shapes of their
characters. As for as the language of the epitaphs is concerned, Hebrew was
the only one used until the nineteenth century, when a short summary of the
Hebrew starts to be written in Italian. Slowly, the Italian part prevails over that
of the Hebrew, until the sacred language completely disappears. This cultural
phenomenon reflects the progressive loss of the Hebrew language by many
Jews. This process culminates in the second half of the nineteenth and the first
half of the twentieth century with the almost total abandonment of Hebrew in
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Fig. 17: A detail of some letters with wonderful serifs and small circles in sculpted Ashken-
azi stile gemmato at the beginning of the 16th century in the tombstone of the Bolognese
banker Avraham Yagel from Fano, who died in 1508. We see the gem-shaped upper and
lower part of the letters, especially ṣade and alef and the curled lower part of the qof; the
tombstone is kept in the Medieval Museum of Bologna.

Fig. 18: A verse from Psalms 120:2 sculpted in Ashkenazi gem-shaped style on the wall of
Palazzo Bocchi in Bologna, together with Latin and Greek verses, built by the humanist
Achille Bocchi (1488–1562). The building, designed by Jacopo Barozzi da Vignola, was inau-
gurated in 1546 and became the seat of the Hermathena Academy that he founded years
before, and the name of which is a fusion of Hermes and Athena.
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Fig. 19: The top of a cylindrical tombstone in Istria stone from the Jewish cemetery of Car-
deto in Ancona, with a figure of a sixteen-petal-flower or of a sun with sixteen rays. This
image is very frequently used in the tombstones of the Marches, but it is unclear whether it
is purely ornamental or whether it has some other, unknown meaning.

favour of Italian. Only a few words of Hebrew remains, such as shalom, or the
abbreviation of the eulogy tehi nafsho/-a ṣerura bi-ṣeror ha-ḥayyim.

This unfortunate phenomenon is connected with the loss of Jewish culture
by the Italian communities after the proclamation of Italy as a unified state in
1861, and reflects the climate of secularization and of modernism that charac-
terized that century. After the emancipation, and after leaving the ghettos, the
Jews wanted finally to be citizens with full civil rights like everyone else and
they were attracted by modern life and science, often abandoning their culture
and religion, to become assimilated into the external world. A particular prob-
lem that I wish to point out is the transition of maṣevot from the classical
marble slab to that of the cylindrical pillar that occurred at the end of the
sixteenth century in some Italian regions, especially in the Marches. In my
research on the Jewish cemeteries of the Marches, and especially on the largest
one of Ancona, I was surprised to see that the shape of the tombstones in the
last decade of the sixteenth century passes quickly to the cylindrical (Fig. 19),
a new form which, at the end of sixteenth and in the seventeenth century
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accounted for 95 % of the total. The Marches tombstones, as already indicated,
are very well preserved because they were made using the hard Istria stone
(pietra d’Istria), transferred by ship from the Istria peninsula to the centres on
the Marches coast of the Adriatic Sea. This is a very hard stone, resistant to
temperature changes and extremely durable. But how do we explain this sud-
den change in the community of the Marches? At the moment I can only specu-
late. The cylindrical shape is typically used by the Sefardi Jews, who probably
borrowed it from North Africa. We know that many Sefardi Jews who were
expelled in 1492 went to Italy and to the Levant region of Turkey. The style
was probably imported by the Sefardim who came to Ancona and other towns
of the Marches, and its adoption was then strengthened by the trade relations
between the great commercial port of Ancona and the cities of the East, such
as those of Turkey. While the phenomenon is prominent in the Marches, other
Jewish communities display only rare examples of the cylindrical pillar among
Jewish tombstones.

We shall now discuss the persecutions, the expulsion of the Jews and the
new hygienic and sanitary laws at the end of the eighteenth century as reasons
for the loss of maṣevot and their reutilization as building material

12.1 Persecution and the expulsion of Jews and the loss of
memory

The history of the Italian Jewish cemeteries, as of the Jews themselves, has
been strongly affected by the persecution and expulsions experienced by the
Jews. To give an example, if the Jews had a rich and beautiful cemetery, and
were expelled from the city in which they lived, they were forced to abandon
it. In such circumstances, normally the maṣevot were lost to the Jewish com-
munity, either being reused by Christians for other purposes, or even re-written
on the reverse for the Christian dead.

An example of the abandonment of a cemetery is that of the important
Jewish community in Bologna under the rule of the Papal State, which, after
centuries of pacific coexistence with the Christians, was expelled in 1569. Many
Jews took refuge in the nearby city of Ferrara, still under the benevolent rule
of the house of Este. We know that their cemetery was bought by the nuns of
St. Peter Martyr, and that most of the tombstones were lost or sold for second-
ary use. Only a few tombstone of the rich Jewish bankers of Bologna survived,
and they are now kept at the Medieval Museum in Bologna. One of them, that
of Yoav Ṣeruya from Rieti, who died in 1547, was re-used twenty-four years
later to mark the burial place of the Christian Rinaldo Duglioli (Fig. 20). His
son, Albizio Duglioli, bought from the Sisters of St. Peter’s a marble headstone
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Fig. 20: A picture, depicting both the original front side tombstone of Yoav Ṣeruya from
Rieti, who died in 1547, and of the reverse, which was re-used 24 years later, in 1671, to
mark the burial place of the Christian Rinaldo Duglioli; from the book Eletta dei monumenti
più illustri e classici, published in Bologna in 1840, vol. 2.

with a large thickness. It was cut in the thickness direction, leaving about two-
thirds for a new peace of marble to be engraved, and separating the original
side written in Hebrew, which had broken during the cutting process. Recently
this tombstone was examined with an Enhanced Compton Spectrometer, scan-
ning it with an electronic microscope.20 Also, the remarkable tombstone of
Avraham da Fano, a rich banker who died in Bologna on 24 Tammuz 1508
(see Fig. 16), was re-used 152 years later in 1660 for engraving on the reverse
side of the marble the Latin epitaph of the tomb of Carlo De Tassis (Fig. 21).
and his wife Anna Linder. Today, this beautiful funerary stone is mounted on
a pivot so that the visitor can rotate and view the two sides, the Hebrew and
the Latin (Fig. 22).

20 G. Maino (ed.), Antichi marmi e nuove tecnologie. La lapide di Yoav da Rieti nel Museo
Civico di Bologna (Torino, London, Venice, New York, Turin: Umberto Allemandi, 2007).
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Fig. 21: The tombstone of Avraham da Fano, a rich banker who died in Bologna on 24 Tam-
muz 1508 (see fig. 16). In 1660, some 60 years after the expulsion of the Jews from Bologna
in 1569 and 152 years after the death of Avraham, the stone was re-used for a Christian
tomb on which is engraved on the reverse side of the marble the Latin epitaph of Carlo De
Tassis and his wife Anna Linder.

The re-use of the stone and marble of tombstones was a normal practice all
over the world. Some of the ancient maṣevot from the twelfth-fourteenth centu-
ries now kept in the Nachmanides Museum of Gerona were found in a building
not far from the old Jewish cemetery. A dedicatory stone with the inscription
of the donor was re-used as building stone in the synagogue structure of Syra-
cuse when it was transformed into the Church of San Giovannello (Fig. 23).
Some sepulchral inscriptions from Matera (southern Italy) dating back to the
ninth century, were re-used as building elements, as evidenced by seven
holes21. In Venosa, many tombstones of the same period were bricked into the
walls of the church of the Holy Trinity. The examples could continue. The

21 C. Colafemmina, Tre iscrizioni ebraiche altomedievali a Matera, in M. Perani (ed.), Una
manna buona per Mantova. Man Tov le-Man Tovah. Studi in onore di Vittore Colorni per il suo
92 ° Compleanno (Florence: Olschki, 2004), pp. 101–14.
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Fig. 22: Today the beautiful tombstone, formerly of Avraham da Fano (front side, see fig. 16)
and later of the De Tassis family (reverse side), is mounted on a pivot so that the visitor can
turn the two sides, and see both the Hebrew and the Latin.

Fig. 23: A dedicatory stone of the 15th century, with an inscription about the donor who gave a
piece of ground for the enlargement of the synagogue at Syracuse. After the expulsion of
the Jews from Sicily in 1492, when the synagogue was transformed into the Church of San
Giovannello, the inscription was re-used as a building stone in the apse of the church.
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Nazis also re-used the tombstones of the ancient Jewish cemetery of the ‘Remu’
in Krakow to pave the streets after cutting into two parts those that that were
too large for this. After the Second World War many of them were recovered
and partially restored.

Since ancient times Egyptian papyri have been re-used to make pasteboard
for the mummies or to function as packaging for goods. Parchment and skin,
first used as to record writing and then recycled as bindings, ties, belts or
straps; in addition, sheets of paper with handwriting, when no longer interest-
ing as texts, were glued together to make fillings for the binding of books, just
to give some examples. There is no doubt that in the history of civilization,
the re-use of materials for secondary, cultural purposes represented a major
element in their conservation.

12.2 The new hygienic and sanitary laws of Europe at the
end of eighteenth century and the dispersion of Jewish
tombstones

In 1804, with the Edict of Saint-Cloud, Napoleon Bonaparte imposed on the
lands of his empire, including the Italian regions under his rule, the displace-
ment of cemeteries to sites outside the populated centres. This legislation,
requiring the construction of cemeteries outside the town, derived from both
a hygienic consideration and from a Jacobin egalitarianism, and it ordered not
only that the tombs should be located outside the town but also that they
should have similar stones. The extension of the edict to Italy also aroused
controversy and discussion, in the course of which the poet Ugo Foscolo inter-
vened with the composition of his work I sepolcri, ‘The tombs’.

But as far as Mantua was concerned, already some time before, in the
eighties of the eighteenth century the Emperor Franz Joseph of Austria
imposed on his domains of the Lombardo-Veneto these new hygienic rules. So
in the town surrounded by three lakes formed by the River Mincio, both the
Christian and Jewish communities were forced to move their cemeteries out-
side the town. The Jews of Mantua, after several attempts to find a suitable
area for the new cemetery made between 1786 and 1789, finally succeeded in
finding a suitable field and in January 1790 they began to bury their dead in
the new area outside the San Giorgio port, where the cemetery is located up
to the present. However, according to Jewish religious law, the dead are not
usually removed from their place of burial, and consequently for a while even
the old cemetery continued to be guarded. But over the years it was aban-
doned, and those tombstones that were beautiful from the artistic point of
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Fig. 24: The funerary cylindrical pillar, engraved in beautiful Sefardi letters, of the famous
Mantua kabbalist, Moshe Zacuto, chief rabbi of Mantua from 1673 until his death on 1 Octo-
ber 1697. Mutilated on two-thirds of the upper part, it had been used as building material
before being purchased by Vittore Colorni and Shlomo Simonsohn and brought into the Jew-
ish cemetery. It was later lost but recently rediscovered by the author in the Diocesan
Museum of Mantua, where it had remained unidentified.
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view or more valuable for the literary texts and poems of their inscriptions –
generally those of the most important personalities of the community, such as
rich bankers, learned and famous people and educated rabbis – were trans-
ported to the new cemetery of St. Giorgio.

That area was, however, a strategic point for military defence, and a few
years later, during the Austrian wars with the French, the Jews had to move
back to the place in which they had formerly buried their dead. Later, under
Napoleonic rule in 1802, they returned permanently to the new cemetery. In
this period the Jewish community of Mantua buried sixty of its dead each year.
In 1816, the walls in the new cemetery collapsed and for a short time the Jews
were again forced to bury their dead in the old area of the district of Gradaro,
near the church of San Nicole. These constant shifts obviously led to the loss
of many tombstones. After the Jewish cemeteries had been definitively aban-
doned, the abundant marble tombstones became a free quarry for non-Jews
who required a marble slab for one purpose or another. In a house in Mantua
(see below), in which a tombstone from the eighteenth century is now the base
of a barbecue, there are also fragments of other tombstones with epitaphs in
Hebrew that have been re-used as paving in its courtyard (Fig. 24). All these
factors, together with the problematic historical context, explain the loss of
most of the Italian Jewish tombstones of the ancient cemeteries from the period
ranging from the sixteenth to the end of the eighteenth centuries, before the
application of the new sanitary regulations of the Austrian and French rulers
in northern Italy. We shall now examine two re-used maṣevot from Mantua.

12.3 The cylindrical funerary pillar of Moshe Zacuto
(d. 1697)

An amazing story about the re-use of a tombstone concerns the cylindrical
pillar of the famous Mantua kabbalist Moshe Zacuto (Fig. 25), who was the
chief rabbi in Mantua from 1673 until his death on 1 October, 1697. This funer-
ary pillar is unfortunately mutilated in more than two-thirds of the upper part.
Born in Amsterdam in 1639, Zacuto studied in the rabbinical academies of
Eastern Europe and left Venice in 1645 for appointment as rabbi of Mantua.
He wrote extensively in the fields of Hebrew learning, law, poetry and esoteric
kabbala, and in Mantua he introduced a group of disciples, notably Yehuda
Briel and Aviad Sar Shalom Basilea, to kabbala. Thanks to Dvora Bregman, all
his poetry is now published, and she has also written about the epitaphs that
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Fig. 25: Tombstone of Ya‘aqov ben Matitya Ashkenazi from Brescia, in the magnificent stile
gemmato, probably from the beginning of the 16th century, held in the Museum of the Jew-
ish Community of Ferrara. In its epitaph we read: ר״מכקידצה/שארלעםקוהתאזהןבאהו

]…תנש[/ןסינט״י׳וםויוימעלא]ףסאנ[/ל״זיזנכשאישירבמהיתתמ/ר״בל״צזבקעי
English version: This stone was erected at the head of the righteous, R. Ya‘aqov, the mem-
ory of the righteous be a blessing, son of Matitya from Brescia Ashkenazi, of blessed mem-
ory, gathered to his people on Friday 19 Nisan [of the year …]. The final lacuna is because
secondary use had been made of the stone.

he himself composed.22 During S. Simonsohn’s studies in Mantua in 1952/53
he and Vittore Colorni found in Mantua, in a shop selling building material
not far from the cemetery, the cylindrical pillar of Zacuto, already mutilated
but not as it is at the present. They bought it, in order to transfer it to the
Jewish cemetery in Mantua. But when I recently researched the tombstones of
that ancient cemetery of Mantua, it was missing. The stone had previously
disappeared in the second half of the nineteenth century, when Abba Appel-
baum, author of a book on the kabbalist (Moshe Zakut, published in Lvov in
1926), had asked the chief rabbi of Mantua, Marco Mortara, for the tombstone
of Zacuto, and Mortara had said that it was lost. During my researches in 2007,
I was informed that the Diocesan Museum of Mantua possessed two funerary
Hebrew cylindrical pillars in Hebrew. I went to check these and fortunately
rediscovered Zacuto’s mutilated tombstone. Another cylindrical pillar, found
in Mantua, had been re-used to act as a support of the missal in a Catholic

22 D. Bregman, I Raise my Heart: Poems by Moses Zacuto (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Ben Zvi, 2009),
pp. 8, 367–434, and her Hebrew article ‘Dimness and Clarity in Tofteh Aruch by Rabbi Moses
Zacuto’, Pe‘amim, 96 (2003), pp. 35–52.
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Fig. 26: The wrongly written and consequently unfinished tombstone of Ya‘aqov Ḥayyim
dalla Volta, who died in 1735. It was re-used in 1950 as the base of a barbecue in a house
located in what had once been the area of the old Jewish cemetery of Mantua.

chapel in a village near Mantua (Fig. 26). The text surviving at the bottom of
the pillar contains only the last four lines out of a total of thirteen and is
presented below. The first lines are in prose, and contain the information about
the death of the leading kabbalist. There follows an ottava rima ending in AB
AB AB CC, with A -‘u, B -ver and C -hah.

םינברבשלודגהברהתרובקתבצמ
אנברואנרמשודקהודיסחהלבוקמה
עסנרשאל״קוצזתוכזהשמ
תוחנאלונתואבזעוהחונמל
ח״נתהתוכס׳בםוי

וֹעםיוּדַלאוּע .1
וּמיםלוּבתר .2
רזוֹעללוֹנרוּע .3
ּוַּדוֹסוּה32רי42ר .4

23 Prov 11:26.
24 Gen 42:1–2.
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וֹשׁלויוּעוּע .5
לןוֹדּויתוֹבֶּקר .6
קדַּתהוֹמדוֹע .7
וּנוֹתוּכדוֹמק .8

12.4 The wrong and consequently unfinished tombstone of
Ya‘aqov Ḥayyim Dalla Volta (d. 1735)

On July 26, 2008, I went to Mantua to visit the location of the ancient Jewish
cemetery, in the Gradaro quarter of the city, where the Jewish community bur-
ied its dead from its foundation until the end of eighteenth century. I had been
informed of the existence of a maṣeva which had been re-used in 1950 by the
owner of an house as the base of a barbecue (Fig. 27). The precious fireplace
obtained by re-using a seventeenth-century tombstone was located at vicolo
Maestro no. 10, in Mantua. Having arrived there, I started to clean the upper
part of the stone, on to which had been engraved the Hebrew text of a epitaph

Fig. 27: Detail from the text on the epitaph of the tombstone of the Mantua Jewish pharma-
cist Ya‘aqov Ḥayyim Dalla Volta (from Volta Mantovana in Mantua Province), unfinished
because the engraver erroneously sculpted qevuvat instead of qevurat.
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Fig. 28: The cylindrical pillar, found recently in Mantua, which had once been the tomb-
stone of Yehoshua ben Mahalalel Norsa, banker in Mantua where he died on 16 December
1713. It had been re-used as a support for the Gospel volume in a Catholic chapel in a
village near Mantua.
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(Fig. 28). When the marble was cleaned, I could read the text, starting on line
1 with a standard formula commonly used in epitaphs:

רשיוםתשיארקיה)cis!(תבובקתבצמ
ל״זהטלוואלמםייחבקעיר״המכ
ןויסבינשםויבומלועלרטפנ
ה״בצנתהריצילה״צתה

Ya‘aqov Dalla Volta died on 2 Siwan of the Jewish year 5495 which, according
the Gregorian Calendar, was 23 May of the Christian year 1735. Finally, the last
four lines, in rhyme and rhythm, also became legible. This part, celebrating
the virtues and the goodness of the dead, was written in poetry, according to
an alternate rhyme scheme: A-B, A-B, in which A ends in -im and B ends in
-ov. The Hebrew text of the tombstone reads:

םבדוֹעםי .1
אלילבוּטוב .2
יקרוֹאןוֹיץםי .3

תֶּםהדי}םוֹל52}ב

The poem has ten syllables, alternating rhymes, and metrical structure that
twice has two long vowels followed by a short and long, and then two long
vowels (mahir).

English version:
Prose part:

Tombstone of the dear right and perfect man (Job 1:1) / the honoured R. Ya‘aqov Ḥayyim
Dalla Volta, may his memory be blessed, / who died on 2 Siwan / 5495 of the creation,
may his soul be bound in the bundle of life. /

Poetic part:

If Ya‘aqov is your name and, in addition, Ḥayyim, / not on the face of the earth can you
expect great good, but only in the light of God and in the tree of the life / there you will
find refuge forever in an everlasting peace.

Comment:
I was surprised to see that the engraved text of the epitaph started from

about the middle of the maṣeva, leaving the upper part unwritten and unfin-
ished. This appeared to me fairly strange. Perhaps the engraver had intended

25 The last two word are not completely legible, being partially walled in, and consequently
they are conjecturally reconstructed, according to rhyme and rhythm requirements.
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to add in the upper part a decoration, an ornamentation or even a family
stemma. If so, why he did not finish his work? After these considerations, I
realized that the word for sepulchre in Hebrew qevurat, was wrongly engraved
as תבובק instead of the correct תרובק . I found it difficult to believe that such
an error had been made but finally accepted that the engraver had written a
bet instead of the required resh. At that point I imagined the scene. Normally
in Italy the engraving of maṣevot was not done by Jews, but by Christian
artisans who obviously did not know Hebrew, but only knew the shape of the
Hebrew letters, after having sculpted them for years. The engraver who pre-
pared the tombstones for the deceased of the populous Jewish community of
Mantua, which at that time numbered about two thousand people, had his
shop next to the cemetery. He engraved the inscriptions by copying a model
prepared by a rabbi or by a learned member of the community capable of
composing poems in rhymes. After he had finished his work, he called the
relatives to choose what they wished to place in the upper part of the maṣeva
as an element of ornamentation or a family stemma. When, in this case, the
relatives of the deceased arrived, they read the inscription and noticed the
mistake qevuvat in the text. Of course it was unfeasible to repair the error. It
would have been easy to transform a resh into a bet adding a horizontal line
at its base, but it was simply impossible to do the opposite and correct a bet
into a resh. Consequently, the only solution was to engrave a new tombstone
with the correct text. So the upper half of the incorrectly engraved tombstone
remained unfinished and, as a consequence, it was never placed in the ceme-
tery to mark the tomb of the rich Mantua pharmacist, Ya‘aqov Dalla Volta. A
new tombstone with the correct text was engraved and placed in the cemetery,
but it was lost together with the majority of the sepulchral inscriptions. Our
wrong maṣeva was stored in the engraver’s shop, in the hope that it could at
some stage be used for a new different inscription on the reverse side and
placed in a wall. But this never happened, and it was abandoned on that site
from 1735 until 1950, when Mr Rodolfo Grizzi bought the house and its garden
where the engraver’s shop had been, and re-used it as a basis for his barbecue.

To conclude, significant work remains to be done in order to save this
precious Jewish heritage (Figs. 29 and 30), and it is of enormous importance
to transmit to future generations the memory contained in these stones.26

26 The author of this article is deeply grateful to Professor Dvora Bregman and Professor
Yaakov Bentolila for their important assistance with the transcription, presentation and point-
ing of the poetic texts cited above.
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Fig. 29: The tombstone of Menaḥem ben Avraham da Ventura, Jewish banker in Bologna
where he died on 3 Tammuz 1555; sculpted in the magnificent style of the Renaissance and
of the humanistic Zeitgeist of the mid-16th century, the tombstone is kept in the Medieval
Museum of Bologna.
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Fig. 30: The tombstone of Shabbetai Elḥanan da Rieti, a leading Jew of Bologna, who died
on Monday 23 Elul 1546, in the monumental style of that period with angels and fantastic
figures. The large blocks in the lower part perhaps evoke those of the western wall in the
Herodian basement of the Temple in Jerusalem, depicted in funerary monuments according
to a style that is also found on some Italian maṣevot in subsequent centuries. The tomb-
stone is kept in the Medieval Museum of Bologna.



Minna Rozen
Romans in Istanbul
Part 1: Historical and Literary Introduction

This article considers several possible avenues of research arising from the
systematic study of large cemeteries, and combines the resultant findings with
knowledge derived from other sources. The material used in this study was
assembled and processed from four cemeteries in Istanbul where Jews were
buried during the Ottoman era: Hasköy, Ortaköy, Kuzguncuk, and the Italian
cemetery in Şişli.1 But the sheer abundance of that material obliged us to
choose a single case study that would best serve as an examplar. The case
that we selected is a specific group from the Jewish community of Istanbul,
with the surname of ‘Romano’, and one of its branches in particular, whose
members were buried in the Hasköy cemetery and were known by the name
‘Roman’. ‘Roman’ or ‘Romano’ is a generic name referring to one who comes
from the city of Rome. This identification of the source of the name is sup-
ported, for example, by the commentary of Immanuel the Roman (‘Immanuel
Ha-Romi, 1270–c. 1328) on the Book of Proverbs, which makes reference to his
brother Yehuda ben Moshe Romano.2 In several sources, the name appears as
‘Roman’, a shortened form characteristic of Italian surnames. Thus, the name
of the well-known family of printers, Soncino, appears in Istanbul with a dif-
ferent spelling than the accepted form in Italy, reflecting the way it was pro-
nounced in Istanbul, Ṣonṣino; but in the various Hebrew sources, it also
appears as Ṣonṣin. In the Veneto region of Italy, such shortened forms appear
frequently among the Christians, e.g., Bragadin for Bragadino, Margaran for
Margarano, and the like.3 Inscriptions in the Jewish cemetery of Venice testify
to ties with the ‘Roman’ family.4 The name ‘Romano’ or ‘Roman’ also appears

1 Documentation Project of Turkish and Balkan Jewry, Computerized Database of Jewish Cem-
eteries in Turkey (Tel Aviv: Goldstein-Goren Diaspora Research Center, Tel Aviv University)
(hereafter: TAU DP).
2 Printed in Naples in 1487, and published in facsimile by the Jewish National and University
Library, and Magnes Press in 1981, with an introduction by David Goldstein; see that Introduc-
tion, pp. 9, 14, 15, 21.
3 Minna Rozen, ‘Metropolis and Necropolis: The Cultivation of Social Status among the Jews
of Istanbul in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries’, in Rozen, A Journey Through Civiliza-
tions: Chapters in the History of Istanbul Jewry, 1453–1923, (Brepols, forthcoming).
4 Aldo Luzzato, La communità ebraica di Venezia e il suo antico cimitero (Milano: Edizioni
Polifilo, 2000), pp. 568–71.
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among non-Jews from Rome who lived in other parts of Italy,5 and is some-
times used simply to indicate ties to the ruling powers of the Roman Empire.6
Since ‘Roman’ or ‘Romano’ is a generic surname, we cannot conclude that all
who went by this name in Istanbul were from one family, and we should treat
with caution any family-tree drawn up on the basis of material assembled from
the city’s cemeteries.

This being the case, what exactly can the material at our disposal tell us?
To answer this question, it is necessary to supplement the information derived
from the cemetery with external sources. The more plentiful the latter, the
richer the portrait of the past that emerges from the cemetery. It is important
to note that the picture can never be complete, for the types of sources at our
disposal are not of equal quantity or quality; likewise, parts of certain sources
were destroyed over time, so that the remaining material is liable to provide
us with a somewhat distorted impression. It is thus imperative that we com-
bine the knowledge derived from the cemetery with that obtained outside its
walls; and though that too can yield only partial answers, these latter can
certainly be instructive and bring us closer to a picture of the past.

In approaching our topic, the following questions should be considered:
– How far did the families bearing the surname Romano spread?
– From when did families with the surname Romano reside in Istanbul?
– Was there a common denominator for the locations where the Romanos

resided in Istanbul?
– Can we identify the family burial plots of the Romanos?
– What can the epitaphs teach us about the values and life circumstances

of the dead and those who mourned them?
– What knowledge can be gleaned from the material aspects of the tomb-

stones?
– What can we learn by merging the information derived from the tomb-

stones with that drawn from other sources?

Let us now examine each of these questions in turn.

5 Thus, for example, a non-Jew named ‘Piero Roman’ appears in a discussion between two
Jews regarding the payment of taxes in Casale Monferrato in the fifteenth century. See R. Yosef
Colon, Responsa, D. Pines edition (Jerusalem: A. Joseph, 1970), sec. 37.
6 See, for example, the fictitious correspondence etween King Virsuris and Alphonso the
‘righteous’ regarding his investigations in the libraries of Rome: ‘Booklet of Marcus Consul
Romano who sits in judgement on the Jews in Jerusalem’ (Salomone Aben Verga, Liber Schevet
Jehuda, ed. by M. Wiener [Hannover: Carol Rümpler, 1855], sec. 64, p. 97).
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1 How far did the families bearing the surname
Romano spread?

The dispersal of the Romano family took place quite early, and extended
beyond what later became the boundaries of the Ottoman Empire; most cer-
tainly, it followed at some point the general arrival of the Jews in Rome. In
addition to the aforementioned Immanuel the Roman and his brother Yehuda
Romano, from the thirteenth century, we find the following statement at the
end of the Tosefot Ha-Rosh (bḤul. 141b): ‘I, Mordekhai son of R. Menaḥem
(may God protect and redeem him), known as Romano, have written these
addenda for myself in the state of Tulitula, and completed them on the fourth
day [of the week], the tenth day of the month of Shevaṭ in the year 5106’. In
other words, Mordekhai ben Menaḥem of Rome completed these addenda on
12 January 1346, in the city of Toledo, Spain. It should be recalled that if the
descendants of the author of these addenda found their way to Istanbul after
the Expulsion of 1492, they carried the name Romano, though it is most likely
that from a cultural standpoint they were by then distinctly Spanish.

If we consider the Mediterranean Basin as a whole in the late Middle Ages
and the dawn of the modern era, it becomes clear that what is true of the city
of Istanbul is true of the larger region as well. We have available to us two
types of sources: in addition to the epitaphs, there are onomastic materials
derived from the community records, Hebrew legal and other documents,
poetry, homiletic literature, and commentary, as well as archival material of
non-Jewish provenance. Obviously, both types of documents, separately and
together, do not offer a consummate picture of the dispersion of the Jews of
Rome in the Mediterranean Basin in general and the Ottoman Empire in par-
ticular, for the same reasons enumerated above concerning Istanbul.

The computerized catalogue of tombstones of Turkish Jewry, which com-
prises 60,000 tombstones from 1582 to 1991, includes 248 stones with the name
Romano or Roman. A total of 227 of these tombstones are found in Istanbul,
thirteen in Izmir,7 three in Edirne, three in Bodrum, one in Çorlu, and one in
Tekirdağ. Of 7,157 marriages registered in Istanbul between the years 1903 and

7 It is important to note that the ‘old’ cemetery of Izmir is in fact new and burials apparently
began there only in 1880. The ancient cemetery in Bahrı Baba, which existed from the seven-
teenth century, was destroyed in the city’s development, and it is possible that there were
additional Romano family tombstones there. Shmuel Roman of Izmir is also mentioned in 1617
in Izmir. Responsa of the Maharit [R. Yosef ben Moshe Mi-Trani], part II (Tel Aviv, 1959; facsim-
ile, Lemberg, 1861), Even Ha-‘Ezer, sec. 43; New Responsa of the Maharitaṣ [R. Yom Ṭov Şa-
halon] (Jerusalem: Jerusalem Institute, 1981), sec. 25.
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1922, 59 individuals bore the name Romano. There are numerous Romanos in
the Jewish communities of Bulgaria, in particular Sofia and Plovdiv.8 In the
birth registry of the Belgrade community, which includes a total of 7,623 births
from 1819 to 1941, by contrast, only two Romanos are listed. The marriage
registry of this same community, which numbers 2,859 records covering the
period from 1864 to 1941, contains ten Romanos. The death listings of that
community, which begin in 1888 and end in April 1941, and comprise 1,574
deaths, show only two Romanos. Similarly, we find small numbers of them in
Serbia, Bosnia, and northwestern Greece (Macedonia and Epirus).9 We find
one Romano in Cyprus at the end of the 16th century.10 And in 1683, a dayyan
(Jewish religious-court judge) by the name of Yisrael Romano is mentioned in
Egypt.11 From the late eighteenth century, we find references to members of
the Romano or Romani family in Benghazi, Libya.12 A number of the family
members are buried in the Mount of Olives cemetery in Jerusalem.13 The earli-
est mentions of the name that we have in our possession from the Ottoman
era are from Istanbul, Epirus, Thrace, and Macedonia; in Thrace, the name
appears mostly in Edirne, while in Macedonia, most of the instances are found
in Salonika. If we may here generalize, it can be assumed that the majority of
people bearing this surname but living in other places emigrated from the
above locations. In any event, most of the examples available to us should be
treated as secondary and tertiary emigrants (or beyond).

8 Among the Jews of Bulgaria too, the common assumption was that those bearing the name
Romano originated from Rome (H. Keshales, History of the Jews of Bulgaria [Hebrew], pt. 1
[Tel Aviv: Davar, 1971], p. 241). A few examples of such members of the Romano family are
given in Appendix 1 below.
9 Romanos in these centres are exemplified in Appendix 2 below.
10 R. Eliyahu ibn Ḥayyim, Responsa (Jerusalem, 1960), sec. 31.
11 R. Mordekhai Halevi, Responsa Darkhei No‘am (Jerusalem, 1970; facsimile, Venice 1697),
Ḥoshen Mishpaṭ, sec. 56–57; see also R. Avraham ben Mordekhai Halevi, Responsa Ginat Vera-
dim (Jerusalem, 1970; facsimile Istanbul, 1716), EH 3:8; R. Ya‘aqov Faraji, Responsa (Jerusalem,
1999), sec. 23, 61.
12 See http://www.roumanifamily.co.il
13 R. Asher Leib Brisk, Ḥelqat Meḥoqeq, pt. I (Jerusalem, 1901), p. 7. In the section for Jews
from Rouse, Bulgaria, in the Mount of Olives cemetery in Jerusalem, Sara de Romano bat
Ya‘aqov Medini is buried (d. 1897). The burial of Yehoshu‘a (1814) is mentioned in the book’s
index (ibid., p. 1) (line 15, sec. 17). Also mentioned (ibid., p. 3) without a year of burial but in
proximity to tombstones from 1827, and among graves of Jews from Istanbul and Bursa, are
the graves of Yosef Romano, Señora de Elia Romano, and Elia Romano himself (line 17, sec.
13, 14, 15). In a group of graves of the Medina family, the graves of Rivqa de Romano and
Reina de Romano are mentioned (ibid., p. 4, line 18, sec. 23 and 26). Alongside them are
tombstones from the 1820s.
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2 From when did families with the surname
Romano reside in Istanbul?

An overview of the material before us indicates that in the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries, the majority of the Jews by the name of Roman or Romano
who migrated in the direction of the Ottoman Empire settled in Istanbul, from
where they spread far and wide. In relating to the findings of the Istanbul
cemeteries, we must bear in mind that the ancient Jewish cemetery in Balat
was built over by new construction in the 1950s, and that of Kasım Paşa seems
already to have fallen into ruin in the late sixteenth century. Consequently, we
are unable to date the earliest presence of the Roman-Romano families in
Istanbul based on cemetery findings. In the late 15th century, even before the
Spanish Expulsion, there were already Jews in the city who had come from
various parts of Italy, but it is not possible to determine precisely from where.14
The earliest Roman family tombstone that we discovered is that of Kalomira,
wife of David Romano, who died on 20 Tammuz 5343 (10 July 1583). Her burial
was apparently one of the first at the Hasköy cemetery, which was inaugurated
by sultanic decree in November 1582. Like the other tombstones from this and
subsequent decades, it is a simple stone bearing a brief inscription that reveals
little about the deceased [Photograph No. 1].15

3 Was there a common denominator for the
locations where the Romanos resided in
Istanbul?

Of the 227 tombstones of people bearing the surname Romano in Istanbul, 131
are found in the Hasköy cemetery; 82, in the cemetery in Kuzguncuk (on the
Asian side of the Bosphorus Strait); 13, in Ortaköy (on the European side of
the Bosphorus); and 6, in the cemetery of the ‘Italian’ foreign community, in
the Şişli quarter.

14 See, for example, the mention of Q. Q. [Qahal Qadosh] Talian (corruption of ‘Italian’) in
Istanbul by R. Eliyahu Capsali as quoted in the Responsa of R. Yosef Colon (Venice, 1519), sec.
83, p. 84b. See also M. Benayahu, Rabbi Eliyahu Capsali of Crete, Chief Rabbi and Historian
(Hebrew; Tel Aviv: Diaspora Research Institute, 1983), pp. 28–29. The quote makes reference
to anti-Jewish rioting that took place prior to 1480, the year that R. Yosef Colon died.
15 See on this topic: Minna Rozen, Hasköy Cemetery: Typology of Stones (Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv
University and The Center for Judaic Studies, University of Pennsylvania, 1994), pt. I, p. 14.
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Fig. 1: Breakdown of the tombstones of Romano family in the Kuzguncuk Cemetery, by
period.

The burial of individuals with the surname Romano in the Kuzguncuk
cemetery apparently began at the start of the eighteenth century;16 the earliest
Romano burial there for which we have a precise date is that of Alta Donna
(Italian for ‘exalted lady’)17, wife of Nissim Romano, who died of the plague
on 22 Ḥeshvan 5465 (20 November 1704) [Photograph No. 2]. The earliest tomb-
stone that we discovered in the Ortaköy cemetery bearing an exact date is that
of Rivqa, widow of Shelomo Romano, who died on 19 Elul 5477 (26 August
1717). The conclusion that emerges from this material is that the familial-geo-
graphical ties of the emigrants were closely connected with their area of resi-
dence in Istanbul, even generations after the migration. During the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, the place of residence of the emigrants from the
province of Rome and their descendants was clearly the Hasköy neighbour-
hood, and they began to relocate to other neighbourhoods only in the mid-
seventeenth century at the earliest, with their new destination being primarily
the Kuzguncuk neighbourhood. Ostensibly, this migration can shed light on

16 See Photograph No. 1, above.
17 The Italian origin of this name is substantiated by Shlomo Simonsohn’s study Between
Scylla and Charybdis: The Jews of Sicily (Hebrew; Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 2011), pp. 347,
400–401, 476, 478, 483, 485–86, 489.
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Fig. 2: Aynalı Kavak Kasrı [The Palace of Mirrors].

the socio-economic status of these families. Until 1660, Hasköy was character-
ized by residents of high social and economic standing. Members of ancient
families in the city, who were repelled by the overcrowding in the Jewish
neighbourhood near the palace walls, built themselves spacious homes in Has-
köy,18 which was the private property of the Sultan and, as such, enjoyed
favourable treatment during the early centuries of Ottoman rule. Mehmet the
Conqueror ordered the planting of 12,000 cypress trees, and orchards of
peaches and pears, on its hills sloping down to the Golden Horn, and Sultan
Ahmet I (16032–1618) built his Palace of Mirrors, Aynalı Kavak Kasrı, near the
orchards.

In the sixteenth century, the neighbourhood was described as having
3,000 splendid homes, some on the waterfront and a number of them sur-

18 See for example the actions of the family of Lady Khrisula the Karaite during the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries. Minna Rozen, ‘The Trust of Lady Khrisula of Istanbul: Urban Real-
ity and Dynastic Continuity’, in Rozen, Journey Through Civilizations, forthcoming.
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Fig. 3: Seafront homes in Kuzguncuk, in the nineteenth century.

rounded by expansive fruit gardens, with some even boasting greenhouses
where oranges and lemons were grown. The Hamon family, physicians to the
Sultan, built a two-story stone house there. Following the fires that struck the
ancient Jewish Quarter near Topkapı palace in 1569 and 1589, many elected to
rent out their destroyed properties and build a new home in Hasköy. 19 But
from 1660 onward, again after a huge fire that consumed the old Jewish quar-
ter, Hasköy was inundated with thousands of Jews, and its character was dras-
tically altered. Originally a village on the outskirts of the city, it became the
largest Jewish quarter in Greater Istanbul, with all that that implied. For the
next two hundred years, Hasköy became a place of the lower classes, and
ultimately, the quintessential slum neighbourhood of Jewish Istanbul.20

This was, more or less, the point at which the Jews began to relocate to
Kuzguncuk, on the Asian side of the Bosphorus. This now became the stylish
neighbourhood where wealthy Jews resided, at first only in the summer
months, and later, year-round, in magnificent villas on the seashore (yalılar,
in Turkish). This movement of populations testifies to the social standing of
the Romano families in the city.

19 Minna Rozen and Benjamin Arbel, ‘Great Fire in the Metropolis: The Case of the Istanbul
Conflagration of 1569 and its Description by Marcantonio Barbara’ in Mamluks and Ottoman:
Studies in Honour of Michael Winter, ed. by David Wasserstein and Ami Ayalon (New York:
Routledge, 2005), pp. 134–63.
20 On the Hasköy neighbourhood, see: M. Rozen, A History of the Jewish Community in Istan-
bul: The Formative Years, 1453–1566 (Leiden, Boston: Brill, 2002), pp. 216–17.
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4 Can we identify the family burial plots of the
Romanos?

A thorough examination of all tombstones bearing the name Roman or
Romano in Istanbul’s Jewish cemeteries offers some idea of the ties within this
group, and between the Romanos and Jews from other places of origin, in the
neighbourhoods where they resided. In Hasköy, the primary neighbourhood
inhabited by the Romanos, we were able to identify several major blocs of
family members. One of the first methods of identification is through burial
plots. In the first centuries of the Hasköy cemetery’s existence, distinguished
families would purchase burial plots that would be sufficient for several gener-
ations; this was a sign of status, no less than a splendid mansion.21

It should be recalled that due to damage to the cemetery over the genera-
tions, tombstones were moved, washed away, relocated, or uprooted, so that
the picture that meets our eyes is not an exact one; nonetheless, it can be
indicative of trends. In our field work, we divided the cemetery into sections
of 25 square metres; thus, the presence of a group of stones bearing the same
family name within a given section can attest to chronological proximity in
death, but apparently also to family ties. In many instances, this is substanti-
ated by the inscription on the tombstone. Out of 131 Roman or Romano tomb-
stones in Hasköy, we can see on the map before us [Map 1] concentrations of
tombstones, consisting in most cases of the nuclear family only.

Of particular interest is the concentration of tombstones bearing the short-
ened version of the surname (Roman) in section 6-5 and in the adjacent section
5-5, which is reminiscent of the pattern of the family residences in life. This
would appear to be a group whose members all have blood or marriage ties
[Map 2].

The first woman with the surname Roman to be buried in Hasköy (or at
least, the earliest one whose grave we found) was Mazal Ṭov, wife of Mevorakh
Roman, who died in 1641. Near her is the tombstone of her elderly husband,
who died on 10 Av 5403 (26 July 1643) [Photograph No. 3]. Adjacent to them
is their niece, a young betrothed woman, Mazal Ṭov bat Teshuva Roman, who
was only 15 years old when she died on 22 Ḥeshvan 5404 (2 November 1643)
[Photograph No. 4]. Her bereaved parents passed away not long after her. We
were unable to find the father’s tombstone, but we did locate that of her
mother near her: Simḥa, widow of Teshuva Roman, who died on 4 Iyar 5404

21 See for example: Rozen, Hasköy Cemetery, pt. I, pp. 48–51; pt. II, pp. 245–52; R. Yeḥiel
Basan, Responsa (Istanbul, 1737), sec. 21, p. 31a.
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Map 1: Distribution of the Romanos in Hasköy Cemetery, 1582–1989.

(10 May 1644) [Photograph No. 5]. Four years later, on 18 Tevet 5408 (13 Janu-
ary 1648), Sulṭana bat Teshuva ben Moshe Roman, third cousin of Mazal Ṭov
and wife of Shelomo Hamon, died [Photograph No. 8]. Near her is buried Mazal
Ṭov’s second cousin, Mevorakh ben Moshe Roman, d. 6 Ḥeshvan 5409 (23 Octo-
ber 1648) [Photograph No. 10]. Also close to her grave are those of Teshuva
ben Mevorakh Roman, who died childless on 18 Adar II 5426 (25 March 1666)
[Photograph No. 11], and Reina bat Yiṣḥaq Roman, who died on 18 Tishrei 5436
(7 October 1675) [Photograph No. 12].

The tombstones of two members of the Roman family are found in other
sections. One is in a pile of gravestones heaped together when a section of the
cemetery was flattened to make way for old-new graves transferred from the
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Map 2: Distribution of the Roman family in Hasköy Cemetery, 1582–1703.

area where the ring road around Istanbul was laid (section 6-2);22 the other is
in a distant section (3-1). The latter is the stone of Kalomira, wife of Aharon
Roman, who died giving birth to twins, together with the infants, on 22 Ḥesh-
van 5444 (12 November 1683) [Photograph No. 13]; the former, the grave of
Kalomira bat Aharon Roman, who died on 23 Tishrei 5464 (3 October 1703)
[Photograph No. 15]. This indicates that the unfortunate Aharon Roman remar-
ried after the death of his first wife, Kalomira. He had a daughter named Kadın,
who did not live long, dying on Sunday, 26 Adar I 5451 (25 March 1691) [Photo-
graph No. 14]. Subsequently, another daughter was born to him, whom he

22 Hasköy Cemetery, pt. I, pp. 8–11; plate 1 on p. 1, plate 2 on p. 3, plate 3 on p. 5.
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named after his first wife, Kalomira. He did not live to see her marry, dying
during her lifetime.

Kalomira, daughter of Aharon Roman, is the last person in the cemetery
with the shortened version of the family name. After her death in 1703, this
form of the name no longer appears. It is our assumption that all those found
in the Hasköy cemetery who bear the shortened family name are members of
the same extended family. The repeated use of the same names, the proximity
of the graves, the style of the inscriptions, and the style of the tombstones
themselves draw a connection between them.

Two family trees of the Romans are presented below. The parts in grey are
based on the tombstones in the Hasköy cemetery, and the individuals whose
names are recorded there share marital and blood ties. The names highlighted
in white represent generations who were not found in the cemetery but whose
existence was reconstructed based on traditional Jewish naming patterns. The
sections that have no colour appear in the second tree and are based on the
literature of the period; in such instances, the connection between the individ-
uals is sometimes not sufficiently well-established. For example, Reina bat
Yiṣḥaq Roman could be the grandchild of either Ḥizqiyya Roman or Ya‘aqov
Roman. Moreover, the connection between the first tree and the second tree
cannot be proven directly but only by circumstantial evidence: (1) location of
gravestones – Reina Roman is buried near the Romans from the first family
tree; (2) style of epitaphs – the epitaphs of the individuals in Family Tree No. 1
and that of Reina Roman are all imbued with the Sefardi poetry of the Golden
Age, in a way that does not resemble other epitaphs in the cemetery; (3) social
status – members of both branches of the family moved in similar social cir-
cles.
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Family Tree 1: A. The Roman family in Hasköy Cemetery
(generations highlighted in white are reconstructed).
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Family Tree 1: B. The Roman family in Istanbul.
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5 What can the epitaphs teach us about the
values and life circumstances of the dead and
those who mourned them?

An examination of the tombstones of both branches of the Roman family, as
outlined above, points to the great effort and expense invested in the epitaphs.
Lengthy and intricate inscriptions such as these are a sure indication of
wealthy and distinguished figures. The high quality and distinctive nature of
the epitaphs may also allude to a connection between the two Roman branches
depicted in the two family trees; and if we take into account the information
derived from external sources on the presence of poets in the family, there are
grounds for speculating that the inscriptions were ‘homemade’. The richness
of the poetry engraved in the family tombstones is particularly noticeable
when compared with the stone of Mikri, wife of Yiṣḥaq Hamon [Photograph
No. 19]; Mikri was the beloved spouse of a wealthy and powerful man, but not
to the extent of purchasing poetry on her behalf such as that found on the
Roman family stones. In order to merit such epitaphs, one needed to belong
to the Roman family.

On virtually all of these tombstones, we find original poems not seen in
the cemetery beforehand, ripe with rich and eloquent images based on the
skilful interweaving of biblical passages and fragments of verses, allusions to
midrashim, and biblical commentary. In several instances, we see conventions
similar, or identical, to those of the Sefardi Golden Age poetry.

The inscription on the tombstone of the elderly Mevorakh Roman [Photo-
graph No. 3] directs the following message to passersby: ‘As witness to all who
will ask: Whose burial cave is this? Think of the end of each and every man,
to be chiseled in stone and wrapped in a cloth shroud’; in other words, this is
the human state, since we all must hearken to God. The letters inscribed in
the stone have no purpose other than to instruct man to worship God. None-
theless, passers-by will know that every man should feel the pain of his
father’s death, and especially a father like Mevorakh Roman, who, it is clear,
was a good father, and benevolent to all his extended family. Thus the inscrip-
tion combines acquiescence to the Divine decree, and the duty to uphold God’s
commandments, with the pain and sorrow felt by all members of his family
over the death of a beloved patriarch. All these meanings are understood only
when we break down the inscription into the biblical passages of which it is
composed, and fully explore their interpretation.

No less elegant is the inscription on the tombstone of Mevorakh Roman’s
niece, Mazal Ṭov bat Teshuva Roman [Photograph No. 4]. Unlike the inscrip-
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tion on her uncle’s stone, there is here no acceptance of fate but a profound
sense that the life of her parents has been stripped of all meaning with the
death of their beautiful daughter, their first and only offspring, betrothed but
not yet married when her life was cut short. The inscription begins with the
words: ‘This will be called a headstone’, which apparently allude to the tomb-
stone itself. But when we pursue the source of the term even ha-rosha [literally,
‘head stone’] and the midrashim concerning its meaning, the expression takes
on a deeper meaning. The headstone was the final stone placed at the apex
of an arch or dome, as constructed before the introduction of iron. If the head-
stone was removed, the structure collapsed.

At the same time, according to the Midrash Tanḥuma, the headstone is the
stone on which the biblical Jacob placed his head when he lay down to sleep
en route to Haran.23 That night, he dreamed his famous dream in which a
ladder was set on the ground and its top reached the sky, with angels ascend-
ing and descending upon it. There, his inheritance, the Land of Israel, was
promised to him. The stone under his head was thus the foundation of Jacob’s
house and his legacy. Hence, the headstone in the epitaph of the young Mazal
Ṭov is the opposite of what it was intended to be. Their only daughter was
supposed to be the cornerstone of her parents’ existence; and now, by dying
before she had fulfilled her destiny of perpetuating their lineage, she had taken
from them any reason to live. Their lives had become a useless burden for them.

When the mother of Mazal Ṭov died approximately one year after her
daughter’s death, she was already referred to as ‘the widow of the wise and
exalted Teshuva Roman’ [Photograph No. 5], meaning that the young woman’s
father had died a short time after her, and before the death of her mother.
Indeed, the grief-stricken father and mother did not live long after the death
of their only daughter.

For the mother’s epitaph, the poet employed a series of contrasts: The
woman was a daughter of kings – an allusion to her lofty origins – but her
privileged status did not prevent time from digging ‘a pit and a trench in place
of burnt and meal offerings, and instead of clothing embroidered with gold
mountings, there is a groan, and instead of beaten-work, there is a scream’.
The ‘burnt and meal offerings’ could be referring to what should have been
her lot as a daughter of kings, but also to the wedding festivities of her daugh-
ter, which did not take place. The poet uses verses that portray a king’s daugh-
ter secluded in her home, dressed in a garment inlaid with gold; but she is of
course concealed in the earth, and instead of clothing embroidered with gold

23 According to Zech 4:7;Midrash Tanḥuma (ed. Buber, Vilna: Romm, 1885), Parashat Toledot,
sec. 20, s.v. ketiv shir (Gen 28).
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there is a moan of grief. He goes on to allude to the fate of the beloved daugh-
ters of Jerusalem at the time of the city’s destruction – instead of the upswept
hair of a proud young woman comes a shriek of pain.

The use of plays on biblical phrases also continues in the next parallelism,
in which the author uses the expression sar menuḥa [quartermaster] (Jer 51:59),
that is, the king’s companion for pleasure and amusement (according to the
Radaq’s interpretation), turning it into sha‘ar menuḥa [a gate of rest], which
collapses at the sight of the woman’s tragedy. The reference is doubtless to
the death of her only daughter, which caused her own demise and led to the
end of the days of rejoicing, the days of her life. When the poet speaks of the
woman whom God rebuked, he is referring not only to her death but also to
the punishment she suffered by the death of her only daughter. Of her pain,
he writes that her eyes shed ‘wells and wells [of tears]’, alluding to Abravanel’s
interpretation of the phrase be’erot be’erot (wells whose water cannot be con-
tained, meaning tears without end).24 In the case of Mazal Ṭov’s death, her
parents’ grief was exceedingly great, since they had no other child.

In general, it would seem that the death of a young son before he had
married was an even greater tragedy than that of a daughter, since he would
otherwise have carried on the family name. Thus Moshe Roman mourned his
son of noble countenance [Photograph No. 10], who died in the prime of life:
instead of a wedding canopy, his father was compelled to prepare for him a
house of stone. All that remained for him to do was to request that the soul
of his son might find peace and thereby atone for the father’s sins.

But on the tombstones of the Roman family, the mourning for the death
of young daughters not yet married is no less intense than that for sons. It
was not only the young Mazal Ṭov Roman who was the object of bitter grief
on the part of her parents; the mother of Reina bat Yiṣḥaq Roman also
expressed her overwhelming sorrow at her daughter’s death. Her words can
be understood in two ways, and she was apparently unconcerned about how
the inscription on her daughter’s tombstone could be interpreted [Photograph
No. 12]. Echoing the words of R. Yehuda Alḥarizi, the author (apparently a
family member) lamented the treachery of time, which ‘drew his bow and
killed a queen’ – a theme that recurs frequently in Sefardi poetry. The mother
decries time, which ‘set a trap for my tongue and my lips’. This may be an
allusion to words spoken by the mother during the daughter’s lifetime, words
that she now regrets; or she may be referring to words that denied the will of

24 According to Abravanel’s commentary (Warsaw: Levensohn, 1862) on Deut 31, s.v. we-hine
ha-dibbur: ‘For my people have done a twofold wrong: They have forsaken me, the fount of
living waters, and hewn them out cisterns, broken cisterns, which cannot even hold water’.
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God and His decree, which treacherous time has caused her to utter. From the
day that time, the traitor, struck her queen – her daughter – the mother’s
heart is broken by day and burnt by night. Particularly heart-rending are her
words of love to her dead daughter, and the mother’s promise to her – the
selfsame promise given by a groom on the day of his wedding to recall the
destruction of Jerusalem: ‘If I forget thee, may my right hand forget its cun-
ning’, since ‘love is as strong as death’. Likewise, the description of her tor-
tured longings and the nightmares that haunt her sleep, as ‘my soul goes to
her each night, and returns each morning’.

Life without offspring, and death without offspring, were considered in
Jewish society of the early modern period to be a bitter fate. A person who
died childless did not fulfill his destiny on earth, and his death was more
terrible than any other in that it lacked all meaning.25

When the epitaph of Teshuva ben Mevorakh Roman, who died without
issue, was composed, the poet had him speak as if he himself were mourning
his own death: ‘my rivers of tears well up’, he states, referring to the floods of
his tears, for ‘I will die without sons, there is no counsel’. It is written in the
Zohar that he who dies without sons is considered dead [for eternity] (Zohar
III, 34b). The kabbalistic notion is that the sons of a man are what grant him
eternal life. If there are no sons, there is no immortality. And for this, there is
no remedy, and his soul is gathered unto its Maker in pain.

The next images in the epitaph allude to nature: The heart of the deceased
pounded like an endless last rain in the Garden of Eden on the souls of the
sons. Sons that were unborn? Sons who were born and died? The dead person
does not tell us, but those who mourned him doubtless knew. What is left to
the deceased but to study Torah? Thus the author writes that the one who has
died will turn his nights into days for the sake of the One who turns nights
into days. But in the end, there is no fragrance like the scent of a man’s
offspring. There is no pain like the pain of a man who died without issue
[Photograph No. 10].

For hundreds of years, until the start of the nineteenth century, the death
of wives was a common occurrence. Disease was only one reason; failed preg-
nancies, and childbirth itself, were an additional and not infrequent cause.

25 Rozen, Jewish Community in Istanbul, pp. 99–111; Minna Rozen, ‘The Life Cycle and the
Meaning of Old Age in the Ottoman Period’, in Daniel Carpi Jubilee Volume, ed. by D. Porat,
A. Shapira, and M. Rozen (Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv University, 1996), pp. 109–75; J. R. Hacker, ‘Pride
and Depression: Polarity of the Spiritual and Social Experience of the Iberian Exiles in the
Ottoman Empire’, in Culture and Society in Medieval Jewry: Studies Dedicated to the Memory
of Haim Hillel Ben Sasson, ed. by M. Ben-Sasson, R. Bonfil and J. R. Hacker (Hebrew; Jeru-
salem: Shazar Center, 1989), pp. 541–86.
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Married women often died not long after their wedding, in many cases before
they had managed to bring a child into the world.26 Only 33 percent of the
women’s tombstones in Hasköy from the start of the sixteenth century to the
end of the eighteenth century cite a cause of death. Of these, 7 percent died
in childbirth, and another 3 percent immediately after giving birth.

Death showed no pity for the young wife of Shelomo Hamon, a member
of the well-known family of physicians. And the grieving husband spared no
expense on her tombstone or its inscription [Photograph No. 8]. From the epi-
taph, one cannot deduce whether she had any children; however, it is certain
that she was young, that she was not in good health, and that she died shortly
after her marriage: ‘in place of bridal palaces – ailments’. The images
employed by the author of the epitaph are not new, but he used them in an
original way and with a rhythm of his own. Thus for example, he employed
the image of time as a wheel, which appears in midrashim27 and among such
Sefardi poets as Yehuda Alḥarizi,28 in an intricate and lovely work that com-
bines the notion of the wheel with that of time as traitor, another common
motif in Sefardi poetry:29 ‘Spinning around, like the wheel of a wagon, days
of agony and months of futility and nights and oracles of delusion and decep-
tion30 deep in their souls, and stumbling blocks and great illnesses. Time
betrays [us], its net is spread, and all it desires is to wreak evil.’31

Especially poignant are the epitaphs of Kalomira, wife of Aharon Roman,
and his daughters by his second wife. Kalomira’s excruciating labour pains
and harrowing end are graphically described, and the reader can almost hear
the unfortunate husband wailing along with his tortured, dying wife, one twin
lying dead at her feet and the other still attached between her legs [Photograph
No. 13].

26 See on this topic: Rozen, Jewish Community in Istanbul, pp. 124–27; Ruth Lamdan, A Sepa-
rate People: Jewish Women in Palestine, Syria and Egypt in the Sixteenth Century (Leiden, Bos-
ton: Brill, 2000), pp. 83–86.
27 On the theme of the ‘wheel of time’, see Yehuda David Eisenstein, ‘Ma‘asiyot’, in A Treas-
ury of Midrashim (New York, Eisenstein edition, 1915), p. 335.
28 See: Moshe ibn Ezra, Sefer Ha-‘Anaq, verses 53 and 61 (http://www.benyehuda.org/alxa-
rizi/haanak.html).
29 Time’s betrayal of man is a popular motif in Sefardi poetry and literature. See for example
the poem Zeman Boged (‘Treacherous Time’) by Shemuel Hanagid (993–1056) (http://
www.benyehuda.org/hanagid/index.html), and the poem of the same name by Shelomo ibn
Gabirol (c. 1021–1058) (http://www.benyehuda.org/rashbag); Don Vidal Benveniste (fifteenth
century), ‘Treacherous Time’ (http://www.benyehuda.org/benveniste/index.html); Rabbeinu
Baḥya ben Asher (1255–c. 1340), introduction to a commentary on the Torah, ‘Time as a
Treacherous Stream’ (Jerusalem: Mosad Harav Kook, 1994).
30 Lam 2:14.
31 Ps 141:4.
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One of his daughters, Kadın, from his second wife, died during his life-
time, in 1691 [Photograph No. 14], and it would appear from the phrase ‘like
the mother of many who is forlorn’ at the end of the epitaph that she died
after other children born of the same mother.32 Like his first wife, she was
venerated with a poem on her tombstone. The poem composed by her father
in her honour is not made up of fragments of biblical passages, like many of
the epitaphs; it is written in a lively and totally original Hebrew. The father
describes the daughter, small of stature, who broke his heart – she who was
his only one and now is beyond his reach. He calls upon passersby to appreci-
ate his love for her and his deep sorrow reflected in the stone he placed on
her grave, and not to heed the fact that she was only a young girl, for his pain
is great.

His second daughter from the same mother, Kalomira, was already be-
trothed when she died, and passed away after his death [Photograph No. 15].
She was not privileged to receive a poem at the level of those bestowed on his
first wife or his daughter Kadın. The poetic phrasing used in her epitaph sug-
gests that she might have drowned. Without engaging in undue speculation,
it is worth noting that most cases of girls drowning in seventeenth- and eigh-
teenth-century Istanbul involved young betrothed women. Of a total of forty-
four drownings recorded in the Hasköy cemetery during that period, thirteen
were of married men; ten, of unmarried men; three, of married women; and
twenty-one, of young women who were engaged to be married – leading us
to ponder the possibility that this was a means, however extreme, for young
girls to escape unwanted marriages.

6 What knowledge can be gleaned from the
material aspect of the tombstones?

The monetary investment in the tombstones of the Roman family is also a
topic that calls for discussion. A stone of high calibre was used to mark each
of the graves. In most cases, the tombstone was made of choice marble from
the Isle of Marmara, transported at great expense, long before regular quarry-
ing was resumed there. In tombstones made up of two parts, one horizontal
and the other vertical, the horizontal part – which was naturally much larger –
was sometimes brought from a closer source, the quarries of Lala Paşa, near

32 I Sam 2:5.
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Edirne. The tombstones that were cut in the shape of a prism, reminiscent of
an Ottoman coffin, were all made of Marmara marble.

It is important to recall that at least until the first decade of the eighteenth
century, when quarrying was resumed at the Marmara island on a regular
basis, such marble was a valuable commodity in Istanbul.33 In contrast to
the epitaph, which reflects a rational understanding of death, the monetary
investment in the tombstone – and even the sophistication and elegance of
the inscription – may be said to indicate a dichotomy in the attitude of the
mourners. The use of expensive marble in tombstones, even those of young
boys and girls, shows that, while acknowledging the finality of death, there is
the hope that the deceased continues some sort of existence in which he
derives pleasure from this investment, coupled with an illusion of immortality.
At the same time, this investment should also be seen as a means of bolstering
the social status of the surviving family members.34

The material aspect of the burial culture of the Roman family also extends
to the decorative quality of the tombstones. The majority of these stones did
not boast ostentatious ornamentation; even in the late seventeenth century,
when overly ornate stones were already beginning to appear, such was not
the case with the Roman tombstones. Of the ten gravestones with the short-
ened family name of Roman, only four – dated 164135 and 1643 [Photograph
No. 3]; 1644 [Photograph No. 4]; and 1666 [Photograph No. 11] – are made up
of a vertical and a horizontal element, with the upper part often serving as a
shared tombstone for a couple. But in the case of Mazal Ṭov and Mevorakh
Roman, the vertical part is not unified [Photograph No. 3], and with regard to
the wife, may not ever have existed. In any event, this notion, which is also
found in many modern cemeteries, symbolizes the bed that the couple shared
in their lifetime.36 In the vertical part of Mevorakh’s tombstone, the lines of
the inscription themselves form the principal decoration; however, in the hori-
zontal part of both tombstones, the epitaph is circumscribed within a mihrab-
shaped frame. At the sides of the mihrab on the wife’s stone are also niches,
apparently for lighting candles.37

33 Rozen, Hasköy Cemetery, pt. I, pp. 14–17.
34 See Minna Rozen, ‘Metropolis and Necropolis: The Cultivation of Social Status among the
Jews of Istanbul in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries’, in Rozen, Journey Through
Civilizations, forthcoming.
35 The tombstone of the wife, Mazal Ṭov Roman, is not illustrated in this article. A plan of
the double monument of Mevorakh and Mazal Ṭov Roman can be found in Rozen, Hasköy
Cemetery, pt. II, p. 79.
36 For the significance of the candle niches, see ibid., pt. I, pp. 55–59.
37 See Rozen, pt. I, p. 92, plate 133, and p. 93, table 14.
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The mihrab shape indicates that the Muslim world of symbols had been
assimilated by Istanbuli Jews of Roman origin. The image of the mihrab was
not merely a stylistic convention but carried many meanings and associations
that apparently occurred to the person commissioning the stone. The mihrab
is the wall in a mosque that signifies the direction of prayer, facing Mecca. On
the stones in question, the head of the mihrab points toward Jerusalem. More-
over, the Muslim worshipper prays while kneeling on a prayer rug (seccade)
[Photograph No. 6], which is decorated precisely in the shape of a mihrab.38
In this way, the stone serves as a form of ‘prayer rug’ for the relatives of the
deceased, with the ornamentation emphasizing the notion that the dead per-
son constitutes a bridge between this world and the next, and can influence
the fate of the living. The form of the mihrab also recalls a gate of sorts. While
in the great mosques, the entrance is in the shape of a mihrab [Photograph
No. 7], here the association is with the gate of the Holy One, through which
only the righteous may pass.39 In this sense as well, the mihrab shape turns
the tombstone into an object that symbolically connects not only the deceased
and those mourning him or her but, in a more general way, the present world
and the hereafter.40

Another tombstone, that of Simḥa, wife of Teshuva Roman (d. 1644) [Pho-
tograph No. 5], is horizontal, without a vertical element, and is also adorned
with the outline of a mihrab with two candle niches at its head, mimicking a
Muslim prayer rug. The tombstone of Sultana, wife of Shelomo Hamon [Photo-
graph No. 8], who died in 1648, already has an innovation. In addition to the
high-quality marble from which it is fashioned, and the poem engraved in it,
the mihrab surrounding the poem is divided into three pairs of inner frames
with rosettes carved between the pairs, as well as in the spaces between the
inner frames and the overall outline of the mihrab. This is already an adorn-
ment whose intent is not to convey meaning but to display wealth, and it
brings this type of stone into the realm of the illuminated Ottoman manuscript
[Photograph No. 9].

Let us assume, for the purposes of this discussion, that the designs on the
tombstones, or at least on the more sophisticated ones, were not created by
the stonemasons themselves but by people who specialized in this, devising
standard patterns that the engravers followed. Whether it was they or the stone
cutters who planned the ornamentation on the stones, how had they come to
be familiar with illuminated Ottoman manuscripts? The answer apparently lies

38 Ps 118:20.
39 Rozen, Hasky Cemetery, pt. I, pp. 55–61.
40 Rozen, p. 82.
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in the Ottoman lifestyle. These designs were generally in manuscripts of the
Quran, of prayers, or of poetry, the margins illuminated by master artists
whose imagination knew no bounds. Such volumes were sold at the book
market (sahaflar) next to the grand bazaar of Istanbul. Calligraphers would
purchase these illuminated works and write the text on the empty space in
the center of the page. The Jews of Istanbul were doubtless familiar with the
book market, and apparently also visited its stalls, as attested to by a kabbalis-
tic prayer-book from 1734 that was copied into an illuminated book ready for
writing [Photograph No. 16]. These patterns were copied from generation to
generation for hundreds of years [Photograph Nos 17–18]. It would appear that
this was the practice of the Jewish stonemasons as well. An empty ornamental
frame was prepared in advance, and upon the client’s request, the epitaph
was engraved in the stone. The inspiration, both practical and decorative,
apparently came from the book market.

Another example of Roman family tombstones is the prism-shaped stone,
generally heptagonal, mimicking the form of an Ottoman coffin. This grave-
stone was usually placed on a stone base, and, from the start of the eighteenth
century, on a large, ornamented stone slab. The tombstones of Teshuva ben
Mevorakh Roman [Photograph No. 10], Reina bat Yiṣḥaq Roman [Photograph
No. 12], Kalomira wife of Aharon Roman [Photograph No. 13], Kadın bat
Aharon Roman [Photograph No. 14], and Kalomira bat Aharon Roman [Photo-
graph No. 15] are all of this type. In only one of them [Photograph No. 14] has
the bottom slab been preserved. In all cases, the investment in the stones was
significant, in terms of detail as well as cost. They were always made of Mar-
mara marble of the finest quality, with stylized frames on each facet of the
prism; the decorative ornamentation divided each side into two, so that there
were twelve frames in total on each prism. The tombstones of men were gener-
ally adorned with rosettes, while those of women were embellished with a
belt, symbolizing the engagement belt that the woman received from her
betrothed or her groom. On the tombstone of Kadın daughter of Aharon
Roman, who was not yet betrothed, we see no such belt.41 On the sides of the
tombstones, there were generally plants representing the Garden of Eden and
the hereafter – primarily tulips and lotuses, which were typical symbols of
Ottoman art.42 None of these elements appears by chance or without prior
thought, and what characterizes all of these tombstones, in terms of their
artistry, is the integration of the Jews who buried their dead at Hasköy into
the surrounding cultural space.

41 Rozen, pp. 65–81.
42 R. Ya‘aqov ben Ḥayyim Alfandari, Responsa Muṣal me-Esh (Jerusalem: Mishor, 1997),
sec. 2.
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7 What can we learn by merging the information
derived from the tombstones with that drawn
from other types of sources?

Who were the Roman family? We were unable to find information about all of
them outside the cemetery, but some indeed left their imprint on the sands of
time. One fact stands out from an examination of the Roman family trees (see
above) and the sources on which they were based: even if we are speaking of
two different families named Roman without blood ties between them, what
we have before us is a group of individuals who were extremely well educated,
poets, judges, scholars, linguists, and grammarians. In the first Roman family
tree, the only individual identifiable in historical sources is the unfortunate
Aharon Roman, who was a dayyan (religious-court judge) in Istanbul; in late
Tammuz 1686, while serving as head of the bet din (religious court), he heard
testimony concerning the death of a Jew who had drowned in the Bosphorus.43

The second Roman family tree raises additional questions. The name Baq-
uda, or alternatively, Paquda, is an Arab one. The first association of the name
is with the tenth-century neoplatonic Jewish philosopher, Baḥya ibn Paquda,
author of Ḥovot Ha-Levavot (Saragossa, 1050–c. 1120). It is not clear whether
Ya‘aqov Roman’s plan to publish this work (see below) was connected with
the fact that his grandfather, Paquda Roman, was descended from Baḥya ibn
Paquda (or wished us to think so), or whether he simply considered it impor-
tant to publish the book. In any event, the name Paquda indicates that Ya‘aqov
Roman, along with the other poets who were apparently part of this branch
of the family, and perhaps Yiṣḥaq ben Bakuda Roman as well, was not part of
the first generation of emigrants from Rome. They might have been scions of
a family that immigrated from Rome to the Iberian peninsula generations
before the expulsion from Spain, and then moved to Istanbul due to that
expulsion. A more conceivable possibility is that they were the offspring of
marriages between Roman immigrants who settled in Istanbul and a Sefardi
family that may or may not have descended from Baḥya ibn Paquda. The
family’s Sefardi roots are clear not only from the name Paquda-Baquda (names
of Jewish males tended to be preserved for generations, and were not affected
by changing fashions, at least until the nineteenth century)44 but also from

43 See below.
44 The name Baquda was still preserved in the family as of 1707. In that year, Yom Ṭov ben
Baquda Roman added an introduction to Eliyahu Ha-Kohen’s anti-Sabbatean treatise ‘Holy
War’ (see ‘Inyenei Shabbetai Şevi [Hebrew], ed. by A. Freimann, Berlin: Meqize Nirdamim,
1913, p. 2).
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the association with Sefardi poetry and the Judeo-Arabic philosophy of Spain
as reflected in the epitaphs discussed above, as well as from the Sefardi influ-
ence evident in the literary milieu of the individuals on the second family tree.

Almost all the male descendants on that family tree were known as schol-
ars and poets. Avraham Roman, the son of Yiṣḥaq Roman is mentioned as the
author of several poems, a letter to the renowned Rabbi Yom Tov Ibn Ya‘ish,
and an introduction entitled ‘Milḥemet Ḥova’ (‘Mandatory War’) to a polemic
work against the Patriarch Kiril, Sela‘ Ha-Maḥloqot (‘Bones of Contention’). His
brother Ḥizqiyya Roman eulogized him, mentioning his mourning brothers.45
Ḥizqiyya Roman is cited as the person who completed the copying of Sefer
Otiot Ha-Noaḥ in 1600,46 and he was still alive in 1655 when he wrote an
approbation for Hod Malkhut by Avraham Ha-Yakhini, printed in Istanbul that
year. Ḥizqiyya Roman is described in that book as ‘the eminent scholar, master
of all books and sciences, wonderful and great’.47

Ya‘aqov Roman was a collector of books, a bibliographer, a linguist, a
grammarian, and a well-known poet. The manuscript of an Arabic–Hebrew
dictionary that he completed in Istanbul on 27 Tishrei 5390 (11 October 1629)
is housed in the National Library of France, in Paris,48 as is the manuscript of
an Arabic–Turkish dictionary that he composed.49 Ya‘aqov Roman also
authored a book entitled Moznei Mishqal on Hebrew rhyming schemes. The
book was written prior to 1634, the year in which it is mentioned several times
in the author’s correspondence with Johannes Buxtorf the Younger (13 August
1599–16 August 1664).50 Buxtorf and his father, Johannes Buxtorf (25 December
1564–13 September 1629) were professors of theology at the University of Basel,
and among the earliest Christian Hebraists in Europe. Buxtorf the Younger
translated Maimonides’ More Nevukhim (Basel, 1629) and the Kuzari (Basel,
1660) into Latin, and corresponded with numerous Jewish scholars in Western
Europe and the Ottoman Empire.51 A friend of Ya‘aqov Roman’s by the name

45 D. S. Sasson, ed., ‘Poems and Songs by Ancient Poets’, in Ohel Dawid: Descriptive Cata-
logue of the Hebrew and Samaritan Manuscripts in the Sasson Library (Oxford and London:
Oxford University Press and Humphrey Milford, 1932), vol. 2, sec. 590, p. 461; and ibid.,
‘Milḥemet Ḥova’, sec. 793, p. 426.
46 See n. 62, below.
47 P. 2b.
48 Manuscrits orientaux: Catalogues des manuscrits hébreux et samaritains de la Bibliothèque
Impériale (Paris: Imprimerie Impériale, 1866), no. 1277, p. 230.
49 Manuscrits, no. 1278, p. 230.
50 M. Kayserling, ‘Richelieu, Buxtorf père et fils, et Jacob Roman’, REJ, 8 (1884), pp. 89, 94.
51 On the correspondence between Buxtorf and Roman, see M. Kayserling, ‘Les correspond-
ants juifs de Jean Buxtorf’, REJ, 8 (1884), pp. 261–76; ‘Moznei Ha-Mishqal’, in Medieval Litera-
ture (Hebrew), ed. by Neḥemya Allony (Jerusalem: Mosad Harav Kook, 1945), p. 88. On Buxtorf
(father and son), see Ora Limor, Jews and Christians in Western Europe: Encounter between
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of Arye Yehuda Leon Sa‘aya,52 who ultimately converted to Christianity, also
wrote under the Arab name Nasser a-din Tabib (i.e., physician), and was the
court physician of Prince Rakoczy I of Transylvania (1639). Sa‘aya was closely
acquainted in Istanbul with one Anton Lager, a scholar from Piemonte who
was then acting as minister of the Dutch Embassy. Lager subsequently served
as a professor of Eastern languages at the University of Geneva, and it was he
who put Sa‘aya in contact with Buxtorf.53 Sa‘aya later brought together Roman
and Buxtorf. From Sa‘aya’s letter of recommendation to Buxtorf the Younger
concerning Ya‘aqov Roman, we learn that Sa‘aya was of the opinion that
‘thanks to his family, riches, dignity, and contacts, this man surpasses all his
coreligionists’.54 It emerges from the correspondence between Ya‘aqov Roman
and Buxtorf the Younger that Roman asked Buxtorf to send him two copies of
the biblical concordance that the senior Buxtorf had composed, and an accu-
rate copy of the Latin translation of More Nevukhim.55 Roman wished to set up
a printing press in Istanbul. Among his plans was to publish a trilingual edi-
tion of Maimonides’ More Nevukhim, in Hebrew, Latin, and Arabic in Hebrew
transliteration. The reason why the Arabic would appear in Hebrew letters, as
he explained, was the Sultanic prohibition against printing Arabic letters. In
addition, Roman planned to publish Baḥya ibn Paquda’s Ḥovot Ha-Levavot
and Sefer Ha-Kuzari by R. Yehuda Halevi, both in the Latin translation of his
friend Sa‘aya.56

Of particular interest is Roman’s plan to publish Ḥovot Ha-Levavot, the
work written in Arabic in Spain in the eleventh century, translated into Hebrew
by Yehuda ibn Tibbon from 1161 to 1180, and published in 1489 in Naples. The
book was poorly received due to its numerous neoplatonic concepts, largely
in the beginning of the work. It was published in Istanbul in 1550 together
with the work Sefer Tiqqun Middot Ha-Nefesh by R. Shelomo ibn Gabirol.57 The
idea of also publishing it in Latin is evidence of Roman’s desire to reach an

Cultures in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance (Hebrew; Tel Aviv: Open University, 1997),
pp. 114, 130; A. L. Katchen, Christian Hebraists and Dutch Rabbis: Seventeenth-Century Apolo-
getics and the Study of Maimonides’ Mishne Torah (Cambridge, MA/London: Cambridge Univer-
sity Press, 1984), pp. 27–28.
52 Avraham Rosanes referred to him as Asseo, but I have not found sources that support this
position (A. Rosanes, Qorot Ha-Yehudim be-Turqyia we-Arṣot Ha-Qedem, pt. III (Sofia, 1938),
p. 259.
53 M. Kayserling, ‘Richelieu, Buxtorf père et fils, et Jacob Roman’, REJ, 8 (1884), pp. 84–86.
54 Kayserling, p. 85.
55 Kayserling, p. 91.
56 Kayserling, p. 93.
57 Baḥya ibn Paquda, Ḥovot Ha-Levavot (printed together with Ibn Gabirol’s Sefer Tiqqun
Middot Ha-Nefesh [Istanbul, 1550]); Kayserling, ‘Richelieu’, p. 88.
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audience that read neither Arabic nor Hebrew. Sadly, his plan to establish the
printing press and to publish the other two books did not come to fruition,
but his multilingual and multicultural aspirations offer evidence of his well-
rounded nature – a point also demonstrated by the many manuscripts dealing
with Greek philosophy that were in his possession and by several unpublished
letters that he left behind as well as the translation from Arabic to Hebrew of
several of the works of Yona ibn Janaḥ, the tenth-century grammarian and
linguist from Cordoba.58 Roman collected numerous manuscripts, some of
which were purchased by Buxtorf for Jean Tilleman Stella de Téry et Morimont,
commercial representative of Cardinal Richelieu, and are now housed in
France’s National Library. Others found their way to the Bodleian Library.59
On several of the works, it is written explicitly that they are the property of
Ya‘aqov Roman.60 From the legacy of Roman’s life’s work in the libraries of
Europe, it is evident that he was, by any measure, a wealthy man, very distin-
guished and highly erudite He knew Hebrew, Greek, Spanish, Arabic, Turkish,
Latin, and Italian, and was an expert in the literatures of the world. He was
fluent in manuscripts of poetry and philosophy in Arabic and Latin, and com-
pared the Arabic maqama genre of rhymed prose to the splendid language of
Cicero in Latin, and, in its style and imagination, to Boccaccio’s The Deca-
meron. His connection to Italy was also apparent in his letters to Buxtorf the
Younger, and in the fact that he wrote the name of Anton Lager as pronounced
in Italian (Antonio Leggero), perhaps because this was the foreign language
he was most comfortable with.61

An anonymous linguist and anthologist who borrowed a great deal from
Roman’s Moznei Mishqal made reference in his work Qeṣev u-Moznei Ha-Mish-
qal not only to Ya‘aqov Roman’s book but to other poets of the time: Yiṣḥaq
Roman, Avraham Roman, and Ḥizqiyya Roman, whom he placed in the exalted

58 Manuscrits, no. 126, p. 224.
59 Kayserling, ‘Richelieu’, p. 95, nn. 4–5.
60 D. Schwartz, ‘Berurim ra‘ayoni’im be-farashat ha-pulmusim ‘al ha-filosofia ba-me’a ha-
shelosh-‘esre’, Qoveṣ ‘al Yad, 14 (1998), p. 344: manuscript of the work Sefer Yore De‘a by
Qalonymos, which was copied during the fifteenth century, possibly before the Ottoman con-
quest, and was sold in 1481 by Yosef Bekhor Avshalom Bona-Vita to a man by the name of
Mordekhai. At the start of the manuscript is the name of its owner, ‘Yiṣḥaq Roman ben Baquda
z”l, Tammuz 5390’, i.e., the summer of 1630. Bodleian ms 267 (Opp. 212). See also the Arabic
commentary on Song of Songs by Moshe b. Ḥiyya Kohen, completed on 9 Elul 5195 (1435),
colophon in Arabic, apparently written in Granada, property of Ya‘aqov b. Yiṣḥaq Roman,
1597 (Catalogue of the Bodleian Library, Supplement of Addenda and Corrigenda to Vol. I [A.
Neubauer’s Catalogue], compiled under the direction of M. Beit-Arié, ed. by R. A. May (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1994), ms no. 356*, p. 54.
61 Kayserling, ‘Richelieu’, p. 89.
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company of Shelomo ibn Gabirol, Yehuda Halevi, and Moshe ibn Ezra.62 In
Qeṣev u-Moznei Ha-Mishqal, there is also a poem by a contemporary of Ya‘aqov
Roman, R. Yehoshu‘a Rafael ben Yisrael Benveniste.63 Roman’s ties with Ben-
veniste are apparent from the latter’s remark that he cannot make use of the
grammar book entitled Tevat Noaḥ because it was lent to R. Ya‘aqov Roman,
and he himself is ill and cannot go to fetch it from Roman.64 The work referred
to is apparently the Sefer Otiot Ha-Noaḥ of R. Yehuda Ḥayuj, the tenth-century
Sefardi grammarian and linguist whose book was translated into Arabic by R.
Moshe ibn Jiqatilla of Cordoba. This manuscript was copied by Ḥizqiyya ben
Yiṣḥaq ibn Paquda Roman in 1600, and was apparently among the manu-
scripts purchased by Buxtorf the Younger for resale to the agent of Richelieu.65
I was unable to find Ya‘aqov Roman’s tombstone in Istanbul, and Buxtorf lost
contact with him in 1641.66 A poem written by Yiṣḥaq ben Ya‘aqov Roman is
included in the same manuscript of ‘Poems and Songs by Ancient Poets’
described by David Sasson.67

By examining the family tree of the Benveniste family [Tree No. 2, below],
we can understand, at least in part, the world of Ya‘aqov Roman, and that of

62 Allony, ‘Moznei Mishqal’, p. 96.
63 Ibid.
64 Allony., p. 95; Yehoshu‘a Rafael ben Yisrael Benveniste, Responsa Sha‘ar Yehoshu‘a
(Husiatyn: n. p., 1904), sec. 11, p. 36a.
65 Manuscrit, no. 1215, pp. 224–25.
66 An elderly man of eighty from Istanbul by the name of Ya‘aqov Romano – a linguist
renowned for his brilliance, who knew all six orders of the Mishna by heart – is mentioned
in the work of David Conforti (Qore Ha-Dorot [Venice, 1746], p. 49a) as living in Jerusalem.
The question is whether he is the Ya‘aqov Roman of the present work. A person with the same
name is referred to in Ḥorvot Yerushalem (Venice, 1627; Minna Rozen edition, Tel Aviv: Tel
Aviv University, 1981), pp. 35, 103, 106, 140, but again it is unclear whether this is in fact ‘our’
Ya‘aqov Roman, and whether he is the same person mentioned by Conforti. Given the fact
that Conforti was born in 1617 or 1618, and came to Jerusalem in 1644, scholars are of the
opinion that the Ya‘aqov Roman mentioned in Conforti’s work and the one cited in Ḥorvot
Yerushalem are one and the same. While it is possible that the former is ‘our’ Ya‘aqov Roman,
one would be hard-pressed to explain how the latter, who is mentioned in Ḥorvot Yerushalem
in 1625, corresponded with Buxtorf from Istanbul in 1634 and intended to set up a publishing
house there. In Qore Ha-Dorot (p. 51b), Conforti also refers to ‘Ḥayyim Romano, my relative’
among the Torah scholars of Yeshivat Yerushalayim at the time. Also cited in Ḥorvot Yerush-
alem, in addition to Ya‘aqov Roman, are Moshe Romano (Rozen ed., pp. 14, 53, 98, 100),
Shelomo Romano (Rozen, pp. 56, 110), and Shemuel Romano (Rozen, pp. 98, 100). Yiṣḥaq
Romano is signatory to an agreement not to sow discord and not to besmirch the community
leaders, signed in Jerusalem in 1623. See also: Minna Rozen, The Jewish Community in Jeru-
salem in the Seventeenth Century (Hebrew; Tel Aviv: Ministry of Defense Publishing House and
Tel Aviv University, 1985), p. 292.
67 See Sasson, Ohel Dawid, vol. 2, sec. 590, p. 464.
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Yiṣḥaq Roman as well. Yehoshu‘a Rafael Benveniste, who was not only a rabbi
but also a physician, was the grandson of the physician of Sultan Mehmet III
(1595–1603), Dr. Moshe Benveniste. The later was described by his grandson
as ‘the righteous prince, the flawless sage, the renowned scholar, who devoted
his whole life to helping Jews everywhere, facing ministers and judges of the
highest rank’.68 The grandmother of Yehoshu‘a Rafael was the daughter of
another Jewish luminary from Italy, R. Yehoshu‘a Ṣonṣin, a renowned rabbi in
Istanbul and a member of the family of printers. Yehoshu‘a Rafael Benveniste
was also the nephew of another physician of the Sultan, Dr. Nissim Benven-
iste, who was married to the daughter of the rav ha-manhig (generally, if some-
what inaccurately translated as Chief Rabbi) of the Romaniotes, R. Eliyahu ibn
Ḥayyim, and the cousin of the av beit din (head of the religious court) of
Istanbul, R. Moshe Benveniste.69

Yiṣḥaq Roman, the father of the young Reina Roman, who died at an early
age, was a poet and scholar in Istanbul.70 In Tammuz 5425 (the summer of
1665), he turned to R. Moshe Benveniste in a dispute over the rights of a female
orphan to a house she bought from a leaseholder of the Muslim religious trust
(vakıf ). Moshe Benveniste, grandson of the sultan’s physician, was born in
1608. His father, Nissim, died in 1621, when Moshe was a young boy of twelve.
It was his mother who endeavoured to see to it that he continued his studies,
and he testified of himself that he never engaged in ‘vainglorious pursuits’
but devoted himself entirely to Torah. He studied at the La Señora Yeshiva,
established in Istanbul by Doña Gracia Mendes, later teaching there from 1622
to 1660, the year that the Yeshiva went up in flames along with the entire
Eminönü quarter of Istanbul. He served as a dayyan from the age of approxi-
mately 24, and as av beit din of Istanbul until his death, c. 1677.71

68 See introduction to vol. I of Penei Moshe, Moshe Benveniste’s responsa, printed in Istanbul
in 1669.
69 On the Benveniste family, its pedigree and ties, see M. Benayahu, Rofe He-Ḥatzer: Rabbi
Moshe Benveniste we-ha-shir ‘al haglayato la-I Rodos [‘The court physician Rabbi Moshe Ben-
veniste: An elegy on his exile to Rhodes’), Sefunot 14 (1970–1973), pp. 125–35. The British
merchant John Sanderson bequeathed to his cousin, Samuel Sanderson, several oil paintings
of his Istanbuli friends, which he apparently commissioned from an artist in the Grand Bazaar
of Istanbul during his stay in the capital of the Ottoman Empire. One of these was of the
‘Jewish Physician Dr Benveniste’. John Sanderson, The Travels of John Sanderson in the Levant
1584–1602, ed. by W. Foster (London: Hakluyt Society, 1931), p. 35, n. 2. See also Minna Rozen,
The Social Role of Book Printing among Istanbul Jews in the Sixteenth through Eighteenth
Centuries, in Rozen, Journey Through Civilizations, forthcoming.
70 Allony, ‘Moznei Mishqal’, p. 96.
71 See R. Moshe Benveniste, Responsa Penei Moshe, I (Istanbul, 1669), Introduction.
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Family Tree 2: Benveniste family of Istanbul.

With the aid of several additional details, we are able to place the Roman
family in its rightful position in the Istanbuli Jewish society of the seventeenth
century. Aside from the connection to the Benveniste families, another notable
connection is through the marriage of Sultana bat Teshuva Roman to Shemuel
Hamon. For generations, the Hamons served as physicians to the sultans.72
The first member of the family to settle in Istanbul was R. Yosef Hamon, who

72 On Rabbi Yosef Hamon and the Hamon family, see U. Heyd, ‘Moses Hamon, Chief Jewish
Physician to Sultan Suleyman the Magnificent’, Oriens, 16 (1963), pp. 152–70; A. Galante,Méde-
cins juifs au service de la Turquie (Istanbul, 1938), 1st ed., in Histoire des Juifs de Turquie
(Istanbul: Isis, n.d.), vol. 9, pp. 85, 89; A. Dannon, ‘Mosheh Hamon and his family’, in Yosef
Da‘at (Edirne, 1888), pp. 118–20, 130–34, 146–47, 162–67, 178–83, 194–95; M. Benayahu, ‘The
House of Abravanel in Salonika’ (Hebrew), Sefunot, 12 (1971–78), 42–52; Benayahu, ‘The ser-
mons of R. Yosef b. Meir Garson as a source for the history of the expulsion from Spain and
the Sephardi diaspora’, Michael, 7 (1981), pp. 124–31; A. Levy, The Sefardim in the Ottoman
Empire (Princeton, NJ: The Darwin Press, 1992), p. 31; H. Gross, ‘La famille juive des Hamons’,
REJ, 56 (1908), 1–26; 57 (1909), pp. 55–78; A. Rozanes, History of the Jews in the Ottoman
Empire, vol. I (Hebrew; Tel Aviv: Dvir, 1930), p. 93; vol. 2 (Sofia, 1937–1938), pp. 85–86; vol. 3
(Sofia, 1938), pp. 244–68, 275; M. A. Epstein, Ottoman Jewish Communities and their Role in the
Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries (Freiburg: Klaus Schwartz Verlag, 1980), pp. 86–88, 184–85;
L. Bornstein-Makovetsky, ‘The Jewish Community in Istanbul in the mid-seventeenth century:
Its Sephardi and Romaniot personalities and sages’, Michael, 9 (1985), pp. 27–54.
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immediately upon his arrival in the city (1492/3) entered into the service of
Sultan Bayezid II. When Hamon died in Damascus during Selim I’s military
campaign in the Near East, a sermon was delivered in his memory describing
the honour and kindness bestowed upon him by the Sultans he had served,
and their great benevolence to the Jews of the Ottoman Empire in general and
to those of Istanbul in particular.73 His son Moshe continued to serve Süley-
man the Magnificent, and was rewarded with permission to build a stone
house in Hasköy,74 and a four-storey stone house in the Jewish Quarter near
the palace that was leased to the bailo of the Republic of Venice.75 Such per-
mits were generally issued only to viziers and to members of the royal family.
The Hamon family constituted a separate fiscal unit (cemaat) from all the Jew-
ish communities in Istanbul, and maintained a synagogue of its own in the
Hasköy neighbourhood.76

There is virtually no direct information on Shelomo Hamon at our dis-
posal, but meticulous detective work based on the scant details in our posses-
sion has produced an interesting portrait of the connections between the
Hamon, Benveniste and Roman families. Included in the responsa of R. Ḥay-
yim Benveniste (Ba‘ei Ḥayyai), brother of Moshe and Yehoshu`a Refael Ben-
veniste, is a decision rendered in 1651 by

the impeccable wise man, the venerable gentleman, his honour our Teacher, Rabbi Av
Hamon, … the words flowing from the mouth of this flawless wise man, who pos-
sesses both a great breadth of knowledge and superior analytical reasoning; the rabbinic

73 Benayahu, ‘Sermons’, pp. 124–31.
74 Hans Dernschwam, Tagebuch einer Reise nach Konstantinopel und Kleinasien (1554–1555),
ed. by F. Babinger (Münich & Leipzig: Dünker & Humblot, 1923), p. 113.
75 Regarding the building adjacent to the Sultan’s palace, see: Minna Rozen and Benjamin
Arbel, ‘Great Fire in the Metropolis: The Case of the Istanbul Conflagration of 1569 and its
Description by Marcantonio Barbara’, in Mamluk and Ottoman Societies: Studies in Honour of
Michael Winter, ed. by David Wasserstein and Ami Ayalon (New York: Routledge, 2005), pp.
134–63.
76 The Hamon cemaat is mentioned in the tax registers from 1603 (Table 1, ref. in Minna
Rozen, A History of The Jewish Community of Istanbul – The Formative Years (1453–1566), (2nd
ed. Brill, Leiden, Boston, 2010), p. 51; 1608–09 (Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Başbakanlık Arşivleri,
Maliyeden Müdevver [MM] 14932); and 1623 (ibid., MM 286). The tax exemption allegedly
received by the Hamons is rather doubtful; see Rozanes, Ottoman Empire, vol. II, pp. 286–88;
Bernard Lewis, ‘The Privilege Granted by Mehmed II to His Physician’, BSOAS, 14 (1952), pp.
550–63; Lewis, ‘On a Historical Document in the Responsa of Rabbi Shemuel de Medina’ (in
Hebrew), Melila, 5 (1955), pp. 69–76. See also U. Heyd, ‘The Jewish Communities of Istanbul
in the Seventeenth Century’, Oriens, VI (1953), p. 303. Heyd’s contention that the Hamon
family was exempted from taxes is based on the fact that in the 1603 register, no tax scale
was assigned to the family; the family was, however, ranked in all of the other registers.
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decisor, … whose mouth speaks great [words of Torah], as they were given at Mount
Sinai; his reasons are good and his justifications are sound and the law is rendered in
accordance with his rulings; wherever we may live, we live according to his utterances and
we take pleasure in the radiance of his Torah, his Torah teachings are whole, wrapped in
a robe of light, the young Av Hamon, the son of our esteemed teacher, Joseph Hamon …77

The fact that the responsum is found in the work of Ḥayyim Benveniste leads
us back to the social milieu of the Roman family. Av Hamon, son of Yosef
Hamon [the second] and grandson of the physician Moshe Hamon, was a day-
yan in the community of Aragon who is mentioned in various sources. The
Romans moved within the same social circle as the Benveniste and Hamon
families, and, as we shall see below, the Vileisid family as well. Yet neither
social nor marital ties were able to prevent disputes over property, assets,
and influence. At the request of Aharon Hamon, R. Moshe Benveniste sat in
judgement in a dispute between him and the wealthy ibn Vileisid brothers,
who had earned their riches in the silk trade. One of them sought to be
appointed the sarafbaşı of Egypt, in response to which Aharon Hamon
intruded on their business dealings. Hamon also tried to recruit Yehoshu‘a
Rafael Benveniste, when he (Hamon) attempted to take control of the Neve
Shalom community of Istanbul in 1641.78

The connection between the Roman family and the Hamon and Vileisid
families also emerges in a different context – the placement of the Roman
family’s tombstones. A close examination of the concentrations of their grave-
sites, especially throughout the seventeenth century, and a comparison with
those of other families, indicates that members of the ibn Vileisid family were
buried specifically in their vicinity. In section 6-5, where most of the burials
of the Roman family were conducted in the seventeenth century, we find most
of the gravesites of the ibn Vileisid family for this period (nine out of seven-
teen), with the remainder in close proximity. In addition, four out of six burial
sites of the Hamon family are found in these sections. It is possible that there
were other ties between the Roman and ibn Vileisid families of which we are
not aware, bearing in mind that in the first half of the seventeenth century,
members of the Romano family and Avraham Vileisid, all of them from Istan-
bul, were prominent members and leaders of the Jewish community of Jeru-
salem.79 The graves of the Benveniste family are not found at this location, and
may have been destroyed during the laying of the ring road around Istanbul.

77 R. Ḥayyim Benveniste, Responsa Ba‘ei Ḥayyai (Salonika, 1791; facsimile, Jerusalem 1970),
Ḥoshen Mishpaṭ pt. I, sec. 212.
78 Bornstein-Makovetsky, ‘Jewish Community in Istanbul’, pp. 27–54, esp. pp. 36–38.
79 Avraham ibn Vileisid was a leader of the Jewish community in Jerusalem from at least
1600 to 1618, Rozen, Jewish Community in Jerusalem, pp. 120–22, 125, 285; Moshe Hamon,
was counted among Jerusalem’s notables (1586), Rozen, p. 287; Shemuel Hamon of Jerusalem
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Legend: Red = Roman, Green = Vileisid, Blue = Hamon
Notice the concentration of the three families in lot 6–5, which apparently was the burial
plot for distinguished families during the seventeenth century.
Map 3: Distribution of the Roman/Romano, Vileisid, and Hamon families in Hasköy Ceme-
tery, 1583–1700.

was entitled to collect taxes from properties in the Diaspora (prior to 1635), ibid., p. 288;
Shelomo Romano was among the city’s notables (1620), Rozen, p. 291, (1625) Ḥorvot Yerush-
alem (Rozen ed.), p. 98, n. 134, and p. 110; Yiṣḥaq Romano was among the notables of Jeru-
salem (1623), Jewish Community in Jerusalem, p. 292; Ya‘aqov Romano was among the city’s
notables (1631), Rozen., p. 293, (1625) Ḥorvot Yerushalem (Rozen ed.), pp. 103, 106; Moshe
Romano was one of the city’s notables (1623), Rozen., p. 292, (1625) Ḥorvot Yerushalem (Rozen
ed.), pp. 98–99; Shemuel Romano was also among the city’s notables (1623), Jewish Community
in Jerusalem, p. 292, n. 8.
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8 In conclusion

Through the use of painstaking detective work involving manuscripts, books,
and tombstones, we have managed to cast a spotlight on one family. Based
on their name, the Romans/Romanos ostensibly had their roots in the city of
Rome. But, as the inquiry presented in these pages has shown, from the time
their forefathers left their place of origin the family spun a network of mar-
riage, social, and business ties with Sefardi families of similar standing – the
cream of Istanbuli Jewish society. The placement of their tombstones in the
Jewish cemetery at Hasköy is a reflection of their social status. They are buried
among distinguished figures, community leaders, rabbis, and men of wealth.
The tombstones of the family members demonstrate refinement and restraint,
with a similar level of material and emotional investment in the graves of men
and women, young girls and boys, and the elderly. Those who mourned them
spared no expense in transporting from afar fine stones that have stood the
test of time, and devoted effort and imagination to composing the epitaphs of
their loved ones. But what is more, those who bore the Roman name were
apparently men of letters, with broad intellectual interests. The libraries of
several of them contained books and manuscripts brought over from Spain. At
least one of them, Ya‘aqov Roman, was a polymath whose knowledge of world
literature extended from the culture of the Islamic Golden Age to that of the
Italian Renaissance. Indirectly, he became a central figure in the promulgation
of the study of the Hebrew language in Christian Europe during the early
modern era.

The cemetery alone cannot provide all the wealth of information needed to
complete this picture. To do that, it is necessary to assemble all of the details
piece by piece; researching Jewish cemeteries is only one part of this puzzle.

9 Appendix 1:
Data on the Romano family in Bulgaria

‘Central Consistory’s (Sofia) 1920–1926 Report – Introduction to the Jewish
Community of Kiustendil’, Bulgarian State Archives (hereafter: BSA), Jewish
Community, fond 1568, opis 1, file 8944, p. 2, SN 12, p. 1–3 (2–4), no. 520
in the computerized archives of Bulgarian Jewry, Goldstein-Goren Diaspora
Research Center, Tel Aviv University (hereafter: CA). Three members of the
Romano family are mentioned in the above report, BSA, Jewish Community,
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fond 1568, opis 1, file 8944–end, p. 2, SN 13, pp. 1–14 (42–55). In ‘Review of
Jewish Education’ (CA, no. 536), there is a reference to an Albert Romano, born
in Plovdiv in 1886. He studied law in Geneva and Sofia, served for twenty
years as president of the Zionist Organization in Bulgaria beginning in 1921,
and died in Tel Aviv in 1965. He was one of the major activists in the Sofia
community on the subject of Jewish education. On 23 June 1932, he is cited as
one of the individuals elected to the Consistory (BSA, circular letter no. 1258,
dd 23/06/1932, Vidin, fond 9k, opis 1, file 80, p. 36, SN 24; CA no. 6769). See also
concerning him: Калев Марчел, ‘Алберт А. Романо (1886–1965)’, в. Ардити
Бинямин, Видни Евреи в Бьлгария, Галерия на забравените, Том I, (Хулон,
1970), cc. 111–121 (M. Kalev, ‘Albert A. Romano [1886–1956]’, in Notable Jews of
Bulgaria [in Bulgarian], ed. by Benjamin Arditi, vol. I [Holon-Tel Giborim,
1970], pp. 111–121). Albert Çelebi Romano, born in Plovdiv 15 September 1886,
completed medical studies in Vienna in 1912, died in Tel Aviv, Ибен Анави,
Иэвравени от Эабрвата Пловдевски Медици Евреи 1878–1941 (Шалом,
2009), p. 61 (Ivan Eliezer Anabi-Kalev, ‘Albert Çelebi Romano’, in Jewish Physi-
cians from Plovdiv Who Were Not Forgotten, 1878–1941, Memoirs and Documents
[in Bulgarian] [Sofia: Shalom Publishers, 2009], p. 61). Sha’ul Bekhor Romano,
born in Plovdiv in 1892, completed pharmaceutical studies in 1949 in Sofia
(ibid., p. 106). Romano M. Nissim, born in Plovdiv on 15 October 1878, com-
pleted his pharmaceutical studies in Prague in 1906 (ibid., p. 105). In an
undated registry of foreign subjects residing in Vidin, three Romanos are men-
tioned, BSA, Vidin, fond 9k, opis 1, file 27, p. 34, SN 20 (CA, no. 2700). In an
undated index of all the correspondence between the Consistory in Sofia and
the community of Rouse, the name Romano appears once among all 105 names
mentioned there (BSA, fond 163k, opis 1, file 39, p. 61, SN 12; CA, no. 8818).
In the 1924–1925 registry of all the needy families in Rouse who received fire-
wood from the community, there is a reference to a Rachelle Romano (ibid.,
file 33, p. 61, SN 6; CA, no. 8628). In a pamphlet about the Zionist movement
in Plovdiv dated 2 February 1928, Preciado Romano is mentioned as one of six
names (ibid., file 35, p. 61, SN 8; CA, no. 8708). Yakir (Preciado) Avraham
Romano was born in Plovdiv in 1866. A lawyer by profession, he was a leader
of the Zionist movement, promoted Jewish education, and was a prominent
member of the Jewish community of Plovdiv (A. Romano et al., Bulgaria, vol.
10, Encyclopedia of the Jewish Diaspora [Hebrew] [Jerusalem: Ḥevrat Enṣiqlope-
diya shel Galuyot, 1967], see index). His signature also appears as vice-presi-
dent on the charter of Society for the Settlement of Ereṣ Yisrael, 27 December
1893 in Plovdiv (Jerusalem, Archives of Ben Zvi Institute, 1708 L), where he
served as chairman of the city’s Zionist Federation beginning in 1898. Died in
pre-State Palestine in 1933. See also: Ардити Бинямин, ‘Пресиадо (якир)
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Аврам Романо (1865–1933)’ в Ардити Бинямин, Видни Евреи в Бьлгария,
Галерия на забравените, Том I, (Хулон, 1970), cc. 122–27 (Benjamin Arditi,
‘Preciado [Yakir] Avraham Romano [1865–1933]’, in Notable Jews of Bulgaria,
pp. 122–27). Dr. Marco Romano was also a leader of the Zionist movement in
Plovdiv, a lawyer, and a journalist. He immigrated to pre-State Palestine in
1937, and was among the founders of Kefar Ḥittim (Bulgaria, Encyclopedia of
the Jewish Diaspora, index). A lengthy list of other Romano family members
from the nineteenth and twentieth century is also available (ibid.)

10 Appendix 2:
Data on the Romano family in other centres

In the city of Arta in the Epirus region, Teshuva and Ya‘aqov Romano are
mentioned in a legal discourse dating from 1561 (Responsa of Maharashdam
[R. Shemuel de Medina] [Lvov, 1862], EH sec. 50). There is a reference to a
Shabbetai Romano in Manastir (Bitola), Macedonia (in the present-day New
Republic of Macedonia) in the mid-sixteenth century (R. Yiṣḥaq Adrabi,
Responsa Divrei Rivot [Salonika, 1582], sec. 310). Avraham Romano is men-
tioned in Skopje in 1672 (Eliyahu Kobo, Shenei Ha-Me’orot Ha-Gedolim
[Hebrew], pt. 1 [Penei Yehoshu‘a] [Istanbul, 1739], sec. 23). A list of Jewish
families on Neofit Bozveli Street in Bitola, prepared by the ‘mukhtar’, Vasil
Gyorgiev, apparently just before they were sent to their deaths by order of the
Bulgarian Commissariat for Jewish Affairs, contained sixteen names, two of
which were members of the Romano family (BSA, Bitola, Macedonia, Jewish
Community – List of Jewish Families, fond 664, opis 1, file 7, p. 63, SN 7,
no. 18; CA, doc. no. 3125). Included in the list of families demanded by the
Commissariat from the Jewish community of Shtip is that of Joya and Shemuel
Romano (ibid., Shtip, fond 667, opis 1, file 22, SN 9, p. 65, CA. doc. no. 5205).
No date was noted, but the list dates from after 7 November 1942. In Sarajevo,
a family of rabbis by the name of Romano is mentioned in the nineteenth and
early twentieth century (R. Avraham Mercado Romano, Sefer Avraham Avra-
ham [Jerusalem, 1927]). In Salonika, a Meir Romano is mentioned in the mid-
seventeenth century (R. Ḥayyim Shabbetai, Responsa Torat Ḥayyim [Jerusalem,
2004], pt. IV, sec. 34). In a book of Salonika tombstones, which records 1,858
tombstones from 1492 to 1929, five members of the Romano family are found,
the earliest from 1557 (Y. S. Emanuel, Salonika Tombstones [Hebrew] [Jeru-
salem, Ben Zvi Institute, 1968], sections 300, 306, 722, 469, 1590). In the
records of the Salonika community, located in the archives of the former KGB
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in Moscow, are 127 references to individuals with the name Romano out of
50,000 documents that have been analyzed and computerized in the TAU DP
(see n. 1 above), all of them from the years 1924–1940.
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Romans in Istanbul
Part 2: Texts and Photographs
These tombstone inscriptions have been copied as precisely as possible,
including the few punctuation marks present (colons). All other punctuation
marks added to increase the texts’ comprehensibility in Hebrew have been
added by the author of this article. Abbreviations have been expanded and
explained inside square brackets in the Hebrew and translated in full in Eng-
lish. When the beginning of a new row on the tombstone does not match the
beginning in the Hebrew text cited below, this has been indicated by a back-
ward slash. The English text follows the Hebrew text as closely as possible in
terms of line designations and punctuation, but also makes certain allowances
to increase comprehensibility.
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Photograph No. 1

Tombstone of Kalomira, wife of David Romano, d. 5 July, 1583, Documentation
Project of Turkish and Balkan Jewry, Goldstein-Goren Diaspora Research Center,
Computerized Database of Jewish Cemeteries in Turkey, Tel Aviv University
(hereafter DP), Hasköy Cemetery, lot # 4-2, stone # 34, film # 32 (18 August,
1988). Stone brought from the Köfeke quarries, some 25 km. from Istanbul
airport. The use of the quarries was officially restricted to sultanic palaces and
mosques. Nevertheless, the frequency of the stone’s appearance in the Hasköy
Cemetery at this period attests to the Jewish community’s considerable invest-
ment in the culture of death.

ּןוּיוּבתה
תוֹלאיהת
ִוֹרדווֹנאה
.]דוֹבהּוּנוּ[ך"מוג"משהזוּמּ'כ

Tombstone [marking] the grave of the lady
Mistress Kalomira, wife of
David Romano, passed away
20 Tammuz 5343. May she rest in dignity.
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Photograph No. 2

Tombstone of Alta Dona, wife of Nissim Romano, d. 20 November, 1704, DP
Kuzguncuk Cemetery, lot # F-8, stone # 129, film # 186 (26 May, 1989). Marmara
marble, hexagonal prismatic stone, decorated with lengthwise protruding
inscription lines divided into twelve parts, each one encircled by a separated
decorative frame. A symbolic decorative engagement belt divides the frames in
the middle of the stone. Although the deceased is a married woman, it is the
‘voice’ of her father that ‘speaks’ in the epitaph, a fact attesting to her youth
and possibly to her family’s social status.

ידר,ליםוֹקר,אדּה.
]ה[',הרית,רייוּר
ַּצֵּמהתא,וֹהּ רי,הּיע,אי]ה['
הה,יהּשׁי,1לֵשׁהּוֹק
ןויׁש2:וֹדההתה!
תאֹזארהֲ[ה'ה,תוֹניאאי[ה']ת[וֹדאה
ב'כ]הּא[ש'ב,]וֹרוּצוֹר[ץ'יוֹנאוֹרםי]ב[ר'הת,]ןיבוֹטהּ[ת'ב'נ

']ׁש[/
ָןו,
הַּמהוּ[ך"מוה'סת'התוּנּהדוֹב[.

My heart is greatly troubled,
that in such a narrow place, her beauty is eternally imprisoned.
My spirit is despondent within me, I weep bitterly for my heart’s delight,
this tombstone burns and yearns, and her father heard her, her voice going forth like a
serpent,3 Now her father is silent for her, in the thick of the earth4 he has offsprings of
stone5: What can I coo to you, beloved daughter?

1 .בכ:ומוהימרי
2 .ןבאודיבשיםיאצאצםוקמב,רמולכ
3 Jer 46:22.
4 1 Kgs 7:46.
5 That is to say, instead of descendants, he has stone.
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For this will be called the book of lamentations, for she is the beloved Mistress Alta
Donna, may her soul rest well, the wife of R. Nissim Romano, may his Rock preserve
him, her sun set on the twenty-second of the month of Ḥeshvan. Plucked from among
us by a plague in 5465. May she rest in dignity.
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Photograph No. 3

Tombstone of Mevorakh Roman, d. 26 July, 1643, DP Hasköy Cemetery, lot # 5-
5, stone # 34L, film # 34 (11 September, 1987). Marmara marble, vertical part
of monument, which had a horizontal element. The only decoration of this
part of the monument is the chiseled simple frame and protruding characters.
The horizontal part is decorated by a mihrab recess. A plan of the double
monument of Mevorakh Roman and his wife Mazal Ṭov, can be seen in Minna
Rozen, Hasköy Cemetery, Part 2, p. 79.

דוֹשׁלליהתא?
ףוֹסםׁבוֹש,וֹת']ן[בוֹצ,
ידףוֹט,דוֹמלּ6,ה
ףוֹסרע,ץ7,
הל8.םוֹדוֹעוֹציה,
9,תוֹצוּנרי]ן[,תוֹתוֹאילֵתוֹתוֹאהֹר
.תוֹצוֹמלדוֹב:םיוֹאםגַםיוֹמ
לשׁיב:זב:לּאוּהוֹת
ב:דוֹבלהֲ['ה'ה:01באוּהא[שׁיןוֹב
שׁ,]םירוֹרהוּרוֹתי[הב'צנתןאוֹרוֹב]בדוֹב[ר'הכ

.]דוֹבוֹתוּנוּ[ יי11ההב:אםוֹי'ך'מ'ו'ג'ת'הת'

6 ."הרעמלשהחתפלעדמועהיהזול"חלזמר,םיטפושלעינועמשטוקלייפלע
7 .ךנמז
8 הירוֹמויוֹתאםילתעלכּרףוֹס":גי:ביקרפתלהקךרדלע

לם".
9 ילוֹמוּשׂוֹתארילהבןוֹרתאֹזן":ט:זכוהיעשיךרדלע

רגִיתוֹצאוּמםיםי".
10 .באשדוחברמולכ
11 .הלעמלש
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As a witness to all [passersby] who will ask: ‘Whose burial cave is this?’
Think of the end of each and every man to be chiseled in stone
and be wrapped in a cloth shroud, as you stand at the entrance [of the cave].12

And when all is said and done you will learn; at the end of your days, you may rely
[on this fact],
for this is the lot of man.13 In his lifetime he foresees and beholds a multitude of signs
punctured in chalk blocks,14

instructing and also reciting: ‘Worship the Lord in the councils.’
Every person is in pain: That a father has been entombed: He is a
father to his entire family: He went to worship the Lord in [the month] of Av15: For he
is the old wise one, the honoured rabbi Mevorakh Roman, may his soul be bound up
in the bond of eternal life, who was invited to the [heavenly] academy on the tenth of
Av, on the first day [of the week], 5403.
And may he rest in dignity.

12 Based on Yalquṭ Shim‘oni on Judges, Remez 38 ‘Luz was stationed at the mouth of the
cave.’
13 Echoing Eccl 12:13: ‘The sum of the matter, when all is said and done: Revere God and
observe his commandments! For this is the lot of man.’
14 Echoing Isa 27:9 this line contains the hepax legomenon menupaṣot, translated above as
‘punctured’ in order to maintain some of the onomatopoeia found in the Hebrew.
15 There is a play words between av which is both the name of a Hebrew month and the
Hebrew word for father.
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Photograph No. 4

Tombstone of Mazal Ṭov, daughter of Teshuva Roman, d. 2 November, 1644,
DP Hasköy Cemetery, lot # 6-5, stone # 28L, film # 11 (6 September, 1987). Mar-
mara marble, horizontal slab decorated with lengthwise protruding inscription
lines.

תאֹזאןא61:הוּיד
הוֹכה,יוּהוֹאה:יייוֹא
ׂשֹּוּ:הוָבםיםים.ֻלהלה
םו'טתה,ה71:הבתאֹזד,
םליק,יםםָּׂהֲ['ה'ה:אשאאי[
וּתאאייתֹי,בוֹטלת
ןוֹבאוּה['ר'ההב[ׁוּשוֹרהץיןא]וֹרוּצוֹר[,ה
.]דוֹבהּוּנוּ['ך'מ'ו'ד'ת'הת81ןוָרב'כדםוֹי

16 ,"רישביתכ"ליחתמהרובידכןמיס,תודלותתשרפ)רבוב(אמוחנתשרדמ;ז:דהירכזיפלע
ותלחנםולחבולהחטבוהםש,ןרחלוכרדבןוללהטנרשאכויתושארמ.בקעיםשהתואןבאה
היילוחהאיההשארהןבאהרוטקטיכראב.)חכתישארב(ותלחנדוסיאיהןבאה.לארשיץרא
איההשארהןבא,םימוגיפלעםינבלמתשקםינוברשאכ.יתרוסמןפואבהיונבהתשקבהנוילעה
קראל,ןורקיעכ.הביציראשיתאלתשקההידעלב.תשקהתאתלעונוהנורחאתחנומההנבלה
.תילמסתועמשמהשארהןבאלשאלאהיקלחלכאלאתשקהתוביצילתינויחהשארהןבא
ןיינבמהחקלנשןבאהאיהתאזההבצמהןבאיכהניההשארהןבאםילימבשומישהתועמשמ

.םויקןיינבלןיאהידעלבמש,הרענהירוהלשםהייח
17 .ד:וםירישהריש
18 ,"-"תידכאההלימבורוקמו,ןושחירבעהשדוחהלשקיתעהומשאוהןושחרמ

בורבשדוחהארקנ,הארנכ,תיעטומהאירקתובקעב.ינימש=;שדוח,ח=:השוריפש
.התטמשהלאיבהףוסבו,תמודיקלאכ"רמ"לתוסחייתהלאיבהשהמ,ןוָ־רלארשיתוצופת
ןושחרמלש911תמועל,ןושחלשםירוכזיא1083םיעיפומהיכרותבודעותשןימלעהיתבלכב
0072רצוקמהםשהלשםירוכזיאה1083ךותב.ןושחרמלש722ו)הלימהיקלחינשןיבחוורםע(
םיווהמםהו,0081ינפלשםינשהןמםההקיתעההרוצהלשםירוכזיאהלכ.ךליאו0081תנשמםה
םעטלעבהשוריפתירבעההפשברמהלימה.0081תנשינפלשדוחהירוכזיאללכמזוחא22כ

.רעצלשףסוניוטיבלזמרמהלאתובצמבהקיתעההרוצבשומישהשןכתייו,ער
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This will be called a headstone:19 for weeping and eulogizing
a firstborn child, an only child, a young betrothed maiden: for her joy has been
transformed into [cries of] lamentation and wailing: and her father and mother are
bitter, for the Lord God took her from them [when she was] fifteen years old, as
beautiful as Tirṣa.20 A father fears this and a shocked mother screams, and their life
becomes a burden to them: for she is the virgin bride, the epitome of beauty,21 Mazal
Ṭov the daughter of the insightful and exalted R. Teshuva Roman, may his Rock
preserve him, plucked [from amongst us] the fourth day [of the week], the twenty-
second of the bitter22 month of Ḥeshvan 5404. May she rest in dignity.

19 Based on Zech 4:7; Midrash Tanḥuma (Buber) Toledot 20, s.v. ketiv shir, the stone that
Jacob placed under his head when he lay down to sleep on his way to Ḥaran; there he was
promised in a dream that he would receive the Land of Israel as an inheritance. The stone is
the foundation of his inheritance (Gen 28). In the field of architecture, a keystone is the wedge-
shaped stone piece at the apex of a masonry vault or arch that is the final piece placed
during construction, which locks all the stones into position, allowing the arch to bear weight.
Figuratively, it refers to the central supporting element of a larger structure, without which
the whole structure would collapse. In this context, the headstone is a keystone taken from
the parents without which their lives will collapse.
20 Cant 6:4.
21 Lam 2:15.
22 The articulation Marḥeshvan is a distortion of an original Verah shamnu which derives
from the Akkadian. In many cases the word was divided and articulated Mar Ḥeshvan, which
brought about the omission of the first part altogether. In all the cemeteries documented by
me in Turkey I have found 3801 Ḥeshvans, 119 Mar Ḥeshvans, and 227 Marḥeshvans. Out of
the 3801 Ḥeshvans, 2700 are post 1800, all the older forms are pre 1800, and comprise 22 %
of all the references to this month in all the forms dating before 1800. The use of the ancient
form may be an additional expression of grief.
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Photograph No. 5

Tombstone of Simḥa, widow of Teshuva Roman, d. 10 May, 1644, DP Hasköy
Cemetery, lot # 6-5, stone # 11L, film # 9 (6 September, 1987). Marmara marble,
horizontal stone, with mihrab-shaped decorative frame, and lengthwise pro-
truding inscription. The mihrab shape on a horizontal stone creates the image
of a Muslim prayer rug, a form assimilated into the Jewish world of images as
a gate of heaven. See M. Rozen, Hasköy Cemetery Typology of Stones (Tel Aviv
University and the University of Pennsylvania, 1996), pp. 55–61.

וּבהתרוֹבּ,םיׁוּשהןהםוֹקוּחה,
32,הוָההת,הבזָתוֹצםוֹקוּ
וּנּהוּליוּנ42,הםוֹיוּסיֶּהת'52,ה
איהוֹהרי62'הוּףהדּתוֹרוֹב,וֹנהתּןוֹי
תץי/
72םידתוֹר,לבוֹאוּבהת,ייתוֹר82תוֹרתאֹז

23 "הּוּבבזָתוֹצהיתהוּבל":די:המםיליהתךרדלעתינוריאהצילמ
תהההתההוֹגתהקםתה":דכ:גוהיעשיםע

ליגִיתקיתי".
24 הןהןהתאיוּההוָּרר"טנ:אנוהימרייפלעהצילמ

ּוֹתתוּהוּההלתתיוּוֹכהרוּנרששרפמק"דרו."ה
רשהחנמומכת"יוומעגנעתהלוחושלותחונמתעבךלמהםעהיהוךלמהעירהיהש":החונמ

."אתברקות
25 .בכ:טרתסאיפלע.החונמהםשלעהצילמ
26 .דמ:דכתישארביפלע
27 .ג:המוהיעשייפלע
28 תוערםיתשיכ":"רובדההנהו"ה"ד,אלםירבדרפסל)2681,השרו(לאנברבאשוריפיפלע

."םימהוליכיאלרשאםירבשנתוראבתוראבםהלבוצחלםייחםימרוקמובזעיתואימעהשע
.גי:בוהימריבתאהםעםירבדבתוראבהתארביחלאנברבא
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אה/92.בלֵתאּהוֹידוֹעםםוֹי03תוֹר/
תוֹמתת]איאהֲ['ה'ה
13םי']ת[ת'בנה/]ּהבוֹטןי[
תןוֹבר'הה'ׁוּשוֹרהןא,ד'גםוֹיה'ׁשרך'מ'ו'ד'ת'הת'/

.]דוֹבהּוּנוּ[
The dignity of the daughter of kings: Time has dug a pit and a trench in place of burnt
and meal offerings, and instead of clothing embroidered with gold mountings,
there is a groan, and instead of beaten-work, there is a scream.32 Seeing her plight the
gates of pleasure33 have sunk, on the day that the days of feasting and joy34 have
ended.
She is the woman whom God rebuked with wrath and anger in one of the pits, and the
daughter of Zion was left beneath the earth in hidden sepulchres,
hidden forever in caves, and at the injury to a king’s daughter’s dignity my eyes turn
into wells upon wells of tears.35 For she is a lady/ wise of heart.36 Her sun has set
while there is yet day on the day of wrath.37 For she is the crown of beauty, the wisdom
of women,38 Mistress Simḥa, may her soul sojourn well, the widow of the insightful
and exalted R. Teshuva Roman, passed away on the fourth day [of the week] on the
fourth day of the month of Iyar, 5404. May she rest in dignity.

29 .הכ:הלתומשםעגכ:בתישארביפלע
30 .ל:אכבויא
31 .א:דיילשמיפלע
32 Ironic poetical allusion based on a conflation of Ps 45:14 – ‘The royal princess her dress
embroidered with golden mountings’ – and Isa 3:24 – ‘And then – instead of perfume, there
shall be rot; and instead of an apron, a robe; instead of a diadem of beaten-work, a shorn
head; instead of a rich robe, a girding of sackcloth; a burn instead of beauty.’
33 Poetic language based on Jer 51:59: ‘The instructions that the prophet Jeremiah gave to
Seraiah son of Neriah son of Maḥseiah, when the latter went with King Zedekiah of Judah to
Babylonia, in the fourth year of [Zedekiah’s] reign. Seraiah was quartermaster.’ Radaq (= David
Qimḥi) comments that the sentence “Seraiah sar menuḥa,” translated above ‘Seraiah was
quartermaster’, means that Seraiah was the king’s friend, who accompanied the king when
he went to take his pleasure (sar menuḥa). In the epitaph the words sha‘arei menuḥa (‘the
gates of rest’) tragically echo Radaq’s interpretation of sarei menuḥa.
34 A poetical allusion to the name of the deceased.
35 Based on Abarbanel’s commentary (Warsaw, 1862) on Deut 31, s.v. we-hine ha-dibbur: For
My people have done a twofold wrong: They have forsaken me, the fount of living waters,
and hewed them out cisterns, broken cisterns, which cannot even hold water” (Jer 2:13).
36 Based on a conflation of Gen 2:23 and Ex 35:25.
37 Job 21:30.
38 Based on Prov 14:1.
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Photograph No. 6

Ottoman prayer rug made of wool dated to the 18th century. Brooklyn Museum,
Gift of the Ernest Erickson Foundation, Inc., 86.227.120.
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Photograph No. 7

The Gate of the İnce Minaret Medresesi (1258–1279) in Konya, Turkey.
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Photograph No. 8

Tombstone of Sultana, wife of Shelomo Hamon, and daughter of Moshe, son
of Teshuva Mevorakh, d. 13 January, 1648, DP Hasköy Cemetery, lot # 6-5, stone
# 10L, film # 9 (6 September, 1987). A Marmara marble horizontal stone, deco-
rated with a sunken mihrab shaped frame, divided into six stylized inner
frames. The whole structure combines the idea of a prayer rug and an Ottoman
decorated manuscript. The characters of the epitaph protrude from the surface
of the stone. This is an expensive monument that had much care invested in
it, as testified to by the quality of the stone, the quality of the stone masonry,
and the intricacy of the epitaph.

יהבוֹסןתוֹל,תוֹמליאֵתוֹליל,
.תוֹלוֹדתוֹלוּתוֹלוּ,םוּר93םיוּדּוּאתוֹאוּ
04דגֵוֹבּן,וּצוֹתוּרה,לוֹצללֵוֹע14,תוֹלי
אּהיוּ,הםוֹקתוֹנּתוֹלתוֹל,
דוּנהֵבלה,תוֹדדוּקּו24ּ,הםוֹקריתוֹל,
יהדוּ,ההיּוּ,הלוֹקה34,תוֹלוֹח
לוֹקייוָםיֶוָהג44,ילוֹקוֹח54הללשׁאו64ּ,הלוֹקיהלת/:

39 .די:בהכיא
40 לאומשלשורישתאלשמלהארוהתורפסודרפסתרישבלבוקמביטומאיהםדאבןמזהתדיגב

לאדיוןוד;"דגובןמז")8501–1201ךרעב(לוריבג'ןהמלש;"דגובןמז")6501–399(דיגנה
,)0431תוביבסבדע5521(רשאןבייחבוניברו;"דגובןמז",)הרשעשמחההאמה(יתשינבנב

האר."דגובלחנכןמזה"הרותהלעושוריפלהמדקה
http://www.benyehuda.org/hanagid/index.html; http://www.benyehuda.org/rashbag;
http://www.benyehuda.org/benveniste/index.html
41 .ד:אמקםילהת
42 .זט:יוהיעשיםעד:בםוחניפלע
43 .אל:דוהימרייפלע
44 .י:בלאקזחיםעחי:טוהימרייפלע
45 .אל:דוהימרייפלע
46 .י:חסומע
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ןוֹבתהוּשׂתהי]איאהֲ['ה'ה84,הרי74ת,הםוּר
ר'הה

הץ'י/ןוֹמ]וֹרוּצוֹר[,תןוֹבר'ההׁוּשר'כבה]ןדוֹבב[ה
וֹחוּנ['ע'נןאוֹר

ן[,ח'י'בםוֹיתת/ח'תהת,ׁשַּצּך'מו94ה]ּווּנּהדוֹב[.
Spinning around, like the wheel of a wagon, days of agony and months of futility and
nights,
and oracles of delusion and deception50 deep in their souls, and stumbling blocks and
great illnesses.
Time betrays [us],51 its net is spread, and all it desires is to wreak evil,52

When her dust arrives in the depths of a burial cave,
and in place of bridal palaces – ailments,
Because of the disaster that befell his wife, in her husband’s heart even iron will be
wholly consumed in fire53

and instead of song [there will be] wailing,
sounds of lament [will arise] at the disastrous end of his wife, and weeping will fill
her husband’s mouth, and the crying for her [is like] the sound of women in labour,54

for a cry of lamentations rises up and that of dirges and woes,55 and the sound of
women in labour,56 and every head will become bald,57 and the sound of keening
over her exalted honour. Daughter of the king58 of the renowned city,59 for she is the
crowned one, Mistress Sultana, wife of the insightful and exalted R. Shelomo Hamon,
may his Rock preserve him, and daughter of the exalted wise man R. Teshuva son of
the exalted Rabbi Moshe Roman, may he rest in Eden. Passed away on the second day
[of the week], the eighteenth of Tevet/ the year of 5408 qodesh maṣavata,60

and may she rest in dignity.

47 .די:המםילהתיפלע
48 ."ריעהךלמתב":היבאדובכלעזמרמו,זי:וכלאקזחייפלע
49 ."הּצַּשׁ":גי:ווהיעשי
50 Lam 2:14.
51 The notion of time betraying humanity is a popular motif in Sefardi poetry and literature.
See, for instance, the following three poems all entitled Zeman Boged [‘Time Betrays’] written
by Shemuel Hanagid (993–1056), (http://www.benyehuda.org/hanagid/index.html); Shelomo
ibn Gabirol (c. 1021–1058), (http://www.benyehuda.org/rashbag); and Don Vidal Benveniste
(15th century), (http://www.benyehuda.org/benveniste/index.html). See also R. Baḥya b. Asher
(1255–c. 1340) in the introduction to his Torah commentary, Ha-zeman ke-naḥal boged [‘Time
betrays like a stream’].
52 Ps 141:4.
53 Based on Nah 2:4 and Isa 10:16. A play on the words esh, ‘fire’, and ishsha, ‘woman’.
54 Based on Jer 4:31.
55 Based on Ezek 2:10.
56 Based on Jer 4:31.
57 Based on Amos 8:10. In the Bible, baldness is a sign of grief and catastrophe.
58 Based on Ps 45:14.
59 Based on Ezek. 26:17 and alluding to her father’s honourable position with the phrase,
‘the daughter of the king of the city’.
60 Based on Isa 6:13. The numerical value of 5408 is expressed in letters by he-taw-ḥet.
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Photograph No. 9

An Ottoman manuscript signed Darwish ‘Ali, Turkey. Dated 945AH/1539AD,
Ottoman manuscript on paper, 150 ff. with 15ll. of fine black nasta‘liq arranged
in two columns, within gold border, opening folio with illuminated header,
brown morocco binding with gilt tooled medallions – 7 × 4 1/4 in (17.7 × 10.6 cm).
Observed at the auction catalogue of Christies sale 5499, lot 16. 8 October, 2010,
London, South Kensington. Reproduced courtesy of Christie’s, Inc.

(http://www.christies.com/LotFinder/lot_details.aspx?pos=5&intObjectID=
5360223&sid=)
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Photograph No. 10

Tombstone of Mevorakh, son of Moshe Roman, d. 23 August, 1648, DP Hasköy
Cemetery, lot # 5-5, stone # 35L, film # 34 (11 September, 1987). Marmara mar-
ble, heptagonal stone decorated with twelve stylized frames, each pair divided
by a different rosette. The characters of the epitaph protrude from the surface
of the stone.

ללוֹקםי,ַםגּלוֹקוֹאילםי,
דוֹעהֶאג16,םיייי,י']ם[םי,
אוֹנ26,םיוּמםיוֹחי36רםיםי,
.םיתיוּנּוֹכּםי,םיתוּחיוֹניהֲ
,י46ייבוֹרי,יוּדאוּל
םוֹיהרףׂשׂוֹשיוֹא,ירילי56.י
ּןוּיוּבתדיםיוֹחוּנ['ענן[,ןַּרמחר'
וֹרהו'ציןא]וֹרוּצוֹרוֹל[,ו'וםוֹיף'ׁשָןוט'תהת.

Sounds of joy have been transformed into mourning, and the tumultuous sounds of
terror have frightened serene ones,
While I make woeful sounds and [utter] dirges,66 and my eyes that have become
fountains (due to weeping) become clouded –
Oh! You they have placed among the graves,67 entombing your noble68 face that died
too young in years.
I prepared a wedding canopy for you, but time prepared for you a house of stone.

61 ."יוָהגֶוָםי":י:בלאקזחייפלע
62 .י:טנוהיעשיק"דריפלע,םירבק
63 .ךתוליצאןבומבוא,ךנורוויחןבומבךרוח,םיכרדיתשבשרפתהללוכי
64 אצמתול:הניהתועמשמהו,"ייבדיבהי"אכ:בכםיליהתיפלע

.ישפנתרפכםגהיהתאיה,תודפךשפנ
65 .)ח:טיוהיעשי;ה:בהכיאהאר(לבאלוק,הןושלמ
66 Based on Ezek 2:1: ‘lamentations and dirges and woes.’
67 ‘Graves’, based on Radaq on Isa 59:10.
68 Because the text lacks the diacritical marks the Hebrew word following the word penei
can be read ḥivrekha or ḥorkha. Thus both ‘pale’ and ‘noble’ are possible translations. The
more likely translation is ‘noble’.
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If you find eternal rest, my son, may it also be an atonement for your father, my only
son69.
Oh! This is the day on which my heart’s joy departed, my son. I say to myself on your
departure: Woe is me!70

The tombstone [marking the grave of] the scholar and congenial person Mevorakh,
may he rest in Eden, son of the bitter and groaning R. Moshe Roman, may his Rock
and his Redeemer preserve him. Plucked [from among us] on the sixth day [of the
week], on the sixth of the month of Ḥeshvan, 5409.

69 Based on Ps 22. Ps 22:21 reads ‘Save my life from the sword, my only life from the clutches
of a dog’. Here the epitaph means that if the son finds atonement for his soul, he should also
function as atonement for his father.
70 In Hebrew a shortened form of aniyah – ani – is employed to denote lamentation (see Lam
2:5; Isa 19:8).
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Photograph No. 11

Tombstone of Teshuva, son of Mevorakh Roman, d. 25 March, 1666, DP Hasköy
Cemetery, lot # 6-5, stone # 56L, film # 9 (6 September, 1987), stone brought
from Lala Paşa near Edirne, vertical part of monument, which probably also
had a horizontal element. The only decoration is the simple protruding frame
and the chiseled characters of the epitaph.

וּעי17,יֵלאםי,ןי27.ה
יה,הםה.
היכּץיֹשׁוֹקףוֹסןי,
ַןגןםלםיםם.
תוֹלילֵםיםילםי
ייוּר:םיתוֹלילֵ
ל37:םירם47זק
םיםי:בהלשׁי
יןיןםי,י:םיוֹלוֹק
57.םיילל'םיַןגוֹנ,
']ם[ר'הה]אוּהב[ׁוּשוֹרהע'נןא]וֹחוּנן[/

71 .יתועמדתורוקמובעתה
72 ,ההרזהדובעילבב("םינבולןיאשימוערוצמואמוסינעןהולאםיתמכםיבושחהעברא"

.)ב,דלג"ח,רהוז(תמיורקםינבאלבתמשימןכו.)א"ע
73 .)י:דםירישהרישיפלע(םשובלכמהבוטינטבירפחור,הצילמ
74 ."זוֹעםר"ה:דכילשמיפלע
75 .תובשחמב
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ה'הן']םֵםל[,ר'הבֹוֹרע'נןא,']ר[/
ו'כתהת'ברי'ח'הםוֹי
.]דוֹבוֹתוּנוּ[ך'מו

My rivers of tears well up, for I will die without sons,76 there is no counsel.
My soul has been gathered up; it expires and grieves.
The source of great power and unfailing strength has smitten my heart there is no end
to the last rains of the season/
in the Garden of Eden it struck on account of [my lack of sons] and their souls.
Days and nights in meditation we shall spend; For him, day and night, let us lament:77

And the fragrance of the fruit of my womb is more sweet smelling than any spices:78

A wise man will find strength79 from the lightning of the lofty mountains: Suffering
pain such as this, every man in tears will cry out: for I do not even have a son to
dream about. Forever alive he will ascend to God, to his Garden of Eden,
The wise one, the exalted R. Teshuva Roman, may he rest in Eden
son of the perfectly wise one R. Mevorakh Roman, may he rest in Eden, passed away
on the fifth day [of the week], the eighteenth of Adar II, 5426,
and may he rest in dignity.

76 b‘Avoda Zara 5a. One who dies without sons is considered dead (Zohar, 3:34b).
77 bMo‘ed Qaṭ. 25b.
78 Poetic language based on Cant 4:10.
79 Based on Prov 24:5: ‘A wise man is strength’.
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Photograph No. 12

Tombstone of Reina, daughter of Yiṣḥaq Roman, d. 7 October, 1675, DP Hasköy
Cemetery, lot # 6-5, stone # 8L, film # 9 (6 September, 1987). Marmara marble,
heptagonal stone decorated with twelve stylized frames, divided by a symbolic
engagement belt.

תייּה08רה,ןםׁוֹשוּיי18,ה
תאיהםוֹי,לה,םוֹיּוֹת,תּה"28.ה
ּהתדיה!חייםא38!י
יהתֲה48,הלַּלהוֹהית,ּוראי58.ה
ןאוֹרק]באוּה[ר'ההםתהיי]ת['הה]איא['ה'ה
,]ןוֹחוּנ[ענ
ב'גםוֹיהלּוֹמדלּוְּ[ךמוולתהתוֹכוּנּהדוֹב[.

80 וֹבּעעוֹהןוּהל":היורצןבבאויחצרלעדל:ב'אםיכלמיפלע,רבקבונייהד
וּהרוֹתיר".

81 :הרועכהשאגווזןיינעבישישרעש,יזירחלאהדוהילשינומכחתהרפסמהארנכעפשומ
"עיןיׁוֹשיה.ׁבוֹשׁבוּשיר.רתוֹלַּשר.טיןוֹגוֹלי.

."התדי.הּה.וֹלרת'העוֹירוּ
82 .י:איעשוהייפלע
83 .ו:זלקםילהת
84 .ו:חםירישהריש
85 .די:ברתסאיפלע
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I made my daughter’s house in the wilderness86 in the waste land,
Time set a trap for my tongue and my lips,87

Because of this my heart is oppressed by day and burns at night,
On the day he [‘Time’] drew his bow and killed a queen.88

Aha! Daughter who is prostrate, my soul will grieve forever.
May I forget my right hand, if I do not remember thee!89

For love is as fierce as death,90 the entire night my soul goes [to be with] you
and in the morning it returns.91

For she is the precious young maiden, Mistress Reina, daughter of the exalted wise
one R. Yiṣḥaq Roman, may he rest in Eden. Plucked [from among us] on the third day
[of the week] on the second of the Intermediate Days of Tabernacles, 5436.
May she rest in dignity.

86 That is to say, in the grave. Based on 1 Kgs 2:34 which records the murder and burial of
Yoav ben Şeruya: ‘So Benaya ben Yehoyada‘ struck him down. And he was buried at his home
in the wilderness’.
87 The Hebrew word for a trap – ḥakka – is very close in sound to the word ḥika – ‘her
palate’ – which creats a pun. This line was probably influenced by Judah al-Ḥarizi’s Sefer
Taḥkemoni, sixth gate, regarding the betrothal of an ugly young woman: ‘Ah, she smiled, wait
till you see her gentleness, this doe that ravens like a lioness; then you will taste of my
tongue’s truthfulness. I shall be back at dawn to ease your heart and moan: even tomorrow
the Lord will shew who are his own. And so she went her way, bearing my heart in her teeth
away.’ (Judah Alḥarizi, The Book of Taḥkemoni: Jewish Tales from Medieval Spain, Eng. trans.
D. S. Segal, London: The Littman Library of Jewish Civilization, 2001, p. 75). Obviously, the
poetic nature of the translation does not reflect the conflation of images.
88 Based on Josh 11:10.
89 Ps 137:6.
90 Cant 8:6
91 Based on Esth 2:14.
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Photograph No. 13

Tombstone of Kalomira, wife of Aharon Roman, d. 12 November, 1683, DP
Hasköy Cemetery, lot # 3-1, stone # 58, film # 15* (19 October, 1988). Marmara
marble, heptagonal stone, decorated with twelve stylized frames, divided by a
symbolic engagement belt, tulips, and rosettes.

תןה29:ההתוּליה:
רהייוּזר:תןשׁאּ39הוּתה:
י"'י"ׁוֹשּהּ49:הםוֹיוֹמהֲדּהםוֹאּ59:ה
םוֹיבֵילהוּבה:69]![שֻׁגרטיֵןווּמ79:ה
תאֹזיהירוּר,םוֹיםוֹיהדיה:
ַגי89יהוֹים,ה99איׁשה:
יּהוֹתּוּי001,םיוּכ/ייי,101ליקי,201לוּמוֹד301,ה

ןיֵיל401.ה

92 .י:וםירישהריש
93 ."הּתלת",ד:ביילשמ
94 ."יהיויהנ"בהאיפוטמונוא,זי:הלתישארבךרדלעהצילמ
95 הּוֹאוּהּוֹמהֲהּהֲדקייהוּהּלוֹאהין":די:הוהיעשייפלע

ֵזלּןוֹמהֲ"מהלאשהב,ריפשהימלסחייתמ'הנומה'יוטיבהשןכתיי."הגי:יוהימרי("ם(. ’
96 .שוגבל"צ
97 .ג:מםילהתםעה:זבויא
98 .ד:טסםילהת
99 .טכ:הוהיעשי
100 .חכ-זכ:חלתישארביפלע,םימואת
101 .טי:ד,אלאומש
102 ."יקליתביהוֹמ":זי:וכוהיעשי
103 .ח:איוהיעשי
104 .ג:זלוהיעשי
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/ל501.איוּאליוֵוָ
ץּהוָיוָהה,וּןןהיהּהּוֹי"ר
יהה/
אי,יוֹתוּררןוּ,יוֹלבוֹשׁהּםהתאאה601ֲ:הוּ
הֵלהתי,וּבהת,701ָּדלֵו801:ה
/,היוֹלא]ת['הוּנוּה]איאהֲ['ה'ה
תםרהה'ֲהוֹרןו'רנןא]היוּאהי[,הּשׁ'בּה]א

ּבכ'וםוֹי]ה'
ָןותדַּר'901יקפל/י']טוּ[ך'מו]ןוּנּהדוֹב[.

A graceful gazelle and beautiful as the moon:110 A woman of intelligence and
understanding:
Who was a stronghold and a fortress for my household:111 a graceful crown placed on
her husband’s head:112

Woe is me!113 For when her labour was at its hardest:114 On the day that the tumult [of
her waters] came rumbling down and her pride fell low:115

The day on which I laid her honour to rest below
Buried in a clod of earth and slimy clay:116

On this I will cry out weeping bitterly,117 and every day I will immerse myself in
eulogy and lament:

105 .הילבחבירואךלהשיוו
106 ילבחןבומב–אלבחהלימה,הירחאשקוספלוהינפלשקוספלתרבחתמההלופכהצילמ

הכפהאיהו,ןימהםויקהתייההתילכתש,לאה,רצויההרבחשהליבחה,הליבחלתרבחתמ–הדיל
.הילגרןיבךורכינשהוהיתולגרמלתמדחאההנבו,תבכושהשאה:היאשוהמשל

107 .זי:המםילהת
108 .הדובכהוהמלשההשאהלשרואתהתליחתלדוגינב,תשוב
109 .)3861(ד"מת
110 Cant 6:10.
111 Amos 5:9.
112 Prov 12:4: ‘A capable wife is a crown for her husband’.
113 The word nehi – a cry of lament or woe – is found in Jer 31:15.
114 Poetic language based on Gen 35:17. In Hebrew the first two words in the line – nehi [Woe
is me] va-yehi [For when] – demonstrate both alliteration and onomatopoeia.
115 Based on Isa 5:14: ‘Assuredly, Sheol has opened its jaws in a measureless gape; And
down into it shall go, that splendour and tumult, that din and revelry’. The term hamon,
translated above as ‘tumult’ may refer to the amniotic fluid, as alluded to in Jer 10:12–13, ‘He
made the earth … hamon mayim [rumbling water].’ The combination of hamon (‘tumult’) and
gaon (‘pride’) echoes a liturgical poem written about Purim by R. Judah Halevi, which is read
on the Sabbath before Purim by the Mizraḥi communities, ךלהמודימ,ךומכןיאוךומכימ

ךלהמודןיאו (‘Who is like you and there is none like you, Who is similar to you and there is
none similar to you): ‘And when the sea returned to its strength / Pharaoh and his entire
multitude (hamon) were drowned / for the sea made it difficult for the chariots of his pride
(gaon) / and he saw that he could not overcome him (Gen 32:26)’ (my translation).
116 Job 7:5 and Ps 40:3.
117 Based on Jer 31:15.
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I am weary with calling out at night,118 and during the day I shall roar like a lion for her
living soul:119

And when she came to give birth, and there were twins,120 she was seized with labour
pains,121 writhing and screaming in her pangs,122 a baby sends forth his hand123 and the
strength to give birth was lacking.124

Woe is me that my light departed in labour pains.
I sat on the ground next to her and I will weep and I will mourn, since most assuredly
the package that the Creator has sown for her from the very beginning has been sown
for her destruction:125

For this is the woman with her son lying dead at her feet, and her other son wrapped
around her knees, she is the perfect woman [maintaining] the honour of the daughter
of the king,126 and nakedness was born:127

For she is the precious and modest Mistress Kalomira
The wife of the wise and exalted R. Aharon Roman, may the Merciful One protect
him and redeem him, her soul was spent when her sun set, on the sixth day [of the
week], the twenty-second of Ḥeshvan, the year of ‘the doors128 of her womb have been
closed’, excluding the thousands.129 And may she rest in dignity.

118 Ps 69:4.
119 The phrase nefesh ḥayya may also be translated to take into account the rendering of
ḥayya as midwife.
120 Gen 38:27−28.
121 1 Sam 4:19.
122 Isa 26:17.
123 Isa 11:8. There is a bitter sense of irony in the author’s use of this prophetic verse. See
Sifra, Beḥuqotai 1.2, which fleshes out the ecstatically joyous, messianic message of these
words.
124 Isa 37:3.
125 The word המשל can mean either ‘for her’ or ‘for destruction’. Thus, the phrase המשל

היאשו , translated above as ‘for her destruction’, can also mean ‘for her and her destruction’.
By using the word המשל the author achieves a double entendre as the package (ḥavila) is
connected with the labour pains (ḥavla) mentioned in the previous line and to the deceased’s
destruction mentioned in the next line, as the package that God gave to her – designed for
procreation – led to her demise.
126 Ps 45:17.
127 In shame, in contrast to the earlier account of the perfect and dignified woman.
128 The Hebrew phrase for ‘doors of’ (daltei) has the same numerical value as the Jewish
year in which the deceased passed away, 444, if the thousands of years since creation are
omitted. That is, she died in 5444 (1683 CE). By linking the number of the year in which she
died to a sentence describing her death, special meaning is given to the year in which she
died.
129 In the Hebrew, the phrase li-feraṭ qaṭan means that this is the enumeration of the Jewish
year that omits the thousands of years.
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Photograph No. 14

Tombstone of Kadın daughter of Aharon Roman, d. 25 March, 1691. DP Hasköy
Cemetery, lot # 5-4, stone # 18L, film # 28 (8 September, 1987). Marmara marble,
pentagonal prismatic stone, decorated by four protruding stylized frames and
protruding characters.

ּהיּתוּמ:איה:
ּהית:איה:
ּהוֹמּתוֹ[ל[:איה:
היי:איה:
ןּתאֹזר031יֵילּהדיּתוֹנ
להֲ,ןאאיתוּאםי131ה]![231א331ןו
תׁש]םבֵ[רהמכ]םלוֹמדוֹבוּנב[ֲהוֹרןורנןא]היא

]ר'],[היוּ
431:הץןתארוכאםוֹי

She has been buried in accord with her size: And she was tiny:
She earned her true fare: And she won out:
Her bad lot has now quite ended135: And she has been preserved forever:
She was my only one: And she has become estranged from me:
The value of the stone which I have placed136 upon her should testify her worth. Do not
pay attention to its size, for she was like the mother of many who is forlorn.137

130 בכ:חכתישארב
131 .ה:ב,אלאומש
132 .ילררבתהאלורוקמבךכ
133 .הריעצהרענרמולכ,תיכרותב Kadın
134 .טי:גוהימרי
135 Proverbs 16:30 (See Rashi and Ibn Ezra), and Esther 7:7.
136 Gen 28:22.
137 1 Sam 2:5. Although she was young, her fate was like the mother of many who is forlorn,
because she died before being able to produce any living issue.
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Şe[!]138 is Kadon.139 The daughter of the wise one, the unsullied rabbi, his honour our
Master and Teacher Aharon Roman, may the Merciful One protect and redeem him.
Passed away on the first day [of the week], the twenty-sixth of Adar I, the year of ‘I
will give you a desirable land’.140

138 The meaning of the Hebrew is unclear and the writer perhaps had in mind the word zu,
in the sense of ‘she is’.
139 In Turkish, this would be Kadın, meaning ‘young woman’.
140 Jer 3:19.
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Photograph No. 15

Tombstone of Kalomira daughter of Aharon Roman, d. 3 October, 1703, DP
Hasköy Cemetery, lot # 6-2OB, stone # 74MA, film # 568 (18 January, 1989).
Marmara marble, heptagonal stone decorated with twelve stylized frames,
divided by a symbolic engagement belt.

יוּליןוֹאּ141ההיוףוֹר241:ם
אהּהםוֹיט:הוֹתתוֹתיה:
תוּבתהוֹא']ה[וֹלאיהוֹתת"]ם[]ֵםל[מ"ר]וֹמדוֹבוּנ

ב[
ֲהוֹרןוּחוּנ[ע"נןאן[,ג'כ'דםוֹיה'יך"מוּ'ד'ס'ת'הת]ּווּנּהדוֹב[.

How the proud wings of her nidus were exposed143 in liquid silver and so [were her]
pinions:144

Her soul did not manage to escape the day: It was trapped in the net of her
corruptions:
The tombstone [marking] the burial [cave] of the young betrothed woman Kalomira,
the orphaned daughter of the unsullied wise man, our honoured Teacher and Rabbi
Aharon Roman, may he rest in Eden. Plucked [from amongst us] on the fourth day [of
the week], the twenty-third of Tishrei, 5464, and may she rest in dignity.

141 ק"דרהלשושוריפהארו"וֹלה,לוּשׁייםגַ"וכ–בכ:גיוהימרי
רסוהוהלוגאיההתעוהצראבתדבכנולאהיפנכתחתתרתסנהתיהשלארשיתסנכלעלשמאוה
הירבאלעזמרכהארנו.םירכנתוצראבלכןיעלהנולקהלגנוהיולגאיההנהו,הילעמהרתס

.העובטההתפוגהפסאנשתעבולגנשםימוריעה
142 קייוֹרףההוֹייםןיןוּבם":די:חסםילהתיפלע

העיבטבתוומלעזמרמ":ץוּר.
143 Jer 13:26: ‘I in turn will lift your skirts over your face and your shame shall be seen’. See
Radaq who notes that this is a metaphor for the house of Israel. The epitaph’s author seems
to be alluding to the immodest exposure of the deceased’s limbs when she was taken out of
the water after drowning. The word nidus alludes to her nest, her home, and her private parts.
144 Based on Ps 68:14: ‘even for those of you who lie among the cooking pots / [you will be
like] the wings of a dove sheathed in silver, its pinions in fine gold.’ An allusion to death by
drowning.
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Photograph No. 16

A colophon of a hand-written kabbalistic prayer-book Seder Tefillot Yesharot
u-Varot for the winter season (Ḥanuka through Purim; December through
March), written by an anonymous scribe in 1734. Quran type illumination done
with ink, gouash, and gold leaf. Reproduced courtesy of William Gross, Tel
Aviv.
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Photograph No. 17

A leaf from an elegantly penned and illuminated copy of the well-known collec-
tion of prayers for the prophet Muhammad entitled Dalā ‘il al-khayrāt and
composed by Muḥammad al-Jazūlī (d. 877 AH/1472 CE). Written on paper in
Turkish naskh script, this prayer-book was probably made in the 11th AH/17th

century CE.
The Walters Art Museum (Baltimore, Maryland), no. 583. Reproduced cour-

tesy of the Walters Art Museum, Balitmore, Maryland.
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Photograph No. 18

Ijazah [License, Authorization, Certificate, Permission], given by Abu Muham-
mad al-Dhihni ’Uthman Nurī al-Ḥanafī al-Miyāwardī to his student ’Umar Lūtfī
ibn al-Ḥajj Muḥammad Ḥilmi known as Munla Isma'ilzadah al Arkhawī. 4 Jum-
ada al-Akhirah 1312 H/3 December, 1894. Reproduced courtesy of the Beinecke
Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

http://www.library.yale.edu/neareast/exhibitions/exhibit20071.html.
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Photograph No. 19

Tombstone of Mikri (‘little one’) wife of Yehuda Hamon, d. 24 January, 1642,
DP Hasköy Cemetery, lot # 6-5, stone # 48L film # 10 (10 September, 1987).
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145 :ט:אנוהיעשייפלע."בתמַּאיאוֹלהֲ"



358 Minna Rozen

Yesterday I was playing on the earth, in my husband’s embrace, like a tiny lamb,146

And an angel came and preyed upon me in his wrath, placing me in a wilderness full
of snakes.
The tombstone [marking] the burial [cave] of a woman of great consequence,
renowned daughter of the king, a woman of virtue is a crown of glory among women,
You are the woman who quarries her tomb in the rock,147 the crowned lady, Mistress
Mikri, may her soul rest in Eden, wife of the exalted, wise man R. Yehuda Hamon,
may the Merciful One protect him and redeem him. Passed away on the sixth day [of
the week], the twentythird of the month of Shevat, 5402.
May she rest in dignity.

146 A play on words involving the deceased’s name ‘Mikri’ (‘small’ in Greek). Also a reference
to her tender young age.
147 Based on Isa 51:9: ‘Was it not you who hacked Rahab …’
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